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OLD AIRFIELD
I lie here still beside the hill
abandoned long to Nature's will
my buildings down, my people gone
my only sounds the wild birds' song.
My mighty birds will rise no more
no more I hear the Merlins' roar
and never now my bosom feels
the pounding of those giant wheels.
from the ageless hill their voices cast
thunderous echoes of the past
and still in lonely reverie
their great dark wins sweep down to me.
Laughter, sorrow, hope, and pain
I shall never know these things again
emotions that I came to know
of strange young men so long ago.
And now as evening shadows meet
are they with me still, a phantom fleet?
And do my ghosts still stride unseen
across my face, so wide and green?
If in future should structures tall
bury me beyond recall
I will still remember them
my metal birds, and long-dead men.
Now weeds grow high, obscure the sky
O remember me as you pass by
for beneath this tangled leafy screen
I was your friend, your home, "Silksheen."
W. Scott
630 Squadron
("Silksheen" was the radio callsign for East Kirkby)
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THEY SHALL GROW NOT OLD
AS WE THAT ARE LEFT GROW OLD
AGE SHALL NOT WEARY THEM
NOR THE YEARS CONDEMN
AT THE GOING DOWN OF THE SUN
AND IN THE MORNING
WE WILL REMEMBER THEM.
Lawrence Binyon
"Requiem for the Fallen"
The quotation at the end of Chapter 19 is from "Letter To St. Peter" by Elma Dean
With the exception of the Nuremburg Raid, a few easily recognisable Royal Air Force stations and very senior
RAF personnel, all the names and characters in this novel are fictitious and the product of my imagination.
Whilst I have tried to ensure that the story background is as authentic as possible, no similarity should be
construed towards any person, alive or dead. I trust that Military Historians will excuse me, for the purposes of
this book, to predate both the German occupation of the Channel Islands and the first V1 flying-bomb incidents by
a few months.
(there is a Glossary of expressions used in this novel, at the end of the manuscript)
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INTRODUCTION
by Mike Garbett
co-author
author "Lancaster at War" volumes 1, 2, 3 and 5
It is an old adage that we all have at least one novel in
us. On the basis of this being a first effort I am
confident more than one novel will result from the agile
mind and pen of Rob Davis.
I remember well receiving Rob's introductory letter,
courtesy of my own publisher. Even though that was
over a decade ago the impact it had on me is crystal
clear in my mind. As an enthusiast - cum - historian
whose forte is, and always will be, the study of that
remarkable thoroughbred the Lancaster Bomber, along
with associated mortals through whom she breathed
life, this scribe yearly receives a multitude of letters
written by people with a similar interest.
Some are relatives of men who paid the ultimate
sacrifice, anxious to learn every scrap of information
whereby
hereby then can "know" a father, a grandfather, a
cousin, whatever. More than a few conduct their own
research once set on the trail - even to visiting graves
and crash sites in Germany, wherever such exist. For
too many there is but a name etched into a memorial
stone to see.
Around a third of the approaches come from youngsters who were either unborn during the conflict of 1939 - 1945
or were mere toddlers living near the aerodromes. A handful or so fall into Rob's category - men and women
(largely unborn when the Second World War ended) with fertile minds, spurred on to "do their own thing.
thing.” In Rob's
case he settled for close scrutiny of what remained of Bomber Command's aerodromes before mankind expunged
them for ever.
To this end he and I have spent countless hours in exploration beneficial to us both. As each year sees more
buildings, more stretches of concrete disappear, I for one deeply regret not having explored in detail each and
every Lancaster airfield in the 1950s
50s and 1960s when most were virtually intact. The majority were visited, and
inspected - if superficially. In particular I regret not taking more photographs: but I was too preoccupied with the
aircraft and pursuing the aircrew and supporting ground staff
sta who knew a war I could not - nor never can - really
understand. However, hindsight is a wonderful thing, and what has gone has gone.
At least, in part through my association with Rob I have "captured" until my dying day a little of the undefinable
atmosphere
osphere emanating from the plateau hewn from scrub and farmland in eastern England for the sole purpose of
carrying the war to an enemy intent on world domination. Now, little more than huge scars across the landscape
they may be - yet are they not as much
h a part of this island's heritage as are Bosworth Field or Culloden?
Being privy to Rob's inventive mind as his novel steadily developed has been a rewarding experience. Fact is
stranger
tranger than fiction and many stories relating to the war seem barely credible.
cre
Many have yet to be revealed, unearthed and the reader will, I am sure, begin to wonder whether or not such a
related series of incidents as are here unfolded could happen once he or she reflects on this exciting tale. It is a
yarn that holds the imagination from start to finish and many of you will be compelled to read it at one sitting.
I commend it to you.
Mike Garbett (March 24th 1938 - February 3rd 2019)
Solihull
October 1989
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Chapter 1 : Ground/Flight to Ground
When the flat Lincolnshire fens at last began to give way to indications of higher ground, Alan eased the throttle
and swung his motorcycle into a lay-by. To the north, and about five miles distant, a huge plug of land rose from
the featureless terrain which had stretched since Newark, and at the summit of the plug, already perhaps a
hundred feet above the level of the road, a metal mast added another three hundred feet of height to the already
distinctive view. Knowing that the mast marked his destination, Alan did not consult his map further but simply
drove along the road in the general direction of the hill.
On days like this when the sun beat down, everyone and everything seemed to be attacked by bouts of lethargy:
weekend drivers took to the roads, imposing their lassitude on others; trailers and caravans ambled along, holding
up everyone else; and the latest model motorcycles were out, swallowing miles with apparent ease.
Before long the mast loomed closer and when a suitable B road presented itself, Alan turned into it and soon
found himself going uphill. Changing down and using the powerful torque of the V-twin engine, he climbed higher
and after a few minutes of following the twisty, steepening way, the road began to level. Very soon thereafter the
land grew into an aerodrome.
Alan could almost smell the airfield; he did not need to see any buildings or overgrown runways to tell him where
he was. Just the lie of the land, the appearance of the terrain, that indescribable feeling, was enough. The
Bombers had been here: he knew, and that was all there was to it.
But when he looked closely, there was more tangible evidence. A meandering perimeter track with ragged and
partly torn-up aircraft dispersal hardstandings; odd Maycrete huts, mostly in bad repair, and visible on the farmost
side of the site was a large black arch-roofed J-type hangar with white painted Watch Office nearby. This was the
place all right: formerly a heavy bomber station in No 1 Group, Bomber Command, RAF Swaldsholme now
inched towards oblivion.
Although pleasantly warm in today's windless sunshine, Alan knew that when the cold air blew in from the North
Sea, swept down the Humber Estuary and marched over the aerodrome, it would have been a bleak, chill place
indeed. Even though it was not far from a town, the place was almost deserted and the only sign of life was a
tractor ploughing a dark scar over arable land between the runways. Alan drove closer and stopped; he waved his
arms and the dirty machine bounced to a halt.
"Oh ar?" said the driver in reply to Alan's request for permission to look over and photograph the site. "Yer look a
bit young to 'ave been here in the war - were yer dad up here?"
"No, I just like to see the old aerodromes and photograph what's left, if anything is left. This one seems better than
most."
"Well, yer best find Mr James, he's the owner, see? Go down terrards the village but tek first left and farm'ouse is
the white one on't right."
The farmer was not in when Alan rang the bell but his wife agreed readily enough. "We get the occasional bloke
come back - you go where you like, but don't walk on the crops or you'll get me shot."
The ploughing tractor had disappeared into a fold of land when Alan regained the aerodrome, but the engine
sounded occasionally in the still air. Removing his helmet, jacket and gloves, he rode slowly along the perimeter
track which encircled the site, giving access to all the hardstandings and runways. The layout was of classic
design: three tarmacadamed runways, each 150 feet wide and the longest of 2,000 yards: the many concreted
dispersal points, one for each aircraft; odd buildings scattered about; and the distinctive blast walls and cubelike
structures of the bomb dump.
At the point where the runways crossed each other, Alan turned and followed the crumbling surface towards the
main group of buildings where he regained the perimeter track before stopping and taking several
medium-distance photos of the hangar and Watch Office. Such pictures were good for setting the scene in his
photograph albums and in the absence of a water-tower, a valuable vantage point, they would have to suffice if he
was unable to climb to the roof of the hangar.
He drove further along the perimeter track and parked on the apron between the J hangar and the Watch Office.
Before him lay the triangle of runways down which the Wellingtons, Halifaxes and finally Lancasters of 696
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Squadron had thundered. Now grass mushroomed from the cracks in the tarmac; concrete and bushes grew from
the once flat land.
The Watch Office was always the
focal point of any aerodrome.
Often miscalled the Control Tower,
an Americanism which Alan
deplored, it had until recently been
occupied. There was a phone
cable, a trio of dustbins, a washing
line.
The door was not even
locked and the inside, with 13 amp
power points and a television aerial
socket,
testified
to
modern
habitation. The place was quite
dead and for Alan, it held little
interest.
He had his own theory: a place
had only so much - a finite quantity
- of ATMOSPHERE; and every
person who visited absorbed a
small piece, until in the end it was
all gone. At old aerodromes now turned into industrial estates where there had been many comings and goings,
the atmosphere, once charged, had quite vanished. The Watch Office was like that. It did not auger well for the
rest of the site.
Only one side of the Watch Office had been used as a house, the other side being severely burned inside, its
wooden parts reduced to ashes. Alan found the concrete internal stairway and made his way to the roof, climbing
out at last through a small open window. Here the sun beat down unmercifully, the black pitch roof soaking up the
heat. Alan could feel it even through the tough soles of his motorcycle boots. He had a long look at the site from
all angles, and although hopeful that he would be able to climb onto the hangar roof some forty feet higher, took
only a half dozen photographs. There was no doubt about it: any sensations which had lain dormant in the
building had long since dissipated.
Alan was disappointed. He had heard stories about the chatter of Morse Code coming from a bricked up room; of
how the inhabitants of the place had seen a semi-transparent figure switching the channels on their television and
playing with the radio controls; and of how, five years before, the parents of a then six-year-old boy had been
awakened in the early hours by the sound of moving about. Investigating, they had found the lad pointing out
through his opened bedroom window, following the track of something moving along the derelict runway, and
been stupefied when the boy asked his daddy what the letters ‘QZ' meant on the side of the black aeroplane?
The lad had recently learned his alphabet, and anyway, he could not possibly have known the squadron
recognition codes dating from 1942 …
But now the atmosphere was as
discharged as a car battery after the
headlights had been left on all night.
With little more than a cursory look
around, Alan left, and swinging his
motorcycle off the stand rode towards
the rear of the hangar to see what might
be found.
To his relief, the distinctive shape of the
parachute store and a cluster of
Maycrete huts was gathered in the
shadow of the giant hangar. Long
grasses now swayed where once
close-cropped turf had lain, and odd
stacks of timber were piled on the
ground, abandoned. The parachute
room gaped doorless, showing its
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brickwork beneath the peeling concrete skin; yet even now some of the window glass remained in the rusting
frames, and high in the vaulted church-like roof - accounting for the building's unmistakable shape - the small
pulleys, used to hoist up drying parachutes, could still be seen.
Deep straw cushioned the floor, and birds fluttered in through the windows to take advantage of the
freely-available nesting material. Alan took out his camera and carefully photographed the windows, roof and
pulleys, then from the outside, the open doorway and general scene, with the J hangar in the background.
Other nearby buildings had
already been demolished and
there were many open rectangles
of floored tiles or plain concrete
bases testifying to a former
construction. Rusty iron girders
had given up the struggle in
some of the huts and the roofing
had collapsed, allowing the
weather a further grip so that now
the brick walls were beginning to
crack and bow, squeezing out the
window frames inch by laborious
inch.
Alan looked inside all of them but
having
photographed
better
examples elsewhere, did not
linger. He left his bike parked by
the
parachute
store
and
continued on foot, eyes darting
into every thicket and bush to make certain that he missed nothing of importance. He was constantly amazed
how much the undergrowth could invade concrete and brick after forty years, if left unchecked. From within the
brick open-topped air-raid shelters, trees grew: impenetrable bushes surrounded almost unrecognisable and
derelict edifices. Everywhere lay the sound of silence, heavy and almost tangible in its intensity; yet the effect was
as if the aerodrome was asleep, dormant, ready to pulse into life if the sound of Merlin engines crackled and
roared their particular song, or a red flare should curve up from the Watch Office, bringing the emergency services
crews racing.
Rabbits now scurried in surprise as Alan's boots thumped down the cracked concrete path which would have seen
hordes of blue-clad humanity going about Air Force business. Expecting to find that the path petered out after a
short while, to end in the middle of a field or to be abruptly truncated, he turned a corner and was confronted by a
long, low Maycrete building, its windows provisioned with shutters.
With a surge of interest and knowing the layout of a bomber station,
he went inside. It was the former Station Headquarters, the place
from which all the clerical and administration work was carried out.
Now it was a shell, walls running with streaks of rust, windows
cobwebbed, cows wandering about aimlessly outside. In the centre
of the long wall the familiar gastight door opened the way to the
Operations Block.
Once inside the corridor, the atmosphere changed. As Alan picked
his way down the long passage with the aid of a small torch, the
reinforced roof and walls of the aerodrome's heart seemed to press
down on him. This was where the raids were planned, the crews
briefed before the raid and interrogated afterwards. Here the
intelligence and meteorological men constructed the raid which the
crews would fly; and it was here, if the airmen returned, they would
get that hot drink mixed with Air Ministry rum; and indescribably
weary, tell their stories to the Intelligence officers.
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Here too, they would be looking out for their friends in different crews, and all too often a face which had shared a
preflight meal would be missing by the next dawn.
It was cold in the corridor after the hot sunshine outside. Many of the small rooms off the main entrance had
obviously been used for pig farming; low breeze-block walls had penned in the animals. At the end of the corridor,
there was a sort of grand junction, a fifteen by twelve foot "square" off which many doors led. Alan turned left,
went through a door, and walked into the Briefing Room. If there are ghosts, he thought, they must be here.
Now not even the scurry of a rat broke the skin
of silence. Alan did not like being in the room.
All that came out of its bricks was a sensation
of fear, despair and tiredness, and the room
sent him outside, searching elsewhere. In the
light of his torch came more tangible evidence
of the past.
Painted on a wall of one of the small rooms off
the main thoroughfare were the legends "T/P
NOTICES", "OPS B/CAST", "INTERNAL" and
"A FLIGHT". This was evidently the telephone
exchange and teleprinter terminal, where the
telephonist - a member of the Ops team,
probably a WAAF - would link her own
switchboard with that of the Group
Headquarters on the frequent occasions when
Operations details were being signalled to all the squadrons who were on call to fly that night.
Alan spent some time setting up his camera equipment and flash unit before taking careful photographs, feeling
that he had after all found something which made his long trip worthwhile. When he had taken all the shots he
wanted and completed his exploration of the Ops Block with no other significant find, he went outside again into
the sharp sunshine and sitting down in the shade of the former guardroom, ate his sandwiches, still gazing at the
scene and taking in every detail.
It was not quite such a forlorn scene from this viewpoint. If he half closed his eyes, he could imagine the figures
coming to and fro from the Station HQ and Ops Bunker; and if he completely closed his eyes and listened very
hard, he could almost hear the rippling fast rattle of Browning machine-guns on a test-fire, or the deep rumble of
four engines as a 'heavy' came belting over the aerodrome.
By the time he had finished eating and lazed contentedly half-asleep for fifteen minutes in the sun, it was
mid-afternoon and if he was going to see the rest of the site and get back before dark, he would have to get a
move on. So he hacked his way through gorse and bramble until he came to what he knew from accounts given
to him by people who had been here at the time, was the Sergeants' Mess.
The doors were closed and padlocked but as an old hand at gaining access to supposedly locked buildings he
took a turn around the walls and soon found an open window at the rear of the L-shaped Mess. He found himself
at that end of the building which had been the kitchens. Even after four decades some of the roof-mounted
extractor fans still spun freely as the slight wind caught their vanes. The plasterboard ceilings sagged and
cascaded to the floor and enough old fertiliser bags and rusty bits of farm machinery lay about to give a feeling of
such desolation that Alan felt a sharp pang of emotion for the unknown men who had constructed and known it.
Out of habit he searched every room; but everywhere was the same, bleak and empty. Had he been less
thorough he would have missed the best "find" he had ever seen in three years of tramping over old aerodromes.
On the dividing walls of a block of shattered toilets at the end of the Mess was a collection of pencilled graffiti the
like of which he had never seen and which had him staring in disbelief.
Evidently the authors had sat down, commenced their business and then feeling bored, taken out a pencil from
blouse or battledress. The peeling whitewash bore such inscriptions as "It's a waste of good Lancs giving them to
696, they never bring them back.” Another hand had angrily replied directly beneath "We were bringing them back
before you knew what a Lanc was!".
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"696 are the Boys" declared another brick confidently. "Who else could be at the top of the Group Bombing
Ladder?” Someone else had taken offence at this and written "The only thing 696 can do here is to get some in
and stop acting like little school boys". And there was more along similar lines.
There was just enough room for Alan to flatten himself against the opposite wall and with his camera set to
minimum focus he could just take a separate picture of each section, his elbows and spine pressed against the
peeling brickwork. It was clearly impossible to remove the wall or part of it - it was too unsafe, and seemed likely
to collapse if any of it was taken away.
Now that he had this priceless treasure on film, he was strangely switched off to the idea of staying further, such
was his impatience to get the films in for processing. It made no sense, as he could not post them until Monday;
but still the restless urge nagged him. Anyway, he thought, by the time I get to my regular call-in pub, it'll be
opening time..... that clinched the argument, and he retraced his steps to the parked motorcycle, donned riding
kit, and set off along the old perimeter track, heading for the country road.
Tuned as he was to every twitch of the machine, he did not pay too much attention to the first sideways lurch. He
put it down to the bad concrete surface. However, when the bike gave a pronounced shudder, he stopped,
craned his neck to examine the rear wheel, and cursed. The tyre was visibly deflating, and in a few seconds was
quite flat.
There was no point in
prolonging the agony and there
was no-one to help him. Alan
pulled the Honda onto its stand,
took out his toolkit, and having
removed his riding-jacket and
gloves, set to work.
Examining the tubeless tyre, he
discovered
a
sliver
of
aluminium – quite possibly a
fragment of crashed aircraft –
embedded in the rubber, and
with a pair of pliers, pulled it out
and using the insertion tool,
rubber plug and cement from
his tool kit, made a good repair.
Once the cement was dry
Alan's small hand pump gave
enough puff to inflate the tyre to
about half its required pressure, and he donned his kit again and riding cautiously, set off in search of a garage
air-line.
On the outskirts of the village about five minutes' slow ride from the aerodrome, nestled an ancient filling station.
One corner of its forecourt was a scrapyard, its wrecks covered with rust spreading like a contagious disease to
anything nearby. Alan drove in and parked.
"Is it ok if I use your air-line?" he asked of the attendant, a small man in greasy overalls. "I've just repaired a
puncture and my hand pump won't give me all the pressure I need."
"‘Course," replied the man obligingly. "Do you want to fill up as well?"
"I might as well whilst I'm here."
"Okay," went on the man. "Give me a shout when you're ready."
Alan quickly inflated the tyre to the correct pressure and then checked both wheels for further damage. He found
none, and pushed the machine over to the pumps island. The man saw him, and came over. "Fill it please unleaded. No oil in the petrol," he continued, wary of the lack of knowledge displayed by petrol pump attendants,
some of whom would insist that all motor cycles required oil in the petrol.
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The man scowled. "I know bikes," he said in such a tone of voice that Alan looked elsewhere. "I was riding motor
bikes in 1935."
His tone conveyed scorn for modern machinery; Alan affected disinterest, and gazed around. There were several
cars parked on the forecourt, and in the rear window of the nearest, just visible in the reflected sunlight, was a
small stick-on badge. Alan recognised it immediately. It was the Winged Bullet of the Air-Gunners' Association.
"Whose is the black Allegro - the Vanden Plas conversion?" he asked. The man eyed him with suspicion, and
having completed filling the Honda's tank, replaced the nozzle back in the pump. "That'll be six pounds fifty-seven
for the petrol," he said. Alan paid, and was debating whether or not to ask again when the man returned with his
change.
"It's mine - why?"
"Oh, I just wondered. Were you an air-gunner?"
"Yes."
"Which squadron?"
"I was on 207 Squadron."
"Would that have been whilst 207 were based at Bottesford, Langar, Scampton, Spilsby or Methwold?" Alan
asked, without a moment's hesitation.
The man's jaw didn't actually drop, but his suspicious look came right off. He looked carefully at Alan's bike, saw
the rows of yellow bombs painted on the fairing, the RAF Museum and Bomber Command Hall stickers, and
grinned unexpectedly.
"Are you in a hurry, young man?"
"Not in the least," replied Alan.
"Well come in and have a cup of tea."

-- ** -- ** -"Where did you learn all that stuff?" said the attendant, who had introduced himself as Frank Jenkins. "Most lads
your age think that the war was a thousand years ago. They know about Sea Harriers and the Falklands, but
anything before that is ancient history."
"I just got interested in it. I was given some books about the Dam Busters when I was very young and I sort of
went on from there. When I had read a bit more, I felt drawn up in it all, I can't really put it into words. I just had to
see what remained, so I began to visit all the old aerodromes. I've been up to Swaldsholme, photographing - I
found the most incredible graffiti up there, have you seen it?"
"Not likely, you won't get me up there, no fear!"
"Why on earth not?"
The ex gunner looked at Alan closely. "See here," he said in a level tone. "I can tell by the way you talk that it all
means quite a lot to you. If it didn't, you wouldn't have such a knowledge of it.” Alan inclined his head at the
compliment. "So I'll just say that during the war I saw some things that I would rather not have seen, and I've
taken part in some things I regret - Dresden perhaps, Hamburg, the firestorm raids. But I'd say that I don't scare
easy. When you've flown over Germany, there isn't much left to be scared of. I think that quite a few of us
regarded ourselves as already dead, like those bods in that film with Gregory Peck, you know?"
Alan thought for a moment. "‘Twelve O'Clock High'", he said once memory had come to his rescue.
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"That's right. Well, I've been out late some nights, you know, and I've been up by the aerodrome, and I've heard
engines. Maybe five or six times in all the years I've been here. It catches you by surprise. At first you're not sure
you can hear it at all, like your ears are having a game with you. So you listen a bit harder, and then you can hear
it plain. One circuit and then low over the 'drome, so fast that even afterwards you can think that it was your
imagination, your ears having a game with you, and nothing else.” He paused dramatically, aware that he had
Alan's full attention. "Then there's the WAAF."
"WAAF? With the engines?"
"No, no, they say she haunts the Watch Office. She's supposed to be waiting, see? Waiting for her lover to come
back. But he never will, and she's still up there waiting for him."
"Have you seen her?"
"I've not seen her, but by God, I've heard those motors the odd time. I may be a bit old, but I haven't forgotten
what Merlin engines sound like."
At this point Alan's watch chinked the hour for the second time, and he knew that he had better be on his way.
"Mr Jenkins, thanks for your time, may I drop you a line in a few days? Thanks for giving me the details of your
crew - I'd like to check a few things and it's possible that I may have a line on some of them."
"Okay. It's good talking about it. Not many of the kids these days are interested."
They shook hands and with a final wave, Alan drove off the forecourt and back towards the village. What a grand
day! he thought. Good photos, a new contact, and that incredible story about the reputed hauntings. Haunted! he
said to himself, easing the Honda along the twisting lane, listening with pleasure to the soft beat of the exhausts
reflected from the low stone walls. God, how I'd like to hear something like those engines. What an experience!
Then why not try to experience it?
The thought exploded with the suddenness of a carelessly dropped grenade. He snapped shut the throttle and
pulled to a halt. It was just gone 6pm - daylight until ten at least, so he would have plenty of time to find a suitable
camp in one of the old buildings. A picture of the parachute store with the carpet of deep straw, came to mind. He
had a few sandwiches left; there was bound to be a pub somewhere, he would be able to get a drink and perhaps
a bar meal. He had his cat to consider, but he could leave very early in the morning and be back in time for
breakfast.
Why on earth not? It would be daft to come all this way again, and the opportunity might not be there a second
time..... For a moment he weighed up all the factors. Strike whilst the iron is hot, his thought processes
commanded, and turning the motorcycle round in a sharp half-circle, drove down to the village again.
His brain was working at top speed. It would be a bit of a give-away to run up to the aerodrome now. Better to
wait until dark … with the weather like this, he would not get wet or cold, and he had his heavy motorcycle
clothing. He felt a curious excitement, a stirring of adrenalin in his bloodstream, what it heralded, he could not
guess. But he had the utmost difficulty in preventing himself from going up to the 'drome right there and then. He
could feel something drawing him. He felt caught in a vortex, and the only escape seemed to spend a night with
the Bombers.
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Chapter 2 - The Better Part of Valour
In the slow rise towards full consciousness, Richard's mind began to extend itself over his immediate environment.
It was dark; there was a smell of sea water, tar, and the pungent odour of fish, and as awareness gradually
returned, he realised that he had the mother and father of a headache. There was a dim bulb burning, and when
his eyes were able to focus, he saw that he was in the hold of a ship, with the dull thump-thump of a slow, heavy
diesel motor coming from nearby.
This was very strange. The last thing he remembered had been kissing his girlfriend goodnight, and the cautious
trip back to his home on the outskirts of St Helier, staying carefully in the deep shadows and ever-watchful of the
armed Wehrmacht soldiers who patrolled the quayside and waterfront. Whilst they were not the young elite of the
German Army, they had the same disconcerting habit of shooting first and asking questions afterwards.
What the devil's going on? he asked himself.
Moving with extreme caution, he lifted the hatch-cover and it opened on its hinges without noise or resistance. In
the odd moments when the moon spat shards of blue light from between the oppressive clouds which towered
overhead, he could see that the ship was a small fishing-smack, typical of the type found throughout Brittany and
the Channel Islands. More importantly, it was plain that the boat was well out to sea. The cold air helped clear his
head, and he slipped out onto the deck.
There was no-one about and the boat was making about ten knots, rolling gently in the cross-swell. He made his
way to the wheelhouse and opened the door. Inside, a dark swarthy man was standing at the wheel, swaying
rhythmically with the swell, and looking out through the windscreen with studied indifference.
"Ah, there you are," he said without looking in Richard's direction.
"What the hell's going on? Who are you? Where am I? What am I doing here?"
The man tipped back his head and laughed. "You are a one for questions, aren't you?” His voice had an Irish
twang.
"The last thing I remember is being in St Helier."
"Well, me boy, you're about twenty-five miles north-west of Jersey, on a heading of zero one five degrees. That's well, call it almost due north."
"Why?"
"You just happened to be in the wrong place at the wrong time."
"Who are you?” Richard asked, discerning a certain vague familiarity about the other man's appearance and
sensing that his predicament was more serious than he had thought.
"I am Captain Jack," said the swarthy man declared, jovially.
"Oh, bloody hell," replied Richard.
"Is my reputation really so bad?"
"I don't think that there's one single child in the whole of the Channel Islands who has not gone to bed at some
time and wondered if Captain Jack was lurking somewhere in the shadows ready to jump out and eat him or her
alive."
Captain Jack threw back his head and laughed uproariously. "And you," he said finally, looking at Richard with a
twinkle in his eye, "what do you think?"
Richard studied the man whose name was whispered throughout Brittany and the Channel Islands. Legend had
promoted a tall, dark man with a fearsome beard, a penchant for a revolver, a fight and a bottle of whisky, the
modern equivalent in fact of an Elizabethan freebooter, a smuggler, brigand, and pirate. Reality showed a man of
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no more than average height, with close-cut beard and whose build suggested wiry rather than brute strength.
There was not a bottle of alcohol in sight, and no sign of any weaponry.
"Are you really a smuggler? In this day and age? And what about the Germans?"
"Oh, I'm a smuggler all right. Booze, fags, Jews, watches, furs - anything.” Captain Jack obviously did not suffer
from an impaired sense of modesty. "As for the Germans, I have a working arrangement with them. I'm
technically from Southern Ireland, y'see."
"And you provide the Germans with - let's say - one or two luxuries?” Richard was beginning to like the mystical
swashbuckler.
"Irish whiskey in the main. But it's getting difficult. The bloody Air Force is everywhere. I was seriously thinking
about moving elsewhere. I've got some good open ends in the Caribbean."
"So how did I get caught up in this?"
"Ah yes, I'm sorry about that, young feller. My bo's'un was slipping out of, ah, a certain house in St Helier with a
bag full of Swiss watches and he saw a shadowy figure lurking nearby. He thought that it was a German out to
get him, so he pussyfooted around the back of the house and hit the shadowy figure on the head and was going to
throw the body into the harbour when he recognised you. He thought that you'd seen him and he didn't want to
leave you there for the other squareheads to find. So he put you over his shoulder and brought you on board. We
told the sentry you were drunk. The rest of it you know."
"I didn't even see him," said Richard.
"Oh well, it can't be helped."
"Look, I don't mean you any harm. Will you put me off as soon as you can?"
Captain Jack squinted carefully at Richard. "Well now," he said, "I've got to do a little business in a couple of
hours but after that I'm going back to St Malo. I can drop you there."
"Oh God, that's no good! I've got to get back home. My parents, my girlfriend - they'll be worried sick."
"I'll be going back to Guernsey in a week."
Richard looked outside. They were miles from land. "A week? How will my parents explain that I'm gone? The
Germans will be sure to notice. They'll be nosing round after a couple of days. You know that all employers have
to report anyone who's off work for any reason."
"I can get a message to your parents," said Captain Jack thoughtfully, observing the compass carefully and
making steering corrections. "I can let it be known that you've sailed with me - joined the crew."
"Joined Captain Jack's cut-throats! My mother will go mad."
"Why don't you join up? You like the sea?"
"Yes," admitted Richard, "but your way of life is a bit different. You're going to catch hell when Hitler invades the
mainland."
"Hitler won't invade."
"You don't think so?"
"Not a chance."
"Why not?"
"Because - well - because - I can't tell you. I've seen certain things. That's all."
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"You seem very sure. What about the Luftwaffe? Goering says they've got three and a half thousand planes.
Surely we haven't got that many."
"No, you haven't. But you've got other weapons. You're sailing on the best one."
Richard considered. "The Channel?” he asked.
Captain Jack nodded. "The squareheads have got to get across it. Napoleon failed. So will Hitler. He'll maybe
have a go, probably quite soon and directly he's finished pushing your lot out of France but he'll fail in the end.
He'll give up and then he'll have a go eastward. That'll be the turning point."
"But he agreed not to fight Stalin."
"Hitler's promises don't count for anything. Mark my words, you'll see."
"You sound as if you don't like the Germans."
"On the whole, they're just like any other bunch. But there are some right bastards in every community. Hitler's
boys have found all the right bastards and put them in charge of things, so the ordinary man is having to be
specially careful of what he says and does. So until things take a different turn, we're all in for a rough time."
The wheelhouse door opened suddenly and a duffel-clad figure came in. "Are you all right?" it said to Richard.
"I'm sorry I had to lam you on the head. I wasn't sure if you'd seen me or not and I took you for a Gestapo
comedian until I got a good look at your face.” His voice sounded familiar and when he threw back the hood of the
duffel coat, Richard recognised him. He was probably the best-known figure in St Helier. It was Daft Mike, the
harbourmaster's son. Richard had frequently seen him loping around the town in a state of apparent mental
disability; only now his eye was quite clear, his hands were steady, and his speech cultured and precise. His hair
still hung spikily over his eyes, but his disabilities were evidently carefully acted.
"A bit of a shock, eh?” said Captain Jack. Richard nodded, trying to remember if he had recently had a laugh at
Daft Mike's expense. It was quite likely, because most of the younger generation of St Helier seemed to delight in
making his life as much of a torment as possible, although Daft Mike had never been seen to be anything but
benignly foolish.
"Sometimes it's handy to have people think you're an idiot," said Mike to Richard. "You can usually turn the tables
later on and in the meanwhile you hear and see all sorts of things that people think don't mean anything to you."
"I can see that," replied Richard, looking at Mike in a new light.
"No-one asks Daft Mike where he's been or what he was doing when the crime was committed. He can't give a
straight answer, you see? So why ask? It couldn't have been Daft Mike, he loves everybody no matter what they
do to him."
Richard remembered the time he had seen a group of drunken Wehrmacht privates urinating over Mike after he
had been thrown into the gutter. It must have taken a tremendous degree of self-control to take that sort of
treatment.
"I understand."
"What are we going to do with him, Skipper?"
"I was just asking him if he wanted to sign on."
"But I can't," said Richard in desperation. "I've got to go home."
"Do you think he'll talk?" said Mike.
"No," replied Captain Jack. "He won't talk."
"No, I won't," put in Richard. "Anyway, you'd find me if I said a word."
"Yes," said Mike earnestly, "I would."
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"Put me ashore on one of the islands. I'll say that I woke up on board your ship and that you put me off there.
That's true, anyway."
Captain Jack shook his head. "No. The Germans would interrogate you and they might make you talk. I don't
think you'd say a word if we could put you ashore on Jersey or Guernsey, but the squareheads would find out and
they'd have you."
"Why not join us?" went on Mike. "You'd make a tidy pile of cash. We're probably going to move on soon anyway
- things are getting too tight here. All hell's going to break loose in a month or so. You'd be better off out of it in a
neutral country."
"But what about my family?"
"I can see that it's put about what you've done and you can send a message to them saying that you've joined
Captain Jack and his bad lads. There's nothing anyone can do about it anyway - the Germans won't care. It's
one less mouth to feed on the Islands."
Richard sighed. "I haven't got much choice, have I?"
"Not really - unless you want to go ashore in France or Eire. That's easy enough, but it will be about a month
before we get back to Ireland."
Mike looked at his watch. "Yes, I know," said Captain Jack. "We're early. Let's lie up and wait for Helmut."
"Helmut? You're meeting a German out here?"
Mike chuckled. "Helmut is a big rogue. He was a Hamburg bargee until the war. Now he looks after a nice little
motor torpedo boat. He brings us cognac from St Malo and we bring him silk and good old Irish whiskey. He's not
a bad sort of a bloke. He's got no time for the Nazis, that's for sure. That makes him a cut above the average."

-- ** -- ** -Two hours later, whilst the fishing-smack was tossing gently on the Channel swell, a set of navigation lights
appeared out to port. After ten minutes the low almost triangular outline of a Kriegsmarine motor torpedo boat
loomed out of the night. Richard, Mike and Captain Jack lugged six metal cases out of the forward hold and
stacked them against the wheelhouse. Mike then brought out a longish soft leather bag and stood it on top of the
cases.
"Don't say a word," said Captain Jack to Richard. "You're not supposed to be here. But I'll square it with Helmut.
Don't worry."
The MTB swept in from astern. Richard could see a fat roly-poly figure in dirty overalls standing at the bridge.
"That's Helmut," said Mike. He yelled over the sound of the big diesels, "Halloa, Helmut, you German rascal!
How are you?"
Helmut made no reply but looked straight ahead. He seemed so intent on his approach to the other boat not to
have heard the shouted greeting. Even when the MTB was almost alongside, he did not turn his head their way or
give any sign of recognition.
"I've got a bad feeling about this," said Mike, looking with suspicion at the other boat. "Let's go."
"Yes, I think you're right," said Captain Jack. "There's something up. I don't like it."
They were slowly backing towards the wheelhouse when a searchlight lit up from the afterdeck of the MTB,
sweeping the fishing-smack with blinding intensity. Richard froze, not knowing what else to do.
"STAY WHERE YOU ARE!" said an amplified voice in accented English.
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Three Kriegsmarine sailors leaped aboard and quickly made the two vessels fast. A tall, immaculately uniformed
Naval officer complete with unholstered long-barrelled Luger jumped catlike from the MTB.
"You are under arrest - the charge, suborning serving members of the armed forces of the Third Reich."
Captain Jack protested. "We are Irish citizens, going about our-"
"Then what are you doing here, waiting for us?"
This was the unanswerable question. "I suppose that fat slug Helmut wasn't being paid enough," said Captain
Jack bitterly.
"Leutnant Huth is also under arrest.” The officer snapped his fingers and Helmut was dragged aboard, looking
acutely unhappy. He looked at Captain Jack, and shrugged, as if to say that it had not been his fault.
"What are you carrying this time, Captain? Rich stateless Jews, who will pay a fortune to be put ashore in
England? Irish whiskey? Fine watches?"
"Watches," said Mike. "See here," he went on in a conspiratorial tone, "why don't we make a deal, the four of us?
There's plenty for everyone. You won't regret it."
The Naval officer's lip curled. "I do not deal with enemies of the Reich," he said haughtily, but his eyes were on
the stacked boxes.
"No, of course not - of course not," gabbled Mike hurriedly. "But let us say, a fine - yes, a summary fine? For
attempting to mislead a few poor sailors? You can have that Helmut yourself and turn him in to get your superior's
notice. We can make a good deal with you - and you'll never see us again."
There was enough wheedling tone in Mike's voice to make the German hesitate. "What do you propose?” he
said. Captain Jack stepped closer to him so that the sailors could not hear. "A crate of good Irish whiskey for you,
fifty thousand francs - and the pick of our fine watches."
"And the sailors?"
"Of course, of course. A bottle each, for their silence."
"Very well."
"What about Helmut?"
"Oh, him.” The officer had already dismissed the stout freebooter from his mind. "A clean cell and a light sentence
- if he holds his tongue."
"And if he doesn't?"
The German examined his fingernails carefully. "My brother is on Reichsfuhrer Himmler's staff," he said, absently.
"We are agreed then?"
"You are an enemy of the Reich and a rascal - a clever rascal. Yes. For two cases of whiskey and a dozen
watches."
Captain Jack sighed deeply. "I can't refuse," he said.
The German assumed a supercilious air. "Nein," he replied, "you cannot."
"Very well. Let's get on with it."
Mike took Richard's arm and the four of them walked to where the boxes were stacked. "You!" said the officer to
the two sailors holding Helmut. "Take these crates on board!"
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As he turned away, Richard saw Mike and Captain Jack exchange glances. He saw the millimetric nod of Mike's
head, and Captain Jack edged himself alongside Richard, nudging him a foot to one side, obscuring Mike from the
Germans' view.
In a smooth polished movement, Mike grasped the soft leather bag, reached inside and let the leather drop to the
deck. In his hands was a Schmeisser submachine gun. "Down," he said, conversationally.
Captain Jack dived to the left and Richard to the right. Mike lifted the Schmeisser and began firing, traversing the
fishing-smack's deck and then sweeping the still chattering gun onto the MTB's bridge. Richard, lying mesmerised
on the deck, recorded the following images:
- the shocking noise of the gun, the long ragged muzzle flashes and the graceful arc of spent cartridges being
ejected;
- the Naval officer's smart uniform erupting into fist-shaped red blotches across the chest;
- one of the two sailors being hurled overboard by the impact of the bullets;
- Helmut and the other sailor tumbling to the deck;
- Mike, face drawn into a snarl, crouching, angling the Schmeisser towards the MTB, and the harsh searchlight
smashing out;
Then the magazine was empty, and the gun stopped. In a trice, Captain Jack and Mike were aboard the MTB.
They quickly searched the boat and turned out the three engine room crew onto the deck, where Mike held them
under the threat of the reloaded weapon. Captain Jack recovered the long barrelled Luger and stuffed it into the
pocket of his coat. "Here," he called to Richard. "Give me a hand with these fellows."
Richard had never seen a dead body before. He had the cosy picture of bullet holes being neat round
perforations and the ragged bleeding wounds in the naval officer's chest oozed cloth and bits of smashed bone
over the smart uniform and onto the deck. He was dead, and so were three of the others. Helmut had taken a
bullet through the leg, but it was a flesh wound and had not hit the bone. They bandaged it roughly.
"Captain Jack, I am sor'. I did not haf the chance to warn you. One of them haf a gun in my back."
Captain Jack nodded. "Forget it. We fixed the bastard for you, anyway. Tell me, what happened to you?"
The fat German was evidently used to quick thinking, because it was no more than a few moments before he was
able to reply.
"Oh - it was a British torpedo boat, on patrol, and they took us by surprise. Many of the crew were blown
overboard in the attack."
"That's right, me old son," said Captain Jack approvingly, and patted him on the back. "We'll sling the bodies over
the side, we're far enough out for the tide not to take them in - and even if they do, by the time they get to land
they'll have been in the sea for long enough to hide any evidence."
Helmut nodded. "Ja, I think so. Let us make our exchange. We must not meet again, it is too dangerous. We will
find others to do business with, ja?” and in spite of the pain from his leg, he managed a laugh.
In a couple of minutes the dead Germans were over the side. Richard and Mike carried the boxes of contraband
onto the MTB and Captain Jack took a small satchel from Helmut. "Don't worry," said the fat German. "I will see
that the crew don't give anything away. They will do as I tell them - if they know what is good for them."
"I'm confident of it," said Mike. He untied the two boats.
The three of them sauntered back to the wheelhouse. "Full starboard wheel on. Give it all you've got," said
Captain Jack.
"Will he be able to convince the German Navy?" asked Richard.
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"No," said Mike.
"Well then, they'll send a destroyer or a submarine out after us! It'll take him an hour to reach his base - unless he
wirelesses in first."
"He won't wireless his base, I've scuppered his wireless set. When they find out, they'll come after us."
Richard was aghast. "They'll get us!"
"Not a chance of it," said Mike grimly, and he and Captain Jack glanced at each other.
"I don't understand," said Richard. Neither of them replied, and he looked astern. The fishing-smack was trailing
a perpendicular wake from the MTB as it made full speed away. As he looked, there was a puff of smoke from the
MTB's diesels and it began to move.
"He'll try to sink us," said Mike. "The Germans aren't stupid. They'll check the damage to their boat, and the
British don't use 9mm automatic ammunition - their MTBs are equipped with .303 turrets and 20mm cannon.
They'll know that Helmut is lying."
Richard looked astern again. The German boat's bow was rising on a creamy double arc. Sailors were
scrambling around the deck gun, and a second later, it fired. A shell cracked overhead and exploded a hundred
feet ahead of them. The gun fired again, and this time blew a hole through the forward gunwale, leaving a ragged
edge of wood.
Captain Jack looked worriedly at Mike. "Bloody hell, man, how much longer?"
Mike looked thoughtful. "About now," he said.
"Get down," said Captain Jack, pulling Richard to the floor of the wheelhouse. There was a shattering explosion.
Richard, expecting to find that their boat was being blown out of the water, was amazed to find that he was still
alive and after another ten seconds had passed without further excitement, he opened his eyes. His enforced
shipmates were solemnly shaking hands. He stood up. There was no sign of the MTB, but there was a huge ball
of smoke and a still-foaming ring of water astern, on which odd bits of wreckage floated.
"What the hell - a dud shell - ?"
"Dud shell be buggered," said Captain Jack cheerfully. "Fifty pounds of amatol more like. But young Michael here
almost set the fuse too long. Another ten seconds and old Helmut would be shelling the shit out of us."
Richard gaped. "But they were injured - you can't just kill them!"
"They would have done for us quick enough. They weren't waving hello when Mike's bomb went off. And," he
went on placidly, "they were squareheads after all; we're supposed to be fighting them if you remember.
Discretion being the better part of valour and all that, and the fact they had that deck gun, made it seem prudent to
make up one case full of explosive. It's been useful in the past."
"There's a German saying, ‘Total War Is Short War'“ added Mike.
Richard was horrified. For the first time he began to see the war as something alive, something terrible. The
apparent casual way in which the crew of the MTB had been killed shocked him - yet at the same time he
understood the reasoning. The military conflict became real to him. In the past it had just been the news, listened
to furtively in a quiet corner of his home, for the Germans had banned listening to the BBC. Now it was upon him,
it its utter finality.
"All right," he said. "Now what do we do?"
"Captain Jack had the foresight to get his money before we blew up the torpedo-boat," observed Mike. "We've a
simple rule on board. Every crew member gets a share. You're entitled to a third of the profit."
Richard was struck by the curious ethics displayed. On the one hand, the two smugglers had killed six or eight
men with calm precision yet on the other hand, when they could have killed him with equal ease, they chose to
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pay him what they considered to be his due. He found this confusing, but accepted the rolled notes which Captain
Jack gave him. It will probably come in useful, he mused.
"Get some sleep. We'll head for Ireland. The squareheads will probably put up an air search once they notice
that their little boat is missing, and some clever sod will spot the wreckage."
Richard nodded. He turned to go.

-- ** -- ** -He was suddenly cold and wet. Cool air fanned his face, and his headache was back again. This is getting to be
a habit, he thought wryly, elbowing himself up onto one side. He was lying on a small inlet, with the rising tide
lapping at his feet. He shook his head, and his vision cleared further. He had apparently missed out quite a lot of
time, for although it was daylight, the sun was well to the west.
High cliffs rose all around him and seabirds screamed their indignation at his presence. He suddenly
remembered, and felt in his pockets. The roll of money was still there, if a little wet. There was a piece of paper
wrapped around it.
"Sorry about this" - it read - "but we can't give away all our secrets. We've landed you on the Cornish coast about
five miles east of the Lizard. I should get rid of the French money - francs won't be much use to you, so we
changed most of it for sterling - what we could spare. Good Luck. C.J."
Over half the currency was in sterling, new five pound notes and it was a tidy sum - enough to keep him for
months. He shredded the francs and the wind carried them away. At the far end of the inlet was a steep
staircase, and he began to climb, feeling the ache in his head more as his muscles tired. Eventually, after two
short halts, he reached the top. A prosperous-looking white-painted house appeared in sight. Richard opened the
wooden gate and made his way to the front. As his hand reached for the knocker, the weathered wooden door
opened briskly and a uniformed man - tall, in officer's dress, and complete with swagger stick and holstered
revolver - emerged. They almost collided.
Richard was so taken by surprise that he did not notice the man draw his revolver. "Hands up," barked the man,
his already ruddy face going several shades more scarlet.
"Wait a minute, I'm -"
"HANDS UP!" barked the man again, thumbing back the hammer on the huge Webley pistol. Richard complied.
"Now then, who the hell are you and what are you doing in my garden?"
"It's a long story," said Richard in a resigned tone. "But I can explain, really. Do you mind putting the gun away?
If it's loaded it's dangerous, and if it isn't, it's silly."
"You're a spy!"
"Do I look like a spy?"
The man with the revolver looked Richard over carefully. Still-damp and salt-stained shoes. Creased trousers,
with blood spots showing quite clearly. Rumpled sweater and windcheater. "Yes, you bloody well do look like a
spy,” he declared. "Let's see your identity card."
"Ah,” said Richard, realising that the only form of identity he had was a work pass and general identity card issued
by the German administration in St Helier. "Careful," warned the man as Richard reached inside his windcheater.
"Ha! As I bloody well thought! Look at this! It's got bloody great swastikas all over it!"
"Look, can't you read it first? I'm a refugee from St Helier and I've just got away from the Germans and landed on
your beach down there.”
"Well then - how did you get over the Channel?"
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"A fishing-boat brought me but they had to go back afterwards."
The man's belligerence subsided a little. "That's as may be," he said. "But you come inside whilst I call my C.O."
"Okay. Fine."
Richard went indoors into a cosy living-room, bright with flowers and smelling fresh and clean from the sea air
blowing gently in through the open windows. He suddenly felt very tired. "Do you mind if I sit down?" he enquired.
The officer motioned him into a chair. "Doris!" he called, and a plump benevolent-looking lady came in from what
was apparently the kitchen. "Here," he said, giving her the revolver. "Keep an eye on this fellow, and shoot him if
he moves - or if you feel like it. I'm going to telephone Brigadier Hawke."
The lady accepted the pistol and holding it quite steadily in strong hands, looked capable of not only firing it but
hitting the object at which she was aiming. "Don't you try anything, young man," she warned. "My father taught
me how to use one of these whilst we were in India."
Richard shook his head, and the lady nodded in agreement. The room then seemed to rush into a long dark
tunnel, and that was all he remembered.
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Chapter 3 : Birds and Bloody Fools
When he was sure that it was dark enough outside to conceal his movements, Alan finished his beer and picking
up his helmet, jacket and gloves, went outside into the pub's car park. To his intense surprise he found that in the
few hours he had been inside, enough fog had poured down the estuary of the river Humber and crawled silently
over the surrounding countryside to totally envelop the area in a grey miasma.
Alan marvelled that such a change in the weather could happen not only so quickly, but with such completeness.
The greyness closed in everywhere. On a night like this, he thought wryly, I wouldn't stir from a fireside chair - but
the bomber boys were blundering around Lincolnshire on return from operations, desperately trying to find
somewhere to land …
He felt the first twinge of misgiving about his planned course of action but dismissing the thought, pulled on his
helmet and gloves, started the engine and switching on headlight and rear fog-lamp, drove cautiously out of the
village, hoping that in climbing higher up to the aerodrome the fog would reduce its grip. But this proved not to be
the case, because the opaque greyness showed no sign of slackening, swirling down the white beam of the
headlight almost like a solid mass.
The fog was so thick that Alan could only just make enough forward speed to allow him to keep his feet on the
footrests. In order to stay on the road he had to concentrate hard on the nearside verge and could not ride faster
than a brisk walking pace, watching carefully for obstructions.
The soft bub-bub-bub of the exhausts followed him along the lane until after what seemed like hours he came to
the T-junction at the top of the Wolds, turned left and after a short interval arrived finally at the gap in the hedge
which gave entry to the aerodrome. He followed the perimeter track anti-clockwise and having been compelled to
stop repeatedly to find the edge of the concrete, finally found himself right alongside the J-hangar which had lost
its air of dormancy and assumed a far more sinister aspect. The fog was so dense that only one edge of Bomber
Command's great steel cathedral was visible and taking this as his point of reference, Alan rode carefully to its
rear and once again found the parachute room, its vaulted roof and glassless windows conveying a feeling of utter
resignation and desolation.
He rode his machine through the doorway and right inside, and then working quickly under the light of the
headlamp, cleared the straw in the centre of the room and built a small circular fireplace out of old bricks. An
armful of odd bits of wood and a tiny amount of petrol started a steady if unspectacular camp-fire by which he
finished the last of his sandwiches and the cold pie and crisps he had brought from the pub. It was now a quarter
past ten.
Inside the parachute room the small dancing flames illuminated the stained plasterboard ceiling's peculiar shape
and cast the walls with deep, long shadows. The motorcycle, so incongruous, all glinting chrome and bulkiness,
so out of tune with the surroundings, made Alan feel uneasy again. It was like smoking in church, shouting in a
library; everyone glaring at him. He sensed a tautening of the atmosphere as if the ground and buildings were
releasing their power, and that the spirit of Swaldsholme was easing into life and examining him. For a sliced
second he felt a sharp jab of panic under his rib cage, the same feeling which in the past had told him that he had
trespassed beyond the limits of skill and tyre technology, into the region where only luck counted. In that moment,
he wanted to clear out and go home; but in the next instant, the fear relaxed and the feeling had passed.
This won't do, he told himself firmly, and rose to his feet. I've gone to all this trouble to stay up here to get the
atmosphere - I'm damned if I'm going to run away now!
He took a torch from his top-box and having satisfied himself that the fire could not get out of control, walked
outside; then he hesitated, went back in and tucked his most weaponlike tool - a large self-locking wrench - into
his belt. With this item to hand he felt better equipped to deal with any physical manifestation. At least, he
thought, there isn't likely to be any other bloody fool up here in weather like this.
In the almost totally overpowering fog he was just able to trace his footsteps down the old path, past the Main
Stores and Bombing Trainer to the Station Headquarters and the Ops Block. In the shifting beam of his torch
every shadow was a watching, staring figure which seemed to be wearing dull blue serge battledress and the
white gleam of sergeant's stripes. There was just the sound of his breathing and the motorcycle boots on the
cracked concrete pathways - a sound which seemed to be suppressed by the heavy fog, and which did not carry
at all. The silence lay heavily and tangibly on the aerodrome, and as Alan wandered from Mess to Gee Room,
Ops Block to Guardhouse, time yawned, the ground gave up its ghosts, and the air became charged.
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This was the road which the crews had trodden after briefing; it led to the locker rooms and parachute store, and
over a thousand men had not walked back. From here, had it not been for the encompassing fog and the
passage of years, you see the perimeter track, the runways and the black Lancasters crouching over their
dispersal pans, turrets and cockpit canopies tarpaulined, bomb doors agape. Maybe at night you could have seen
the Hull defences at work, tracer climbing upwards, searchlights probing the sky, and the next night you would be
picking your way over Holland or Germany, facing the Kammhuber Line, its searchlights following the white speck
of a ‘heavy' until the anti-aircraft flak guns brought it down - or it escaped. His thoughts about the aerodrome, its
wartime role and its former inhabitants accelerated through his mind, fuelled by the tautening atmosphere.
Alan, who knew more than most of his generation about the bomber war, frequently felt deep admiration for the
boys of Bomber Command who had gone out and done the things which he knew had been done. He understood
that it mattered not how much he read of it or what he was told of it; he had not been there, and he often felt
despair, because all his photographs and research could not make up for that.
But now he felt closer to the crews than he had ever felt before, and even as an outsider he understood better the
sense of comradeship and mutual interdependence which had existed between the aircrews. The whole
aerodrome was alive with it.
The sensation ran through him, and in that moment the aerodrome seemed to accept him, and loosened its grip.
Yet the knowledge inside his head had taken a new significance as if the latent power released by the derelict
bomber station had triggered a new level of comprehension. He felt a sense of peace return, felt the atmosphere
relax and a moment later it was just an old aerodrome again.
Alan returned to the parachute room, locked his bike and made up the fire, leaving a supply of wood ready in case
he should wake up in the night and feel cold even though the night had no chill. He piled straw to make a rough
bed and, clothing himself in all the heavy motorcycle kit he had to hand, lay down and pulled the doubly insulated
material over him. Succumbing to a surprising tiredness he was quickly asleep.
He did not dream, but three or four hours later he woke and fed more wood to the fire before lying down again.
Night lay heavy over the aerodrome, and again he felt a strange sense of uneasiness. He found himself looking
all round every corner of the room as if an enemy horde was about to pounce. The open windows seemed the
worst. They seemed to present a terrible gap in the defences of the walls and this sensation persisted until he
slept again.
Once more Alan woke, this time slowly, his mind not clearing, and for a second his mind and his memory were not
connected and he did not know where he was. Try as he might, further sleep eluded him and he was deciding
whether or not to see if there was any food left when a soft sound floated in through the shattered doorway.
"Old King Cole was a merry old soul, and a merry old soul was he."
The first time, Alan did not hear anything.
"He called for his kites in the middle of the night and he called for his rear gunners three."
Alan caught the last few words this time, and even then was not sure that he had heard anything at all.
"Ev'ry rear gunner was a fine chap, and a very fine chap was hee-eeee...."
He shook his head, and distinctly thought: I must be dreaming! as the voices went on:
"'Jesus Christ, it's cold!' said the rear gunner,"
The strengthening voices carried clear in the still air. Alan rose to his feet, drawn by unfathomable forces, and
although one part of brain was telling him that this was not, COULD not possibly be real, another part was
propelling him through the doorway, down the path, and into the night.
"'Corkscrew port like hell!" said the mid-upper,"
The fog was quite gone: the moon and bright stars shone overhead.
"'Dah-di-di-dah-di-di-dah!' said the wireless-op,"
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He could hear an accordion now, played with more enthusiasm than skill, the music coming and going, getting
louder, the voices growing in strength, number, and tunefulness.
"'Fifteen miles off course' said the navigator,"
The Station Headquarters and Ops Block were dark and silent, empty black skulls beside the path. Alan's feet
drew him to the way which led to the Sergeants' Mess and as he turned up the path, the voices went on:
"'Left...right...left...dummy run' said the bomb aimer,"
The ground under his feet seemed to thicken, slowing his footsteps as he approached the entrance doors to the
old Mess.
"'I want four pounds boost!' said the engineer,
'I don't give a damn!' said the pilot,"
And in that next second, Alan's memory came on line, and recognising the words of the song, he said to himself
disbelievingly, What the hell are 12 Squadron men doing here? as the voices finished triumphantly:
"Merry, merry men are we,
there's none so rare as can compare
With the boys of Wickenby!"
For Wickenby was the home of 12 Squadron and some miles to the south-west.
This fact, coming automatically to the forefront of his mind, brought him fully awake and he was quite aware that
he was not dreaming. The singing continued, accompanied by strategically placed chords from the accordion,
and to the tune of "John Brown's Body" :"We're flying Flying Fortresses at thirty thousand feet,
we're flying Flying Fortresses at thirty thousand feet,
we're flying Flying Fortresses at thirty thousand feet
but we only carry a teensy-weensy bomb.
Glory, glory, hallelujah;
glory, glory, hallelujah.
Glory, glory, hallelujah
we only carry a teensy-weensy bomb."
Now the song, which had ended in deafening cheering and then ceased, came again from the smashed windows
and tattered walls. This time it was a clear, almost womanlike voice, and the words struck deep into Alan's heart,
as the master longbowman's battle-arrow pierces the knight's armour;
"There's a silver lining
As the dawn is shining
wait until the morning's done
Till you douse the lights;
Keep the home fires burning
Whilst the props are turning;
Keep the beacon flashing bright
'Till the Boys come home."
Alan halted, stood stock still, hands hanging at his sides, and without warning all his emotion burst over him,
sending the tears streaming down his face until the weight of his feelings had lessened. When he had regained
control, he wiped his eyes, unashamed.
Now he could hear the hum of voices, and as he took the last few steps to the closed door of the Mess the ground
tilted under his feet and a roaring grew in his ears. As he laid his hand on the door handle, the accordion started
up again and in a second the singing had begun anew - to the tune of "Bless 'Em All";
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"They say there's a Lancaster leaving Berlin,"
And all the songsters joined in, the impossibility of it passing over Alan in a crescendo of sound.
"Bound for old Blighty's shore,"
His groping fingers turned the handle and drew open the door as the singing continued:
"Heavily laden with terrified men,
bound for the land they adore,"
Alan gasped, the cold night air rushing down his throat; for as the musical notes faded and were overcome by the
sound of his own heartbeat, he saw that it was just the old Mess, empty, ravaged, its floor littered with patches of
starlight from the holes in the uncertain ceiling.
He stood quite still as the frantic beating
in his chest subsided, his senses razor
sharp with the boost of adrenalin,
fingertips
tingling,
muscles
at
trigger-point. There was only silence in
the long, low room, yet once more he
had the terrible feeling of being stared
down by the unseen and even as he
took one involuntary step backwards,
there was a short, sharp guffaw from the
interior, instantly followed by a barrage of
derisive laughter.
Alan understood. Here was the line
beyond which he could not travel, the
uncrossable
demarcation.
Just
occasionally when the fourth and fifth
dimensions - for whatever reason overlap and briefly merge, each side can see something of the other - but neither side can cross over.
With his heart still thumping but feeling less frightened, Alan retreated, shutting the door behind him. As the music
and singing restarted, he made his way back down the path to the hangar. He knew that he had been as close to
the bomber boys as he could ever be in this life, and for that he was profoundly grateful. Something of their
comradeship and purpose had touched him and rubbed off, but he could not have put the sensation into words.
His steps took him not to his former bed. Sleep was clearly out of the question. He found himself walking past the
hangar and along the perimeter track towards the Watch Office. A rather more chill wind now swept over the
runways and he raised the leather collar of his jacket, drawing the zip high. Alan entered the old building, turned
on his torch and turning to his right, started up the concrete internal stairway which led to the upper storey and
roof.
"Just let me get at the bastard!"
The angry Australian voice carried clearly along the upstairs corridor. Alan froze to the wall as fast, heavy
footsteps reverberated from the upper half of the stair well. Hell! he thought. I really ought to have asked
permission to stay the night. I suppose the farmer'll just kick me out - but suppose he's got a dog or a shotgun and
he's in a foul mood?
"McCrae! I don't want any vigilante action from you. Just find him and bring him here. No violence, do you
understand?"
The second voice - English - had an unmistakable ring of authority, and the footsteps stopped at the top of the
stairs. A police officer, Alan told himself. Thank God for that! It'll stop the farmer going too far. I might just get my
ear bent and not be arrested.
"I mean it, McCrae. I want him found, but not harmed. I'll be holding you responsible if he's hurt."
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"Okay, okay, I get the picture," the Australian voice growled back. "But don't expect the boys to be very happy
when they find out what that bastard's been up to!"
Alan could hear all this quite plainly and for an instant he wondered what
the hell he was going to do - run or surrender? As he heard the footsteps
begin their rapid descent, he realised that in a second or two the owner of
the angry Australian voice would be upon him, so he beat a retreat and
withdrew into one of the small rooms which lay off the main corridor.
Even as he slipped through the doorless portals and flattened himself
against the wall, the footsteps came quickly down the last flight of stairs.
"Just wait till I get my hands on the treacherous bastard," the voice
muttered. "I'll teach him to spill secrets to the bloody Germans.” And with
that, the footfall apparently went out through the main entrance.
Only with these last few words did Alan realise that he had not heard any
earthly agency and that in the space of only a few minutes, he had again
been caught in that grey area which divides the Past and Present. Relief
flooded through him. But the fury in the Australian accent had been so
intense!
What was it? Something about giving secrets to the Germans? It had all
happened so quickly. Alan listened further but there was only the sound
of the wind through the ruined window frames. He did not under the
circumstances want to take a second look upstairs, and turned to leave.
She was in her early 20s, dressed in the hard blue lines of a WAAF corporal's uniform, the peak of her cap pulled
low over her eyes, arms clasped tight to her chest, shoulders slumped. She was quite real and for a moment as
he stood looking at her and not at all afraid, her head rose and with a shock he realised that she was looking at
him. Her eyes were wide and frightened. She took one step forward and grasped him by the sleeve of his heavy
leather jacket.
"You will help him, won't you? He doesn't deserve it! Please help him, oh, please!"
Alan could see that she was crying, her eyes bright with tears. He drew her into his arms and felt the slim body
sobbing. "Yes," he said with a firmness which surprised him. "Yes. I'll help him."
She sniffed a little, and Alan heard her say, "I love him - thank you - there's nobody else I can ask -"
Footsteps thundered overhead and in a trice the girl was gone from his arms. She paused for a second in the
doorway, wiped her eyes with a handkerchief and turned to face him. Her smile was something which he knew he
would never forget. "I'll wait for you," she said. And then she straightened her cap, slipped through the doorway,
and was gone. It had all taken no more than twenty seconds.
Silence reigned now in the Watch Office which had seen the crews come and go; the moon which had risen,
fallen, and been either curse or boon to the bombers now shed its light through the ravaged windows, and coated
the old building with pale light. Alan shivered, and even this failed to convince him that maybe it was a dream after
all: but when he rubbed his eyes, the few dark tearstains on the leather of his jacket and the hint of perfume which
yet lingered, finally convinced him that this was no dream.
It was five minutes to four. As he left the Watch Office and walked quickly back to the parachute room he felt the
presence of the past slip away, and by the time he had packed up all his equipment, wheeled the Honda outside
and put on his lined over-suit ready for the ride home, the pale dawn had begun to wash away the night, the
ground had reclaimed its ghosts, and the land had become just one more derelict aerodrome. There seemed to
be no imprint of his overnight stay on the site except for the flattened grass outside the parachute room, where his
motorcycle's wheels had squashed the long stems.
From the top of the Wolds the dawn was raising its eyebrows over the horizon. Clear sky heralded a fine day.
The chill silence of RAF Swaldsholme had left its mark on Alan in a way which he had never before experienced;
events from the past tugged at him, drawing him into something in exactly the same way that he had felt the
aerodrome itself drawing him up there the previous evening. So he reasoned that maybe there was more to
inanimate lumps of brick and concrete than met the eye.
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Alan stopped the Honda at the edge of the perimeter track and with ever an eye for a photograph, considered the
scene. Not much light yet, he thought - but worth a try! He brought out a miniature tripod, screwed it to his
camera and then using the level top-box as a stand, carefully lined up the rising dawn as it peeked over the ruined
technical site. With fingers
mentally
crossed,
he
squeezed the shutter release.
He knew immediately that it
would be the best photograph
he had ever taken.
With the camera equipment
packed away again, a faint
drone came to his ears and
just as quickly faded away.
Ah, he thought, the farmers
will be out bright and early,
making full use of the light.
He picked up his helmet and
was about to pull it on when
the faint drone became
noticeably louder, took on a
fiercely urgent note and in a
quick cackling roar came from behind his head, over the ridge of the Wolds, in a cacophony of sound, the hard
unmistakable throb of the four Merlin engines quite shattering. For a moment the sound evaporated, then it came
back towards him, hammering low over the aerodrome, the mad frenzy of the engines driving into his brain until
the beat reached a furious crescendo and then there was nothing but the fading vroob, vrooob, vroooob of the
motors.
‘One circuit, so fast that you think your ears are having a game with you....'
He started his own engine and as he listened to the metal heartbeat, the old flying-man's saying popped into his
mind. "Only birds and bloody fools fly," the pioneers had declared. "And birds don't fly at night."
"Only bloody fools and ex-aircrew visit old aerodromes - and ex aircrew don't stay the night," Alan immediately
parodied. And that, he thought, about sums up the last 24 hours. A picture of the WAAF corporal who had so
earnestly pleaded for help came very sharply into his mind, and his heart thumped heavily for a few seconds.
Nothing had ever before impressed itself on him with such power, such depth of feeling. Alan had no idea who
she was, no idea who he had promised to help, and not the least idea about how he was going to do it.
He shunted the WAAF's image away into the far siding of his mind where he kept unanswered questions, pulled
on helmet and gloves, engaged gear, and the beat of the exhausts sounded his departure. There was no-one
there to hear him, but then, it was just an old aerodrome.
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Chapter 4 : England Expects
"Are you all right, mate?" asked a voice quietly.
Richard opened his eyes and looked very hard at a strange white shape which was lying on the top of a bedside
cabinet. This was a game he sometimes played when he was hovering pleasantly between being fully awake and
fully asleep: trying to identify what he knew was a familiar shape but without the benefit of his memory working.
After a few seconds he saw that the white shape was an opaque jug containing a glass medical thermometer in an
inch or so of disinfectant. That realisation put his other senses into gear, and he became aware of the sickly smell
of a hospital.
"Are you all right?" asked the voice again.
Richard got one arm underneath his body and, levering himself into a more upright position, discovered that one
wrist was handcuffed to the iron bedstead. He was in a small, airy ward, sunlight streaming in through the
windows. In the bed next to him lay a tough-looking man, dark hair cropped close to his head and with one arm in
a sling. He inclined his head sharply to one side, and Richard saw an Army private with a rifle sitting on a chair
close to the foot of his bed. The soldier was dozing, his chin touching his chest.
"I know this sounds corny," said Richard equally quietly, "but where am I?"
"Holy Moses! You were on a good one last night, weren't you just!” The man chuckled. "You've been out for
twelve hours at least. Those Army blokes got fed up with waiting for you to come round and in the end they
buggered off and just left matey over there. Anyhow, you're in the Royal Victoria Hospital in Exeter."
Richard's limited knowledge of the southern English coast told him that he had been taken quite some distance
from where Captain Jack had disembarked him. "What about those Army blokes?" he replied, eyeing the dozing
private with suspicion.
"Oh, them! Bleeding Redcaps. Stick their noses anywhere, they're a mean set of bastards.” He shot the sleeping
private a heavy look. "They don't know who you are."
"No, I'm not surprised," said Richard. He sat upright and within the confinement of the handcuffs chain, stretched
himself cautiously. Nothing seemed to be wrong with him.
"Well, who are you then? I heard them talking, see, when they thought I was asleep. They think you might be a
spy."
"I'm not a spy. I got myself tangled up with a couple of blokes who were leaving Jersey and they put me ashore
somewhere on the south coast - I'm not sure where it was. I remember climbing a tall cliff and then an Indian
Service type Army chap found me. Next thing I know, here I am talking to you."
"Yes, they said something about a Colonel Blimp type with a revolver."
"That's him," said Richard who had a sudden picture of the man come into his brain. "How long have I been
here?"
"They brought you in about midnight and the officer stayed until about an hour ago. I don't think they've given up,
though. They looked like they meant business. So if you've got something to hide I should get your story right."
"Why are you telling me this?"
"No skin off my nose," said the other man affably. "Not my affair who you are. It don't pay to stick your conk into
another bloke's business. I don't care if you've got a few secrets."
"Well, the long and the short of it is that I fell foul of a right pair of - er - smugglers I suppose you'd call them. One
of them hit me over the head in Jersey when I stumbled across him with his arms full of watches. He took me on
board and they wouldn't put me back on Jersey in case I split on them, so they dumped me off in Cornwall."
"Oh, I get you. That explains why the Redcaps were so interested. They took you for a spy or summat. Where
did Colonel Blimp come into it?"
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"Him? It was his house, the first one I came to. We almost collided in his front door. In no time at all, he whipped
out a revolver and arrested me. I think I fainted soon after that. I'd not had very much sleep and two cracks on
the head, and all the excitement, didn't help."
Heavy footsteps sounded along the pale linoleum floor. "Look out," interspersed Richard's fellow patient. "It's the
military again.” He lay back quickly, and affected total disinterest.
An Army officer and three soldiers were rapidly approaching, followed by a white-coated doctor and an
angry-looking nurse. The sleeping soldier seemed to have a built-in warning system for the approach of an officer,
and he stamped to attention. The party stopped at the end of Richard's bed. "This is him," said the officer.
"I really must protest," put in the doctor. "He was quite exhausted when your men brought him in. He needs
another twelve hours' sleep at least."
The officer looked flintily at Richard. "You're still under Army arrest," he said in a clipped tone. "We don't know
who you are. You might be genuine or you might be a German agent. It's important that we know which. If you're
genuine, we'll find out. If you're not, we'll still find out. The sooner we do discover the truth the better for
everyone. What do you say?"
Richard nodded. "Yes, you're right. What do you want me to do?"
"Can you walk or do you want a wheelchair? I am obliged to point out that we are armed and will shoot if you try
to escape."
"I think I can walk. May I borrow a dressing gown?"
The angry-looking nurse fetched a worn hospital dressing-gown from a nearby locker. The officer produced a key,
removed the handcuffs, and the nurse helped Richard put on the dressing gown. "Now don't you let these men
bully you," she said without any pretence of lowering her voice.
"Do you want one of my staff to stay with you whilst you talk to these soldiers?" said the doctor. "They really have
no authority here at all. I can arrange for a solicitor or a police officer if you want someone with you."
Richard was grateful for the man's support. "No thanks, but the thought's welcome," he said. "It will waste time,
and as this chap's just said, the sooner we get it all sorted out the better."
With the soldiers walking close alongside, the officer led the way down several flights of stairs and finally into a
small consulting room. Two of the soldiers remained outside; the third, a burly looking sergeant, locked the door
and stood with his back to it.
"Sit down," said the officer. "I am Lieutenant Morris. I think it best if you tell me who you are and how you came to
England.” He drew out a notepad and pencil and looked inquiringly at Richard.
"My name is Richard Arthur Brown of Les Bruns Hotel, Millbrook, Jersey, and I'm twenty-two. My father owns the
hotel and I am his chef. I did have an identity card issued by the Germans, but now I seem to have lost it."
Morris wrote carefully on his pad and then took a card from one of his pockets. "Is this it?" he asked, passing it
over. Richard took it. He glanced at it and was about to confirm that it was his and give it back when he noticed
that it was not quite the same. It felt different. The Germans used a quite shiny card, and this one felt thicker and
rougher. It was too clean. Richard's was stained from the sea and the previous day's activities.
"No, this one isn't mine."
The officer raised his eyebrows. "Oh, really?" he said mildly. "This is the one you had with you when you arrived
in England. It's a forgery, of course. Did you really think that you could get into Britain on a document as badly
forged as that? What do you take us for?"
"I tell you that card is not mine," Richard insisted.
"Then where is yours?"
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"I don't know. I gave it to that Army chap who arrested me. You know, the Indian Service bloke with the revolver
whose house I went to."
"Ah yes, Colonel Smith-Rogers. He arrested you. He passed your identity card to me when I arrived to fetch you.
This is the card he gave me."
"No," said Richard, "it isn't."
"I see.” Morris wrote at length on his pad. "Well, tell me how you came to be in this country."
"I was leaving my girlfriend's house in St Helier about eleven at night and I surprised a smuggler who was coming
out of a nearby house. I didn't see him, but he hit me over the head and took me on board his ship. They wouldn't
take me back but I asked them if they'd put me ashore, so they did - that's how I arrived."
"Who were they?"
"I never saw them before," said Richard, not wishing to give a direct lie but allowing Morris to misinterpret his
reply.
"What happened to them after that?"
"I haven't the least idea," Richard replied, truthfully.
"How convenient! A smuggler, running the gauntlet of two air forces and two navies, happens to miss being seen
by either us or the Germans, and out of the goodness of his heart kindly puts you ashore in England. If that's the
best you can do, I'm going right now."
"How do you expect me to prove it? I told you, I'd never seen these fellows before in my life."
"How many of them were there all together?"
"Only two - the captain and his crewman."
"What did they call each other?"
"The crewman was called Mike, and I only heard him call the other bloke ‘Captain'" said Richard, bending the truth
a little.
"Mr Brown - if that really is your name - the Navy had patrol boats out in the Channel last night. They were quite
busy - one of them sank a German motor torpedo boat - but none of them saw you."
"Sank a German boat did they?" replied Richard, too quickly.
"You saw this incident?"
"Yes, I did."
Morris consulted his notepad. "Tell me, what time would it have happened?"
Richard thought for a moment. "I'm not exactly sure, but about two thirty a.m."
"What did you see? Please be as detailed as you can."
"There were a few shots - like an anti-aircraft gun, then a big explosion."
"How far away was it?"
"I'm not certain. I wasn't looking outside, but it was quite close."
Morris wrote on his pad, and then went on with his questioning. "Now; please tell me how you came to be in
possession of such a large amount of English currency."
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Richard thought quickly. "It's mine - I've been saving it. I knew I'd need enough money to keep me whilst I found
a job."
"But you were taken entirely by surprise and put on board this boat without your knowledge. Do you habitually
carry such large sums as this around with you, especially at night?"
Richard realised that he had made a serious mistake.
"Come, come? You are virtually kidnapped. You had no idea where you were being taken. Yet you - in your own
words - carried enough money to keep you whilst you found a job?” Morris looked scathingly at Richard, and went
on. "We will be able to trace the banknotes, of course. They're new. The serial numbers will be on file.” He wrote
on his pad again, paused for a second, and reached into his pocket for an eraser.
"ACHTUNG!" bawled the sergeant right into Richard's ear.
"What the hell - ?" blurted Richard.
"A simple trick," said Morris placidly. "So - you don't seem to be a German serviceman. If you were, you'd have
jumped to attention just now. The question is, just exactly who are you?"
"I told you before. It's true, all of it. I haven't lied to you."
"Indeed? It's such a fantastic story that it might possibly be true. We'll hold you in the glasshouse for a few days
and make some enquiries."

-- ** -- ** -"I really don't know, sir," said Morris. "It might be true. He didn't fall for the faked identity card or the shout, but he
might never have been in uniform. But I don't like the way that he had all that cash. On the other hand he doesn't
seem the usual type that the Germans send over."
"I see," replied the other man, who was in the uniform of an Army major with decoration ribbons from between the
wars. "Maybe they're getting better. God knows we've caught enough of them so far. What have we got on this
hotel he says he comes from?"
Morris brought out a sheaf of colourful guide-books. "There certainly is a hotel called ‘Les Bruns', sir. It's a
medium-sized place according to this. Twenty bedrooms, it says."
"All right. Let's ask this fellow to sketch a picture of it and to describe it as fully as he can. I'll ask around and see
if there is someone on our staff who knows it - we might find a chap who's been to Jersey for a holiday and we
might even find someone who knows the district or even the actual hotel. Meantime, we'll let him stew. He might
crack up if we keep him in solitary for a week, and he isn't going anywhere, is he?"
"No, sir. I'll go back to work on him."
"Fine.” He lifted an internal telephone. "Get me the Admiralty on the scrambler," he said.

-- ** -- ** -Taken into Army custody and denied access to the outside world, Richard's life now began to hinge on what
sounds he could hear. The only noise from outside was the occasional drone of an aircraft overhead or the shouts
of an NCO in the exercise-yard, but every sound from inside the Army prison block reverberated up and down the
gloss-painted corridors. The clomp of issue boots stamping to and fro; the soft squeal of the food trolley and smell
of soup and hot sweet tea; the incessant rattle of steel as a guard drew out his chain and set of keys to open one
door or the other.
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No-one spoke to him for three days, not even the man who brought him his food three times a day. First of all
there would be the noise of the rubber-wheeled trolley down the corridor, then an indeterminate number of bangs
and scrapes as cell hatches were opened and shut for the small tray to be passed in or out, and then the just long
enough interval to eat the food and drink the tea before the hatch was opened again and the items removed by
anonymous hands.
Richard considered asking for exercise time outside his cell but thought better of it. He did not want to upset
anyone, because he knew only too well that if the holes in his story were uncovered he would very likely be
regarded as a German spy - and the consequences of that were obvious. So he forced himself to be patient,
watched the slow march of the window's bars around the cell as the sun took its course, and waited.
On the afternoon of the seventh day, he was escorted to another room, where Morris was waiting for him. "We'd
like to know more about this hotel of yours," he said without preamble and in such a way that Richard found him
irritating. "I want you to describe it in as much detail as you can and I want you to draw pictures of it. Take as
long as you like.” Richard talked for twenty minutes without stopping, and sixty seconds later he was back in his
cell with a small supply of paper and a pencil. He had a certain talent for drawing and in an hour and a half had
produced three sketches showing the hotel from the main road and its front and rear elevations. He hammered on
the cell door and the drawings were taken from him.

-- ** -- ** -"Yes, that's quite good," said the major, comparing Richard's sketches with the guide books. "What do you say,
Stephenson? Is it pukka?"
Another officer produced some photographs and held them up next to Richard's sketches. "Yes, I'd say so, sir."
he replied. "He's put in that miniature Eros statue in the back garden and the fountain by the front door. I know it
well - we had our honeymoon there. But you can see all that stuff from the main road. Here, sir, ask him this:
what's so special about the bridal suite, and what special arrangements are made for the honeymoon couple."

-- ** -- ** -"It's pink, with a blue and gold-painted ceiling. The bed is a carved teak four-poster, with lace side curtains.
There's a bolster, not separate pillows. The balcony door opens out onto a private walkway with cast iron chairs
and a table," said Richard, without hesitation.
"What are the special arrangements for the honeymoon couple?"
"We hire a Rolls-Royce and collect them from the harbour. Champagne on arrival, a bouquet for the bride. My
father always gives the first night free."

-- ** -- ** -"Yes, sir, that's right. Quite correct," nodded Stephenson. "I remember it well."
"All right," said the major. "So far so good. Let's take him out of solitary now and put him in with some of the
boys. He's been on his tod for long enough to want to talk to anyone."
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Army prison routine did nothing to help Richard. He recovered physically and was able to exercise with other
miscreants, who in the main appeared to be persistently thrown inside for drunkenness or overstaying leave.
They were all interested in hearing his story, and he had to tell it many times. At random intervals and often in the
small hours of the morning Morris or another officer would interrogate him, presumably in a bid to shake him from
his story or to make him throw in the towel. They caught him out on a few minor details but were not able to make
him contradict himself. He understood that he had to sweat it out, and stuck to his account.
One night three guards slid silently into his cell and without switching on the light grabbed him very quickly and
roughly shook him awake, bawling German commands at him. Richard had an excellent understanding of French
but only knew a few words of German so this ploy had no effect. After a few seconds and as soon as he was fully
awake, they let him go and marched out with neither apology nor explanation, switching off the light from the only
switch - which was outside - and slammed the door behind them.
A couple of days later he was exercising in the high-walled courtyard with a dozen other prisoners when there was
a yell behind him and a second later a leather football hit him on the back of the head, hard enough to knock him
against the wall but not hard enough to do him any harm. Again it seemed that his natural reactions were being
tested. This sort of thing went on for the best part of a week; people would accidentally bang into him, spill tea on
him, stand on his foot, and mumble something in a foreign language, hoping that he would be caught unawares
and make a reply in some other tongue than English.
Morris always made him begin by going over his story in increasingly irritating detail. Sometimes he would throw
in a question on a totally different subject. On one occasion it was well into the early hours of the morning and
Richard had been questioned for two hours, going over and over his account. Eventually he had asked for
something to drink. Morris refused, saying that he was nearly finished; but the interrogation went on and on. The
guards were changed. Morris showed no sign of strain or stress, but Richard was approaching complete
exhaustion. The night before there had been trouble in the cell next door and the shouting, swearing and banging
about had gone on all night and most of the day.
"How much is a block of tickets for the Jersey bus service?" interrupted Morris as Richard was in the middle of a
detailed description of Captain Jack.
"Block of tickets?" replied Richard, shaking his head, puzzled.
"Yes, tickets, tickets! The little book which any citizen can buy! Come on, come on! You ought to know that!
Maybe you're really a spy!"
Richard lost his temper. "I AM NOT A SPY!" he yelled, rising to his feet. Instantly the Redcap on the door was
pushing him down again.
"Well then, tell me - how much are the tickets?” Morris was unperturbed.
"There are no blocks of tickets. You buy your ticket for the journey from the conductor," said Richard wearily.
"Look, when will I get out of here? I've told you everything I know."
The Lieutenant was coldly polite. "As soon as we're satisfied. The trouble is that we can't just ring up the
Germans and ask them, can we? Are you SURE there is nobody in England who can vouch for you?"
Richard had never left the Islands and his only contact with mainlanders had been a very occasional drink with a
pretty female tourist, who he would only know by her first name. So he had not been able to produce a bona-fide.
On the morning of the fifteenth day he was sent for again and this time left to sit alone in the impersonal
interrogation room, door locked, Redcap on guard outside. After forty boring minutes there was the sound of the
soldier outside coming to attention and the familiar rasp of steel chain and the rattle of keys being inserted in the
lock. The door was opened, and into the room came an Army major, carrying a briefcase and looking tough and
confident, yet with the precise air of a barrister or solicitor. He sat down opposite Richard and put his leather
briefcase on the table.
"Major Harper - Army Intelligence."
"Richard Brown."
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"Yes, I know. I won't beat about the bush. We've checked your story at the Jersey end. You are who you say
you are. It's the way you arrived which we don't like."
"That identity card wasn't mine."
"No, I know. We forged it. It's all part of the game.” He opened his case and drew out a several photos. "Do you
know these people?"
Richard groaned inwardly. There were three photos, two apparently officially produced and rubber-stamped, and
one snapshot-type. One of the official ones showed Captain Jack in some sort of uniform, the other one his boat.
The snapshot had been taken on Jersey. Its main subject was a young couple sitting hand-in-hand on the
harbour wall, but in the immediate background was Daft Mike, grinning vacantly at the camera.
"I don't mean the courting couple," put in Harper quickly. "It's the man in the background.” He looked hard at
Richard.
"Oh hell," said Richard. "How much do you know?"
"Pretty well all of it."
"I didn't lie to any of you, I really didn't. I did stumble across Mike in the curfew, and he did knock me out. I didn't
know anything about them before that, and I woke up in the hold of their boat. They could have thrown me
overboard, but they didn't. They put me ashore in Cornwall and that's where I met that Colonel fellow."
"Tell me about that German boat. Did you see our chaps blow it up?"
"No. It was us. We blew it up."
Harper nodded. He reached inside his case and pulled out a small chunk of timber. There were several bullet
holes in it and the bullet heads had been removed. "Our people extracted the bullets from this bit of wreckage,
and we identified the original boat it came from. It was found by one of our submarines who heard the explosion
and went to investigate. They were on the way out to begin a patrol, and when they returned the captain handed
over this bit of wreckage and eventually it came to us. Our boats don't use 9mm ammunition, so we were
naturally interested. Some of our boys," he went on coldly, "have a bit of explaining to do."
"That's what Captain Jack said. He said that the Germans weren't stupid and that they'd know we'd shot up their
boat."
"Why did you shoot it up?"
"Captain Jack had a deal going with a German officer called Helmut. They were meeting him offshore to trade
watches and cognac I think. Anyway, Helmut had been rumbled and they surprised us. Mike did a deal with the
officer in charge but they tricked him and put a bomb in with the watches. That was the explosion your submarine
heard."
"And the shooting?"
"Mike fired a machine gun at the crew and we turned the tables on them, but afterwards Helmut was shelling us.
That's when the bomb went off. I thought we'd been hit at first."
Harper made a face. "Why didn't you tell us this right at the beginning?"
"Well - Captain Jack didn't seem a bad type on the whole. He blew up those Germans, but he could have put a
bullet in me and he didn't - he even gave me a share of the profit."
"Ah yes, all those five pound notes. You may be interested to know that we traced most of them - it's easy with
new notes like yours. They came from a bank robbery. That was another point against you."
Richard sighed. "What happens now?"
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"I think we will give you the stamp of approval. We've had confirmation of your story from another source and it
tallies with what you say. What confused the issue was the report from our MTB which claimed to have sunk that
German."
Richard smiled. "Someone," he said, "is pulling your leg."
Harper's seemingly iron face cracked a little. "Yes, and for a long time we thought it was you - but it isn't. So here you are. You're stuck on the mainland. You're a chef I believe?"
"Yes. I'll have to find a job somewhere, I suppose."
Harper laughed gently. "Not bloody likely. We're fighting a war, remember? You'll have to join up."
"Oh, hell! I suppose there's no chance of a lift back to Jersey? Can't one of your submarines drop me off, or I'll
jump out of some aeroplane with a parachute on?"
"His Majesty's Forces do not, unfortunately, run a taxi service. But you might be of interest to the intelligence
department. Would you be willing to drop into France and work for us? We'd do all the necessary as regards a
false identity and training. We'd teach you Morse code and all that sort of stuff."
"Morse code? I don't need to learn that. Both my father and I are wireless amateurs. I'm qualified as a private
wireless operator."
Harper considered this. "Well," he said at length, "I'll fix you up with the correct identity card and get you released
from here. That might take a couple of days but I'll pass the word that you're o.k. and get you transferred into the
barracks until your paperwork arrives."
"Thanks. I'm glad it's sorted out.” He held out his hand and the major shook it.
"What really tipped the balance was that you told everyone the same story. We had a microphone in your room.
Most of the men who shared with you work for me in one capacity or another, although we sent in a couple of new
boys to see how they got on.” He paused. "Don't you recognise me?"
"Good God - were you one of them?"
"No. It was me in the next bed to you when you woke up.” He held up his arm. "I'm just a natural fast healer. And
look you here," he went on more seriously, "I don't want you to say any more about Captain Jack and his boat to
anyone. We know all about him, and we don't want his name bandied about - if you understand me?"
Richard gaped. "Do you mean to tell me that he works for you?"
"No, not exactly. He's more of a freelance. But he has been of significant help to us in the passing of naval and
land defences information. It suits us to leave him be. So not a word, yes?"
"I follow you. I won't say anything. If anyone asks, I left on the last boat before the Germans landed."
"That's the way. I'm sure I can rely on you. Are you sure I can't point you in the direction of Intelligence work?
You could be useful to us."
"No thanks. I've had enough cloak and dagger stuff. I suppose I'd better join the Army or something."
"Do you have any preference? You're technically a volunteer and I can pull a few strings if you want to go into a
particular Service. Do you want to be put into catering in the Army or Air Force? It's a useful thing to be doing
right now."
"May I think about it for a few days?"
"Right. It'll take a couple of days for your papers to come through. I'll send someone to see you then."
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The change in Richard's circumstances was immediate. He was issued with civilian clothes and moved to a
dormitory which was occupied by a couple of dozen men who had been called up in the last few days and who
were by all accounts in transit between Southampton and other Army, Navy or Air Force camps, where they were
to be put through basic training. They were a mixed bag, outwardly light-hearted and jocular, keen to get into
uniform and fight. Most of them spoke of home and showed photos of wives and girls on the slightest provocation.
Richard's background aroused intense interest but he played it down as much as he could, explaining modestly
that he had easily left Jersey a few days before the Germans had taken over the Islands and had come ashore in
a fishing boat, which was more or less true. He fell into easy conversation with them, eager to know more about
the mainland and what was in store for them. Nearly all the men were destined for the Army and had been called
up, but the occasional bloke had volunteered ahead of time for the simple reason that having done so they could
decide which Service received them.
"The Navy for me," declared one chap, a slim, tall athletic type. "My dad was in the Navy, and his dad before him.
See the world, that's what I want."
"Cor blimey, you're a right mug!" said another man cheerfully. "They had to come and get me! I'm going into the
tanks. Lots of armour plate, and a bloody great gun to fire. What more could you want?"
"Submarines, that's the thing," put in another man.
"What are you going to do, mate?" Richard was asked.
As yet he had heard no more. "I don't know yet. I haven't decided. The Army catering I suppose - I'm a chef."
"Well, lucky you! All that lovely grub, and plenty of it. If you want to swap any time mate - here I am!"
"You're all wrong," said a voice from the back. A thickset youth with dark curly hair was sitting at a nearby table,
reading a letter. "The Air Force, see? Flying. You can't beat it. All those girls out there just dying to be seen at a
dance with a bloke in blue."
The pro-Navy man laughed. "That's what I mean - blue!"
"Now then, think about it." said the thickset youth, swinging his legs round and coming to his feet. He was short,
sturdily built and walked with more than a hint of a swagger, implying no small amount of self confidence. "All that
metal round you, and thousands of feet between you and the Jerries. One or two flights a day and then back for
opening time. Proper beds and sheets, none of your Army tents or trenches. None of your Navy wetness, neither!
Probably based in Blighty, too, and lots of leave. What more could you want?"
"Solid ground under your feet," replied the tank man. "You'd never get me in one of them bleeding aeroplanes."
"What do you reckon you'll do, then?" Richard asked the youth. "Do you reckon you'll be a pilot?"
"Me? Noah, they say you got to be an officer if'n you want to be a pilot. But I'm a good shot with a rifle. Me Dad
learned me that. So I reckon I'll be a gunner of some sort. I always wanted to fire a machine gun. I like the look
of them planes up there. I'd like to be in on it."
For the next two days there was little else to do except talk endlessly about the war and the growing danger at
Dunkirk. On the morning of the third day, the others were taken off in lorries to their respective destinations so
quickly that there was no time for anything other than a hasty farewell and wishes of good luck. The barrack room
was larger and desolate without the bustle of his companions, but he had had no more than a couple of hours to
accustom himself to this when he was called into a side office. Morris was there. Richard expected a thaw in the
officer's exterior, but he was as coldly polite as ever.
"Here are your papers, Mr Brown. Identity card, ration books - would you sign here, please." Richard obliged.
"Now what?" he asked.
"I am authorised by His Majesty's Government to offer you your free choice of the Services. We will then pass you
on to the appropriate intake section. Have you made a decision about it? I would add that we would be grateful
for your help in an - ah - intelligence capacity. I understand that this offer has been made already."
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Richard nodded.
"Does that side of things interest you?"
Richard shook his head solemnly.
"In that case perhaps you would tell me into which Service you would like to go?” He took out an official-looking
form from his pocket and uncapped a fountain pen, looking at Richard with his eyebrows raised.
Richard was no nearer a decision. Throughout his waiting period he had had many changes of mind. In fact, he
usually found himself in agreement with whatever opinion was being argued at any given moment. He was just
about to tell Morris to send him where he thought best when a mental picture of the young thickset fellow in the
barrack room came to him. The youth's unshakeable conviction about flying and the advantages of being in the
Air Force had impressed him.
"I'd like to go into the RAF - I'd like to fly," he said. Morris wrote carefully on his sheet of paper. "If you'd sign
again, please?"
Richard signed with a flourish. "I should think you'll be glad to get rid of me," he said to Morris. "I'm sorry that I put
you to all this trouble. It wasn't really my idea to come here, but now I am, I'll do the best I can. If that means
fighting the squareheads" - and Captain Jack's adjective came naturally to his lips - "then I'll do it."
"Well, I wish you luck, Mr Brown.” To Richard's surprise, he held out his hand, and Richard took it. "England
Expects and all that.” He passed Richard the bottom copy of his form. "If you give this to the Adjutant, he'll sort
you out."
"Thanks."
Morris took a visiting card from his uniform jacket pocket and passed it to Richard. "If you change your mind about
that intelligence work, ring this number and ask for Major Harper or myself."
"Yes. But don't count on it."
"We run a very hot section as you may have noticed. We all think you did pretty well. You didn't get rattled when
we had you under pressure, you didn't fall for the usual tricks we play and you didn't get the screaming ab-dabs
either. I think you'll do all right in aircrew. Anyway - good luck again.” And with that, he left.
With a mounting sense of excitement, Richard knocked on the Adjutant's door and passed over his documents. It
seemed appropriate that at the very moment they changed hands, a fighter aircraft roared overhead, the deep and
yet pleasant blare of its engine rattling the cup and saucer on the officer's desk. It must be an omen, thought
Richard, and he surrendered himself to the process of becoming a serving member of His Majesty's Forces.
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Chapter 5 : More Things, Horatio
When Alan was not delving into the history of Bomber Command, his job tied him to a desk for a fair proportion of
the day. He worked as computer systems manager for a small but growing mail order company specialising in
childrens' clothing and toys. This company was situated on a small industrial estate only half a mile or so from
where he lived and whilst the distance was sufficiently small for him to walk to and from work, it was sufficiently
large to prevent him from going home for lunch. This arrangement suited him well.
Preferring to be a large fish in a small pool, he was careful to preserve his authority over the computer system,
especially when what started out as a standalone PC enlarged into a network, with PCs in every office and the
addition of computerised accounts, ordering and stock control. The company was not big enough to have more
than one specialist in any of its fields, so mostly he had his own way. Provided the necessary goods were
ordered, paid for, and the customers' orders were processed efficiently to the satisfaction of the accountants, he
was seldom asked to account for his time. True, he was constantly improving his own software, and whilst on
occasion days would pass when he was really pressed for something to do, on other occasions he would be
struck by a new idea and spend days implementing it.
When this happened, the day would pass in a blur of software development and this cycle would be repeated
endlessly; there was just sufficient interest in the job to prevent him looking elsewhere. But in between times, and
after he had completed writing a comprehensive suite of programs which had taken over many of the tasks
previously done manually, he was struck by the thought that he had done his job too well, and now there were
occasions when time lay heavy on his hands.
So Alan had begun to use the works system for his Bomber records. When half an hour or an afternoon loomed
ahead and there was no real work to fill it, he would industriously add to his range of electronically filed knowledge.
At first this had been sketchy, but as time went by the files grew to major proportions. What had begun as basic
facts taken from the standard books on the subject had become embellished by aircraft numbers, names,
locations, dates, anecdotes and many other snippets of information. With a clever cross-indexing system - a
process which he was forever improving - he was able to go to a new contact armed with an impressive file of
data.1 This information system he copied to his home computer and so was able to work on it whenever he
wished.
He did not find his job trying, but he certainly found his girlfriend trying. Amanda was the daughter of Sir Richard
Gore-Williams, Cabinet Minister, who owned a large former country manor some miles out of the city. There was
a huge garage, a Perspex-enclosed and heated outdoor pool, a servants' wing. When Alan telephoned, the butler
would answer and relay the call to her rooms. Very often Miss Amanda was Not At Home.
She was so busy with an ever-filled social diary that Alan sometimes wondered if he ought to make an
appointment each time he wanted to see her. She was always Doing Something, there was always someone she
had to see, and although she was technically employed as a researcher and assistant to her father, she did not
appear to have any problems with taking off as much time as she wanted. Alan found all this incredibly frustrating,
because he sensed that if he could get Amanda away from her rather snobby friends and to himself for a
respectable while, they could share something very special together.
Alan admired not only her electric blue Aston Martin but also her decisive method of driving it. She seemed to
enjoy travelling on the rear seat of the Honda, and in the summer and when a slightly windblown look was in
vogue she made no difficulties about riding pillion. After just one trip in the rain, however, insisted on using the
Aston Martin for travelling from place to place whenever the weather was anything but perfect.
They were rarely alone. Always, or so it seemed to Alan, there was the throng of rich and sociable
dinner-jacketed young men who rowed at Oxford, shot at Bisley, went ski-ing at Gstaad and rode to hounds
anywhere they could. "All's fair in Love, War, and the Boardroom," they would laugh, and talk endlessly about the
Stock Exchange, Wall Street, currency deals and takeover bids.
Alan knew that he was out of his depth with them and that he was tolerated only because of Amanda; her Aston
looked out of place at occasional motor cycle race meetings and old aerodromes, where the wind whipped over
the open acres of grass and obscure Air Ministry concrete. His modest lifestyle and simple home in the city was
not in the same league as the people with whom he found himself mixing.

1

This database exists – and it’s mine!

- Author
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So after some heart-searching he decided that he would not contact Amanda again, partly to see how she reacted
to not being with him, and partly to see how he reacted to not being with her. This state of affairs had been going
on for about ten days with no apparent ill effects on either side when Alan happened to bump into some mutual
friends whilst he was crossing the town’s pedestrian square one lunchtime. There was to be a party at the
Gore-Williams house, they said, and of course they'd see him there?
Alan had played a straight bat to this and replied that he had as yet not received an invitation. The mutual friends
expressed surprise, because, they said cheerfully, they had only seen Amanda the other day and she had
apparently been full of excitement at seeing Alan again at the big gathering. Sure enough, when he arrived home
that evening there lying on the mat was the cream envelope and inside it the gilt-edged invitation.
His resolve weakened at this point, and he decided that he would reply the following day accepting the invitation.
But in the cold light of the next morning, musing over coffee and cereal, he thought better of it and put the
handsome card back in the envelope and consigned it to the mantelpiece where it remained for some days,
balefully staring at him, its open flap an accusation.
The party was to be on a Saturday evening. Alan knew exactly what to expect. A drive full of expensive cars, the
uniformed footman taking coats, the marble-faced butler announcing each arrival. He would be quite unable to be
with Amanda alone, for there would be a throng of admirers surrounding her. This thought depressed him and
with only a week to go, his resolve had hardened when he was idly flicking though the television channels, cat
purring on his lap, trying to find something to hold his attention, when the phone rang. Harris, the cat, did not like
the telephone bell and Alan spent several frantic seconds wiping hot coffee off his trousers and wondering if the
animal's claws had drawn blood when it had propelled itself under the sofa.
"Alan, it's me.” There was no mistaking the dark, slightly breathy voice. Alan had often wondered if anyone had
ever dared say "who??"
"Oh, Amanda, it's you."
"Alan darling, I haven't heard from you for ages. I'm so looking forward to seeing you at the party. Look, I can
only stay a moment, but I rang to ask if you wanted a lift out to the house? You do look so neat in that dark suit."
Alan knew that she thought he might just turn up in casual dress, and this was simply her way of saying that the
party was to be a more formal affair. The part of his brain which manufactured excuses went on sudden strike.
Coupled to Amanda's pre-conviction that he was of course coming to the party, he was verbally backed into a
corner and by the time he had collected his thoughts she was off again.
"I rang up Kate and Tony and they said you'd be welcome to a lift and that they'd pick you up at eight."
Some warning deep inside Alan's head told him that he mustn't cut off his line of retreat. If he accepted a lift he
would be stuck some fifteen miles from home with no possibility of transport, and the thought appalled him.
"No, really," he flustered a little, "I'll be quite all right on the bike, thanks. I don't want to put Tony to any trouble."
"Alan, I've arranged it. It's no trouble, I've just spoken to Kate."
"Well, I don't know if I'll be ready by then.” Alan's excuse factory was coming on line again. "It's better if I make my
own way, really it is," he finished lamely.
Amanda, whose voice was the product of public and finishing schools and a way of not being interested in how
much anything cost, was clearly ruffled. One did not organise oneself when she had set her wheels in motion.
But she agreed eventually, reiterated that she was looking forward to seeing him, and rang off.
Alan felt very mixed up about it. He remade the coffee, fetched a half dozen biscuits and enticed the cat back
onto his lap. I won't go, he told himself. It'll be a waste of time. With this thought in his head he took an early
night and found in the morning that his thinking was saying that he ought to give it another chance with Amanda.
These two contrarities chased themselves in never-ending circles for the next seven days until on the morning of
the day in question, he was thoroughly confused.
He decided to clean the Honda. It was his own private therapy and he often found that it helped him to think,
especially when he was stuck in the middle of writing a new program, and needed a mental change of scene. The
bike was not really dirty, but had accumulated a fine layer of road dust. Only a superficial wipe with a soft cloth
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and a quick check of tyres, brakes and electrics was required. Everything was working perfectly. He had already
discarded and replaced the damaged tyre.
There was not enough to do to take his thoughts off the immediate problem and his mind swung to and fro like a
Wimbledon spectator's head during a doubles rally. At lunchtime, he went for a walk over the nearby park and
finally decided that, yes he would go and make just one more attempt to establish a permanent rapport with
Amanda.
Towards tea-time the barometer dropped and large black clouds rolled in like prize-fighters. By the time Alan had
eaten a couple of slices of toast, drunk a mug of coffee, watched the television news and fed the cat, the rain was
coming down, that fine and so very persistent rain which won't let go and which finds every chink in a
motorcyclist's defences. Alan sighed. He accepted bad weather as part of his lot, being inclined to write it off as a
debit against the enjoyment and pleasure that he felt when the weather was fine. The worst time was, as now,
when he had to dress in robust waterproofs yet arrive looking as if he had stepped from a board meeting.
His usual technique on the rare occasions he had to perform this feat of magic was to dress in normal riding kit,
put on oversuit(s) and to take his glad rags in a clean dustbin liner which he carried in a pannier. Given that he
was reasonably careful in packing the suit and that he had somewhere to change clothes on arrival this system
usually worked well. So he took his best suit from the wardrobe, folded it neatly with a pair of freshly polished
black shoes inside another bag, donned his bike kit and set off.
Had he been able to think of a really good reason not to carry on, he would have turned around and gone back.
All the way along the progressively narrowing roads along which he usually enjoyed riding, he felt the deep-down
sense of misgiving, a sensation which grew and grew until as he neared his destination it was almost a tangible
ball of dark foreboding. He forced himself on and eventually, when the rain was just beginning to penetrate his
boots and the collar of his rain-suit, he arrived at the big gates and long gravelled drive which led the way to
Amanda's home.
The thickly-gravelled private road had not been designed for motorcyclists and even by staying rigidly on one of
the packed-down tracks where cars had passed, Alan had to be wary. At last he reached the house frontage
where Daimlers, Rolls-Royces, Ferraris and the like were parked. By previous arrangement with the chauffeur,
Alan was able to leave his bike under cover in one corner of the huge garage. The chauffeur was himself an
ex-motorcyclist and he and Alan saw eye to eye.
In fact, Alan had several times returned to his machine to find that it had been meticulously cleaned and at first
had thought that the chauffeur had either been ordered to clean it or that it was standard procedure for guests'
vehicles. He had been most surprised - and not a little embarrassed - to find that the man had cleaned it solely
out of the desire to be able to work with two wheels again.
They exchanged quick greetings and Alan was able to use the chauffeur's den to change clothes, leaving his
streaming rain-suit hanging up near the radiator. He packed the rest of his bike kit away in the panniers, but again
that sense of foreboding arose and he felt unwilling to part with his helmet; so he simply carried it with him across
the wet tarmac and through the marbled porch.
The footman who was collecting coats and hats looked as if he had been given a wet fish to hold when Alan
wordlessly held out the glass fibre helmet, but he made no comment and Alan joined the steady trickle of guests
who were making their way into the large central hall where the butler was, as expected, taking their invitation
cards and announcing each arrival in a sonorous voice. For some reason the prospect of surrendering himself
alone to this ritual was too daunting and Alan looked around desperately for a familiar face.
Whilst he recognised one British, one American and one Eastern European film star, another Cabinet Minister, an
eccentric but in-vogue sculptor and Amanda's parents, there was no-one familiar who might accompany him. So
he mentally gritted his teeth and put his invitation into the white-gloved hand of the butler who announced him in
the same voice as he had announced the other guests. To Alan this was the verbal equivalent of scraping the
fingernails down the chalkboard and afterwards he allowed himself to be swallowed up in the crowd and taking the
first opportunity to remove a filled glass from one of the many ever-replenished silver trays which discreet waiters
were wafting amongst the throng, he retreated to a quiet corner alcove and sat down.
Alan's previous sensation of despair, temporarily forgotten during the trial of gaining access to the hall, now
returned. He sipped his drink and tried not to appear unconcerned. If I haven't seen her by the time I've counted
to a hundred, he thought, I'll count to ninety, and then to eighty, and then to seventy.....
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A double set of white doors on the far side of and the full height of the room opened and Amanda swept into
view. She was dressed in a chic and expensive designer dress in light blue satin, her blonde hair
shoulder-length. She looked quite stunning and for a moment Alan just gazed at her, unable to move. After a few
moments he rose to his feet and walked towards her. As she moved across the floor the platoon of admirers
surrounded her, leaving a human vacuum behind. Alan was immediately reminded of photographs he had seen of
a Very High Ranking Officer inspecting a squadron parade, followed by other officers, all at a distance proportional
to their rank. She either affected to be, or genuinely was, quite unaware of their admiration.
"Alan! I'm so pleased to see you - you remember --" and in seconds she had given him a string of names. The
ever-charming young men in carefully brushed dinner jackets smiled at him, shook his hand, and then totally
ignored him. In the few seconds that this had taken, Amanda had advanced further into the crowd and Alan found
himself bobbing in her wake. He turned to look at her retreating back and in that instant she too turned to wave
greeting at someone else on the far side of the room. She looked so lovely that all his affection for her swelled like
a balloon, growing bigger and bigger until suddenly it burst, draining away quickly and cleanly, leaving him feeling
devoid of emotion yet at rest with himself.
Yes, that's it, he thought. I've answered my question. It's time to cut my losses and go home.
He retraced his steps past the butler, who looked at him with some disdain, and recovered his helmet from the
footman who passed it back with obvious relief. There was only the gauntlet of the entrance lobby, now much
thicker with arrivals all going in Alan's opposite direction. He attracted many puzzled looks, some directed at him,
some at his headgear. Half way across the marbled floor, the fibreglass helmet slipped from his grasp and there
was a very loud BONK as it bounced, eventually rolling to a halt at the feet of an elegantly dressed and rather
elderly lady who looked at it as if it might suddenly explode.
There was a quick ripple of laughter and Alan's nerve cracked. He scurried after the errant helmet like a rugby
player coming out of a scrum, grabbed it and almost ran through the doors, into the night, and out of Amanda's
life, drawing the cool wet night air into his lungs, smarting from the embarrassment yet glowing from the
knowledge that it was all over and he would never have to come back to the house again.
When he regained the public road the rain was dropping so hard that the water was bouncing some six inches
upwards from the streaming tarmac. Alan hunched his head down onto his shoulders and mustered his
concentration for the ride. His headlight pierced the night and the rain seemed to leap out of the air ahead of him,
traverse the full length of the headlight beam and dash itself against his closed visor with gleeful ferocity.
He conceded to himself that given no alternative to riding in such bad weather he rather enjoyed his mastery of
the conditions. Every aspect of the road surface, each yard over which his wheels were to travel must be
examined and seen to be clear, adjusting course and speed if necessary. Every possible hazard had to be
appreciated, assessed for potential danger, appropriate action taken, attention switched to the next hazard. He
never relaxed when he was riding.
Consequently he saw the rear reflector in a layby about five miles from Amanda's house; caught the occasional
gleam of reflective material from helmet or jacket; judged the position, shape, size, and height of the rear lamp;
took in with one glance the length and position of the rear indicator stalks and realised immediately that the rider of
the Kawasaki was in trouble.
It was the unwritten law; the insurance against his own breakdown. Alan rolled off the throttle, changed down, and
braking gently on the wet surface drew to a halt alongside the other motorcycle. He turned off the engine but left
the lights on and flicking down the propstand, stood up. A cold stream of collected rainwater cascaded down the
back of his neck, soaking the shirt and skin beneath, and he shivered. He fumbled for the visor release with his
wet leathered fingers and after a moment was able to swivel up the clear plastic.
"Are you in trouble?" he said. He could see now that the other rider was a girl, like himself dressed for foul
weather, and who had been leaning over the machine, apparently in search of some fault.
"Oh, thanks for stopping! I'd about given up. I was just going to start walking."
"Do you know what's wrong?"
"Everything just packed up - lights, engine, everything. I've checked the fuses and the main one keeps blowing,
I've used all my spares."
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"You've got some sort of a short circuit - it's probably got water in it somewhere. Can you pull that side panel off
again, I'll have a look.” He bent over the Kawasaki's exposed fuse boxes and connectors but in the bad light could
see nothing obviously wrong; he tried a spare fuse, but it blew as soon as the girl turned on the motor cycle's
ignition. More cold water trickled down his neck and dampness invaded one of his boots. The rain was still
bouncing off the road.
"Look," said Alan, "I really think the best thing to do is to call it a day. There's no shelter here, I can give you a lift
into town."
The girl hesitated, and Alan knew the reason. It did not revolve around whether or not he seemed trustworthy but
neither would Alan have been at all happy about leaving his bike overnight in a dark layby in the middle of
nowhere. "Do you have any breakdown cover?" he asked. She shook her head.
He cast about for a solution to the problem and his eyes lit on a discarded lorry tarpaulin, torn and stained, lying on
the verge. Walking over to it, he found to his relief a length of dirty rope threaded through the eyelets along its
edge. Looking upwards at the still black sky, and grimacing at the rain, the girl pulled out a scarf from around her
neck, wiped her wet face and then stuffed the scarf into a side pocket of her rain suit.
"Would you like me to give you a tow?"
"I've never tried that before, but I can't leave the bike here."
"Okay, well it's not difficult but we won't be able to go very fast. I'll take you to my house and look at the electrical
problem for you - unless you'd rather I took you home?"
"I'd be grateful for anything," replied the girl. "I've just moved to the city and I don't know anyone yet."
Alan tied the rope securely to the rear of the Honda's rack then pushed his bike in front of the Kawasaki and
looped the free end of the rope around its front forks, tying it securely. There was about eight feet of slack. "Try
your parking lights," he said. The girl turned the ignition switch to the third stop and the parking lights came on.
"That's great," he said. "Now listen. The worst bit is starting off from rest and turning. If we have to turn into
another road, we'll get off and push because otherwise you'll be pulled over sideways.” The girl nodded. "I'll take it
slow and easy, and I'll touch the brake lever well in advance so that you'll see when I'm going to slow down. If you
get into difficulties, shout as loud as you can and I'll stop. Okay?"
She nodded again, and they packed away the loose equipment and tools. Alan started his engine, checked to
make sure that she was ready, and using a steady throttle with a lot of clutch slip, gently moved forward until the
slack was all taken up and then allowed the powerful V-twin's torque to move the double weight. After an initial
shake and wobble they were under way; Alan gradually increased speed and changed into second until they were
chugging along at about fifteen miles per hour.
The Honda yawed unhappily under the asymmetric drag of the other bike and Alan had to make constant steering
and balance corrections, using the strength of his forearms to move the handlebars. The controls felt heavy and
mushy and it was hard work keeping the motor cycle straight. For the first time he could imagine for himself the
difficulties of flying a shot-up bomber home over miles of cold grey ocean, perhaps with crew injured, losing height
and with the possibility of ditching in the unfriendly waters of the North Sea.
The rain began to creep into his clothing and through the zips of his proofed motorcycle boots until there was the
familiar and unpleasant feeling of a quarter of an inch of water sloshing about in the bottom of his boots. It was
not too bad until he had to use his feet to brake or change gear and then the cold water would flow from toe to
heel or vice versa.
The trip was no more than ten miles but it took them forty minutes. They had to dismount twice to negotiate right
angled junctions but just when Alan's wrists and forearms were really beginning to fade, they arrived outside his
house. He owned an elderly but comfortable Victorian three-floored semi-detached house, the attic forming the
topmost section. Its main advantage was that half of the bottom floor had been converted into a large single
garage with interior access into the kitchen. Alan disengaged the two bikes, unlocked the garage door and they
pushed the machines inside, glad to be out of the rain.
The girl removed her helmet and without difficulty, pulled the Kawasaki onto its main stand. Alan, covertly
watching, raised his eyebrows; she was obviously no weekend rider. He pushed the Honda out of the immediate
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work area and unlocked the connecting door into the kitchen. The girl was looking around at the neat rows of
shining tools and wall diagrams of Honda wiring circuits and exploded engine drawings.
"You have CARPET in your garage?" she said, looking down in disbelief.
Alan had covered the floor so long ago that it had lost its novelty for him. "Job lot from an old factory office," he
replied. "If you’re working on the bike, it’s better than freezing your bum off on a cold concrete floor; if any of the
squares get mucked up I can just throw them and put down a new one."
"I never saw carpet in a garage before."
"My name's Alan Scott."
"Faye Gable.”
"Okay. Would you like to dry off and have a hot drink? I have half an idea what the problem is but I'd just as soon
change first. You can call home if you want to," he added, wishing to make it gently clear that he had no ulterior
motive in rescuing her.
"Yes, I'd like to do that."
Alan led the way into the kitchen-cum-breakfast room which with the pantry and toilet formed the lower storey of
the house. "There's a row of hooks just inside the back door where I hang anything wet," he said. "Put your boots
in the plastic tray and press that red switch, that brings on a wine-making heater which is built into the bottom of
the tray, it'll help to dry out your boots. There's a radiator shelf here in the kitchen for your gloves. I'll put the kettle
on and sort you out some slippers and a towel."
"Are you always so efficient?" she said, grinning.
He shrugged. “Why not make myself comfortable where I can?”
They struggled out of their rain suits, hung them on the hooks and switching on the heating pad left their saturated
boots in the tray. "Doesn't it get too hot?" she asked.
"No. It's designed for quite gentle heat for getting wine or beer fermenting steadily and I've sometimes left it
switched on by mistake without it catching fire. Come on upstairs and I'll find you something to put on your feet.
I've got a pair of my sister's slippers somewhere from the last time she stayed. You can make your phone call and
whilst you're doing that I'll make a drink."
The stairs were the steep narrow type with a door at the bottom as often found in older property. Another door led
off the top of the landing directly into the living-room, which looked out over the front of the house from a huge bay
window. The room was decorated in pastel colours, furnished with old, comfortable easy chairs and a leather
sofa, with Alan’s cat asleep in a neat furry ball on one of the soft cushions. Faye was instantly reminded of her
Grandma's home and immediately felt at ease.
"The bathroom is the blue door in front of you. There's a pile of clean towels on a shelf on the right as you go in help yourself."
"Okay, thanks."
Whilst she was drying her hair and face Alan slipped into the main bedroom and quickly changed into faded jeans
and a roll top sweater and straightaway felt a good deal more comfortable. He dried his own head and hair on a
spare T-shirt and was lighting the gas fire when Faye emerged from the bathroom, looking much better.
She was an inch or so shorter than him, about five foot six. She had long brown hair, a lively, intelligent and
attractive face, dark eyes and a pale, creamy complexion with just a hint of colour in her cheeks. Once she had
taken off the leather riding-jacket, she revealed grey cords and a chunky sweater which hid her figure.
"I put the spare slippers by the fire - come and get warmed up," he said. "The phone's over there by the
bookcase. Make yourself at home and I'll fix a hot drink. Would you like tea, coffee or hot chocolate?"
"Hot chocolate would be fine. Strong and sweet."
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Alan retreated to the kitchen and returned after ten minutes with two steaming mugs and a plate of biscuits. Faye
had evidently made her call. She was standing well back from one of Alan's paintings, the one which showed a
laden Lancaster struggling to clear the perimeter fence at the end of its take-off run. The artist had captured the
pilot's anxiety in coaxing the big bomber off the ground and had even managed to show the bomb-aimer's face as
he peered through the huge Perspex nose bowl.
"Here you are. Hot chocolate and biscuits."
Faye turned to face him. "Do Not Touch Me," she said.
This comment caused Alan some alarm. "I wasn't going to lay a finger on you," he said indignantly, starting to
bristle.
Faye laughed. "No, you don't understand. Do Not Touch Me. Noli Me Tangere. Does it make more sense in
Latin?"
The real meaning of what she had said now dawned on Alan. "How on earth did you know that?" he said once he
had recovered. It was the motto of 696 Squadron, one of whose aircraft was the subject of the oil painting at
which Faye had been looking. Alan knew that not only was the motto not written anywhere visible in the room, but
also that the Lancaster's squadron was not shown - only the identification codes QZ were depicted.
She laughed again, and to make him wait a few moments more she pretended to be busy with her drink. "Oh,
that's easy. My grandfather was in the RAF during the war. He was a navigator on 696 Squadron. He's always
talking about it and he's got some photos of his crew on his desk. I recognised the code letters. They're the same
as the ones on your painting."
"QZ," said Alan absently, sipping his own drink and eyeing the girl with a new interest. "You must find it quite
boring."
"Not really, it's actually rather thought provoking.” She paused, swilling her hot drink round the mug to cool it.
“Did you know that they had awful casualties? Grandad said that he lost nearly all of the men he trained with and
that they only had a one in three chance of surviving the war. He had to land on the sea once and later on they
were shot down."
"I had heard something like that," said Alan, trying to play his hand coolly. "Fancy your Grandad being there! I'd
love to have a talk with him sometime."
"I'll ask him. I don't think he'll mind."
"Thanks very much."
"Do you know anything about it?"
"No, I just liked the painting, so I bought it," lied Alan.
Faye stood up and indicated the garage with her mug. "Well," she said, "it's rather late, and you said you'd have a
look at the bike for me?"
She can change subjects quickly, thought Alan as they returned to the garage. He removed the Kawasaki's seat,
tank, and side panels and tried a good squirt of water dispersant without success. He then peered into the rear of
the headlight shell and checked the connections, removed the main fuse box, battery, and electronic ignition unit
but failed to discover the reason for the consistently blowing main fuse.
Faye watched in silence and waited until he was obviously deep in thought.
researching Bomber Command?" she asked suddenly.

"How long have you been

It was late and Alan was tired. "Fifteen years," he replied and then realised that he'd given himself away. He
lowered his head onto his forearms and wished the ground would swallow him up. Faye chuckled, and he looked
up.
"You knew all the time," he said, when he saw that she was still grinning with amusement at the trap.
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"Your phone is right by your bookcase, and the shelves are full of bomber books. Lancaster At War, No Moon
Tonight, Enemy Coast Ahead, Bomber - it's almost a carbon copy of Grandad's bookcase. Then of course I saw
the painting. He's got the other one - where the Lanc is stood still and the crew are just getting out."
"Sorry," he said. "I didn't want to appear patronising and I thought you might be bored if I were to go on about it. It
was nice listening to you talk. It's not usual to find a girl who's interested."
Faye smiled. "I'll fix it for you to speak to him. Once you get him going, you can't stop him."
Alan's eyes had been roaming over the Kawasaki's semi-nakedness and now the answer to the problem seemed
to leap out and hit him on the nose. For a moment he considered his line of questioning. "Your bike’s what, four
years old?" he asked.
"Three and a half."
"A little while ago, your indicator unit failed."
Faye looked intrigued. "Yes, it did."
"And because you've just moved here, you couldn't find a Kawasaki dealer to fix it."
"Quite right. Go on - it's like listening to Sherlock Holmes."
Alan thought for a moment. "So you asked a friend of yours to look at it, someone who has or had a bike but
who's not a very experienced mechanic."
"My step-brother - he's a student."
"And he went away and bought a new flasher unit and put it in for you. He even found a Kawasaki shop and
bought the right one for you."
"He had to go thirty miles – each way - for it."
"Yes, there isn't a local dealer. Well, he put it in and it worked fine. You haven't been out in the rain since he
installed it, except for tonight, which is when you broke down."
Faye sat down on the edge of a work bench and looked at Alan expectantly. This encouraged him. "I suppose
that you were just beginning to turn left or right and the whole electrical system went dead."
"Brilliant! That's exactly right! Well! I've read books where the detective exposes the villain at the end but I've
never seen it done in real life. What's the secret? Did Bill get the wrong part from that dealer?"
"No, he didn't," explained Alan, "at least I don't think he did. But he installed the flasher relay upside down in its
rubber sheath. See how the rainwater has seeped in behind the plastic of the bike’s side panel, and gradually
collected over the electrical terminals? As soon as you used the indicators, it would short out - and keep shorting
itself out.” He slipped the offending relay from its housing, wiped it with kitchen roll, sprayed it with water
dispersant and refitted it with its electrical contacts correctly facing downwards; then replaced all the Kawasaki's
parts. The engine fired at the first press of the starter, and the four cylinder motor settled into a busy whir.
"You're a genius," she exclaimed, in genuine admiration. "What can I say?"
Alan killed the engine. "Say that you'll come back on Tuesday for dinner," he answered, switching off the ignition
and handing her the keys. He had not missed the shine in her eyes.
Faye smiled. "I'd like that."
"Would you like another drink? I've got a drop of sherry, some home made beer, or coffee - whatever you like."
Once talking in the cosiness of the upstairs room, neither of them wanted to leave. Alan told her about his stay at
Swaldsholme, about the eerie sensation of walking about in the fog, and the voices he had heard. He kept his
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peace about the WAAF. Something told him that this was a private experience, not yet one for sharing. Faye was
fascinated.
"I'd love to do that. Do you know, the whole idea of time crossing over quite intrigues me. I'd like to experience
something like that sometime."
Alan knew that this was not the moment to suggest such a trip. Their relationship was still too fragile, and such a
weight might well prove to be too much, too soon. "There's a lot more to all this than meets the eye," he observed.
Faye stood up. "I really must go. It's gone midnight."
Alan helped her on with her almost-dry rain suit, and pushed her machine outside. The rain had eased to a light
drizzle. Faye leaned the Kawasaki on its side-stand with the engine idling and walking to where Alan was moving
the Honda back to the centre of his garage, gave him a quick and rather sisterly kiss on the cheek.
"Keep at it. There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than in all your philosophy … I'll see you on
Tuesday, seven-thirty. Thanks again for rescuing me.” She pulled on her helmet.
"Don't mention it," he said, and waved her goodbye.
Alan locked up and fifteen minutes later lay in bed, thinking. Bloody good looking, educated, and a motorcyclist …
it'll be a long time until Tuesday. As the cat jumped neatly onto the bed and lay down beside him, purring
contentedly, he began to replay his mental tape of the evening's events. All that came into his mind was the
image of the WAAF corporal at Swaldholme's Watch Office; but before he had arrived at any conclusion for this,
he was asleep.
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Chapter 6 : Press On Regardless
"Fly, eh?"
"Yes, sir."
"Well, Brown, you're doing a good job here and we don't want to lose you. Your Sergeant speaks highly of you
and the standard of food in the airmens' mess has really improved. We're thinking of making you up to Corporal."
"Thank you, sir, but I want to fly."
The eyebrows would go up at that point. "The war isn't about what you want or don't want, Brown."
"I realise that, sir, but I'm a trained wireless-operator. I can be more use in aircrew."
"Thank you, Brown, but I'll be the judge of where you'll be the most use. You're first and foremost a trained chef,
and we need good men in the catering side. Don't you think that you can do more good for the war effort by
helping to look after the men?"
"No, sir."
"Don't be impertinent, Brown. Well, I'll see what I can do."
"Thank you very much, sir."
"That's all."
"Ten-shun! Salute the officer! 'Boooout face! Quiiiick, march! Ef, rye, ef, rye, ef, rye."
A similar pantomime would happen when, every six months or whenever the Catering Officer was changed,
Richard applied for a transfer to aircrew. But he had done too good a job in the kitchens, and the result was
always the same - nothing happened. Richard was quickly promoted to Aircraftman First Class, then Leading
Aircraftman, finally to Corporal. His responsibilities increased accordingly, but life became very repetitive for him;
an endless procession of airmen under training, the faces ever-changing, intake after intake of volunteer aircrew
each one with the scrap of white linen tucked into the front of their forage-caps and each one walking with an extra
slight swagger.
How Richard envied them - "The White Flash Boys" - as they called themselves. Their adventure was just
beginning. Here at the Yorkshire coast intake camp they were assessed, graded, and medically examined; and
after more than eighteen months of watching them come and go, Richard was able to sum them up and they
began to fall into groups.
The short and stockily-built ones seemed to be largely classified as air gunners. This was because the power
operated gun turrets were a tight fit for a man of anything more than average height. The University types, or the
serious looking ones or those with Grammar School education were quickly whisked away to Canada, America or
South Africa for pilot training; those who failed the basic flying courses were remustered as navigators or bomb
aimers. The men with ingrained dirt on their hands, the garage repairmen and motor-cycle spanner men tended
to be transferred to Flight Engineer's school. It was said in jest that the wireless operators seemed to be selected
from those who could neither shoot straight nor add up and this group did not fall into any definable set of
characteristics.
More than a few of the hopefuls were found to be unsuitable for aircrew and were returned to their former units.
It was only occasionally that aircraft engines were heard overhead, and more so at night as the Whitleys from the
Yorkshire aerodromes lumbered away into the dark sky over Germany, often dropping nothing more lethal than
propaganda leaflets.
Richard would frequently lie awake at night listening to the unmelodious drumming of unsynchronised Tiger and
Pegasus engines beating their way over the coast. Occasionally one set of engines, or even less occasionally a
single engine making heavy going, would pass over the camp and fade away. Leave held no relief for him as he
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had nowhere to go, no one to stay with. He had written several times to his family on Jersey, via the Red Cross,
but without result.
Whilst he got on fine with his fellow airmen and his promotion to Corporal was well received by the kitchen staff,
he formed no substantial ties with anyone. The NCOs and his immediate officer liked the way he got on with the
job and the airmen under him respected his experience. Both morale, and the standard of food, continued to
improve.
The months rolled by. A very gallant merchant, amateur and Royal Navy fleet rescued 360,000 men from Dunkirk
and the southern coastal areas braced themselves for invasion. Fighter Command fought a grim aerial battle with
the might of the Luftwaffe, and the diminishing number of Hurricane and Spitfire pilots held the Messerschmitts at
bay for just long enough for the Germans to tire of the game and resort to bombing London, a mistake which was
to cost them the war.
By the middle of 1941 the camp had doubled in size and all the personnel involved with the day to day running of it
were conscious of an increased sense of urgency. Wider and wider yawned the maw of the aircrew intakes and
although few details were available to the public about the losses, stories got around. So-and-so on a station
would have a brother in Bomber Command; occasionally a former White Flash Boy would turn up again, posted as
an instructor, sometimes with some kind of healed wound or injury.
Richard was helping two of his men clean out the big soup pans one afternoon when there was a low growl from
the sky. All three of them knew the sound of engines; there was no need for anyone to say "it's one of ours.”
There was a shout from outside.
"Hey, Corp'l! Come an' take a look at this!"
Glad of any excuse for some fresh air, Richard flung down his cleaning cloth and quickly walked outside. There
was a bunch of airmen with hands raised to their eyes to kill the afternoon sun, and a black shape - a huge black
shape - circled to the south at about a thousand feet, just at the coastline.
"One of ours, is it?" someone asked.
"Dunno," said the man who had called Richard.
"It must be," said another fellow. "If'n it was a Jerry, the ack-ack gunners at Whitby would've had a go."
He was right; the massive aircraft was quite clear of the tell-tale black smudges which would have marked the
Bofors shells from the small Army detachment, who would often bang away happily at seaborne towed targets and
debris. Once they had been firing at some floating packing cases and to the vast delight of a group of watching
airmen had not been able to secure a hit. At that moment one of His Majesty's submarines popped up. "Cease
firing," came a voice from the submarine's loudhailer. "Why?" a bored gunner had shouted back. "Are you
frightened?"
Richard followed the black aircraft as it banked steeply, showing a hitherto unseen wingspan. "God," said a voice,
"it's bloody huge! What is it, for Christ's sake? Can't be a Jerry, can it? One of them big Focke-Wulfs?"
The plane banked the other way and the light caught the dull red roundels. There was a collective sigh of relief.
"Stirling bomber," said a voice. "New 'un. Just coming in. Me brother's an air-gunner on 'em some place down in
Cambridgeshire. Says they're wonderful, steady as a rock, he says."
Now the bomber was coming nearer, the outline becoming easily seen. Massive, strong-looking wings; a long
squarish fuselage, bulbous cockpit canopy and an enormous tail. Guns poked out at nose, dorsal and rear turrets.
The four engines sang a new song to the airmens' ears, a song of power and strength. Here was the future on the
wing; they did not intend to miss any of it.
The Stirling circled the camp at no more than five hundred feet, showing off its thick yet graceful lines. Surely
those fat wings and aggressive sounding engines could lift anything? One of the watchers waved, and in a trice
all of them were waving, yelling encouragement. A bright red streamer on the end of a small dot fluttered down;
the Stirling levelled out and with a deepening roar as its throttles were opened, flew away to the south.
Later that day there was a notice pinned to the board in the Mess.
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"Dear All,
As you can see we have got to a Squadron at last so Thank You and we hope to be giving Jerry a good
punch on the nose very soon. Good luck to all them fellows in the Camp and hope to see some of them
on the Squadron.
Yours truly
Bill and Harry
No. 41 Course."
"The hell with this," said Richard on reading this simple message. "I'm going to reapply for aircrew."
But again he was turned down.

-- ** -- ** -Occasionally a group of Staff Officers would inspect the camp and although they were mainly concerned with the
assessment and grading of the aircrew applicants, now and then there would be a full inspection, kitchens
included. Richard was perversely pleased to be complimented by his sergeant - and occasionally by his officer after such an event and he had been prompted that a promotion to Sergeant was in the pipeline. He and his men
usually had some advance warning of this sort of thing and so it was with great surprise that he heard steps in the
airmens' dining hall long after the last meal had been served.
The vertical wooden shutters were drawn down to the counter tops, so Richard poked his head through the
serving hatch, prepared to find some late airmen trying to scrounge a meal. To his consternation there was a
posse of high ranking officers marching purposefully down the long hall towards the kitchen doors.
"Room - ah-ten-shun!" he called. There were five airmen engaged on washing-up and cleaning. They were all
hatless, so as the officers - one an obviously senior man - entered, Richard as the senior man present stamped to
attention. He knew he had nothing to fear, because his men were at the end of their shift and everything was
spotless.
"Who's in charge here?"
Richard took a smart pace forward. "Sir! Corporal Brown."
"All right if we have a look round, Corporal?"
Richard was surprised. This was something he expected to be told, not asked.
"Of course, sir. May I show you anything in particular?"
"Yes, this evening's menu, please."
"Sir.” Richard took out the small notepad he kept in the pocket of his short RAF blouse and passed it over.
"H'mm. Let's see. Beef broth, eh?"
"It's more broth than beef, I'm afraid, sir."
The officers laughed. "Cheese on toast? Why don't you call it Welsh Rarebit?"
"Sir, the men won't eat it if it's called by it's proper name."
"Do you ever give them anything special?"
"Well, sir, we can't get the sort of things I'd like."
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"Aren't you that Corporal I've heard about - the chef?"
"Yes, sir."
"I hear you're hot stuff - ex hotel chef, eh?"
Richard nodded.
"Will you do us dinner in the Officers' Mess tomorrow night? Make up a list of what you want and we'll see if we
can arrange it. The Air Vice Marshal is coming down along with the Group Captain. What do you say?"
"It would be an honour, sir."
"Good. Well, see your sergeant about it. Carry on, Corporal."
"Sir!"

-- ** -- ** -It was only in the dawning hours when the full story emerged; how the ack-ack gunners, lazy after long periods of
inaction, had been caught unawares. Some people said that it was a Jerry just dumping his bombs after getting
lost on a raid on Newcastle docks and others claimed that one of our night fighters had caught an enemy bomber
which had then jettisoned its load. On one thing, however, they were agreed; it was a bad night and no mistake.
The bombs had whistled down at about half past midnight. A long stick of 100kg high explosive and a thick
shower of incendiaries had begun to burst on the sick quarters and then extended over the Guardroom, Officers'
Mess and Station HQ. The gas main running under the public road outside the main gate was cracked and a
fierce blaze completely blanked off the entrance. Fire engines and the ambulances from Whitby were soon on the
scene, but they had to circumnavigate the perimeter wire to find another way in and this, in the dark and with the
incendiary sticks crackling everywhere, took some considerable time.
Richard had been taking his ease with a cup of tea in the Officers' Mess kitchens when the explosions began. He
had not stopped work since the morning and with the help of the regular existing team, the meal had been a great
success. Conscious of the fact that he had been brought in over the head of the NCO in charge, he had been at
pains to show his appreciation of the kitchen staff's efforts. This had created an atmosphere of tired contentment
and with only the tidying-up to complete it had seemed that the night was almost over for him. Richard was dead
on his feet; he had lost the habit of working under such conditions.
There was a sudden whistling, sliding rush and a bomb landed on the far side of the main road. The explosion
was a huge hammer which blew in the kitchen windows, showering the occupants with glass and fragments of
blackout shutter. Everyone dived to the floor. Another bomb hit the corner of the Mess, sliced off the grandiose
brickwork, exposed the remains of officers who had been sitting drinking in the room and broke up the wooden
floor. Five or six incendiary candles completed the job and in thirty seconds the whole far end of the building was
on fire.
Richard had flung himself under the kitchen table, a large stainless steel topped construction. There was the
unpleasant sound of shrapnel hitting the metal worktop and a series of thick grunts from one of the other kitchen
staff who had also dived under it. In those few seconds of uncertainty Richard was unpleasantly reminded of the
deadly blow which Captain Jack and Mike had dealt to Helmut's motor torpedo boat.
There was a final explosion and shower of debris. Richard opened his eyes. He stared directly into the face of
one of kitchen attendants, a youngster just out of school. His eyes had the dull glazed look that Richard had seen
in the eyes of the Germans who had fallen under Mike's submachine gun. He turned away, dislodging a shower
of plaster dust and glass fragments, and wriggled out from under the table.
The kitchen was unrecognisable. One wall and the sink units had vanished and there was an uninterrupted view
over the camp. Flames licked around the raw ends of the gas pipes and some of the wooden worktops were
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already alight. Richard could hear the cries from wounded men and the crackle of flames from deeper inside the
Officers' Mess. He wormed his way towards the hole with the intention of crawling outside.
His path took him over the remains of three more of the kitchen staff who were obviously past aid. The fourth,
however, was very much alive and was cursing fluently as he held his hands over a deep hole in his upper thigh.
Arterial blood was flowing out from between his fingers. It was Garvey, the sergeant normally in charge of the
kitchens and over whose head Richard had been brought in.
"Christ! Got me in the leg, the buggers!"
Richard knew that time was vital if the man's life was to be saved. He ripped off his black Air Force tie and quickly
threaded it around Garvey's thigh as high up as he could, pulling the knot tight. "Let go for a moment," he said.
Garvey reluctantly eased the grip his hands had on the wound and to Richard's relief the bleeding almost stopped.
The worst of it was that with the blood not obscuring the wound so much he could see that the thigh bone was
either splintered or broken. He looked around. There was nothing he could use as a makeshift splint.
The fire around the remains of the gas cookers was now gaining a hold. "Join your hands around my neck," said
Richard. "Quick! There isn't much time. That gas pipe could go any moment. I'll try and drag you out through
that hole in the wall."
He helped Garvey to link hands and then kneeling astride him crawled painfully over the rubble, using the full
power of his arms and shoulders to lift Garvey's weight up and forward before edging himself foot by foot nearer
the hole. The Sergeant was fortunately a lightly-built man and although he groaned terribly at each advance he
maintained the grip of his hands behind Richard's neck until they had negotiated the ragged brickwork and were
lying on the turf outside. Once clear of the debris Richard was able to drag Garvey more effectively and soon had
him clear of the burning building.
Total chaos reigned. The Main Gate was blocked by a sheet of flame and some of the station's own fire fighters
were tackling it. Smoke was billowing out of the far side of the Mess and the flames were lighting up the windows
on the first floor. A lesser explosion sent sparks and debris flying out of the hole in the kitchen wall.
Richard dragged Garvey inside one of the slit trench air raid shelters. He checked the tourniquet. The bleeding
had worsened slightly during their escape but was still a lot less serious than it had been at first. "Hell," said
Garvey, white-faced.
"Is it just your leg?"
"Yeah. Christ, I feel bad."
"Take it easy. I'll try to get the MO or one of the sick bay blokes. Hang on here - I'll be as quick as I can."
Garvey nodded weakly and Richard sprinted over to where an RAF ambulance was appearing out of the smoke.
He ran up alongside as the passenger threw open the door and, cracking his knees hard on the metal as the
vehicle skidded to a stop, went down in a heap, agony spearing through his legs. It hurt too much to even swear,
but before he could even try to curse, a pair of medical attendants had rushed over with a stretcher and were - not
so gently - lifting him onto it.
"Right you are, mate," one of them was saying as Richard's brain cleared itself of the pain in his legs. "Don't you
worry - we'll have you right in no time. Okay Harry? Right then - take it away."
Richard tried to sit up. "No, you don't understand," he began through gritted teeth, but the man nearest to him
pushed him back onto the stretcher. "Keep still, we'll see you right," he said, and in seconds they had the
stretcher in the back of the ambulance and with a half dozen assorted casualties the vehicle was driving away, bell
clanging furiously.
Richard's legs were only operating at about half capacity but he had enough power in them now to rise off the
stretcher and half-jump, half-dive out of the back of the moving ambulance. The wet grass hit him a raking punch
in the chest and then he was rolling to a stop, standing up and hurrying back to the scene of the disaster.
The Officer's Mess was engulfed in flame in spite of several fire hoses being trained on it. The explosions had
stopped. Richard, nearing the place where the over zealous medical team had embarked him, almost stumbled
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across another stretcher lying on the grass as picking it up, carried it to where he had left Garvey. The sergeant
had vomited several times and was looking awful.
"God, I thought you'd left me," he gasped. Richard had to strain to hear what the man said. "I've been trying to
shout for help, but I couldn't make anyone hear."
"I've got a stretcher," said Richard. "Can you get on it if I help you?"
Garvey nodded and between them they eased the stretcher under him. The sergeant lay back, his face deadly
pale, vomit and blood streaking his uniform.
His knees protesting the strain, Richard dragged the stretcher and its load into the open. He had only gone twenty
or thirty feet when he heard the sound of men approaching.
"Stap me, its 'im again."
It was the medical team, returning for another load.
"Watch him," cautioned Richard as they took the handles of the stretcher. "Broken leg I think, shock, loss of
blood. I put on a tourniquet.” His knees failed, and he sat down heavily on the grass.
"We've got him," one of them said, and flagging down an ambulance they put Garvey inside. "Come on," the
attendant said. "Better come with us. And stay inside the bleeding thing this time."

-- ** -- ** -"Fly, eh?"
"Yes, sir."
"You put up a damn good show the other night, Brown."
"Thank you very much, sir."
The Flight Lieutenant looked searchingly at Richard.
"I see from your records that you're a privately licensed wireless operator. Why weren't you selected for aircrew
before?"
"I don't know, sir. I’ve volunteered several times.”
"Are you quite sure that you want to fly?"
Richard nodded.
"Well, I'll be sorry to see you go."
"You mean you'll put me up for it, sir?"
"The CO recommended that your name go forward for an interview for aircrew at the next opportunity."
"Oh, that's wizard! I mean, thank you very much indeed, sir."
The officer smiled, but the dull white skin on his face where the plastic surgeons had already made four skin grafts
did not show very much of it.
"Good luck, Corporal. I think you'll do all right in aircrew."
"Thank you again, sir."
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"That's all."
"Ten-shun! Salute the officer! 'Booout face! Quiiiick, march! Ef, rye, ef, rye, ef, rye."
Once out of the adjutant’s office, Richard’s sergeant winked at him, very theatrically. The next day Richard was
sent to Scarborough for an aircrew selection interview. It was searching, but painless. The panel were impressed
by the recommendation and, huddled with their heads together, made noises about "good show,” "steady type,”
"right sort of chap," and "already half trained."
A week later he was posted to the RAF wireless school at Oxford.

-- ** -- ** -28 OPERATIONAL TRAINING UNIT, WYMESWOLD : June 1943
Richard’s hand on the Morse key and knowledge of wireless technicalities was well above that of his instructors
and he spent most of his time whilst at Oxford either helping his fellow coursemates or amplifying the skills of the
course staff. He passed the final examination with ease; nobody was surprised to find his name at the top of the
graduation lists. His batch of wireless-operators were the first not be sent to air-gunnery school to be crosstrained as air gunners, which almost all of his predecessors had been, to fulfil a dual role as W/Op/AGs.
Richard and his course-mates therefore completed their training as straight W/Ops. But there was no time for
much congratulation and all those who had also passed gained their flying-badges and were quickly promoted to
Sergeant before being whisked away to the next stage of their training. Richard had been offered a post as one of
the wireless school instructors, with the possibility of a commission as Pilot Officer; but with his heart set on a
flying career, had declined.
His mind wandered as he sat on a wooden chair at the far end of the flight offices. Here he was on the brink of an
operational career, and he supposed that he ought to be trying to sum up some of the other men; his life could
depend on the skill and human qualities of these strangers who were milling about. Some had the full wings of the
pilot, but most of them were wearing the half wing brevet of navigator, air gunner, bomb aimer or wireless
operator. They were nearly all sergeants, but there was the odd officer.
Having been ushered into the flight offices ten minutes before, they had expected to find that the notice boards
were covered with predetermined crew lists. All previous decisions in the RAF had been made for them so
nobody thought that crewing up would be any different.
"All right, you chaps," called the CO, a bemedalled Wing Commander. "Sort yourselves out into crews. When
you've done that, each captain bring me a list. If any of you have trouble, come and see me later on."
A murmour of pleasure came from the assembled men. Some of them had already formed tentative friendships; a
gunner might know a navigator, who might be pals with a pilot, and so on, and the nucleus of a crew established.
Most of them however were not in that situation and a lot of furtive eyeing up was going on over the rims of mugs
of tea.
Richard decided that he would bide his time. He had not flown with any pilot more than once so he did not feel
attached to anyone; furthermore there were no familiar faces about. He sipped his tea, assumed a casual pose
leaning against the wall, and waited.
All over the room men were looking over each other. No-one seemed in a hurry except for those who had definite
friends already. A thin nervous-looking man wearing pilot's wings and the single ring of a Pilot Officer squared up
to Richard at a distance of about twelve feet. It was obvious that he was going to make an approach.
A sudden cold feeling ran through Richard's mind. No thanks, he thought, and deliberately looking away, out of
the corner of his eye he saw the officer move on. Far from embarrassment, he felt only relief.
"Are you fixed up yet?" said a voice behind him. Richard turned and observed a tall handsome man with blue
eyes and a serious expression. He wore the half-wing brevet of an air gunner.
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"No, not yet."
The man looked him over. "Do you need a good gunner? I did pretty well on the course. My name's Bill
Whitfield."
There was no trace of the strange cold feeling this time. This chap's all right, thought Richard. "Sure," he said,
extending his hand. "Richard Brown."
"That's great. Say, I happen to know this other chap, he’s a navigator. We used to skip to school together."
"Yes - give him a shout."
The gunner disappeared into the throng and came back with a tough-looking Sergeant navigator. "This is Steve
Hart - Richard Brown."
"Well," said Richard, eyeing the milling aircrew, "all we need now is a pilot and a bomb aimer."
"Will I do for the bomb aimer?"
A chunky man with a jolly, round face approached. "Sorry, you chaps, but I couldn't help overhear. Are you really
short of a bomb aimer?"
"Yes."
"Do you think I'd do? I wasn't awfully good on the course, I'm afraid. But I didn't hit any of our own Observer
Corps types on the bombing ranges."
There was something appealing about the man's demeanour, a certain cheerfulness and bright countenance. He
reminded Richard of a benevolent gnome. "Sure," he said. "We've just crewed up anyway."
"Arthur Pearson."
"You're in the best crew already, Arthur," said Bill Whitfield and there was a ripple of laughter. "Now all we need is
a driver."
"Do any of you know a pilot?" asked the bomb-aimer.
They all shook their heads.
"Okay," said Pearson cheerfully, and he carved his way through the room and stopped at the first unattached man
wearing a full set of wings he came to. The man was dressed in an officer’s uniform, but Pearson didn’t hesitate.
"You fixed up yet, Skipper?"
"Er - no."
"Well, we're the best bloody crew in Bomber Command," said Pearson blandly. "The only trouble is," he went on
confidentially, "we haven't got a pilot yet. D'you think you can drive the bloody thing for us?"
A huge grin split the man's face. "Bet your ass I can drive it."
"Oh, a Yank are you?"
The pilot indicated his cap badge with the initials R.C.A.F.
"No - Canadian. Gil Audritt. From Manitoba." After a heartbeat’s pause, he added, “Pilot Officer.”
Pearson wasn’t put off by the fact that the Canadian was commissioned.
"Gil, sir, come and meet the boys."
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-- ** -- ** -Richard liked the Wellingtons they were given to fly. They exuded strength and determination and were a lot less
cramped inside than the ageing Hampdens and Whitleys which would sometimes put down on the way back from
Germany. In the early hours of one morning, a pilot from an operational Squadron put a Wellington down on one
engine, no undercarriage and a lot of flying skill. On examination in the dawn, a good half of the fuselage seemed
to be shot away and huge holes blown in the wings. It had not caught fire, but three of the crew were dead.
"Christ, these things must be as tough as the old Harry," remarked Gil Audritt as they climbed in and out of the
wreckage, surveying the damage.
"Have to be to put up with your landings, sir," quipped Pearson.
"It's you bunch," complained the Canadian pilot, tipping his hat on to the back of his head. "You're all sitting on the
floor on the port side when I'm doing my single engined overshoots, and upsetting the trim."

-- ** -- ** -Life took on a much more urgent tone. Richard saw it as a race to a finishing tape, the winning post being the
Squadron posting. At first, the pace was steady; the crew were getting used to each other and welding into a
team. It was unfortunate that Audritt was commissioned, because the other four crew members - Richard,
Pearson the jovial bomb aimer, Whitfield the rear gunner and the navigator, Hart - were all NCOs and with a little
bunk-swapping were able to share a Nissen hut and Mess facilities. As a result they quickly became accustomed
to each other and achieved a far more rapid rapport than otherwise would have been possible.
As they worked their way into the training, the pace quickened, and the gap between the tall pilot and the rest of
the crew widened. He was an aloof type; not patronizing or condescending but rather introspective, and after he
had not responded to the carefree banter of the others, they soon came to refer to him as "Skipper" or later on,
"Captain.” He did not invite familiarity, and no-one called him by his first name, not even in the air.
They made the usual blunders. On a daylight cross country and bombing practice, Hart used the reciprocal wind
and took them fifty miles off course. Richard put them right with a wireless fix, and they arrived an hour late over
the range, when the weather was deteriorating. Pearson, suffering from air sickness and calling for violent
running-up corrections, set the wrong height on the bomb sight and put a stick of three into the London road.
Fortunately they were dummies, armed only with a smoke trace, and the cloud closed in before the Observer
Corps could identify them. They thought they'd got away with it, but they hadn't. The CO gave them a verbal
dressing down and let them go, although he sensed that there was something amiss.

-- ** -- ** -Short daylight cross-countries changed to longer trips, often with a dummy load. Sometimes they would be sent
out over the North Sea, looking for either U-Boats or downed airmen. It was a salutary lesson in the prospects for
survival if they themselves ditched, and after the first of these flights they spent half an hour a day for a whole
week on dinghy drill.
"What about baling out drill?" asked Hart.
"Oh, I've got that taped up all right," said Pearson. "I've got a hundred yards of intercom cable. When I get to the
end of it, I'm just going to yell ‘okay chaps, I've gone.'"
Night flying now predominated and Richard found that his skills were really put to the test. It was difficult to keep
the elderly wireless equipment tuned, and his practice at making the set work on only three valves paid off one
night when they became caught in a violent electrical thunderstorm during which the Wellington was struck by
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lightning, damaging cockpit instruments and the wireless equipment. When they landed, tired and relieved, they
all felt that for the first time they had operated as a proper crew, rather than five individuals; but it made them
realise that enemy action was not their only enemy. The weather could be just as lethal.
This feeling served to both strengthen the bond between the NCOs and to distance them from their pilot, who,
finding the company of the Officers' Mess more and more to his liking, rarely saw his crew except when on duty.
Some crews which consisted entirely of NCOs went off to the local pubs and generally had as good a time as they
could. Richard's crew participated in these expeditions, but in spite of nothing being said amongst themselves
about their pilot's absence, they all knew that the situation was not a happy one.
Richard, sensing this, was tempted to call a crew meeting and move that they ask to be allocated to another pilot;
but he never quite gathered the courage to do so. He had no idea that the other three men shared his
apprehensions and that such a meeting would have almost certainly resulted in them being re-crewed.
He felt, however, that it would be a tremendous disloyalty to put the idea forward. He did not dislike the Canadian
pilot; it was simply that none of the crew knew him. Had one of them been an officer, sharing messing and living
quarters, the situation would probably have been different. There would have been a link with the rest of the crew.

-- ** -- ** -Their training progressed with increasing indifference, and at the end of their course they passed out in the bottom
ten per cent of the crews. The next day they were posted to No 1654 Heavy Conversion Unit, Wigsley, where
they picked up Reeve, flight engineer, a former ground crew fitter whose comprehensive technical knowledge
impressed them; and a diminutive mid-upper gunner called Lang who at nineteen was only eighteen months out of
sixth form, and who clearly thought that he was destined to be an officer. Richard had hoped that one of them
might be commissioned and provide a bridge over the ever widening gap between Audritt and the crew, but this
was not to be the case. The engineer and the new gunner were both sergeants, and they set about fixing matters
so that they all shared one Nissen hut.
Lang, his skills sharpened by practice with a shotgun under the tutelage of the Armaments Officer in the open
fields surrounding the aerodrome, proved to be a fine marksman, and the morale of the others improved
accordingly.
Even Whitfield, the rear-gunner, was impressed by Lang’s sharpshooting.
“Heck, I grew up in a mining village. Where did you learn to shoot like that, mate?”
“Cadet Corps in the Sixth Form at school, of course.”
At Wigsley they learned the intricacies of the Stirling bomber, and Richard, who had looked forward to the
experience ever since he had seen the big black aircraft circling his camp in Yorkshire, found the bomber to be a
great disappointment. The Stirlings which percolated down to the training units had seen better days and were
well and truly worn out. They creaked and groaned in every joint, and the crew's apprehension mounted. What
chance did they have against the Focke-Wulfs in these clapped-out aircraft?
Most of the crew, once the novelty of the four-engined bomber had worn off, regarded the Stirling as a retrograde
step. Lang was voluble about the deficiencies of the mid-upper turret. It was not the large Frazer-Nash Mk50
bubble-canopy type but the almost conical version as fitted to the Blackburn Botha and also to the early versions
of the Manchester bomber, now replaced by the much improved Lancaster.
"Bloody turret," he muttered, having had his vocabulary enlarged by immersion in the banter around the bar in the
Sergeants’ Mess. After an hour of dinghy drill practice, the other six crew were safely out onto the wing after forty
seconds and he was still struggling to wriggle free of the tiny exit doors built into the back of the turret. "Sod this
for a game of soldiers. If we come down in the drink, what bloody chance have I got?"
Thereafter it was agreed that one of the crew would take the fire axe with him on exiting, and if necessary, chop
through the restrictive turret's Perspex panels and free him that way.
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But even if the Stirlings creaked a little in flight, and suffered an above average failure and malfunction rate, it was
grudgingly admitted that they were intrinsically very strong and steady. They had to be; the war was reaching a
pace whereby some of the pilots arriving at HCU were of a diffident standard, and who would on landing hold off
too long or pull out too late and bang the undercarriage onto the runways with undue force. One pilot did it once
too often, and breaking off one of the spindly undercarriage legs, sent his Stirling into the fields beyond the
perimeter wire. This killed the crew’s bomb aimer, who contrary to regulations was sitting in the nose section on
landing.
They discovered that the Stirling's chief deficiencies were its proliferation of fuel tanks, between which flightengineers were constantly switching; the unreliable electrically-operated undercarriage system and its lack of
engine power. More than one pilot put his bomber down onto the grass on its belly when the undercarriage
refused to operate. Fortunately, the aircraft's mainwheels protruded slightly from the inner engine nacelles even
with the undercarriage retracted, and if performed carefully, the bomber could be set down on grass alongside the
hard runway, with no serious damage apart from bending the propeller blades and bomb doors.
One pilot did it successfully and the crew walked away, hooting with laughter. The officer pilot whose intended
approach to Richard at crewing-up had sent that strange cold feeling through him, didn't do it successfully, and
whilst landing cross-wind spread his Stirling bomber and its crew in a mangled pile of wreckage over one corner of
the aerodrome. Afterwards there were six bodies in the mortuary, including that of the pilot.
But for all its faults, it was stable, and if anything, its high wing loading made it very manoeuvrable. In mock
attacks with a local fighter training unit equipped with Martinets, one of the instructors showed them that a
determined Stirling pilot could turn the ponderous-looking bomber inside the fighter, often to the surprise of the
other pilot, who did not expect this level of agility from such a large aircraft.
When their training had progressed to being trusted to fly the aircraft without an instructor, they were loaded with a
full complement of dummy bombs and sent on long cross-country navigation exercises. It was at this time that the
poor performance of the aircraft became particularly apparent. Used to reaching anything between 16,000 and
20,000 feet in the Vickers Wellingtons, Audritt was quite unable to persuade the Stirling - with two extra engines to climb above 13,000 feet, where it hung unhappily with the throttles at full boost, the nose pitched up, and
steadfastly refused to go any higher.
"Jesus," he exclaimed in dismay, "how high are we supposed to be going?"
Richard had spoken to some of the former aircrew who had returned to his training camp as instructors. "Most of
them tried to get up to 18,000 or 20,000 feet," he replied. "The heavy flak starts at about 5,000 feet and below that
you get clobbered by the lighter stuff. What are we at now?"
Audritt grunted. "13,250.” The Stirling wallowed as he tried to pull the nose higher. Airspeed fell off alarmingly,
and he was forced to put the nose down to avoid stalling.
"You'll not get up any higher," remarked Reeve, the new flight engineer. "Not in these clapped out kites, anyway.
And pushing the throttles like that just wastes fuel."
Audritt respected this experience, admitted defeat and reducing the power, allowed the Stirling to settle into a
comfortable rut at a shade over 13,000 feet. "We'll be a sitting duck at this height," observed Pearson dryly.
"Anyone heard a buzz about where we might get posted?"
"Most of the last batch went to 3 Group, I think," replied Lang, the mid-upper gunner. He was gently rotating the
power operated turret, feeling important at being surrounded by so much expensive machinery. He was enjoying
the sunlight burning through the Perspex and imagining himself as a magnificent slayer of German night-fighters.
At nineteen, he didn't have enough experience to feel afraid.
"Oh Christ! Bloody Stirlings. When are we going to get a decent aeroplane?"
"Those Lancasters are all right," put in Whitfield from the rear turret.
"Well," said Audritt, "Praise the Lord, pass the ammunition, and trust for a posting to 5 Group."
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-- ** -- ** -It was with no small amount of relief when their HCU course finished without mishap and they were sent to No 1
Lancaster Finishing School, Hemswell. Here they completed the set flying exercises on the Lancaster and which
culminated with a long night cross-country with a dummy bomb load.
The Lancaster was a revelation. Powerful, stable and graceful in flight and with room for everyone, it was an
immediate success with the crew and both their level of self-confidence and their general proficiency markedly
improved. Lang found that the mid-upper turret was cavernous compared to the Stirling, and the Lancaster's
reputation as a Good Aeroplane proved true. It looked right, and what looked right, flew right. The four Merlin
engines lifted the bomber above 20,000 feet and brought the aircraft off the ground in considerably less runway
distance than the Stirling. On landing, it floated delicately down and Audritt gave them fewer and fewer bounces
until he had mastered the technique. The Stirling always seemed reluctant to leave the ground and glad to be
back down again, but the Lancaster was different.
Richard soon lost the gnawing fear he used to feel when the Stirling was approaching the runway's end with no
sign of the main wheels lifting away from the concrete. The Lancaster exuded power and elegance and he could
think of no better weapon with which to wage war on the enemy.
At the conclusion of the final exercise, the instructors professed themselves satisfied with the crew's progress and
level of training. The next day they alone of their conversion course were posted to 696 Squadron, No 1 Group,
Bomber Command, whose Halifaxes had just been replaced by Lancasters. The squadron were based at RAF
Swaldsholme, Lincolnshire, almost on the banks of the Humber River. It was August 1943.
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Chapter 7 : Never Go Back
Alan tried not to show his anxiety as the doorbell rang, and he had to force himself not to run downstairs. At the
front door he took several deep breaths and then slipped the latch. Faye stood on the step, smiling and carrying a
bottle of wine in one hand and her helmet in the other. Alan held up his hand. "Halt," he said imperiously. "Who
goes there?"
Faye's eyes sparkled. "Friend," she said. "With bottle," she added.
Alan considered for a moment. "Halt, friend; pass, bottle," he replied, making an exaggerated play of grabbing for
the bottle and closing the door. "No, come in," he went on. "It's just my cracked sense of humour."
"A bit different tonight to last time," Faye observed as she climbed the staircase. "I remember leaving puddles all
over your kitchen floor."
"No harm done," commented Alan. "Anyway, I haven't cleaned the bike today, that's why it hasn't rained again.
Here, let me take your things. How's that electrical fault?"
Faye handed Alan her leather riding jacket and he hung it up in a
closet, putting her helmet and gloves next to his on a shelf, then
prepared and served coffee. She seemed incredibly slim as she sat in
one of the leather armchairs, slid down into its deep encompassing
folds and sighed with pleasure, like a cat settling down in the hot sun.
"Just fine, thanks. No problems at all."
"Good. I ought to have asked you earlier - is there anything you don't
eat?"
"Lord, no. I'm a human dustbin. I eat almost anything. What's on the
menu?"
"Chef's specialty."
"Which is?"
"Game soup. Spaghetti bolognaise. Apple pie and ice cream."
Faye's eyes rolled. "I'm starting to feel really hungry. Can I do anything to help?"
"Well, you can open the wine. Corkscrew in the drawer there; goblets on a shelf in the other room. Come on, I'll
show you round."
"Good gracious, how big is this house?" asked Faye in surprise as Alan led the way further and further back down
the upstairs corridor.
"These Victorian houses are very long, but narrow," Alan replied. "There are three floors, but I don't use the top
floor much - it's more of an attic really. You know the bathroom. Opposite that is the dining room, and the next
door is the main bedroom. The door at the far end of the corridor is the spare room, but I use it for a study. If
anyone stays for less than a couple of nights they usually sleep on the sofa, although I've got a collapsible camp
bed around somewhere. That can go up in the attic, if necessary to accommodate an extra visitor."
"A study? Where all the research goes on. May I see?"
"Sure."
Faye opened the door at the end of the corridor. The spare room cum study was only about ten feet by eight and
it looked out over the back yard and the park. There were many shelves lined with books and magazines;
FlyPast, After The Battle, copies of Intercom and many hardbacks, paperbacks and albums about aircraft. Alan's
personal computer occupied its own workstation under the window, with computer manuals and reference books
nearby. Faye's face lit up.
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"You didn't tell me about this," she said accusingly. Alan stalled. "It's not everyone's cup of tea," he said, lifting off
the dust covers and revealing the keyboard, system box, monitor and printer. "I work as a programmer, you see,
and I'm apt to get carried away. Don't let me bore you."
"No chance. What do you use it for?"
"Research mainly, and word processing of course. I have all my own research findings indexed on it. It's quite a
big system."
"Amazing! How long did it take?"
"Well, it's not the kind of thing that's ever finished, you know. The information is always being updated and added
to, or better cross-references made.” He turned on the power and waited until the system had booted. "Let's see
what I've got on your grandfather, for example. Now then, you said that he had a photo of the crew. Does the
photo show the actual aircraft?"
"Yes, it's standing in the background."
"Can you remember the serial number?"
"No, but the squadron letter is U-Uncle, well that’s what Grandad calls it.”
"Okay. It'll take longer without the serial number, but it'll probably find even that in the end.” His fingers danced on
the keyboard, selecting several options from a screen menu and then typing in the squadron codes QZ and the
identification letter U. The screen changed to a ‘please wait' message. "What will it find?" she asked.
"First of all it'll look down all the records of Lancasters and see how many had the codes QZ-U; it'll print any
records it finds. This is just standard information; but then it will have a list of serial numbers, and it'll start looking
down my private files for any occurrence of any of those serial numbers. If it discovers a match, it'll print the crew
list or any other information it finds. You can never tell, really. I may never have come across any Lancaster with
the codes QZ-U and we may get a big fat zero. But didn't you say that the aircraft ditched at some point?"
"Yes - that was U-Uncle. When they were shot down it was another aircraft."
"Okay. That will definitely be on my database, but don't tell me any more. Let's go and eat."
"Will it take that long?"
"No, not as long as that. I have eighteen megabytes of official data and fifty megabytes of my own information.
You do it by hand, it’d take you a week. This shouldn’t take more than a few minutes, but let’s eat first before we
look at the results.”
"Oh, I see. What's a megabyte?"
"A million characters."
"Ah," replied Faye thoughtfully, following Alan into the living room.
Over the meal they learned a lot about each other. Faye's father was a widower; her mother had died some years
ago, and her father, a bank manager, had since remarried. He worked in one of the High Street branches. Faye
worked as personal assistant to a barrister. She was twenty-three, with her younger step-brother reading Law at
University.
Faye, who had been expecting to feel as nervous as a young girl on her first date, made the interesting discovery
that she felt as if she and Alan had known each other for years, and she felt quite at ease with him. She found
herself looking at him, taking in his mannerisms and listening not so much to what Alan said as to the way he said
it. She found it hard to believe that he had materialised of out a rainstorm only a few days ago, rescuing her from
a watery push, and already held more than a spark of affection for him. She had the knack of knowing very
quickly how she would get on with someone, and how much she would like - or not - a new acquaintance.
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"Will you take me to one of your aerodromes?" she asked when there was a lull in the conversation. Alan was
pleased. "Of course," he said. "It's just that I'd like to see what it's like," she went on. "I've heard you talk about it,
and I’d like to know what that - atmosphere – as you call it – is like. Where shall we go?"
Alan considered. Part of him wanted to put forward the idea of an overnight trip straight away, suggesting that
they go with another couple and not alone; yet caution prevailed. "Let's go to Goxhill," he said in the end, having
mentally discarded a number of options. "It's up near the Humber Estuary, actually quite near to Swaldsholme,
but although it was built to the same pattern, it was never used as a Bomber station. The Americans used it. But
it's a typical Royal Air Force Bomber aerodrome layout, and there are more buildings surviving there than at
Swaldsholme. Here, I'll get the photos and show you."
"No, don't do that," said Faye quickly. "I don't want to have any preconceived ideas about it. And don't tell me any
details about its history. I’d like to go in with a clean mental slate."
Alan was surprised, but he agreed. When he had cleared away the dinner plates and they were in the middle of
coffee and biscuits, there was a repeated bleeping noise. "Ah," said Alan, rising to his feet, "Daisy's got fed up
with waiting for us to see what she’s found. Let’s go and look."
"Daisy? The computer?"
"Yes, you know, like the old song, ‘Daisy, Daisy, give me your answer, do.'"
"Awful," she grimaced, following him to the study. Alan clicked a button and the printer started industriously
printing and ejecting white A4 paper. He picked off the first page. "Did it really find all this information?” she
asked. "It's pretty clever."
The printer ejected the last page, which ended with a double row of asterisks, and then stopped. "Right," said
Alan, removing the printed sheets, "let's see what the score is."
They spread out the individual pages. "Yes, that's not bad," sad Alan critically, taking a quick look down the
information.
"What does it all mean?"
Alan pointed to a column of aircraft serial letters. "These are the Lancasters which flew with 696 and which had
the recognition letter ‘U'. You see, Daisy's found seven of them and printed out the serial numbers. This
collection of abbreviations tells the computer which part of the data to search to find more information, in my own
records. This is why the cross-referencing is so vital. At the bottom is the full set of data on each of the aircraft
found."
"Fascinating. How long have you been collating it all?"
"I had a record card system for years, but the PC revolutionised it all once I had typed all the data in. That alone
took me six years."
"What's the program? It looks too sophisticated for a spreadsheet.”
"I wrote it,” said Alan, as off-handedly as he could manage.
Faye was dumbfounded. "You wrote it?” Her office had just spent thousands of pounds on database software
which did not seem anything like a comprehensive as this.
"Ah," said Alan, "I think we've got something. This particular Lancaster was lost in the North Sea in August 1943.
You see? Daisy's found the entire crew list. That's your grandfather there, I presume?"
"‘Pilot Officer W J Gable : Navigator'" read Faye. "That is the most amazing thing I ever saw in my entire life."
Alan was pleased. "It really does work, it's not a gimmick.” He read on. "Daisy goes on to say that the crew were
all rescued. Then she's had a look for recurrences of the pilot's name.” His finger raced down the lines of print.
"Yes, here we are. Different aircraft; missing on Hamburg, April 6/7th, 1944. That was just after Bomber
Command did the Nuremburg raid, when they lost 97 aircraft in one night. Do you realise that's almost eight
hundred aircrew?"
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"Eight hundred men all killed on one raid?" said Faye, horrified. "Why? What went wrong?"
"Not all killed. There were some prisoners of war, probably about 10 per cent or so. It's not easy getting out of a
bomber when it's on fire and going down. As to the reason, well, there you have one of the great wartime
mysteries. Some people reckon that the Germans knew the target and the course; that's quite a popular theory.
Some authors have called it an ambush. Some of the crews - the more experienced ones - realised there was
something wrong as so many aircraft were seen to be shot down en route, and they steered away from the
bomber stream.
"Others say that a combination of cloudless night, wrongly forecast winds and a very bright moon all added up to
give the Germans the edge that night. It'll never be proved one way or the other, but it was a black night for
Bomber Command all right.” He paused. "Look here, your grandfather's crew is listed again. The ones with a
cross at the end were killed."
Faye peered at the list of names. Out of the seven printed, five were terminated by the ominous black cross.
"That's right," she nodded. "Grandpa said that only he and the bomb-aimer got out. The gunners were hit early
on and the pilot held the aircraft steady whilst they jumped; but only two survived. Grandpa often said that he
owed his life to the pilot. The bomb-aimer turned up in the same prison camp after a month or so."
Alan found his view obstructed and he inclined his head forward, taking a deep breath and inhaling the faint
perfume which surrounded her. He was trying to make a mental image of it so that he would not forget the
fragrance after she had gone. She turned slightly and looked at him. For a moment they were on the brink of a
kiss, and they both knew it; yet neither of them took the initiative. "I'll make some more coffee," he said and
withdrew to the kitchen.
"Can I take this print and show it to Grandpa?" called Faye after a little while. "Sure," Alan called back. "With my
compliments.” He returned with a tray and they sat curiously silent, both of them wishing that the other had
initiated the kiss.
Faye broke the short silence. "When are we going to this aerodrome?"
"How are you fixed on Saturday? It's a day's trip, but not so far that you'll be shattered when you get back."
Faye's face fell. "Saturday," she replied, putting on a serious expression. "I'm going out with this fellow on
Saturday."
Alan was disconcerted. He had assumed that she had no boyfriend, or was not seriously attached to anyone.
"Okay," he mumbled, taken off guard. "You say when."
Faye laughed and came to sit on the arm of his chair. "It's you I'm going out with on Saturday," she said. “It’s a
date,” she added, as if to remove any doubt about the event.
"Oh, that's fine, fine," was all that he could say, feeling a faint tinge of colour on his face. "Come round at nine with
a full tank and a packed lunch. We'll get away promptly and be there by eleven."
"I'm looking forward to it. Anyway, I really must go. I've had a good time - lovely meal. That computer of yours is
a knockout."
Alan fetched her riding kit and held the jacket whilst she put it on. She really is very pretty, he thought, sensing his
regret that she was leaving. Faye took a step nearer. "You were almost going to kiss me before, but you didn't why?"
"Dunno. I wasn't sure if you'd want me to."
"Yes, I want you to."
She was fresh and bright; she tasted of ice cream and apple pie. Alan kissed her gently, holding her waist with
one hand and the back of her head with the other. She put her arms round him and pulled him a little closer than
he had intended to go, and after a moment’s pause whilst their eyes met, kissed him back.
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He felt a deep sense of peace envelop him as he held her. Even as she waved goodbye and he watched the
Kawasaki's rear light vanish up the road, the sensation did not fade. It's odd, he thought. I've never been so
attracted to anyone else before at such short notice.

-- ** -- ** -The next Saturday dawned with a faint mist. Alan was pleased. Years of motorcycling had given him a good eye
for the weather, and he opened his bedroom window, popped his head outside, and cocked an inquisitive eye at
the sky. The mist was thin enough for the sun to be showing through; it was, he decided with satisfaction, going to
be perfect.
He always slept badly before a big trip. It was just one of those things he had to put up with and he compared it
directly with that awful time between briefing and take off, when nerves would have been stretched tighter and
tighter with fear and apprehension. It would be ok once he was on the road; it always was.
Alan prepared sandwiches and thinking better of making coffee, filled his flask with orange juice. He had already
drawn a sketch map of his route, for although the road to Newark and Lincoln he knew of old from many
excursions into aerodrome country, it was the latter part of the trip with which he was not so familiar. This sketch
map he taped to the inside of his fairing, where it could be seen without having to take his eyes off the road, and
he then went through his checks; lights, fuel, oil, electrics, tyres, tool kit. It was all in order.
This brought him to eight o'clock. He took a light breakfast and then polished his boots, rubbing industriously with
brush, soft cloth and finally a scrap of old velvet until the leather shone. He hated dirty boots. Then, after another
look at the now clear sky, he swapped his normal heavy gauntlets for a lighter pair and had just finished cleaning
his visor when Faye arrived; he explained the route, and they set off.
Alan knew the Newark road so well that he usually found this first leg rather tedious and was glad of the chance to
have someone along to ride with. He led, with Faye's Kawasaki maintaining a respectable distance. Once he was
confident that his engine and tyres were at the correct temperature and that Faye was able to stay with him, he
drew open the throttle, allowing the Honda to become buoyant with acceleration and feeling the pleasant surge
against the seat of his trousers as the motorcycle's speed increased. Directly the road was clear he settled down
to a steady cruise at just over 60 mph.
Faye had half been expecting a show of flashy riding and was prepared to have her work cut out to stay with him;
but in following the pattern woven by Alan's machine along the road and past slower traffic, she realised with
surprise that she was, without trying, riding faster than she normally did - yet with noticeably less effort than usual.
He's good, she thought. Where did he learn to ride like that?
She did not know that Alan was in fact the product of comprehensive motor cycle training, culminating in the
demanding Advanced Riding course, which he had passed after six weeks' intensive tuition and many hours' extra
riding practice.
After thirty minutes Alan pulled to one side and without slowing down, beckoned her past. Nice touch, she
thought, using the Kawasaki's superior rolling acceleration to overtake him, making the four cylinder engine bellow
agreeably. Alan dropped back to a distance of fifty feet or so to watch her style. Faye rode with an easy fluency
which spoke of many years' experience.
She's not bad, conceded Alan. She's making the usual mistakes, but not so many as most of 'em do.
Once he had gauged her style he edged closer until he was just behind and to one side, the flexible 'rotte' fighter
formation which the Luftwaffe had perfected during the Spanish Civil War, and then used again during the Battle of
Britain. The hard pressed Spitfire and Hurricane pilots had been quick to copy the technique. Some minutes
later, seeing that she was unworried by him being close, he slid into the tight riding position he had been taught,
close enough for the two machines to be able to move as one, but distant enough to be able to drop back twenty
feet or so to give her more room should she need it. It required unremitting concentration, and Alan enjoyed it
hugely.
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Two hours' riding, changing lead two or three times an hour, brought them under the southern banks of the
Humber. Alan stopped, consulted his map, and led the way along a progressively narrowing lane until they
rounded a sharp bend and the trio of hangars came into sight, with the flat surrounding land betraying the
aerodrome. The gate on the main entrance was shut, and there were plenty of PRIVATE LAND - KEEP OUT
notices.
"Are you sure this will be okay?" asked Faye doubtfully, eyeing the notices as Alan lifted the latch on the heavy
steel barrier, swinging it open.
"Oh, sure. I saw the farmer only last year when I made a quick visit on the way back from somewhere else. He
said that I could come back whenever I wanted to. I always get permission first if I can; it never pays to wander
about without making sure the owner knows who you are. It might queer the pitch for anyone else."
Faye drove inside and after Alan had pushed the Honda through, shut the gate. They rode sedately along the
cracked and puddled concrete road, weaving carefully around large potholes, and following the road further came
to the apron between the Watch Office and the J-hangar, with the two T2 hangars behind. There was a Land
Rover parked close by, and a tall sunburned man got out and walked over to them.
"You again, eh? Can't stay away, is that it?"
"That's it, Mr Frenshaw. Is it okay for us to have a look round? Faye here has never seen a wartime aerodrome."
"That's all right, you help y'selves. Mind you, we're going to knock summit down soon. Th'old parachute room is
on last legs2."

The conducted tour lasted two hours. Alan started with the Watch Office3, explaining that it was the focal point of
the flying. He showed Faye the interior layout, although the front observation room was in a bad way. The
wooden floor had completely collapsed, but the concrete part was in fair shape. The glassless concertina
2
3

Now demolished - Author
Now demolished – Author
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windows hung in abject despair, and the runways beyond seemed to be slowly submerging under moss and
bracken. They climbed to the roof and surveyed the massive black arch-roofed J hangar and the smaller T2 types
beyond.
"Why are
hangars?"

there

different

sorts

of

"The black one with the curved roof is the
prewar ‘J’ type, which is very robust and
strong as well as being big inside. See all
the workshops alongside, under the drop
of the roof? But by the time the war was
going, they didn't have the time, money or
manpower to build big expensive hangars
like that, so other types were introduced.
“The ones you can see there are called
T2's, and in fact they're transportable; you
can take them to pieces. If they're in
reasonable shape they're worth a fortune
in scrap. Very often they have to be
re-skinned as they weren't meant to last 40 or 50 years, but usually the framework is ok. They make terrific store
sheds for grain or potatoes or big farm equipment. Quite a lot of the owners rent them out to transport companies,
hauliers, who use them as depots. That's quite common."
The Operations Block fascinated Faye, but she didn't want to be left alone in any of the rooms. She held Alan's
arm as they walked through the long corridors and explored the Briefing and Interrogation Rooms, telephone
exchange and other unidentifiable chambers. Occasionally she would look behind her as if she had heard
something, but when he asked if she wanted to go back outside, she insisted on seeing everything. Once back in
the sunshine, they walked hand-in-hand around the technical site, looking at the cracked walls and failing roof of
the parachute room and the Motor Transport section, main stores and armoury. Alan's feet began to ache, and he
wished that he had brought a pair of soft shoes. Motorcycle boots were the devil for long walks.
"Hang on," he said at this point, parking himself on a lump of disconnected concrete. "let's have a rest for ten
minutes. You're wearing me out."
"Is there a memorial or anything here?"
"Yes, over by the local road, just off the peri track."
"Come on then," she urged, pulling him to his feet.
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A low stone wall enclosed a tiny well laid out garden and plinth, with a bent and battered propeller blade mounted
on top. Faye looked at the memorial for some time. "That poem or whatever it is, that they say at the Cenotaph;
how does it go? You hear them say it at Remembrance Day services, and times like that.”
"'They shall grow not old
as we that are left grow old,'"
quoted Alan, feeling his eyes prick.
"'Age shall not weary them,
nor the years condemn.
At the going down of the sun
and in the morning,
we will remember them.'"
Faye swallowed lumpily. "Yes," she said, "yes. That's the one."
Those few lines always affected Alan very deeply. He stood silent, feeling the presence of the past leaning on
him. Faye took his hand.
"It really gets you by the throat, all this, doesn't it?"
Alan nodded.
She hugged him. "You're a very special person."

-- ** -- ** -They found the local pub and consumed shandies and ploughman's lunches. It was turning out quite hot, but the
cloud was thickening over the estuary. "Where is that place - where you spent the night, and heard that singing?
Where Grandad was stationed? Didn't you say it was quite close? I'd like to see it."
"Swaldsholme? Sure. It's about ten miles. Follow me."
The concreted skin was still peeling steadily off the old tired parachute room as they parked outside the place
where Alan had spent such a remarkable night. "You'll see that the layout is different, although the types of
building are the same. I'll show you."
Faye stood for several minutes on the roof of the Watch Office, surveying the view. Alan looked closely at the new
girl in his life, deciding that he liked her very much. Unwilling to disturb her reverie and not quite ready yet to
describe the events which had occurred to him in the old building, he let her stand there as she turned her head all
around, absorbing the scene presented by the aerodrome's remains.
Finally, she turned to face him, a thoughtful look on her face. "Take me to that bunker, what do you call it?"
"The Ops - Operations - Block?"
"I'd like to go in."
The chill atmosphere of the Ops Block had not diminished. Faye followed Alan into the briefing room but as he
went through the far door and his footsteps echoed in the close confines of the bunker, she hesitated and stood
immobile by the serving hatch, gripped by something she did not understand.
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"Not coming back THIS time," said a
voice close by. "We've had it."
"What?” She whirled about, but the
room was empty.
"Fighters, bloody fighters!" the voice
went on conversationally, but with a
bitter edge.
"That navigator.
He
couldn't find his way around his own
room. Bloody fool! Tell them, tell them!
That's right. No stone, y'see - nowhere
to go. Bill, now, he's okay. Tommy, too.
Bloody fighters!
Never gave us a
chance. We was miles off track, the
sodding navigator was a kid. Came at
us underneath, couldn't even shoot
back, could I? Wasn't my fault."
"Who are you?" whispered Faye, almost feeling the breath of the speaker on her cheek, so close did the voice
sound.
"No stone, damn it, nowhere to go - only here. We weren't a bad crew. It was just the navigator, he wasn't one of
us, but George was sick, see? And we didn't make it. Tell them, tell them! No stone!"
"Are you all right?"
Faye, startled, cried out. Alan, missing her behind him, had returned through the kitchen door. Faye was
trembling, her breath coming in short audible gasps. She turned to him and he held her for a moment. "What's
wrong?" he asked. "Did something frighten you? Was it a rat?"
"Alan, there is someone else in here, I heard him talking - about not coming back, the navigator was no good or
something like that. And - he said that I was to tell them that there was no stone."
Alan's memory of the way in which the aerodrome seemed capable of overpowering the visitor was still very fresh
in his mind. "Come outside and sit down for a while," he advised. "You're in a bit of a state."
He sat Faye in the sun by the guardroom whilst she explained what she had heard. "What does it mean?" she
asked.
"I think that you had a similar experience to mine," he replied. "This is a very strange place. It seems to have
some affinity for mixing up time … it sounds as if he was a gunner and they were shot down. Did you get a
name?"
Faye shook her head.
"Pity - but it can't be helped. He's probably not been buried anywhere. They often just blew up, you know. That's
what he meant by no stone, I think. But if we had a name, we could check up - there's a special memorial at
Runnymede for all the aircrew who have no known grave. He might not be on it, and we might have got it done for
him."
"I would have liked to have done that, I'd like to have known. He sounded quite cross about it."
"Do you want to go back in?"
"No, not really. It upset me rather. Let's have a look round the other bits and then go home."
"Okay." He took her hand and encouraged by the firmness with which it responded, led her into the long spacious
Maycrete hut which had been the Station Headquarters. Alan explained that this was the hub of the
administration, where the Adjutant and his staff dealt with the mountains of paperwork which were required to
handle the two or three thousand RAF and WAAF personnel on the base. The glassless windows in one corner
looked out over the aerodrome, and in the mid afternoon sunshine it was a very pleasant view.
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Faye paused by the window and
still holding Alan's hand, tried to
imagine how it must have been to
be a WAAF clerk or orderly
engaged on mundane filing or
typing whilst the Lancasters were
dotting the horizon and droning
overhead.
Quite slowly at first, but with a
rapidly increasing speed, she felt
rather than saw a grey cloud
moving towards her.
She seemed unable to move,
fixed to the spot, and then
something struck her heavily in
the ribs and she went down in a
heap, pulling Alan off balance so
that he fell down with her.
"What the hell … are you okay, Faye?"
She levered herself into a sitting position and quickly pulled aside her leather riding jacket, sweater and blouse,
examining the skin at the base of her rib cage. There was no mark, no bruise, nothing to indicate the force of the
blow. Puzzled, she examined the riding jacket; the leather there, too, was unmarked.
She shook her head. "Something really hit me," she said. "I thought I saw something fly at me - then, pow!"
Alan helped her up. "Are you hurt?"
"No - not even winded. But that was like a punch from a boxer; there ought to be a mark of some sort. I certainly
didn't trip over anything."
"Let's get out," advised Alan. "This place is starting to give me the creeps."
They joined hands again and walked
along the perimeter track and into the
derelict flight offices. The long low huts
echoed to the grunt of many pigs,
squealing hideously and jostling for
places at the feeding troughs.
Through the door at the far end of the
huts the bright sunlight was silhouetting
the outline of a man, standing with
hands on his hips, surveying the interior
of the huts in detail.
"Hello," said Alan, thinking it was the pig
farmer and wishing to make his
apologies for not having asked permission to enter. The man turned round. "G'day, no offence meant," he said,
pleasantly. "I oughter'd have asked first, I s'pose. But I wanted a look around."
His Australian accent was unmistakable. Aircrew, thought Alan immediately.
"Did you used to be on the station?"
The man nodded. "Yeah, yeah, but fifty-odd years ago. Now take a g'd look at it! We uster have morning parade
over there. Our kite's dispersal is on the other side of the 'drome. Oh my word, but it takes me back a bit,
standing in this room again."
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Alan could make out his features in the dim light. I know this man, he thought. I have seen him on photographs.
But where, where? His mind went into search mode.
Faye sensed Alan's excitement. "You used to fly on the bombers then?" she put in brightly, aware that Alan was
unable to speak for the moment. "Let's go outside. I'd love to hear about it."
"That's right, miss. You would, eh? G’d on you.” They walked outside, and the man pointed over to the far side of
the aerodrome, near the shooting butts. "H for Harry, that was us. Best crew in One Group. Charlie, the skipper,
he used to come back from them night raids sometimes right down on the deck, right across Belgium or Holland,
and we'd shoot up anything German we could see. Bit of a mad bastard he was, begging your pardon, miss."
Who the devil is he? thought Alan. I know that face. It's a set of crew photos … he hasn't really changed … he
combed his memory, aware that the nugget of information was there and trying desperately to retrieve it.
Faye was still determined to keep the man talking until Alan's brain was on line again. "When were you here?"
she asked, fishing for information. The man visibly cheered up. "We was here in November '43, bloody cold it
was, too. Twenty-eight trips we done, one with a bloody great bomb, and then Charlie hit a balloon cable on a
daylight raid over France - "
Alan's brain suddenly produced the man's name. "You're Ginger Harrold, aren't you?" he blurted, pouncing on the
information before it escaped.
The little man looked thunderstruck. He visibly staggered, and his jaw dropped.
With the Australian's name as a starting point, Alan was able to remember more of the Squadron history which he
had read so often. "Your skipper was Charlie Johnson, he was hit in two engines by flak near Caen, and on the
way down he collided with a balloon cable. It would have been just after the D-Day landings. All the crew baled
out, and your navigator, Maller, evaded capture and helped by the Resistance, was able to reach England. But
the rest of you were prisoners."
"Stone the crows," gasped the man, "who the hell are you?"
Faye's hand was squeezing Alan's as he went on. "Your bomb-aimer, Bert Tarling, was the flight bombing leader.
He was the chap who dropped the first 8,000-lb bomb that 696 carried. Charlie Johnson did his first tour with 44
Squadron at Waddington, and then went for a spell as an instructor at 1656 Conversion Unit, Lindholme. Then he
came back for another go and you went down near the end of your tour."
The little man stood agape, staring at Alan. “Fan me with a plate of soup,” he declared. With an obvious effort, he
recovered himself. "What was the wireless-operator's mother's budgie's name?" he asked, finally.
Alan laughed. "Dunno," he admitted.
The man stuck out his hand. "Ginger Harrold, mid-upper gunner," he said.
"Alan Scott." He shook the proffered hand, and then to Faye's delight, added "This is my girlfriend, Faye."

-- ** -- ** -"You know a lot about my squadron," said the Australian after they had sat and talked for an hour. "Did you ever
hear about the Nuremburg business?"
"696 lost three out of twenty-three. I forget the crews except that one of them was the B Flight Commander;
Gordon I think it was."
Harrold waved his hand in negation. "No, no, not that. I mean, Nuremburg - the traitor of Nuremburg."
Alan was puzzled. "You mean, the war trials?"
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"No, not that either. You've not heard of this one, have you?” Alan shook his head. "Well, it was a long time ago,
and I suppose I shouldn't tell you really. But you seem to know your stuff, and it was all fifty-odd years now; a long
time. When we got back from the Nuremburg raid, we all knew it was pretty bad. We had three kites missing and
we'd seen a hell of a lot more of 'em go down. I'm not kidding you, it was like Bonfire Night, except that every big
flash and red streak was a Lanc or a Hallie going in. Our skipper was an experienced bloke and he took us out of
the stream, he reckoned that the Jerries were falling over themselves having a go at Main Force and that we stood
more chance away from the pack.
"Anyway, we went well off to the north. We did the business and came back right down on the deck, and they
never caught us. One stray Lanc didn't interest them, y'see. It was the opposite of normal, because a straggler
would've been pounced on. But I never saw a night fighter, although we had some bad moments from the flak they were on the ball all right, as usual. We got back without any holes and counted ourselves lucky; one of our
boys was trying to land with the elevators shot off, and at the last minute another Lanc came in on fire with no
wireless and made an emergency landing right in front. I suppose they didn't have any choice.
"Control had to ask the first bloke to go round again, to avoid the risk of a collision; and without elevators he
couldn't make it. He went into trees on the hill just under the lip of the 'drome. The engineer shared a Nissen hut
with us, and all they found was his legs - squashed under the windscreen glycol tank."
Faye shuddered. "It must have been grim."
"Bloody grim.” His face hardened. "Anyway, the next day we was stood down. Six or seven of the kites couldn't
fly anyway and one was cracked up near the bomb dump. They'd bulldozed him there after his undercart
collapsed on landing, 'cos he was spread over the main runway and they needed it clear in a hurry. I think all the
blokes got out all right, though.
"The 'drome was still in a state of shock after all this, when about supper time a day or so later, there was a hell of
a flap. All the NCO's were ordered to stay in our billets, and the officers, including our skipper and navigator,
made a search of the aerodrome, every single building, every hut - even the attics."
"Why?"
The gunner's face became bleak. "They told me never to go back, you know. They said it would be bad. But I
had some good times on the Squadron. I lost a good few mates, some fine blokes, but I enjoyed most of it. I'd not
change it, if I could have the time over again.” He hesitated. "They were a grand bunch of lads, too. Even after
Nuremburg, all they wanted to do was hit back. We had one or two Poles, and by God, you couldn't hold 'em
back. But that affair put a black mark on 696."
"Were they looking for someone, the officers?" prompted Alan.
"Too right," replied Harrold bitterly. "They were looking for the mean bastard traitor who told the Jerries where we
were going that night."
"A traitor, a spy? What, on the squadron?" said Alan in amazement.
"Yeah, one of the aircrew. You never heard of this?"
"No, never. Not in seven years."
"Well, like I said, we was told to keep quiet about it. In fact it was only a few of the officers knew why they was
looking, see? They knew who, but not why. I only know 'coz I ran into the skipper at a reunion in Oz, he was
visiting his daughter, and we'd been in touch. He told me about it."
"Do you know this fellow's name, the spy's name?"
"No, but he was a wireless-operator. He was supposed to have given the gen to the padre of all people! I don't
know if that part of it is true or not. It was just a rumour that went round. But it was all hushed up. I don't even
know if they caught him or not."
"Can I take your address? How long are you in England?"
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"No, leave me out of it. I don't want to stir up the muck after this time. It's all ancient history, isn't it? I only told
you because you seem to be interested in my Squadron. I'm going home in a few days, I can't even stay for the
reunion. And I'll never come back here again."
"Are you sure?"
Harrold nodded. "I'd rather remember this place by the good times," he declared, standing up and looking over to
where the Watch Office and J-hangar lay. "You see that hangar? Me and Pete Oulson - he was the rear-gunner got pissed as newts on Christmas Day. Know what we did? Old Pete, he gets the idea that he'll take his WAAF
up onto the top of the hangar and give her one - pardon me again, miss - right up there on the roof. Nothing we
could do would stop 'em, and off they go whilst the rest of us were dancing round the sections like you wouldn't
believe. Hours later we found him asleep in his bunk. We never did find out whether or not they did it, but in the
morning you could see that there was a pair of WAAF knickers tied to the red warning light at the top of the
hangar. The CO saw them and turned a blind eye, but the Station-Commander had them taken down. That was
Pete for you! A real goer. Poor old sod's dead now, you know."

-- ** -- ** -"What are you going to do about it?" asked Faye as they settled down on the sofa with hot drinks and biscuits.
"After all this time? Not a lot. That fellow Harrold was probably mistaken. It was a false alarm or something. I
think I'd have heard about it otherwise. I've got excellent relations with the Squadron Association."
"Can you write to that gunner's pilot? He seems to know a bit about the story. Is he alive?"
"Oh yes, going strong. He's a big shot with the British Medical Association, on the admin side. I've got his
address. He did me a nice tape on his experiences. I could do worse than drop him a line."
"What about official records?"
"I doubt that they'd tell me, even supposing the story is true."
"Have you no clues at all? Would Daisy know?"
"I'll try, anyway.” He leaned forward and kissed her on the nape of the neck. "Had a good day?"
She snuggled against him. "Tiring - but yes. It's got to me, you know. Standing on the roof of the Watch Office;
that voice in the Ops Block, the way I was thrown to the ground. That voice haunts me. I wish I knew who he
was; help him, maybe."
Alan started. Faye, in the process of drinking, coughed and spilt a generous amount of coffee.
"Alan. You've gone quite pale."
His head was suddenly pounding.
"What did you say just now - about that voice?"
"I said I'd like to help him."
A vivid picture flashed before Alan's eyes; the derelict watch office at Swaldsholme and the angry Australian voice,
"‘I'll teach him to spill secrets to the sodding lousy Germans...'"; and the WAAF who had appealed to Alan, "‘Help
him - you must help him.'"
"Alan, what is it? Are you all right?” Faye sat up quickly and held his arms. "Have I said something wrong?"
"There's something I haven't told you," he said, and finally ready to share the details, explained what had
happened in that draughty room by the staircase. Faye listened intently as he described the events. "Don't you
have any idea who she was?" she asked when he had finished.
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"No. But I can come up with an accurate date. I heard that singing, you remember? They were 12 Squadron
crews, probably diverted or landed damaged or something like that. If I can find that date, it's only a few days after
the night that the officers were looking for that wireless-operator. It'll make things one hell of a lot easier to track
down.” He rose quickly and Faye followed him into the study, where he fed requests to the computer.
She was going to suggest that she make another drink and they settle down until the search was complete, but
when she saw the look of concentration on Alan's face as he progressively narrowed down the dates his computer
was producing from its store, she drew up a chair and sat next to him, keeping silent.
He's so intense when he goes off like this. How will I stand it later on? she thought.
Two minutes later the printer began reeling aircraft serial numbers, crew lists, and dates. When it had finished
and printed the double row of asterisks, Alan pulled out the printed sheets.
"Got the date. Harrold was right, but only just. The night that 12 Squadron crews landed at Swaldsholme was
April 5/6th, 1944. Now I've really got something concrete to work on, let's do a little digging and see what comes
out of the woodwork."
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Chapter 8 - Here's to the Next Man
The station porter, an ex soldier who had been invalided out of the Army after El Alamein, looked over the group of
airmen as the elderly locomotive which had brought them wheezed out of the station and continued on its way
higher up the Lincolnshire branch line. The porter had the measure of these young men; he could tell with an
uncanny degree of accuracy how often he would see them arriving and departing at the small railway station
which served Swaldsholme, and he decided that there was nothing special about this bunch.
"Looking for the war, lads?" he called. "Straight up the hill, as far as you can go. When you get to the top, turn
right at the crossroads and you'll see the aerodrome."
Audritt, as an officer, had been entitled to a First Class seat on the crowded train but he had shown no hesitation
in joining his crew in the Second Class carriages, and Richard’s apprehension of his abilities as an aircraft captain
had subsided a little.
"How far is it?" one of the sergeants called.
"About two miles, but happen that there'll be a lorry or whatever along soon. There's always summat going up that
road, you'll get a lift all right."
This optimism proved groundless, and the two crews - Audritt's, and that of a dour Scottish sergeant-pilot who had
identified himself as Gower - walked for a mile and a half, kitbags shouldered, before the hot afternoon sun got the
better of them.
"Here, let's have a sit down for a minute," said Pearson when the most steep aspect of the walk loomed before
them. Kitbags were dumped off shoulders, sat on, and the view, colourful if not spectacular, surveyed. A
Lancaster, evidently taking off from the aerodrome, roared overhead, tucking up its mainwheels into the
undersides of the inner engine nacelles and edging over to port in a climbing turn.
"That bloke at the railway station," remarked Audritt dryly, "ought to be shot."
"Maybe he's a German agent, sent to destroy aircrew morale," said Hart and they all laughed. "God," he went on,
slithering lower to lie on the grass verge and leaning back against his kitbag, "looking out over that, you could
forget there's a war on."
"You new here, sir?" called one of the other crew to Audritt.
"Yes, posted in today. Do you know anything about the place?"
"No, sir. We've just arrived too."
"I wonder what it's like."
"I wonder if we'll get our own aircraft."
"I wonder if the food's any good."
"I wonder if the WAAFs are any good."
"I wonder how many blokes have finished a tour."
There was a sudden hush. This was the unvoiced question which they had all been asking themselves. Where
are we posted? Do many blokes do a tour there? At the moment of arrival, this was the most important question;
not the food, not the WAAFs, not the CO; but ‘when did your last crew do a tour?'
"Ah well," said Audritt after a few minutes' silence. "This won't get the tabby up the tree. C'mon, let's get on with
it."
An RAF staff car complete with pennant suddenly appeared from around the downhill corner, slowed, and
stopped. The passenger window rolled down and an arm with four rings appeared. "Hell," someone muttered,
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"it's the Group Captain.” Everyone jumped to their feet and stood to attention. Audritt, as the senior man present,
saluted. The officer's head appeared through the open window.
"New crews, eh?"
"Pilot Officer Audritt, sir."
"Sergeant Gower, sir."
"Carry on, carry on, you fellows. Can I give you a lift, Audritt?"
The tall Canadian hesitated for just a moment. "That's very kind of you, sir, but I'd better stay with my crew.” It
was the second time that day he had overtly regarded himself as a bomber captain and Richard's misgivings
about him subsided some more.
The Group Captain nodded. "Good show, Audritt. Well, you go up to the top and turn right; it's not very far.
Report to the Adjutant's office and they'll sort you out. Carry on."
"Thank you, sir," replied the pilot and he saluted again as the Group Captain gestured to his driver and the car
moved away.
In the fifteen minutes it took for the fourteen men to walk the final stage up to the aerodrome, half a dozen more
Lancasters had roared overhead. The wind was evidently favouring take-off to the south-west, and as they
neared the aerodrome the noise made by each bomber grew louder and louder. At the top of the Wolds, they
turned right and followed the concreted road up to the main gate.
Evidently they had arrived in the middle of preparations for a raid. Everywhere seemed to be in pandemonium,
with men running, NCOs shouting, lorries and cars moving about and aircraft thundering on take off or landing.
Every few minutes there would be a shout for so-and-so over the Tannoy. It appeared to be total chaos.
The Guardroom Sergeant took official note of their arrival and directed them to the long low Maycrete hut nearby
which was the Station Headquarters. Here a busy WAAF corporal noted their particulars and asked them each
who they wished advised should they fail to return. What was a routine question to her struck deep into the new
arrivals. Roll up, roll up, this way to the war, thought Richard, and tongue in cheek, gave his parents' address in
Jersey.
"What shall we do next?" asked Hart of the attractive blonde corporal, eyeing her with interest. "What's the form?"
She was evidently well used to dealing with such approaches, and his bright charm bounced off. "Look, can't you
see there's a flap on? Just lie low until things have calmed down. Don't worry, the CO will see you in the morning.
In the meanwhile, here are your arrival forms. Go and get them signed by all the sections marked and then bring
them back here."
The next hour was spent traipsing from hut to hut on the aerodrome, collecting equipment, chits, and signatures.
It wasn't until the end of this procedure that it dawned on them that the purpose of the exercise was to make them
familiar with the layout of the station; and by the time they had taken the forms back, the pretty WAAF had gone
off duty. So they quietly dumped the
forms in her "in" tray.
Audritt found that he had been
allocated a room in the Officers' Mess
and departed in search of it, saying that
he'd see the crew around later.
The crew were given a Nissen hut
number and trudged off down the other
side of the hill to find it. It was no great
surprise to them to discover that their
billet was half a mile from the
aerodrome, in a field packed with
dozens of identical huts but lacking
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apparent amenities. This was what they had expected.
The Nissen allocated to Richard's crew was tucked away in the far corner, under the overhanging branches of the
adjacent wood. Inside, it was at least clean, with ten bunks and the usual central stove. All the lockers and
shelves were empty; the blankets were neatly stacked on each bed.
"Well, it's help yourselves time," observed Whitfield, dumping his bag on the bed nearest the stove. "It looks as if
it's all ours."
It dawned on Richard that the previous occupants had no further use for the habitation, and he shuddered quickly.
What happened to this chap? he asked himself, throwing his kit onto the bed next to Whitfield and, opening the
locker next to it, began unpacking his kitbag.

-- ** -- ** -Things quietened down at teatime when the Tannoy called all aircrews to the Briefing Room. Richard and his
crew made a sortie outside, and as nobody took the slightest notice of them, found their way to the Sergeants'
Mess, where they were given a distinctly mediocre meal. The smell of bacon and egg was still lingering in the
mess hall, but this meal was reserved for those flying operations.
The Sergeants' Mess was a trio of Maycrete huts joined by interconnecting passages, with the front doors opening
into a small lobby lined with the familiar RAF greatcoats hanging on rows of hooks. Facing the inner door were
the kitchens, to the right, the bar, and at the opposite end lay the lavatories. It looked clean and comfortable, with
worn easy chairs, a double bookcase of tired paperbacks, a billiards table presently covered with a flat table-tennis
top, and dozens of chairs grouped around small round pub-style tables. At the far end, the bar was shuttered.
Richard came to associate the Mess with comradeship, time hanging sometimes heavy, and ever-present smells;
bacon, beer and wet greatcoats.
"Any idea what the target is?" asked Hart between mouthfuls.
"No idea."
"Let's have a walk round. Maybe we'll see someone we know. Bound to be some bods here from Wymeswold.
Let's have a look."
In the long crew locker rooms which touched onto the perimeter track just to the south of the J-hangar, rows and
rows of battered metal lockers were being opened and closed as a couple of hundred aircrew were dressing for
the raid, flying-boots scuffling on the worn lino floor and elbows constantly bumping in the crowded space. It was
obvious by being dressed in best blue and their lack of flying-kit that Richard's crew was a fresh arrival, and
nobody paid them any attention.
The dressing gunners were pulling on their cumbersome heated suits, usually with the help of another man. Mae
West lifejackets and belts loaded with signal cartridges and flare pistols were being laid out ready. All the aircrew
were putting on several layers of socks and as much warm underwear as they could, for at high altitude, even in
summer, the night sky over Germany was cold enough to freeze any skin left uncovered. Only the wireless
operators were less warmly dressed, because the single outlet for the Lancaster's heating came out beneath his
seat and he was always too hot whilst the others were freezing.
Most pilots were wearing battledress, Irvin fleece-lined flying-jackets over the top and silk scarves or even silk
underwear wrapped around the collar, partly to keep out the cold and partly to stop chafing. The more
experienced pilots had cut away the high fleecy collar of the jackets to give them better mobility of the head.
Intercom cables dangled and clanged ceaselessly against the thin metal lockers. Above this came the throb of
conversation:"'Oo the 'ell's got me oxygen mask?"
"What, lost it again, Ted?"
"Some bugger's swiped it. I 'ad it the other day. Anyone got a spare?"
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"Here you go, mate."
An oxygen mask and tube came sailing over the milling heads and was deftly caught.
"Oh, ta, Eddie. 'Eh up, it wasn't the one you was sick in the other night was it?"
"Cheeky sod. Last time I do you a favour."
An Australian voice sang, to the tune of "Waltzing Matilda,"
"I'm off to Chopburg,
I'm off to Chopburg,
Who's off to Chopburg, to Chopburg with me?"
but another voice hissed "Can it," and the song abruptly stopped.
"Are you ready, Johnny?"
"Just a minute, skipper. Give me a hand with this damn zip, for Christ's sake."
"Got your bag, nav.?"
"Yes, all set, skip."
"Ok. Transport's waiting. Let's go."
The crews were also carefully emptying the contents of their pockets - wallets, photographs, cash - and stowing
the odds and ends in the lockers. Posters on the walls warned against even carrying a bus ticket, which might tell
the enemy where their squadron was based. Other posters detailed dinghy drill, baling-out drill, what to do if
captured and interrogated. Nearly all the posters had graffiti and rude messages pencilled on them.
In the midst of this horde of milling aircrew came a very short man in distinctly oil-stained battledress and the
two-and-a-half stripes of a Squadron Leader on his epaulettes. The other men made way for him as he peered
anxiously into the ever-changing swarm of preparing aircrew.
"I've got a gunner short. Any spare gunners in here? Anyone not crewed?"
"Sorry, sir. Try over on B Flight."
The officer turned his gaze from the dressing men and saw Richard's crew leaning self-consciously against the
wall. His eyes flashed hungrily to the aircrew category brevets that each man was wearing, and he immediately
picked out Whitfield from his half-wing air-gunner’s flying badge.
"You a gunner? Flying tonight?"
"Sergeant Whitfield, sir. Pilot Officer Audritt's crew. We've just arrived, sir, this afternoon."
"Get your kit," the squadron-leader said curtly. "You're flying with me. My mid-upper's gone down with 'flu, I'm a
man short, and you're it."
Whitfield smiled. "That's fine, sir. I'd better find my skipper- "
"Don't bother. There's no time. I'll square it with him in the morning. Get kitted up as quickly as you can and ask
for Flight Lieutenant Jardine over at the Navigator's Briefing Room. It's T for Tommy. I'll see you at the dispersal,
I've got a lot to do. All right?"
"Yes, sir. Flight Lieutenant Jardine, T for Tommy. I've got it."
"Right," said the diminutive squadron leader and vanished into the crowd.
Whitfield turned to the others. "Well, you chaps," he said, "I'll tell you about it in the morning. Wish me luck."
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"Yeah, good luck, Bill. See you at breakfast."
"I'll tell the Captain about it," added Richard.
"Thanks. Well - I'd better get off."
"Who was that bloke?" asked Pearson of one of the aircrew as Whitfield hurried out.
"Him? The squadron-leader? That's Marsden, A Flight Commander. He's all right. Done one tour on Wimpies
with 57 Squadron and the best part of another on Lancs. He knows what he's doing."
"Let's get out," said Hart in Richard's ear. "I feel like a right Charlie waiting in here with nothing to do."
Outside, the crew buses were distributing the airmen around the distant dispersal hardstandings and every few
moments there would be a rumble as an aircraft's engines were started up. Richard's crew found a good vantage
point from the top of an empty defence post and watched the squadron's aircraft waddle out along the perimeter
track to the runway's end. Each Lancaster in turn signalled its identification letter by Aldis lamp and waited for the
green light from the Watch Office before trundling off down the runway. The bomb and petrol load carried by each
Lancaster made it seem impossible that any of them would get airborne before the runway finished; but each one
did so without mishap and once the thunder of engines had faded, the aerodrome seemed to pull a mantle of rest
over its shoulders and go into a doze.
"We can't do any more today, lads," observed Pearson. "Grab some Chinese PT, and we'll get the gen from Bill in
the morning."

-- ** -- ** -At the debriefing, several crews reported seeing a Lancaster blow up over the flak positions just inside the Dutch
border, and the morning light revealed an empty concrete circle which was T for Tommy's dispersal pan. By the
time Richard and his remaining crew woke, the Committee of Adjustment officers had already removed Whitfield's
kit and the bunk space was empty again, the bedding changed and the blankets neatly folded up at the foot of the
bed.

-- ** -- ** -There was no spare gunner available and since they could not fly on operations with the turret unmanned, Audritt
was sent off on a series of flight tests, with Pearson the bomb aimer manning the mid upper turret. The second of
these tests was a patrol over the North Sea to look for a ditched crew from another squadron. After the shock of
losing a crew member so quickly, they threw themselves with a will into this duty; but they saw nothing except
hundreds of miles of choppy and unfriendly sea. On their return Audritt put them through an hour of dinghy drill.
"It might have been us," he said.
The next night there was again a raid, but although they had hoped to be allocated a replacement gunner in time,
this was not so. Audritt, however, was detailed as second-pilot to one of the experienced crews. This was
referred to as the "second-dickey" trip, intended to give an inexperienced pilot a taste of what operational flying
was like. In fact, the eighth man in the aircraft just got in the way of the other seven's close-knit harmony. There
was nowhere for the superfluous pilot to sit and he had no particular duty; but the CO was enthusiastic about the
practice.
"Good for you, Audritt. Get some op hours in, eh? You just sit tight and watch Warrant Officer Roberts. Damned
fine bloke. Done twenty-three already, knows the score. Anything you want to know, you just ask him."
So Audritt attended the briefing and subsequently dressed in his flying-kit, said cheerio to his crew and flew off
with Roberts in U for Uncle, with an openly hostile Sergeant Flight Engineer who had given up his seat to the
officer, meaning that he himself would have to stand uncomfortably in the cramped cockpit. Nobody ever found
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out what happened to them, but at dawn the following morning U for Uncle's dispersal - and two more besides were empty. It wasn't until 1986, when an obscure corner of the IJsselmeer was drained, that the remains of
Roberts' Lancaster was found, with all eight men still aboard.

-- ** -- ** -Without a pilot, the headless crew found that they were an irksome encumbrance to the Station Headquarters,
especially as they had been careless enough to lose their rear-gunner as well. In the light of this double calamity,
nobody seemed to know what to do with them and after some days of being shunted from one person's
responsibility to another's, the most likely fate for the remaining five crew members appeared to be a posting back
to OTU for complete recrewing. Fate however, intervened; the 'flu which was taking its toll of the squadron
personnel created many crew reshuffles, and temporary vacancies for odd categories of aircrew swallowed them
one by one.
Firstly it was Hart. He was borrowed by another crew for an operation to drop mines off the Friesians, a trip which
was reckoned to be a soft target and not one which caused much apprehension. Richard and the rest of the crew
were amongst the small group of station personnel who regularly stood at the runway's end, waving off the
Lancasters as they were taking off. Hart was flying as navigator in W for William, and that particular aircraft was
tenth in the line of bombers waiting, engines running, on the perimeter track. The first nine aircraft took off without
problems, but when W for William reached the start of the runway and was given the green light to go, made no
attempt to move off.
Group Captain Winchester, the station commander, was also in the group of well wishers and he was not amused
when after half a minute of inaction, the bomber was still sitting at the take-off point, engines idling. There was
enough light to see if a problem had suddenly sprung up; sometimes a tyre would burst or an engine malfunction
at the sudden rev-up prior to take-off, or even a last minute oil leak or electrical fault occur. But there was nothing
obviously wrong, although heads could be seen bobbing about in the cockpit.
The Group Captain's voice was clearly audible over the sound of the idling Merlins.
"Come ON, man! You're holding up the whole bloody squadron!"
It was important for the flow of aircraft not to be seriously delayed, for the operation was timed to saturate the
defences at a particular point and any late arrivals would get the full force of the German flak. The mobile control
point again flashed a green to the immobile Lancaster, but still it showed no intention of moving.
"For GOD'S SAKE GET THAT AIRCRAFT MOVING!" yelled the Group Captain, waving his arms in the direction
of the bomber. Everyone was now looking anxiously at the Lancaster. The fire and ambulance crews were
noticeably active and some of the group of watchers were to be seen beating a hasty retreat. It was not entirely
unknown for a wiring fault in the bomb release gear to cause part or all of the bomb load - frequently high capacity
blast bombs and incendiaries - to drop off the aircraft and fuse themselves, subsequently blowing a huge crater in
the ground and totally destroying anything in the area.
"What on earth's the matter?" said Richard, peering at the dark shape of the Lancaster. He could see pilots and
flight-engineers from the aircraft queuing behind hanging out of their cockpit windows to see what was happening.
Aircraft held up for too long would soon have overheating engines to cope with.
The Group Captain was furious. He began to walk, walk quickly, then run towards the bomber. As he dodged
under the arc of the spinning port-outer propeller, intending to pass behind the Lancaster and head for the aft
entrance door, the rear turret rotated to the starboard beam and the sliding turret doors opened, revealing the
head and shoulders of the rear-gunner. He struggled free of his turret, dropped to the grass, staggered
backwards off-balance and collided with the Group Captain. Both men went down in the blast of the propeller
wash. As this was happening, the engines were shut down and the propellers jerked to a stop.
"What the BLOODY HELL are you doing, you cretin?"
The gunner's reply wasn't audible, but that of the station-commander was.
"What do you mean, you WON'T BLOODY GO?"
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Again, the man's reply could not be heard. By this time the pilot had appeared from the rear door and was
approaching the two men. The Group Captain wasn't interested in discussing the situation with him.
"I'll give you TEN SECONDS to get back in that BLOODY AEROPLANE and get the BLOODY HELL out of the
way! You're holding up the WHOLE BLOODY SQUADRON! I'll have you NAILED TO THE WALL!"
The pilot almost ran back up the fuselage. The two outer engines, still hot, fired without the aid of the external
battery trolley and the Lancaster lumbered up the runway, turned at the first intersection and taxied back to its
dispersal. The Group Captain was now well ablaze.
"You're BLOODY WELL UNDER ARREST!” He spun round and seeing that the nearest person was an officer,
bellowed "Flying Officer HARROWBY!” The man - a bespectacled member of the adjutant's staff - ran over. "Take
this NCO to the Guardroom AT ONCE and place him under CLOSE ARREST!"
As Harrowby took the sergeant gunner by the sleeve of his thick heated suit and made to walk him away, the
Group Captain pounced on him, almost ripping off the gunner's flying-helmet and Mae West life jacket.
"You're NOT FIT TO WEAR THESE you - you -" he struggled for a suitable word, failed to find one, and realising
that whatever he said was being heard by many ears, managed to control his anger.
"HA!" he shouted eventually straight into the gunner's face, and turning on his heel, marched away, his eyes
burning. "Get 'em GOING!" he yelled to the duty controller in the mobile command post, and beckoning almost
hysterically at the next aircraft, glowered at the cockpit as it nudged into take-off position, flashed its identification
letter, and was given the green light.
Richard felt sympathetic to its crew. He would have not have dared abort the takeoff even had all four engines
been spewing coolant, oil, and their gauges well into the red; but fortunately the Lancaster took to the air without
problems, as did the remaining bombers. He was relieved when nobody raised the question of the reluctant
gunner; it was a subject which was too painful for anyone to discuss.
All the shaken Hart would say was, "I thought the poor sod looked as if he was flak-happy. The CO had us all in.
He said he'd have anyone who held up the squadron, and told us that we've not got to talk about it. I was bloody
disappointed, I can tell you. I really wanted to go. I was all ready, and now I've got to go through it all again.
Stupid sod. I hope they throw the book at the silly bugger."
They stayed up until the first Lancasters were back, and when it was apparent that the trip had been not only
successful but also uneventful, went to bed.

-- ** -- ** -The next afternoon a full squadron parade was ordered. This was an unusual occurrence, although there was a
weekly parade for the non aircrew personnel and occasional inspections for the others; but a full dress ceremony
was generally reserved for visiting VIPs. However, the atmosphere was tense as the entire contingent of almost
two thousand personnel were assembled on the concrete parade ground under the shadow of the black water
tank. Richard's crew found themselves on one of the front rows of the assembled parade. It was like looking into
the centre of a gladiator's arena, and the atmosphere was equally electric.
In marched the squadron commander, a tall thin Wing Commander with ribbons of the DSO, DFC and Air Force
Cross. He called the parade to attention, and the Group Captain strode in followed by the sergeant gunner who
had unexpectedly refused to fly the night before. Dressed in best blue and escorted by a squad of men from the
Guardroom, also in full dress uniform, he looked utterly spent.
The cortège - for Richard could think of no other way to describe the procession - halted in the centre of the
square and the station commander returned the salute.
"This member of aircrew," he said, his voice carrying in the absolute stillness, "last night refused to fly. He
deserted his station in the aircraft, causing his crew to abort. As he has in the past shown no unwillingness to fly
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operations, this morning I gave him the opportunity to reconsider his decision and to fly as a member of his or
another crew. He again refused.
"Furthermore he has stated to me that he will never set foot in an aircraft again.” The Group Captain spoke more
slowly, turning from rank to rank and emphasising every word. "I have no room on my station for this manner of
man," he said, and turning to the gunner, raised his voice. "This is your last opportunity. Will you fly with your
crew?"
The man's voice was faint, but clear. "No, sir," he replied.
"Very well.” He took out a pocket penknife and quickly slit through the broad white sergeant's stripes on the man's
arms, leaving dark unfaded material visible. With a series of strokes he cut away the gunner's half-wing brevet
and tossed the insignia aside in contempt.
"Take this - person - along the rank. I want everyone to see him."
The parade broke up immediately afterwards. It had been awful. Richard took himself off to a quiet part of the
aerodrome near the shooting butts and watched a trio of armourers testing Brownings. He sat in the mid
afternoon sun and thought a great deal about the real meaning of what his job on aircrew involved, as the
occasional ripple of gunfire sounded on the air.
The experience of seeing the sergeant's public disgrace had upset him very deeply; for as the man had been
walked in from of him, Richard had seen the face of a haunted, frightened, utterly depleted human being. It was
that of the once so confident young man who at the intake and interrogation centre had impressed Richard with
not only his determination to fly but the benefits of serving in the Royal Air Force. He went back to his Nissen hut,
considerably shaken.
Some of the disgrace had apparently rubbed off onto W for William's pilot, because the next day when the rest of
the squadron was stood down and given transportation into Scunthorpe or Brigg, one solitary Lancaster took off in
squally rain showers to drop parachute mines off the Danish coast. The next day, when the crew was overdue
and had been for some hours regarded as missing, a report came in from the north. A Lancaster had crashed into
a hill near Newcastle-on-Tyne. The bodies of the pilot, Hart, a spare rear gunner and the other four crew
members had been found in or around the wreckage. Nobody ever found out why the aircraft was so far off
course, or why it crashed.
Next, Reeve, the very capable flight engineer who had joined them at HCU was crewed with an equally capable
and very experienced pilot, a Flight Lieutenant and deputy flight commander. Within 24 hours the crew was
whisked away, all the members given one rank promotion, to join the elite Path Finder Force, notably 156
Squadron at Warboys; and there, failed to return on their first operation. So after seven days on 696 Squadron,
just three out of Audritt's original seven crew - Richard, Lang the mid-upper and Pearson the bomb aimer - were
left.
A day or so later Richard was sitting in the Sergeants' Mess with a cup of tea in
one hand and a paperback in the other when his name was called out over the
Tannoy. Curious, as the Squadron was stood down and no operations were
scheduled for that night, he reported himself at the flight offices. Here a young
flight-lieutenant was waiting.
He wore the usual accessories; a battered
"operational" cap and a wide, almost ragged, dark moustache as well as faded
Pilot's wings and a more recently added DFC ribbon.
His eyes had an intense, staring look, as if they had gazed too often into the
darkness which encompassed enemy territory. He looked somewhere between
thirty-five and forty, but Richard knew that in the life where operational strain was
measured in dog years, he would be aged well under twenty-five.
"Are you the spare wireless-operator?"
Richard saluted. "Yes, sir. Sergeant Brown. Pilot Officer Audritt's crew."
"My name's Jake Wensdale. Look, I don't like to poach you if you've got anything else going, but one of my own
chaps caught a packet the other night and I don't think he's going to get back to us. So I'm a man short. How do
you feel about flying with me?"
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Richard was surprised by this obviously friendly approach and took an instant like to the man. "That's fine, sir, I
haven't been fixed up at all. In fact I thought that all the rest of us were going back to HCU."
"You're sure? I'm sorry but I don't have any other spare places. It'd mean that you split up with your own chaps."
Richard thought for a moment. We're not a crew yet, he thought. Four of us are gone - maybe it's a bad omen
and it would be best for us to start again. Anyway, he liked the look of the pilot. Make a new beginning, he
thought. "I'd like to fly with you, sir," he replied.
The man visibly brightened and showed a wide, perhaps even wicked grin. "Thanks, Brown. What's your first
name?"
"Richard."
Wensdale extended his hand and Richard shook it. "Welcome to the crew," he said.
"I won't let you down, Skipper," Richard said, and meant it. "but as far as the other fellows are concerned - "
"You'd like me to have you officially rostered to my crew?"
Richard nodded.
"Consider it done."
"Thanks.” He saluted, and Wensdale leaned close to him. "A word to the wise," he said, "the correct form is that
you salute and call me ‘sir' the first time you see me in the morning and after that don't bother, unless there's a
senior officer about."
"Okay, sir."
Wensdale smiled. "And in the air, it's first names. Well then, you know the form now, don't you? Come and meet
the rest of the boys."

-- ** -- ** -"Go on, get out. If you're in that much of a hurry to go."
Richard surveyed the remaining two members of his previous crew. "See here," he said defensively, "I didn't ask
for a crew change. Flight Lieutenant Wensdale lost his own wireless-operator. We've ALL been filling in over the
last week."
Lang wasn't impressed, either. "Fine time to get a posting, though! When we've lost four of us already. Deserting
the sinking ship are you? Well, good riddance."
"It's not like that at all -"
"I would have thought," said Pearson dryly, "that you of all people would have realised the necessity for us to stick
together. We might well have got a new pilot and there are plenty of spare gunners at the moment. But without a
wireless-op - and now we're five men rather than four men short - we haven't a hope of staying together."
"I'm sorry. It wasn't meant to happen like this," replied Richard.
"Just go and that's it, will you?"
Richard collected his kit under the hostile stares, and paused in the doorway on his way out. "Good luck, you
chaps," he said.
"If we get the chop one night," came the reply, "I'll come back and haunt you, personally."
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-- ** -- ** --

Wensdale assembled his crew out on the concrete pan where his aircraft was tethered. It was a tired-looking and
much patched Lancaster, exhaust stains very evident on the engine nacelles and with the identification letter Z on
its side in big red letters. The station artist had painted a portrait of a zombie on its nose, a figure which in spite of
being rather fearsome in appearance, seemed to be having a party, with a foaming pint pot in one hand and a
squashed figurine of Hitler in the other. On the zombie's face was a look of vacant benevolence.
"Okay, boys; this is our new wireless-operator. Treat him right and he'll always find some dance music for you.
Incidentally," he went on to Richard's embarrassment, "this is the chap who escaped from the Nazis in Jersey by
the skin of his teeth. So he's lucky for us."
A tall thin Flight Engineer came forward. "I'm Toddy," he said. "This is Tony Andersen, our bomb-aimer. That
fellow over there is Piff Le Boeuf. You've got to watch out because you can't see him at night."
Richard was presented to a short but powerfully built gunner who was the first black man he had ever met. "Don't
listen to him, man," chuckled Le Boeuf. "I'm from Jamaica. I don't mind being black, hey - the Jerries can't see
me."
Richard laughed. "This disreputable object," went on Wensdale, indicating a lazy looking sergeant, "is Harry Brett.
He's the mid-upper and he's shot down two Jerries already, so don't pay any attention to what he looks or sounds
like; he can’t help being Scottish. Here's Stan Farleigh, the navigator."
"Welcome to the crew," Farleigh declared simply, his Australian accent corresponding with the darker blue of his
uniform. His battledress carried the thicker sleeve ring and epaulettes of a Flying Officer as well as a Navigator's
brevet and DFC ribbon. Both these were faded in approximation to his Skipper's. "Looks like we're on top line
again."
"Are we on ops tonight?"
"No, it's a stand down."
"Bloody good. Let's go and have a few beers then. What do you say, Skip?"
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Piff Le Boeuf could play the piano like a man born to it. He denied any proper teaching, but he could pick up a
tune and play it just as quickly as a cat pounces on a mouse. Richard, previously puzzled why such an
experienced crew as Wensdale's hadn't been allocated a much newer bomber than 'Z' soon found out why.
"It's Piff," said Tony Andersen when they had all downed three or four pints at the "Crosby" later that night. Earlier
dozens of aircrew had arrived from Swaldsholme and a new barmaid had refused to serve the sergeants and
flight-sergeants, insisting that the lounge bar was for officers only. All the non commissioned ranks had
immediately departed for the public bar, and to a man, the officers had left their unfinished pints standing on the
tables and followed them, leaving the lounge deserted. This was the first time that Richard had seen evidence of
the powerful bond of comradeship which existed between members of front-line aircrew.
Quietly informed of the situation by the senior flight-commander, the Crosby's owner had hurriedly rushed
downstairs from his supper and put the barmaid right, offering his apologies which restored the situation to normal.
With flying suspended, anyone the worse for wear and missing the last lorry could put up at Irish Maggie's, leave a
half-crown in the glass jar on her kitchen table, and scuttle back to Swaldsholme first thing next morning.
"Piff?"
"Yes, that black hulk.” He slapped the broad shoulders of the affable Jamaican. "He's got special powers.
Grandma was a witch, n'est-ce-pas, mon ami?"
"Tu as raison, mon camerade; mais on espère que c'est directé seulement aux Allemands."
"Talk English, will you, instead of that French crap you grew up on."
"'You're right, my comrade, but just you hope that it's directed only at the Germans,'" Richard freely translated.
Piff stopped playing. "Hey, you speak French? That's good."
"From Jersey, isn't he?” Harry Brett put in, his Scottish accent distinctive in the background chatter. "Stands to
reason."
"So that," went on Andersen, "is the reason we always come back. It's the Skipper over there, and Piff's magic
spells."
"And of course the aeroplane. Give us our song, Piff."
The obliging Jamaican immediately struck up with a steady, rhythmic tune on the piano, and the rest of the crew
gathered round, waving their pint pots in the air as if they were shaking maracas, or beating time on steel drums.
After a couple of introductory bars, the burly rear-gunner began to sing, in a somewhat exaggerated Jamaican
accent:
"'Zombie Jamboree took place in a woodland cemetery,
Zombie Jamboree took place in a woodland cemetery,
Zombies from all of the island
some of them great Calypsonians
and since the season was Carnival
they got together in Bacchanal.'"
The rest of the crew joined in with the chorus, beating time with a greater determination:
"'Back to back
belly to belly
I don't give a damn
'cos I damn dead already,
back to back
belly to belly
at the Zombie Jamboree."
"'One female Zombie would not behave
she say she want me for her slave.
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In one hand she's a port o' wine
the other pointing that she'll be mine.
Believe me folks, I had to run
the husband of a Zombie ain't no fun;
I said oh no my turtle dove
this bag o' bones I cannot love.'"
"'Back to back
belly to belly
I don't give a damn
'cos I damn dead already,
back to back
belly to belly
at the Zombie Jamboree."
Richard drank five pints of beer and went to sleep with the crazy rhythms of the song chasing round his head.

-- ** -- ** -The next day, they flew. Richard noticed immediately that once wearing battledress rather than blue uniform,
Wensdale carried his aircrew whistle by the unique method of having it on a cord looped over his shoulder;
everyone else had the safety device pinned to the lapel of their battledress.
Z for Zebra alias the Zombie, in spite of an unappealing exterior appearance, took gladly to the air and Wensdale
piloted the Lancaster on a placid test flight. Once airborne, the experience of his crew was immediately apparent.
The intercom chatter which had been ever-present on Richard's flights with Audritt was almost entirely absent.
The only talk heard over his headphones referred to power changes, boost changes, instructions from the
navigator, warnings from the gunners when other aircraft were sighted, and terse acknowledgements from the
cockpit. The gunners quartered the sky ceaselessly and reported every aircraft they saw, no matter what or where
it was. Whilst Richard acknowledged the professionalistic approach, he had grown used to the chatter of voices
and found the sometimes long silences difficult to bear.
He discovered, with pleasure, that it was assumed he was billeted with the rest of the crew. Wensdale and
Farleigh had shared an earlier tour of operations on the Wellingtons of 12 Squadron and having been both
commissioned and decorated at its conclusion, had spent six months instructing. Back again together for a
second tour, they were thus unable to bunk with their crew; but there was no trace of the yawning divide which
had existed between Audritt and the NCOs of Richard's initial crew. The respect in which Wensdale was held by
the others was obvious; on the surface a carefree lighthearted banter, underneath a tough interdependence
forged over the flak and searchlights. Richard soon felt part of the team.
The first operation in the Zombie was an anti-climax. Briefed to attack submarine pens at Le Havre, the weather
was so bad over the target that nearly all the aircraft brought their bombs back, excepting the 4,000 lb "cookie"
blast bombs, which were jettisoned in one of the designated areas of the Channel. Richard felt cheated; the rest
merely annoyed, because not having attacked the target, the raid did not count towards their total.
Soon after that the other wireless-operator sent a brief letter to the crew saying that he had been invalided out of
the Air Force and was living at home with his parents. A whip-round raised a tenner - rather more than a week’s
pay - and the man's name never came up again.
As the nights lengthened they began to fly deeper and deeper into Germany, taking off at ten at night, then earlier.
Richard found that he was usually too busy to worry very much. As it was expected that each crew member
understudied another man's job, Richard spent several evenings with Farleigh and found that navigation was
interesting. Under the navigator's tuition and with some borrowed text books he soon picked up the elements of
the art, sufficient to bring the aircraft back to England in an emergency situation.
On one long cross-country exercise, when the Lancaster was cruising back from finding a pin-point on the eastern
Scottish coast, Richard heard Farleigh’s voice on the intercom.
“Navigator to pilot.”
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“Yes, go on, Stan.”
“I say, this most dreadful piece of flak has just hit me.”
Richard came fully alert with a jolt. Although British anti-aircraft, and especially naval, gunners often gave
themselves the benefit of the doubt and opened up on RAF aeroplanes, there had been no indication of the
Zombie being hit, or even shot at.
“Oh dear, Stan, that sounds perfectly terrible. What sort of state are you in?”
Richard peered round the edge of his wireless desk and looked forward into the navigator’s compartment.
Farleigh was slumped right back in his seat with his feet up on the desk, looking totally unconcerned.
“I’m rather afraid that I seem to have had it.”
“Okay,” replied Wensdale in an even voice, “well in that case you’d better go and lie down until you feel better.”
“Right you are, skipper.” Farleigh unplugged himself from the intercom. The aircraft was flying at well under
oxygen height, so he just stood up and sauntered off past Richard, winked theatrically, and then clambered
awkwardly over the main spar and disappeared, presumably to the rest bunk. Richard felt the Lancaster edge
over into a subtle starboard turn.
Wensdale drawled lazily over the intercom, “Pilot to wireless-operator. Can you please give me a course to steer?
Looks like the navigator’s out of action. I think we’d better make an emergency landing somewhere suitable.”
Richard's rudimentary tuition was put to the test and having delayed taking up the seat by the navigator's desk
until he had taken a radio fix, was able to lay off a course for the nearest emergency landing ground - in this case,
Carnaby in Yorkshire, where the runways were all of triple size and the rescue services were kept at constant
readiness. He detected Wensdale’s deliberate steering of the wrong course, calculated a correction, and
monitored the situation until Carnaby came in sight, a mile to port. This was close enough for them to have found
it at night. Wensdale was pleased, and said so. After Richard had calculated a new course for Swaldsholme,
Farleigh made an astonishing recovery, and replaced himself at the navigator’s desk.
On landing, Wensdale had apparently tipped off the medical section as a fast-moving team of orderlies led by the
Medical Officer removed the struggling Farleigh and treated him for a severe chest wound. This involved several
dozen yards of bandage and it was an hour before he had freed himself and escaped from the Sick Quarters, to
the delight of the crew, who plied him with beer "for medicinal purposes, old boy."
Two nights later the weather was clear, the target Duisburg. The flak was heavy but inaccurate and the nightfighters had been successfully duped into making their forays elsewhere. Richard was so keen not to miss any of
the wireless broadcasts that he intended to stay glued to his set all the way there and back; but on the run-in to the
target there was a diversion from the expected form.
"Pilot to wireless-operator. Richard, would you please mount a watch from the astrodome? We're just starting the
run-up and we could do with another set of eyes. Report any aircraft nearby especially a fighter or another
bomber above us. Okay?"
Richard clicked the switch on the snout of his oxygen mask. "Okay, skipper. Wireless-operator moving to
astrodome.” He unplugged his intercom and oxygen, swung out of the seat and moved forwards, ducking under
the cockpit rim and poking his head up into the perspex astrodome at the rear of the cockpit canopy. From here
he could see all round; the mid-upper turret sticking up out of the fuselage like the larger half of egg and the
Lancaster's wings stretching away to either side. He plugged himself back in.
"Right. More. More."
The Lancaster tipped to starboard as Wensdale followed the bomb-aimer's instructions. "Steady. That's fine.
Hold it there. Bomb doors open."
"Bomb doors open.” A fierce rushing sound came up from underneath Richard's feet as the huge doors which
formed the underside of the bomb bay were opened. Now all that stood between Richard and Germany were a
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few struts and less than a quarter inch of duralumin plate. Unless, he thought grimly, you counted 8,000 pounds
of high explosive.....
In the darkness beyond the wingtips it was impossible to see anything and Richard strained his eyes and neck
looking all round. It was only the probing searchlights and explosions from far below which provided the
illumination; and it was insufficient to show up any of the hundreds of aircraft which he knew must surely be
around them.
"Fighter, fighter. Port side down. He's after another Lanc."
The voice of the rear-gunner came over the intercom. Richard peered into the void below the port wing's trailing
edge and saw a sparkle of fairy lights stream out. Nothing happened for a second and then a red flame
blossomed out of the night. Another streak of fairy lights - this time answered from the opposite direction - and
now there was enough light for Richard to see the outline of a Lancaster, its starboard wing ablaze. Tracer hosed
from its rear turret as the stricken bomber tipped slowly onto its starboard wing. Long, multicoloured strands
dripped from it as the petrol and incendiaries began to burn.
There was no sign of any parachutes. Higher and higher went the port wing until the Lancaster was rolled onto its
back, where it seemed to stop in mid air. One wing folded backwards, and the bomber began to plunge down,
passing beneath the Zombie's tailplane and dropping back, more and more steeply. After a few seconds it was
lost amongst the ground flashes.
So that's being shot down, thought Richard. Funny. I never realised that it would be as quick as that.
A voice said, "It's them and not us and for that I am truly grateful, amen."
"Bomb-aimer to pilot. Left left. Steady. Steady. Stand by..... bombs gone. Having a look.... okay, the bomb
bay's empty. Bomb doors closed."
Richard felt the familiar upward surge as the bomb load dropped out and heard the rushing sound decrease as the
bomb doors closed. He knew that Wensdale would be holding the Lancaster steady, waiting for the camera in the
nose to record the place where the bombs fell, and maintained his watch from the astrodome.
"Okay, skipper. Photo taken. Let's go."
"Pilot to wireless-operator. Okay, Richard, you can get back to the set."
"Wireless-operator returning to station."
Richard was just about to disconnect the intercom plug and drop out of the astrodome when a small, compact
aeroplane with a round, aggressive nose appeared momentarily from under the wing.
"What's that under us - ?"
Brett’s voice held a hard Scottish edge as he yelled, "Fighter, fighter! Corkscrew starboard, go!"
The decking under Richard's feet disappeared and he was hurled to the roof and pinned there as Wensdale
stuffed the nose down and pushed on full aileron. The Lancaster tipped one wing and dropped like a brick before
abruptly screwing the other way and pinning Richard to the floor at the side of his table.
"Climbing port!"
"I'm on him, Piff!"
"Coming your way again, Harry!"
"Rolling!"
The hammer of machine-guns from the nearby mid-upper turret was clearly audible above the braying engines
and as the nose dropped once more, Richard was able to reach out and grab one of the Lancaster's internal
stanchions. Now there was an extra sound; the rear-gunner's four Brownings were speaking and for the first time
Richard heard the sound of the attacking enemy aircraft’s bullets and shells hitting his own aeroplane.
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"Diving starboard!"
"Up to you, Harry! He's gone too high -"
"Get that bastard!"
"Rolling!"
The rear-gunner had stopped firing and now there was just the chatter of the mid-upper's Brownings. The
convolutions of the turret as Brett manoeuvred the guns to bring his sights onto the fighter were quite visible to
Richard as he hung on for dear life, stretched out on top of the bomb-bay with his intercom and oxygen leads
flying about his head as Wensdale threw the Lancaster into another series of corkscrews.
"Diving port!"
The wings tipped again and as the fighter came into the defensive field of the rear-gunner the brisk bark of four
guns reverberated down the fuselage. Again came the unhealthy sound of holes being made in the Lancaster and
a shell ripped through the table just above Richard's head.
"Climbing port!"
"Can you see him, Harry?"
"No - I think he's buggered off. I'm sure I hit the sod!"
"Bomb-aimer to pilot. G'down a bit skip. There's a cloud layer underneath, about a thousand feet below."
Wensdale righted the mad twisting and again the Lancaster's nose dropped. A few seconds later Richard saw
grey cloud outside the window alongside his desk and the bomber straightened up.
"Pilot to crew. Crew check, crew check."
"Rear-gunner okay."
"Mid-upper okay."
Richard hauled himself to his feet. "Wireless-operator okay," he called, breathlessly.
"Navigator okay. Course out, two six five magnetic."
"Engineer okay."
"Bomb-aimer. I'm all right."
"Settle down then, chaps. Well done, everyone. Mid-upper, do you think you hit him?"
"I think so, skip, but I can't be sure. He was wobbling a lot after, but Piff and me was both firing at him."
"Rear-gunner?"
"Hell, man, he just broke off. I reckon he collected a few holes."
Richard's wireless set was punctured from left to right where a series of bullets had entered high on the port side
and exited just above the electrical panel on the starboard side, hitting nothing important except the wireless set.
Richard slipped off his oxygen mask and sniffed all around carefully, but could find nothing burning. "Wirelessoperator to pilot. I'm afraid the set's had it. I can't fix it up here. It's a workshop job."
"Don't worry. I know where we are," replied Farleigh. It astounded Richard that throughout the brief fight, the
navigator had been able to have the course home ready; and be able to give it at once to the pilot. This is a real
crew, he thought.
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They landed two hours later, and after debriefing, went straight to bed.

-- ** -- ** -A passenger in Wing Commander Robertson's Lancaster that night had been a highly decorated Air Commodore
who wore medal ribbons from the First World War and Inter-War years. Denied by RAF High Command the
opportunity to fly on bomber operations, he had clandestinely arrived at Swaldsholme and as he knew Robertson,
had persuaded him to take him along as an observer. The trip was uneventful for them and the Lancaster landed
safely.
By pure chance there was a BBC reporting team and sound recording unit talking "live" to various people involved
with the operation and as Robertson and his crew arrived at the Briefing Room, the Intelligence Officer suggested
that the reporter talk to the Air Commodore as this was the man's first trip and his impressions would be useful.
The reporter agreed and, taking a sound engineer with him, buttonholed the Air Commodore as he was about to
sink his tot of Air Ministry issued rum.
"What was it like, Sir? What were your impressions of the trip?" and he thrust the microphone in front of the Air
Commodore. The great waxed moustaches bristled.
"Ai dain't maind telling yew fellows," replied the aristocratic voice, "that Ai was shite-scaired all the way theyah,
and Ai was shite-scaired all the way back."

-- ** -- ** -On the night that they raided Stuttgart, the Lancaster in which Arthur Pearson was flying failed to become
completely airborne by the end of the available space, but crabbed disastrously sideways and lumbered
ineffectually off the end of the main runway and down the hillside towards the railway station. It didn't get there,
but rolled into a crumpled ball of aluminium, engines, petrol and bombs before it blew up, scattering the aircraft
and crew over a considerable area. There had been a 4,000 lb high capacity "cookie" in the bomb bay and
another 4,000 lbs in incendiaries; the resulting crater was 150 feet wide and no trace of the crew was found.
Debris from the explosion shattered windows half a mile away and one of the Lancaster's engines landed on the
Brigg-Scunthorpe railway line. No-one ever found out what went wrong.
In 1994 a souvenir hunter with a metal detector found some portions of the Lancaster’s cockpit window frame in
the field where the aircraft had exploded. He also dug up a blackened and twisted parachute harness lock with
the remains of the parachute webbing still in it, and close by, a gold wedding ring. He donated the first finds to the
local aviation museum, but kept quiet about the ring. A year later, to the day, and in broad daylight, he died in a
car crash on the road bordering the aerodrome, when he swerved disastrously on what the investigating police
officer described as “the straightest piece of road in fifteen miles” and collided with a large tree. No defects were
found with his vehicle and nobody was ever able to explain how the crash had occurred. He was wearing the ring
and was buried with it.
Later that year an aviation archaeology group recovered what turned out to be the Lancaster’s port outer engine.
They cleaned and dismantled it, finding that a piston had come through the cylinder block after one of the
connecting rods had broken; this was a very unusual fault with the Merlin engine. Since the Lancaster swung to
port on take-off, it was usual to keep the port outer throttle rather ahead of the others, to compensate for this trait.
Loss of the very engine which counteracted the aircraft’s take-off swing had proved fatal for the crew.
The summer offensive had finished by September. The bulk of Bomber Command's targets had been the
industrial area of the Ruhr; the armaments factories and towns in the heart of working Germany were pounded
during the short summer nights when the heavy bombers could make the round trip between sunset and dawn.
As the summer drew into autumn and the hours of darkness grew, the arm of Bomber Command began to
lengthen until it was the German capital rather than the industrial heartland which began to experience the
constant attention of the RAF.
So what had become known as ‘The Battle of the Ruhr' - and which was generally acknowledged to have been
won by the British - was succeeded by ‘The Battle of Berlin' a conflict which was to end with both sides claiming
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victory, as by the autumn of 1943 the Germans were having a great deal more success in inflicting losses on the
bomber force.
Life was easy when they were not flying; there was the daily inspection of the aircraft and its equipment, and all
the crew were on good terms with the fitters, riggers and technical men who looked after the Lancaster when it
was on the ground. Other than at this time, the paths of the aircrew and ground crew did not cross. The aircrew,
of either officer or NCO rank, had their own messing and recreational facilities, and the ground crew - being mostly
aircraftmen of far lower rank - had theirs.
But Wensdale was a good officer. He knew all his own ground crew, their name, where they were from; and his
habit of leaving a few bottles of beer around the dispersal or ground crew's own home-made hut, especially for the
men to find and take back to their billets was, if officially illicit, greatly appreciated. The Zombie prospered and
never lost an engine or turned back because something was unserviceable.
Now and again there would be lectures on all manner of subjects; aircraft safety, ditching drill, how to avoid
capture after baling out, and how to behave if captured and interrogated. One visiting Australian who had actually
managed to evade capture and get back to England came to Swaldsholme to speak about how he'd done it. Most
of the aircrew were prepared for another boring lecture, but the Australian's opening remarks brought the roof
down.
"Well, cobbers, the first thing y'should do when you hit the ground is to take of y'parachute and then have a good
shit. Nothing like it to relieve the tension."
The rest of the talk was received with great interest. The Australian delivered his talk with a jocular seriousness
and afterwards Richard felt he'd learned something valuable.
He came to dread - as did most of them - the awful time between briefing and take off, when there was nothing to
do except try and keep your mind off the forthcoming raid. It was worse when the take-off was delayed for some
reason and the aircrew were sitting around at dispersal or locker rooms. Some played chess or cards; some
made endless checks of their equipment. Most of them became progressively tense, and what was at first just
nervy behaviour often degenerated into open bad temper.
At the end of the week the nights were long enough to make long trips deep into Germany possible, and for the
first time, Richard went to Berlin. For the Zombie the trip was uneventful; but on return, one Lancaster's dispersal
remained empty. It was that of Lang, the last other member of Richard's original crew. In ten days of operations,
he was the only one left of Audritt's seven men.
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Chapter 9 : Gremlins on My Shoulder
The next day Alan telephoned Ginger Harrold's pilot, the medical administration manager, Charlie Johnson. He
re-introduced himself and once the conversational preambles were over, mentioned his accidental meeting with
the pilot's former gunner and the story of the alleged traitor.
"I knew that old Ginger was in this country - we're having a get together in a few days. I didn't know he'd been up
to Swaldsholme, though. I suppose it makes sense. The next reunion isn't till August and he can't stay that long."
"Can you tell me anything about the traitor fellow?"
"Well, it would be early April '44. I was standing in for the flight commander, Gordon I think his name was. I'd
have to check my log book to make sure, because he'd gone missing on the Nuremburg raid and as senior pilot
on the flight, I was next in line although I was only a Flight Lieutenant. Anyway, the CO - that would be Barry
Robertson - called us all in late one evening. There were a couple of other blokes about too, in civvies but not
civilians if you see what I mean."
"Security? Intelligence?"
"Something like that. We weren't introduced. Barry Robertson said that it was important that one of the wireless
operators was found quickly. He didn't say why, but he was bloody angry about it. He looked in a real state, as if
he was under a lot of pressure. The Group Captain said that they'd put out a Tannoy message for this fellow but
he'd not shown up. The other Flight-Commander suggested that the fellow was off the station without leave, but
then one of the intelligence men - a small, nasty-looking type - said that he wasn't. How he knew that, I don't
know."
"What did they ask you to do?"
"We were told to gather the senior officers and search the 'drome from end to end. This didn't take very long as
there was no leave and everyone was on duty so it would have been hard to hide anywhere, we were still busy
getting the aircraft serviceable after the Nuremburg raid. Nearly all of the kites were damaged and of course we'd
lost four crews on the other side of the Channel and two more had pranged on landing."
"You didn't find this fellow then?"
"No. The security types called in some of their own men in the end and we checked everywhere. They were a
real bind because we had to show them everything - they didn't know one end of a bomber station from another but they were very thorough. There was no sign of him."
"Do you remember his name?"
"No, sorry. I never heard anything about it afterwards and assumed it had blown over. I can't even remember
who his pilot was."
"How did you hear that he had been a traitor?"
"It was at a reunion up at Brigg, not long after the war. You didn't get many of the chaps along in those days, not
like you do now. I can't remember who told me about it. It was just a rumour, but as the years went by it seemed
to be mentioned more often."
"I'll have to get in touch with Barry Robertson."
"That's your best bet, Alan. See you at the next Reunion?"
"Sure."
"Cheerio then."
Alan hung up.
"Any luck?" called Faye as he walked back into the kitchen, looking thoughtful.
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"Not really. It's like a jigsaw. I'm just starting to find the odd piece but it will be a little while until I can see enough
of the picture to tell what it is."
"Well, put your brain into gear. Let's get off and you can meet Grandad. Maybe he can tell you something about
it."

-- ** -- ** -"Grandad - this is Alan Scott."
"Ah, young man. I've heard a lot about you."
Alan shook hands. Faye's grandfather was a tall distinguished looking man who looked as if he would be quite at
home in a University Don's cap and gown.
"It's a pleasure, sir. Faye's told me a lot about you too."
"Come on into the study. Faye, would you be a dear and make some coffee? There's some biscuits in the jar.”
Faye nodded and vanished into the kitchen. Mr Gable led the way into a small cosy room, wood-panelled and
lined with books.
"You're something of an expert on Bomber Command, I'm told? Here, sit down, sit down."
"I only wish I was an expert," disclaimed Alan, sinking into a comfortable leather armchair and feeling it gradually
mould itself to his shape. "I've done some research, that's all. My real interest is the aerodromes although I've
specialised recently in 696 Squadron."
"Yes, Faye told me. She showed me that thing your computer printed out. It quite astounded me to see that."
"When were you on 696?"
"From November '43 to the end of April '44. We did twenty-eight trips before we were shot down."
"Why did you volunteer for aircrew?"
"I was young and stupid," he blurted out, but then reconsidered. "It was an adventure," he said finally. "It was
new, the flying business, and I wanted to be part of it. I enjoyed nearly all of it, it was so exciting, even when the
losses were high."
"How did you react to the losses?"
"Well, you know, it's never going to be you, y'see. When you ride that bike of yours do you ever think you're going
to have an accident?"
Not many motorcyclists had been through the training Alan had received and one of the things it had taught him
was that it could very easily be him; and to ride and dress accordingly. But he answered, "No."
Gable nodded. "There you are, then. It will always be the other fellow who doesn't come back. It wasn't personal,
either, I mean if you're a soldier you’ll probably see your fellow men wounded or killed. On the squadron you’d
see aircraft go down of course, or maybe even blow up; but you didn't see a wounded man very often. Anyway,
from where I was, I couldn't see anything except my table top and instruments. I never opened the blackout
curtain to have a look into the cockpit or outside. I was usually too busy. It was only the Nuremburg raid which
made me worried. I could hear the others reporting aircraft going down right left and centre."
"Why do you think it was such a disaster?"
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"Luck of the game, I suppose, swings and roundabouts. We'd had some trips when everyone’d come back, in fact
I believe we had one op when none of the aircraft were even holed. We lost four or five on Nuremburg, but so did
other squadrons."
Faye brought in a laden tray and they settled down with coffee and biscuits. "Tell him about the time you landed
on the sea," she prompted.
"Yes, I was coming to that. It wasn’t long after we'd been posted to the squadron. Everyone was stood down one
night but at the last minute they called for two volunteers to lay some mines off Denmark. My skipper had put up a
bit of a black the previous night, we'd turned back when one engine had packed up. We thought that this was the
correct procedure but when we got back we found that we were in the dog house about it. Apparently we were
expected to carry on and bomb, and the Group Captain, who had a reputation as a bit of a bulldog, had torn the
skipper off a strip about it.
"Anyway, we volunteered along with some other fellow, I don't know his name. We were all feeling a bit sheepish
about the previous night so we didn't mind flying whilst the rest of them were raising the roof somewhere in
Scunthorpe."
"The Crosby Hotel," put in Alan. Faye's grandfather raised his eyebrows.
"Yes, or the Oswald. So we took off about ten with a load of mines and we got up to the Danish coast okay. For
the first time I was bang on the landfall so I felt pretty good. We found our bit of coast and Joey, the bomb aimer,
let the mines go. I seem to remember that we came down really low, we'd been told to drop the parachute mines
at 800 feet - and then we climbed up again afterwards. Pete, the skipper, went a bit too close to the coast and a
flak position had a go at us as we were climbing. That alerted a convoy and they had a go at us as well. After the
long quiet trip over the sea it took us by surprise and they knocked out one engine and holed the petrol tanks.
"The engineer transferred as much petrol as he could out of the damaged tanks but once he had told me what fuel
there was left I could see we wouldn't get back. I didn't want to alarm the crew so I wrote down on a bit of paper
that I thought we'd have to ditch and came forward to the cockpit to give it to Pete. Harry, the engineer, must have
realised too, because he looked pretty serious. When I looked out over the wing I could see holes in the tanks
and petrol was clearly coming out. I suppose the mid-upper could see it too, but he didn't say anything.
"Pete announced over the intercom that we would have to ditch and I worked out how far we'd get on the fuel
remaining. I calculated that we'd reach the English coast if we had another half an hour's petrol so gave the
estimated position of ditching to the wireless-operator and he transmitted an S.O.S giving the place where I
thought we were going to come down.
"After an hour or so we were obviously not going to get even that far as another engine packed up, leaving us with
two dead motors on the same side, a difficult problem for the pilot when time came to ditch. Then Pete found he
couldn't hold his height and we started to come down quite quickly, with a turn to one side because the power was
asymmetric. Sid transmitted our position - I checked and checked to make sure it was right, but I'd had nothing
else to do except work out where we were so I was sure it was correct. Then Pete called us to ditching stations
and I had to drag Sid off the wireless. He was determined to keep at it until the aircraft sank but in the end he
gave in. He'd had an acknowledgement from the ground stations so he knew they'd heard us, so he screwed his
Morse key down to give a continuous signal and then came with me.
"We sat up against the main spar, facing aft, just like they'd shown us at OTU. We'd practiced this quite a lot. I
remembered about the impact and stuck a thick gauntlet between my teeth so that I wouldn't bite my tongue. Pete
may have shouted the last warning but if he did, I didn't hear. All I could hear was the howling engines and feel
the aircraft jockeying about until we hit the water. I was well pressed up against the main spar but it was like a
hammer in your back, I've never felt anything like it since. There were two or three big bounces and then a terrific
deceleration.
"Just as I was thinking ‘My God, we're down' a tidal wave swept through the aircraft, carrying everything in front of
it. I suppose the sea had broken through the shattered nose bowl It was an absolute nightmare, dark, wet, cold,
the water everywhere and bodies getting in the way. We'd forgotten to let go the top escape hatches but I found
the dinghy release wire and pulled it. Next thing, I'm swept forward over the main spar and under the
wireless-operator's table. Then the water subsided - it was about waist high but didn't seem to be getting any
higher. I could hear Sid yelling to open the top hatches so I reached up and released the one just aft of the
astrodome and climbed out. I could feel the air rushing out of the hatch and realised that the Lanc was sinking.
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"When I was sitting on the fuselage another pair of arms emerged beside me and I helped haul Sid out. He was
cursing and swearing so I knew he was ok. Further aft the rear top hatch was open and there was someone
climbing out, I couldn't see who it was. The dinghy had inflated ok and there was someone in it. I saw Pete climb
out through the escape hatch in the cockpit canopy and he yelled for us to get clear as the aircraft was going
down. I jumped in and got a face full of oil. Sid was next and he helped me to the dinghy. By the time I'd rubbed
my eyes clear, everyone was aboard.
"As it happened, the Lanc stayed afloat for quite a while and we were debating whether or not to go back aboard
when a destroyer arrived. Apparently they'd been in the area and heard us go over, getting lower and lower, and
then they were alerted by the Air Sea Rescue boys. Sid hadn't given up for a moment and he was cranking the
dinghy wireless non stop and firing off signals every half hour. He was bloody marvellous, and they ought to have
given him a medal. He wouldn't give in.
"The Navy boys were very good to us. They supplied fresh clothes and a stiff tot of that thick dark rum they serve
- I've never forgotten the taste of it. They put us in one of the boiler rooms where it was hot and in the meanwhile
they wirelessed in. As it happened a Walrus flying-boat turned up about then but seeing that we were ok they just
waved and went off again.
"The destroyer skipper came down and said that they couldn't leave the Lanc floating there as it was a navigation
hazard. He wanted to know if he ought to try to tow it in, but Pete said that it was too badly shot up. The Navy
man then looked embarrassed and said that he thought he ought to sink it. We could see the logic of this so Pete
agreed.
"We all went up on deck. They asked us if there were any bombs on board and we said no, so they went out to
about three hundred yards and let go with the multiple cannon from the bridge. The old girl took about fifteen
seconds of that before she tipped up her tail and sank. I remember that Pete saluted and we all followed suit,
even the destroyer chap.
"It was altogether a bit of a disaster, because the other crew didn't come back either, he'd been shot down in
Holland and they were all killed. We had seven days survivors' leave but I was broke and glad to get back
afterwards.” He stood quickly and opening a wooden cabinet, drew out a small leather pouch. Inside was the
half-wing brevet of the navigator, the Second World War medals and two smaller badges. One was the Goldfish
Club emblem, the other the one for the Caterpillar Club, that select band of people whose lives have been saved
by the Irvin parachute.
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A set of snapshots; a young officer in best blue, wearing the shining navigator's brevet; a self-conscious crew
standing under the nose of a Lancaster; and a hastily-taken photo of a crowd of aircrew kicking a football about on
an anonymous dispersal pan, with flying kit scattered about and the tail of a bomber in the background.
"That's us," said Gable, pointing out the crew to Alan.
"Who took the photo?" asked Alan, observing that all seven members were present.
"One of the ground crew." he said. "It was easy to take them for granted and I always felt a bit guilty about it
because we didn't really see very much of them - but they worked night and day to get the aircraft serviceable.” He
paused. "As for the crew, they were a grand bunch. Pete was a steady type. The rest of us were a bit wild I
suppose but the skipper was the king pin of the crew, well, him and the wireless-operator, Sid. Pete went to no
end of trouble to show that it was Sid's work on the wireless and my correct position that saved us. It was only
when I was talking to another pilot about it that I understood what a superb piece of flying Pete had brought off to
get us down with two engines out on one side. I tried to tell him, but he would just play it down."
"How did the rest of your tour go?"
"Pretty quiet on the whole. The mid-upper got a fighter over Peenemunde one night but they wouldn't credit him
with it. They said no-one else had seen it but everyone in the kite had seen the Focke-Wulf go down streaming
flame. They'd tried the old one-two trick, with one Jerry flying just out of range so that we'd see him and be
distracted whilst the other one let us have it. But we knew the ropes by then and George was a good shot. We
were all mad when he wasn't credited with the fighter, but we were a bit off track. Pete ordered George to have a
night's free beer on the rest of us and by God we didn't mind a bit."
Alan drank his coffee, not wanting to distract the man from his train of thought. Faye sat close by, listening but not
saying a word.
"It was pretty quiet right up to the night we got the chop. We had done twenty-eight trips by then, and with only
another two after that one to go, we were feeling much better about it. It was Dusseldorf, 22/23rd April ‘44 and it
was a big raid, they said about 600 aircraft were taking part. I suppose by now they’d got the strength back. We
went straight there down the route and we were well on the way back, over Holland. I think it was one of those
Messerschmitts with the upward firing guns - what did they call it?"
"'Schrage Musik'," said Alan.
"He had a good go at us and he killed the gunners. There was a hell of a banging sound and between me and Sid
the side of the aircraft was ripped right open. Straight away I could smell burning, I suppose it was the hydraulic
oil. I looked round the side of the wireless to see if Sid was ok and I could see that he'd had it. Smoke was
pouring up from under his seat and looking down the fuselage I could see flames all round the smoke floats and
flares. Poor old Sid had been hit from underneath and he was almost cut in half, blood spattered all over the
wireless set and the roof. The kite was starting to go down and I heard Pete yell ‘abracadabra' which was what
we agreed would be the bale-out code, we reckoned nobody could mistake hearing that word.
"I slid back over my bench and scrabbled under the table, trying to find the parachute, but the floor was smothered
in oil and my hands couldn't grip. In the end I knelt down and dived right under the table with my torch, and in the
same instant that I saw my 'chute I looked right through a hole in the side of the aircraft and out towards the port
wing. Both engines were on fire and burning petrol was streaming out of the tanks. I heard Joey call ‘Bomb aimer
baling out' and then Pete said ‘Come on, Frank, I can't hold her much longer.'
"I clipped on my parachute and ripped aside the blackout curtain. The cockpit was like daylight with the
illumination from the burning engines. Harry was lying on the cockpit floor and I tried to help him up. ‘Forget him he's had it,' yelled Pete. ‘For Christ's sake get out, she's starting to spin.' I didn't wait - I scrambled over Harry and
almost fell down the steps into the nose. A fierce draught was blowing up through the open escape hatch and I
dived towards the hole. I was horrified to find that it was blocked. The bomb aimer was stuck half in, half out, with
his parachute harness snagged on the hatch coaming.
"I was well and truly petrified by this time, I was sure I was going to get killed. I jumped onto the struggling body
with both feet and knocked him through the hatch. Next instant I was out myself. I didn't count to ten, I just pulled.
It seemed that we'd been going down for so long that we'd be near the ground, but I suppose we were still at
about ten thousand feet, because once the chute had opened I seemed to float down for about ten minutes. I
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watched the Lanc come down in a shallow dive and hit the deck and wondered if anyone else had got out. Last
time I'd glimpsed Pete, he was unpinning his straps. I looked all round but there was no sign of Joey.
"When I hit the ground it took me by surprise and I was badly winded. I suppose I could have run for it if I'd been
ok but I came down on a main road right in front of a military convoy and the officer in charge thought it was a
huge joke. They treated me well and I ended up in a PoW camp until the Americans liberated us."
"What happened to the crew?” Alan asked.
"Joey turned up a few weeks later. He'd had a go at evading but in the end he'd fallen into a canal and got in a
bad way. He wasn't sorry when the Jerries caught him. They treated him all right, too, except that he had a bad
time from one of the NCOs whose family had been killed in a recent air raid. We ended up in the same camp,
although he was in the NCOs’ compound.
"After the war I wrote to the War Graves Commission and about nine months later I had a reply. I'll dig it out for
you later if you like.
"Terry the rear gunner and George the mid-upper were killed by the fighter. They were both found in their turrets.
Sid was thrown out in the crash but he had had it before then. Harry, the engineer, was also found in the
wreckage. Joey and I got out. Pete, who held the aircraft steady for longer than he ought to have done, was
thrown clear. He hadn't unfastened his straps, so he might have been trying to put the aircraft down. He lived for
a few hours afterwards but then he died in a German hospital. The Germans buried them all in a local cemetery
and after the war they were reinterred at the war cemetery in the Reichswald Forest. Nice, quiet, peaceful place.
I've been there.”
Faye had sat close to her grandfather and now reached out to take his hand.
"They were a grand crew. I see Joey at the reunions and occasionally we have a get-together. He's not so well
now, you know. He has a lot of back trouble. I found out afterwards that 596 aircraft attacked, and 12 other
Lancasters, as well as 16 Halifaxes, were lost.”
Only a trace of the man's powerful self control showed. Alan had seen this before when he had heard stories of
bad times and he knew the best thing was to say nothing, and let the other man's emotions calm. He sat back,
and drank his coffee.
It was only a short while later that the former navigator spoke again. "Well, now. I suppose you've heard a
hundred stories like that."
"Not as well described."
"I sometimes wonder why it was just Joey and me. I met Pete's wife after the war. I wanted her to know how he
had saved my life at the cost of his own. But it was no good. I could see by the look on her face that she thought
it ought to have been Pete not me standing there. I didn't stay very long."
Alan had heard this comment before, and again there was no suitable reply. "Do you remember the Nuremburg
raid?" he asked after a pause.
"I'll say. We lost an engine just before the target but we pressed on. It was too late to turn back and we didn't
want to do that again after what had happened the previous time. Pete realised that things were going wrong. We
came back on the deck and oddly enough we narrowly missed colliding with one kite from our own squadron; we
never saw who it was, but we recognised the codes."
"Do you remember anything about the aerodrome being searched for a wireless-operator a couple of days after
the Nuremburg raid?"
"I think I've heard something said about it."
"It was the night that you had some 12 Squadron crews diverted to Swaldsholme."
"Oh, I remember that. I knew one of the navigators. We trained in Canada together."
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"I've heard a rumour that this wireless-operator was a traitor - he'd been passing secrets to the Germans. He's
supposed to have betrayed the route and target on the Nuremburg raid. That's why the losses were so high."
"Sorry, I can't remember any details."
They chatted for a while more and Alan arranged another appointment. He wanted to come back with a cassette
recorder deck and get some of these stories again. Mr Gable agreed readily enough. "I'll sort out my Log Book
and so on," he promised.

-- ** -- ** -Faye followed Alan to his house and they settled in front of the fire with the stereo playing quietly.
"Your grandfather can certainly remember a lot," remarked Alan. "His memory's quite sharp even after all this
time."
"Do you recall that he said he'd been to that military cemetery? I was with him. It took us a long time to find the
set of graves but in the end we came to where the crew are buried. They're all together in a row of five. Grandad
walked down the row and when he reached the end he was opposite his pilot's grave. He stood there for I don't
know how long, just looking at it. He stood to attention, very straight and correct, and saluted. I've never seen
anyone salute who wasn't in uniform, but he did. Then he said, 'Hello, Skipper' and he cried for ten minutes."

-- ** -- ** -After a month, Alan's correspondence on the mysterious wireless operator had grown. It was, without a name,
nearly impossible to tie down the man's identity. All he had to go on was the date of the search and the
recollection that the man's crew had gone missing on the next operation.
He turned to the computer and printed a list of all the wireless operators, recording them all in a separate data file.
Then he eliminated all the ones whose service was not in either 1943 or 1944. Then he tagged all the ones with
whom he had corresponded or met personally, reasoning that a traitor would not still be in circulation. This left him
with thirty-eight names.
Next step was the local library and over a week's lunch breaks he combed all the books on wartime spying,
without result. The nearest he came to it was an incident in 1939 at a famous Lincolnshire aerodrome, but that
was a separate matter.
Remembering that the alleged traitor was supposed to have been in league with the local priest, he wrote to the
vicar at Swaldsholme, enclosing a donation and an s.a.e. and asking for a list of the parish priests covering the
period 1930-1950. After a week or so, he received an interesting reply from the vicar concerned.
He was new to the parish and was in any case in the process of compiling such a list for his own benefit. He had
traced the records from 1193 to 1936 - and then there was a substantial gap in the parish records until 1946.
There was a brief note in the records to the effect that all ceremonies during this period had been conducted by an
RAF padre.
This had made the cleric very curious and he asked around. There were a surprising number of people still living
in the village who had been there right through the war; but wherever he asked, he was met with glum - and in one
case, hostile - silence. He was puzzled. Could Mr Scott shed any light on the matter?
Alan's lights burned late many a night. Often Faye and he would delve into his records until midnight or one
o'clock, and one by one the thirty-eight names were whittled down. When there were nineteen names left, Alan
tried a new tack. He and Faye went to the theatre and left Daisy checking all the 696 aircraft which had failed to
return from the end of March to the end of June; to produce a crew list for each aircraft and then to check each
crew list against all the other crew lists, checking for five or six 'regular' crew members but with one or two 'non
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regulars' substituting. This produced a huge slab of data and by cross checking this with the names already
eliminated, they had reduced the list of nineteen possibles to seven.
"This is where we can try a long shot," said Alan wearily once the seven names were written in heavy black
marker pen on a white sheet of paper and pinned up in his study. "Pick a name, Faye."
"Why?"
"I'll write to the RAF Personnel Management Department in Gloucester and request information on him. They will
tell me if he's still alive or not, and if he is, they'll forward a letter to his last known address. If he's not, they'll tell
me what happened to him."
"Supposing I pick the wrong one?"
"Then I'll have a go and we'll try again."
"Ok. Let me think about it," she said, copying down the names. "I don't want to choose straight off. I'll keep these
names in my pocket and maybe I'll get a hunch."

-- ** -- ** -The next day she rang Alan at work.
"Brown, Richard Arthur; Sergeant."
"Okay. I'll get the letter off today."

-- ** -- ** -"They're taking their time," Alan grumbled a fortnight later when he had received no word from Gloucester.
"Usually they reply quite quickly, especially if you can give the service number."

-- ** -- ** -The next Saturday they took a day out into Lincolnshire. Alan had permission to visit and photograph Hemswell
and this had taken him some months to arrange as the former aerodrome was owned by many different people.
Eventually, however, all the owners had consented and armed with his camera bag he and Faye set off early in
the morning up the familiar road into Bomber County.
The site was almost intact and they spent a happy
but exhausting day exploring the many different
buildings. The substantial prewar built station was
abandoned; it was the farmland which mattered to
the owners and almost no maintenance had been
carried out on the H-Block barracks rooms and
huge C-hangars. They parked outside the Watch
Office which now was almost swallowed by a
grain silo and spent five and a half hours going
over the site. Alan used five rolls of film.
Several of the H-blocks had been used by the
military for explosives practice. There were neat
square holes punched through the brickwork
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where the specialists had blown access holes into the buildings.
On arrival home they were both too weary to cook anything. "I can't be bothered," commented Alan. "I'm going to
have a hot bath."
"Tell you what," said Faye. "I'll pop down to the Chinese takeaway."
"Wonderful," replied Alan, and she disappeared back into the garage.
Twenty minutes later the hot water had lulled him into a state of half sleep and he did not hear Faye's return. He
was only aware that she was back when he heard her feet pounding up the stairs and the next moment she was
banging on the bathroom door.
"Alan, Alan! There's a letter here from Gloucester."
"Open it!" he called back, raising a tidal wave as he hauled himself out of the bath and reached for a towel.
"‘Dear Mr Scott, re your letter, blah, blah.' Oh, this is good."
"What does it say for heaven's sake?"
"I picked the right name."
Alan covered himself and opened the door, still dripping water over the carpet. Faye thrust the letter into his
hands.
"‘... it is not in the public interest to release this information ...'" he read. "Yes. It looks as if you've hit the nail on
the head."
He realised that he was leaving a huge puddle. "I'll dry off," he said, retreating into the bathroom.

-- ** -- ** -"What now?" asked Faye, wiping the remaining traces of her meal with a slice of bread and chewing thoughtfully.
"Well, you might say that the real work now begins. We've got the name. I'll ask Daisy."
The computer, now given a more concrete task to do, chattered to itself and finally fed three crew lists to the
printer and then commenced a search for further occurrences of any of those names in other crew lists. After an
hour, the results were plain.
Richard Arthur Brown, sergeant wireless-operator, was first listed on a Battle Order for September 1943. Then
there was an oddity; his crew appeared to vanish. The engineer was posted to Path Finder Force; and the
navigator was listed as killed in a flying crash a few days later. Of the others there was no trace.
But the wireless-operator then settled into a regular crew piloted by a Flight Lieutenant Wensdale. After his tenth
trip he appeared with the initials DFM after his name, and the mid-upper gunner's name changed on the crew
listing. Then there was a long series of Berlin attacks covering the period from December 1943 to February 1944.
The final occurrence of his name was for the night of 30/31st March, 1944.
"Nuremburg," said Faye.
"Yes," agreed Alan. "I'd guess that his first crew flew without him and the navigator for some reason and they
failed to return, leaving him and his navigator friend as spare bods. They both crewed up with other people. The
dates match. Look, Daisy's checked Brown's skipper's name. Wensdale, Z for Zebra, FTR - that's Failed To
Return - Essen, April 5/6th 1944. The curious thing is that the wireless-operator's name is different, and
apparently he was killed with Wensdale and the rest, except for the bomb aimer - Andersen - who's reported as a
prisoner of war. So what happened to this Brown fellow?"
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He felt a sudden and unexpected frisson of excitement, a shudder of expectation as if one of the famous wartime
gremlins had pulled off a shaky landing on his shoulder and was peering at him.
"Are your records complete?"
"Oh no, far from it. There are some large gaps. It's quite possible that something vital isn't on the computer. I
may never have come across some chunks of information, you see. I put everything I can on the records,
though."
"What happens now?"
"I doubt that he's alive. But now I've got a name we can be more specific. Look, I'm invited to the Squadron
Reunion in a couple of weeks. Would you like to come too? We could make a weekend of it."
"What about accommodation?"
"Oh, there's a really good bed-and-breakfast place I use."
Faye made a mock serious face. "Oh, sir! Are you intending to have your evil wicked way with me? I'm afraid I'm
not that sort of girl!"
Alan laughed. "No, you can have your own room. It's only for the one night. I ride up on the Saturday morning,
spend the day in Brigg or Scunthorpe and then go on to the Reunion that evening. Sunday there'll be a service
and usually there's a flypast, you know, they arrange for the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight to send the Lancaster
over. Hey, won't your Grandad be going anyway?"
Faye shook her head. "He's on holiday that week. He was quite cross about it when he realised he'd double
booked himself for the reunion weekend."
"Okay, well I'll write to the guest house place and reserve a couple of rooms."
Faye reached over and took his hands. "Alan, dear. You don't have to reserve two rooms."
Alan felt a deep explosion of affection for her, as if his system had been reluctant to admit that he was very fond of
her and had suddenly let go with the realisation. "Are you sure?" he said quietly.
Faye nodded. "Yes, I'm sure.” She pulled him to his feet and kissed him. "But let's not sleep together until then.
It's only a fortnight away, and once we've done it, it'll be too late to change our minds."
"How sensible," agreed Alan. He drew her into his arms. "It'll be something special, something to look forward to."
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Chapter 10 - Box Barrage
Beth Andrews could never remember feeling so content. Her dancing partner, the look of whom she had liked as
soon as he had first approached her, had turned out to be a bit of a mystery man, a dark horse; yet she had not
been successful in getting him to talk about himself. He wore the half-wing brevet, fist-and-sparks of a wirelessoperator and Sergeant's stripes; his name was Richard Brown, and she knew from her duties in the Adjutant's
office that he flew with Flight Lieutenant Wensdale, but that was all she knew about him. Except of course, that he
danced well …
Small specks of white light moved rhythmically over the walls, ceiling, floor, and across hundreds of service
personnel who were packing the Sergeants' Mess dance. One of the electricians had managed to produce a
mirror ball; a single spotlight shone onto it, the other lights were turned low, and for a few hours the flak and
fighters were forgotten.
It was too bad that the music was recorded, but three players of the Station Band had gone missing that week, two
more were on leave, and one was in the glasshouse. So the Mess Committee had rigged up a gramophone and
speakers and a pile of Glenn Miller records kept going onto the turntable whilst boy met girl and the bar did a
roaring trade. Once the party was well established and many an eye was blurred, Wensdale and Farleigh
sneaked in, wearing borrowed Sergeant's uniform. They had to be careful because such behaviour, whilst winked
at by the Wing Commander, was taken in poor view by the Group Captain. He however, was usually found to be
absent from the Station whenever such a plebian event as an NCO's dance was arranged.
Most of the non-commissioned aircrew were there along with nearly all the WAAFs. Even so there were still not
enough girls to go round, so a flight of crew buses had been sent into the surrounding villages to capture any stray
females. This was a popular, well accepted and usually successful procedure. The local inhabitants looked
tolerantly on the intrepid birdmen who often flew over their houses and occasionally crashed into their fields. Any
girl accepting a free invitation to a Squadron dance was afterwards always meticulously returned to where she had
come from. If she found some companionship in the meanwhile, so much the better for all concerned; nobody
was bothered if anyone wanted to take some night air around the back of the Romneys and check up on what
kissing tasted like.
Richard and Beth found that kissing tasted good. His crew, with whom he had arrived, had good-naturedly given
up on him, recognising that he and the blonde WAAF Corporal had hit it off straight away. After a little cheerful
leg-pulling, they had left him to it. Now and then throughout the dance's progress, he had felt a twinge of guilt.
But when the record again changed to "Moonlight Serenade", the lights were turned down and the bright dots of
the mirror ball rose and fell along the walls and ceiling and the girl called Beth melted into his arms, it didn't seem
to matter.
"Where do you come from?" Richard asked.
"My parents have a farm up north," Beth replied. "I've got an elder brother, but he's a prisoner of war now. He's in
the Army, a Captain.” She paused. "It is true that you escaped from the Germans?"
Richard chuckled. "Sort of. I was helped out of the Channel Islands after the Germans had taken them over, but it
was a long time before I was able to get on aircrew."
"Helped? What do you mean?"
"Sorry. I can't tell you about that."
Beth nodded gently. She knew that in wartime you kept quiet about a lot of things. "What's your job in civvy
street?" she asked instead.
"Chef. My father runs - or used to run - a hotel in Jersey."
"How long have you flown with Flight Lieutenant Wensdale?"
"Only a few weeks. I arrived with a different crew, but they all seemed to disappear. Then I was crewed up in Z
Zebra."
"The Zombie."
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"Yes, that's right."
They danced. When the last record had been played and they had all stood to attention for God Save the King,
Richard and Beth put on greatcoats and walked up the slight incline to the Main Gate and then down the hill
towards the village, where the billets of both the WAAFs and aircrew lay.
Outside the Mess the air was crisp and clear enough to make Richard cough as the night air was sucked into his
lungs; without a cloud band, at dusk the earth's heat had quickly gone upwards. Some of the sergeants were well
away, singing and staggering along the concrete path, arms round each other and oblivious to the chill. "There's
one advantage to being drunk," remarked Beth wryly. "You don't feel the cold."
Richard laughed. "It always makes me feel ridiculously friendly, and then after another couple, I feel absurdly
drunk but I can't do anything about it, if you know what I mean."
She nodded gravely. "Like a bad dream, when you know you're dreaming, but you can't stop falling off the cliff or
whatever."
"Yes, that's it."
She paused. "You've just started your first tour, haven't you?"
"Yes," said Richard. "I've done four."
"Will you come back and do a second tour straight away afterwards?"
"Not a chance. The quiet life for me."
"That's what they all say," Beth commented. "Hooray for six months at OTU or HCU after their tour, but a month
later they're pulling every string they can to get back to a squadron."
"Not me. I'm going to something nice and peaceful, W/T instructor at some out of the way place, or something like
that.” He grinned. "Corny, eh?"
"No, not corny. What about after the war?"
"I'll cross that bridge when I come to it," said Richard.
"Have you always been a wireless-operator?"
"Yes, except that I did some elementary navigation, just in case of emergency."
"What's the secret to staying alive?"
Richard turned his head upwards and looked at the stars. "A good crew, a good aeroplane, and anything you
think will make you lucky," he said.
"Anything?"
"Yes. Anything."
She stopped walking, and turned to look at him. "Have you got a lucky charm? A rabbit's foot? Something like
that?"
"No. But I've always come back."
Beth hesitated. "Richard, can I give you something, just for luck? Would you wear it?"
Richard was touched. "But you hardly know me," he said gently.
Beth loosened her collar and tie and reaching inside her blouse, drew out a silver chain and medallion. "It's a St
Christopher. I'd like you to have it. It's not me that's flying over Germany, and - well -"
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It was warm from her body heat. Richard could feel its stored energy as he held it in the palm of his hand. He
pulled her to him. "This is crazy," he said, but he couldn't take his eyes from her face. "I don't know anything
about you, and you only met me tonight at that dance. But I feel as if -"
"As if I've known you for years?"
"Yes."
Beth put her face up and they kissed. "I'll wear it," Richard said, and opening his greatcoat and collar, passed the
chain around his throat, tucked the medallion inside his shirt.
There was steady - and unsteady - human traffic along the lane and around the many clusters of Nissen huts.
Some of the revellers would hold themselves as long as they could and then urinate at length onto the outside of a
corrugated iron clad Nissen. Careful calculations would be made to ensure that the head of a person they didn't
like was on the other side of the thin metal. The sound of hot liquid pattering on the sheeting only a few inches
away would be intensely annoying for the person inside, and the accumulated stink was enough to make the
bravest quail.
Something with the shape of a giant bat cruised over the top of the Wolds and lowered its nose at the aerodrome.
The sound of gunfire reverberated and there was a trio of dull thumps. The attack alarm went off on the technical
site and within seconds the whole camp was in uproar with running, shouting figures.
It was a Junkers 88 strafing the airfield. Richard could see it quite clearly as it turned towards the billets and the
sound of its engines deepened as the pilot opened the throttles. It swept over the treetops and dropped its nose
again. The pilot seemed to be aiming his aircraft directly into Richard's face. Its nose guns flickered and tracer
shells flared directly at him. He stood, transfixed by the sight of the white blobs streaking at him, unable to believe
that they would do him any harm.
Beth saw the Ju88 begin its attack and threw herself to the wet grass. Seeing that Richard was still standing
staring at the rapidly approaching aircraft, she rolled over and brought Richard down in a knee-high grip.
"Get down, for God's sake!"
Richard lay flat and wrapped his head in his arms. It seemed the natural thing to do. The ground shook around
him and they were both showered with dust and clods of earth. It seemed to go on for several minutes and all the
time Richard was expecting to feel a bullet hit him. At last the cacophony stopped and there was only the sound
of the Junkers' engines as it circled. Richard looked up. The nearest Nissen hut was in flames and the one next
to it had been hit. The shells had gone just over their heads.
Several bodies could be seen in the light of the fire, and thick smoke began to pour from the site. "Bastard!" came
a cry from a nearby hump of people. "Shooting up billets. Where the hell are our ack-ack gunners?"
Richard could still see the Ju88. "Look out, he's coming round again, he's having another go at the airfield.” He
turned to look at Beth, and was relieved to see that she too was lying flat with her hands over her head. He
stretched out and without ceremony rolled on top of her, covering her body as best he could.
Again the roar of aero engines seemed to fill the world and there was the sound of firing. It seemed impossible
that the German would miss them, but once the Junkers had passed overhead and the sound of its engines had
faded, they were still alive. Richard raised his head.
"It's ok," he said. "Panic's over. The squareheads have gone."
He helped her to her feet, and they dusted themselves down. Beth gasped, and then fingered a long slash in the
upper arm of Richard's greatcoat, where a bullet had split the material as cleanly as a scalpel. She patted his
chest where the St Christopher medallion lay.
"None too soon," she said.
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A couple of days later 696 flew to Berlin again, and Wensdale's Lancaster unloaded six thousand pounds of
incendiaries on that city's centre. The German capital's predicted flak, heavy and accurate, hit them on the thirty
second interval between dropping the bombs and waiting for the camera to take its bombing photograph. For a
few moments all seemed lost as the Lancaster stood on first its tail and then its nose in the aftermath of the blast.
One engine stopped, but there was no major damage.
Despite the Arctic temperature in the aircraft's cockpit, Wensdale was sweating heavily before he and Todd
eventually pulled the Lancaster out of its dive, but with most of their precious altitude gone, he elected to run for
home right down at rooftop height, giving the delighted gunners the opportunity to shoot up anything German on
the way. With schoolboy shouts of glee, Brett and le Boeuf fired thousands of rounds at targets of opportunity
before the bomber struck out over the IJsselmeer and the North Sea; the crew then settled down for the long,
lonely crossing.
They encountered the English coastline at Sheringham, were able to get a good fix, and climbed to five thousand
feet. Todd was constantly scanning his gauges, looking for the first signs of trouble, but the three remaining
engines thundered away contentedly. Apart from the ugly smears of oil over the mainplanes and the ragged tears
near the dead engine's nacelle, the aircraft appeared to be undamaged.
Todd liked this part of the trip and looked forward to it. He knew that it was dangerous to take it a bit easier and
that one relaxed moment could spell disaster, but he found that once the aircraft had descended below oxygen
height and he had passed the welcome steaming coffee to Wensdale and taken his own share, he regarded the
trip as almost over.
Farleigh passed a new course to Swaldsholme and Wensdale swung the Lancaster a little more north. He
sharpened his lookout, knowing that although the night was reasonably clear, there were many other aircraft doing
exactly what he was doing.
"Pilot to crew. Keep your eyes open, chaps. No sense in a collision now."
Le Boeuf never relaxed in his turret. He had been able to focus his concentration in great force ever since one of
his gunner pals had admitted one night that he had often dozed off on the long return trip over the North Sea. The
Jamaican had found himself doing the same thing until two nights later when his friend had not returned from a
raid on Hamburg. Since then he had discovered a hidden gift for staying awake in the seclusion of the rear turret.
He saw the shape of a twin-engined aircraft quite clearly as it flitted between cloud banks below and behind the
Lancaster, and he immediately pressed his warning light and lined up his guns on the spot.
"Rear-gunner to Pilot. Unidentified aircraft behind, two thousand yards closing fast. Slightly below."
"Okay.” Wensdale hurriedly passed his coffee flask back to Todd. "Shut up everyone else. Tell me when, Piff."
Richard could hear the Jamaican's breathing on the intercom as he left his microphone switched on. "Not yet ...
not yet ... twin engines ... single tail unit … thousand five hundred ... coming closer ... thousand yards ... it's
definitely us ... five hundred ... corkscrew port, go."
Wensdale hauled the Lancaster onto one wingtip and dropped the nose sharply. Le Boeuf had expected this and
he was able to keep his sight on the other aircraft as he fired a long burst. The night tracer streaked away and to
his satisfaction passed within a wingspan of his target. He fired again, correcting his aim. The other aircraft
twisted away, showing its distinctive silhouette, and le Boeuf had a good look at it. He took the initial pressure off
his triggers and the guns stopped firing.
Le Boeuf’s sigh of relief was quite audible over the intercom. He could see now that the other aircraft did not have
the distinctive bulbous cockpit canopy of a Junkers 88 or the tell-tale large radial engines and under-belly cupola.
"All right, man, it's a Mosquito.”
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Junkers Ju88

de Havilland Mosquito

Brett in the mid-upper gun turret was just taking up the slack in his triggers, but now relaxed his grip on the gun
controls. The Lancaster levelled abruptly and the sleek RAF Mosquito came quite close alongside, its fuselage
roundels and tail markings visible in the gloom. From the bomber's cockpit they could see the other pilot behind
his side windscreen and clearly saw the man put up two fingers at them and jerk his hand backwards. Whether he
meant that he was unimpressed by Le Boeuf's marksmanship or that the Jamaican rear-gunner should have
recognised a friendly aircraft earlier, no-one could tell. Lifting a wing, the Mosquito peeled off and flew away at
incredible speed.
Wensdale and Todd exchanged glances. "Silly sod," commented Farleigh, who had seen it from the navigator's
window.
Harry Brett flipped his microphone, his Scots burr quite distinctive. "Well spotted, Piff.”
"Anything coming that close with less than four engines gets his arse shot off," replied Le Boeuf with satisfaction.
He turned his turret to and fro and rotated the gun muzzles, well content.
"Navigator to Pilot. Steer 345 for Swaldsholme," came Farleigh’s voice once the relieved chatter had died.
"Home sweet home," added Andersen, and he began to collect his equipment prior to leaving the nose. He did
not like flying in the huge Perspex nose bowl.
Wensdale called Swaldsholme on the radio telephone as soon as he could and was given immediate permission
to land. This meant that he was one of the very first aircraft back. With the engineer's assistance, he reduced
speed and lowered the undercarriage and flaps. Todd made his usual Aldis lamp check that the mainwheels were
intact and watched Wensdale carefully as he lined up the bomber ready to set it down. He had been informally
trained to fly the aircraft straight and level, but landing it was a recurring nightmare for him and something he
preferred not to think about. He had long since decided that if the crew's safety depended on him putting the
Lancaster down in one piece, they had better jump for it rather than take the risk. All the same, he admired the
easy fluency and apparent casualness with which his pilot handled the aircraft.
It was one of Wensdale's most strict rules that the gunners were to remain at their turrets until the Lancaster was
safely at dispersal, the engines shut down, and the hydraulic power off. Wensdale was afraid of being a sitting
target on landing; once committed to putting down the aircraft he had no speed or space to manoeuvre. Brett had
frequently grumbled but had never disobeyed.
This night, the discipline paid dividends. It was again Le Boeuf's powers of concentration that saved them; never
relaxing, always vigilant. He saw the long snout and huge radial engine come sweeping up behind them as the
Focke-Wulf 190 came in for the kill. Its four wing-mounted cannons sparkled and in a trice he was firing back,
followed a moment later by Brett's twin guns. Lines of 20mm and .303 tracer tangled as the Focke-Wulf juggled
for position.
The German pilot had approached from a slight angle instead of
from dead astern, and had come in rather too high, silhouetting
himself against the eastern lightening sky. The guns of the FockeWulf 190 were set a trifle high anyway, to encourage the pilots to
attack from below and thus avoid the rear gunner. His fire went
wide, scything in a fan shape over the Lancaster’s outline. He
must have been a rookie, because he did not try to abandon the
chase and make his escape once his attack had failed, but
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overshot, sliding up and high, still trying to get his sights onto the descending Lancaster.
Le Boeuf was expert in handling the turret and gun controls. He would demonstrate this proficiency whilst his
aircraft was at its dispersal, by inserting a pencil into one of the gun muzzles and as another airmen held up a stiff
card, write his name on it. The enemy aircraft presented a textbook air-gunners' shot and the Jamaican had spent
hours in the back of draughty Fairey Battles and Avro Ansons practising it. He held pressure on the triggers and
controlling the turret with great precision, raked his flaring gun muzzles mercilessly along the Focke-Wulf's
fuselage and mainplanes, seeing his tracer shells bounce off the German aircraft and quick, bright flashes as his
bullets struck.
Brett's fire also found its mark and the Focke-Wulf appeared to abruptly run out of steam. It staggered in mid-air
and lifting a wing, showed its belly to the sky before diving inverted into the ground just on the far side of the
aerodrome wire. The next instant Wensdale had the Lancaster down and slammed shut the throttles. It had all
happened so quickly that no-one had had time to say anything or even shout a warning.
"What was it, Piff?" asked Richard, collecting his parachute as the Lancaster waddled along the perimeter track.
"Bloody Focke-Wulf! Came at us on the funnels. Did you see that, man? Did you see the bastard go down?” Le
Boeuf was exultant. Here was the proof of his hours of unrelenting concentration, an enemy intruder night-fighter
destroyed in the raid's closing moments.
The intercom was alive with shouts of congratulation. At last their dispersal pan loomed out of the gloom;
Wensdale turned the bomber into it, pivoted the Lancaster neatly on its brakes and an outside engine, and nodded
to Todd who reached forward and flipped off the ignitions. The engine clamour ceased and the propellers span
freely for a few seconds before jerking into rest. “Ground/flight switch to ground,” he said, and Todd reversed the
main electrical switch, which required all electrical power for the Lancaster to come from the mobile ground battery
trolley. The gyros and instruments died.
Wensdale sat in his seat for a moment, listening to the silence. He slid back his side window. "Brakes off!" he
yelled to the airmen on the ground, who were sliding wooden chocks either side of his aircraft's wheels. Todd
leaned over and helped him unpin his straps, fold back the pilot’s armrest, and climb around the control-column,
throttle and pitch quadrants. When he was out, he stretched, flexing his knees and hips, and followed Todd and
the rest of the crew over the main spar and down the belly of the aircraft to the rear door. The ground crew never
seemed to have a step-ladder for the nose exit.
There was a crew bus, engine running, with a WAAF driver, waiting for them at the dispersal's junction with the
perimeter track. Flying-boots scraped as the crew crossed the damp concrete and clambered aboard the bus.
Wensdale could hear more engines circling and see the white beam of someone's landing light; a Lancaster flew
overhead, exhausts popping, and touched down. Already he could see another bomber turning into its final
approach.
"Come on, Skipper!"
Wensdale half-lifted a hand in acknowledgement, still lost in the reverie of having survived another raid. "Thank
God," he said, but not so loud that anyone else could hear, and tramped after his crew, releasing the constricting
parachute harness so that he could hurry and catch them up.

-- ** -- ** -The next day, rain pattered on and off over the aerodrome. Wensdale's crew and many others inspected the
remains of the crashed German intruder, but there was nothing to be seen other than a blackened pile of debris,
through which the technical experts were slowly sifting in the hope of extracting something useful. Of the pilot,
there was only a collection of pieces, which the Medical Officer had removed. Wing Commander Robertson, the
Squadron-Commander, took the grinning Le Boeuf to one side and was seen to clap him on the back and shake
his hand, so everyone came away feeling pleased.
In 1995 the local aviation archaeology group recovered the engine from the crashed German aircraft, which had
been bulldozed into a pit dug by the original RAF investigation crew. The Werke-Nummer plate and the pilot’s
wristwatch were also recovered; his body had been buried in the large German Cemetery at Cannock,
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Staffordshire. On making enquiries, the group discovered that the dead Luftwaffe pilot’s widow was still alive and,
as the watch was clearly a personal one and not Service-issue, they had it cleaned and restored before returning it
to her. She died eighteen months later and her family lawyer wrote to the group enclosing a cheque for £10,000
which she had left them in her will. They put up a memorial to the pilot and used some of the money for video
equipment and a computer. It was interesting to note that many of the Swaldsholme Association members
attended the dedication of the memorial. The local newspaper reporter asked why they had come to the memorial
service for a man who had been an enemy. One of the ex air gunners enlightened him. “It was always the
aeroplane we were shooting at, not the man,” he said.
Richard spent a couple of hours with Farleigh, studying wind, drift and compass bearings. After lunch, they had
nothing to do. Wensdale put them though baling-out and dinghy drill and then produced a crate of beer, which
they shared with the ground crew. This was strictly against regulations so with one man keeping a careful watch
outside, the seven flyers and five ground crew squashed into the tiny shanty hut which the men on the ground had
built out of scrounged timber and galvanised sheeting.
With the rain gone and the sky clearing, Richard found himself hanging round the administration site, trying to find
an excuse to go in and see Beth. He couldn't think of one, and his feet carried him all round the technical site but
always along the path between the main stores and the Station Headquarters. It wasn't until the fifth or sixth
circuit that he had any luck. Beth came out of the door and he quickened his pace to catch her up.
"Going somewhere?"
She turned. "Oh, there you are. I've been watching you doing circuits and bumps for the last twenty minutes."
"Oh, well, there's no need to rub it in."
Beth laughed. "I haven't got anything important on," she said, holding up empty hands. "I'd hoped to bump into
you. Can you get away? Can you borrow a bike? I've got one, we can go for a ride."
Richard was surprised at her delight in the idea. "Wizard, a bike's no problem.” There were hundreds on the
aerodrome; you just took the nearest, rode it to where you wanted to go, and left it. Someone else would soon
ride it away, but there was always another one.
"I've got a couple of little jobs to do but I'm off at two thirty.” She inclined her head at a beribboned officer striding
towards them. "Look out, here comes the Groupie. Meet me at the bottom of the hill? Where the road forks?"
"Okay. I'll be there. It might rain again, you know."
"I don't care," said Beth over her shoulder as she walked away, throwing up an impossibly perfect salute at the
Group Captain.
For a while it looked as if the Squadron might fly that night, but the Tannoy remained quiet. By two in the
afternoon it was obvious that there was to be no operation, and the tension around the Mess and billets visibly
evaporated. Richard had no trouble in obtaining a bicycle and armed with a pass approved by Wensdale and
countersigned by the flight-commander, cycled casually out of the main gate and freewheeled down the hill
towards the crossroads above the railway station. It was late October, but autumn was having a final fling, and it
wasn't cold. Beth had an excellent sense of the proprieties to be observed whilst on the aerodrome, and was
waiting for him.
"Do you want to go anywhere special?"
Richard shook his head. "Not bothered. Leave it up to you."
"Right. There's a river and mill about four miles away, but it's worth the ride. Watch out! I do a lot of cycling back
home. You'll have to keep up."
"Try me.” Beth laughed, and set off. Seeing after five minutes that he was having no trouble in staying with her,
she increased the pace. For the first time he could consciously remember, Richard was glad of the severity of the
PT instructors who had yelled at and bullied him over months of initial and basic training, because he was able to
keep up without feeling strained. After thirty minutes' brisk ride in a general easterly direction, Beth turned off the
main road and cycled into a grass track.
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"We'll have to walk a little way," she said. "It's across a meadow."
"Doesn't the farmer mind?"
Beth took off her uniform hat and vigorously shook her hair free. "Oh, I shouldn't think so. I had quite a chat with
him the other day. His son's on Halifaxes, up at 51 Squadron at Snaith. He doesn't use the mill any more, so he
doesn't mind if anyone wants to have a look over it. Quite a few of the fishing types come down here. It's
supposed to be good for pike."
"Do you mind if I hold your hand?"
"I thought you'd never ask."
Richard had never seen her with her hair loose; she had much longer hair, blonde and soft-looking, than it seemed
possible to crush under the official headgear. "You look quite different with your hair like that," he said, trying to
manoeuvre so that he could catch what sunlight there was through her hair.
"What do you like doing? How did you fill your time back home?"
"It's a popular misconception," said Richard with amusement, "that a chef spends most of him time supervising
others and tasting all the best food. I really didn't have very much time after I'd finished work to do anything in
particular."
"But Jersey? Isn't it supposed to be a holiday island?"
"Yes, but mostly for the visitors, not the native population.” He helped her over a stile. The mill with its lake lay
before them, quiet, tranquil, tall trees along all sides of the water blocking off the view. At the far end of the lake
the disused mill sat athwart the stream. "Come on," called Beth. "It's an interesting place. Let's have a look
round."
The old stone built mill sat squarely over the chattering water, which had been dammed and split into two. One
torrent spat itself through the trough which had provided power to the mill wheel, and the other, much deeper
channel cruised more placidly into the lake. Inside, the machinery had been left, with the huge gear wheels
cobwebbed and rusty with disuse. Richard and Beth climbed the ladders to the top storey. There was no glass in
the windows, but the view was worth the climb. Beth moved up to the window; Richard put his arms round her
waist and buried his nose in her hair.
"Mmm, you smell nice."
"It's standard carbolic from the WAAFery."
"Well, it's you anyway. I will always think of you when I smell WAAF carbolic soap."
"After the war?"
"I'm not thinking that far ahead, Beth."
"But - supposing you did? What will you do? And how did you get out of Jersey?"
"I had some help, and that's all I can tell you. Afterwards - I don't know. I may stay on the mainland, I may go
back home. It all depends."
"Wensdale's a good pilot."
"Yes, he is. In fact the whole crew's the best I've seen. That Le Boeuf, he's a real character. You should see him
when he's had a few and gets his hands on a piano. But what about you? What are your plans?"
"Oh, that's easy. I'm going to meet a rich handsome man and retire to a life of ease in the countryside."
"That counts me out then."
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Beth considered. "I can scrub by without the rich," she said coyly, and, putting her hands over his, lifted them to
the shape of her breasts. Richard, astonished, could feel little through her uniform, but the intimacy thrilled him.
She stayed still for a moment, then turned round, and he kissed her. "Let's try and get away for a day," he
suggested. "We can go into Scunthorpe or Grimsby, see a picture or something."
"The picture sounds ok. But I'm not sure about the something."
"You're a minx, Beth Andrews."
"One does one's modest best."
"Come on, let's go. It'll be getting dark soon and I haven't a light for my bike. I don't want to run into a service
policeman."

-- ** -- ** -As the airmen were being driven out to the various dispersal points in preparation for boarding and checking over
their aircraft, a staff car drew up and stopped alongside Wing Commander Robertson’s Lancaster. Seeing that the
vehicle was displaying the Group Captain’s pennant, Robertson detached himself from the rest of his crew and
quickly donning his cap, walked over to the car, saluting as his senior officer emerged. Group Captain Winchester
returned the salute and indicated that they move out of the driver’s hearing.
“Barry, I’ve a special job for you.”
Robertson nodded. He had in the past been briefed to make extra circuits of a target to observe bombing
accuracy, take additional photographs and so on, reporting back to the Intelligence Officer, and expected to be
asked to do something similar again for this operation.
Winchester beckoned to the staff car and a figure climbed out. As he approached, Robertson was astounded to
see that although he was wearing a standard parachute harness and pack over everything else, he was armed to
the teeth with grenades, a Sten gun, bandoliers of ammunition draped over him, an evil-looking combat knife
strapped his upper left arm and a Webley .455 heavy calibre pistol at his right waist. Foreign-looking peasant
clothing showed under the harness and weaponry, and the man’s face was tanned dark, with several day’s
unshaved beard. Robertson nodded a welcome, but received no response.
“This man,” continued Winchester, “will go in your aircraft and – believe it or not – he’s going to jump out over the
target.”
Robertson gaped and cast a worried eye at the unscheduled passenger “He’ll be amongst the flak and falling
bombs.”
“Yes, he knows all that, I’ve told him. And – Barry – this never happened, all right?”
“Yes, of course, sir. I’ll put him on the rest bunk and get the wireless-operator to help him when the time comes.”
“Good man. Thank you.” Robertson saluted again, Winchester returned it and was driven off.
“You’d better come with me and I’ll show you what to do.” The passenger nodded. “It’s going to be damn cold
sitting in the aircraft, whilst you wait, I’m afraid.”

-- ** -- ** -Wensdale’s Zombie ran into heavy predicted flak on the long haul between crossing the Dutch coast and the run
up to Berlin. "Sod," said the pilot over the intercom as the bright explosions formed themselves into a curtain
ahead of them. There was enough pale starlight to see the occasional bomber flying in the main stream of
aircraft. "I thought the flak over the coast was quiet tonight. The Jerries have moved the guns again."
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Richard, following the by now usual procedure, unplugged himself from the intercom and oxygen and moving to
the astrodome, reconnected himself. From there he could see the flak bursts and searchlights. One probing
beam found a bomber and in a few seconds there was a quartet of searchlights holding the aircraft. It turned and
dived, climbed and twisted, but the flak began to burst closer and closer. Wensdale lifted a wingtip and banked
away in the opposite direction and a few seconds later the tormented aircraft popped into a fiery ball, which the
searchlights followed briefly; then they waved crazily as if celebrating the victory before continuing their search.
"Rear-gunner to pilot. Unidentified enemy aircraft on port side, high."
"Okay, Piff. Mid-upper, look the other way."
"Right, skip."
"What's he doing, rear-gunner?"
"It's a 110. Hey, he's just sat there, man. Shall I give him a burst?"
"Can you see anything on the other side, Harry?"
"Not a thing, skip, but can you drop the wing?"
The Lancaster tilted steeply as Wensdale leaned on the ailerons. The German night fighters would often work in
pairs, one providing a distraction whilst the other delivered the attack.
"Can't see anything, skip."
"Leave him, Piff. Unless he attacks. Maybe he's not seen us."
Richard could see the German aircraft, the square lines and twin rudders of a Messerschmitt 110 night fighter. He
could even see the array of radar aerials protruding from its nose, and the long range tanks under each wing. It
flew on, making slight course corrections and jockeying position; this odd behaviour rang a faint alarm bell in
Richard's brain, but it was a few seconds before the idea crystallised.
"Wireless-operator to bomb aimer. I think that night-fighter's after one of our boys, Tony. Can you see anything
ahead he might be having a go at?"
"Bomb aimer here. There's one or two or our chaps up ahead, it could be any of them."
"Pilot to gunners. Get ready, but don't fire unless I give you the word. Bomb aimer, man the front turret.”
Wensdale wouldn't use the Lancaster as either a fighter or an intruder; nor would he deliberately give away his
position to an enemy aircraft which would otherwise not have seen him. But he obviously intended to open fire if
the German attacked one of the other bombers. Peering forward and then aft, Richard saw his aircraft's guns
swing over towards the German.
The 110 climbed suddenly and manoeuvred sharply, bringing it outlined against the starlight. One of the patches
of darkness between the stars took shape between the wandering searchlight beams and slowly developed into
the silhouette of a Halifax. Once Richard realised that it was not merely dark sky but the shape of an aircraft, he
could pick out the shape of the other bomber and the dull red flare of its exhausts.
"Wireless-operator to pilot. He's having a go at one of our boys -"
The 110's upward firing cannon blazed abruptly, lighting up the whole of the underside of the Halifax with an eerie
green glow. Richard quite clearly saw the 110's cannon shells rip and explode along the underside of the
starboard wing and immediately the other bomber was streaming burning petrol.
"Fire fire fire!" yelled Wensdale from the cockpit.
Andersen, Brett and le Boeuf all fired simultaneously. Eight lines of .303 tracer streaked across the black divide
and converged on the 110. The effect was like a garden hose playing on a moth. The night-fighter shuddered
violently, ceased firing, and wallowed downwards. One engine gushed flame and it slewed crazily away, losing
height rapidly, and then turned over. A parachute came out, and then it was lost to sight. The Halifax trundled
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along, flames pouring from the ruptured wing tanks, and five parachutes tumbled away before the wing ripped off
and it fell over into its final dive.
"Well done, gunners!"
"Fighter, fighter, corkscrew starboard, go!"
A tremendously loud clattering came from just behind the astrodome. In an instant the interior of the Lancaster
was clouded with smoke.
"Aaargh! I'm hit, I'm hit!"
"Down under the starboard wing, Harry!"
The rear-gunner's Brownings hammered. "Yours, Harry! I can't get on him! He's underneath!"
Wensdale was rolling the opposite way and had blocked off the rear-gunner's field of fire. Cannon shells pierced
the bomb bay floor and shredded the decking by Richard's feet as he wrapped his arms round the vertical
stanchion near his table. Sparks flew from his wireless set and something caught fire. "Skip, skip, I've lost
hydraulic power," called the mid-upper. Another burst of shell hits, this time further aft, lit up the rear section and
Richard could see the tail spar and the Elsan lavatory quite clearly. Hydraulic fluid was running in small rivulets
along the top of the bomb bay and pouring into the belly by the H2S radar dome. Even as Richard watched,
hanging on for life, a shell burst nearby and the oil caught fire. Immediately the mid-upper turret was engulfed.
"Pilot to bomb-aimer. Jettison, jettison."
Smoke was thickening aft of the cockpit. As the Lancaster lifted, free of the bombload, clouds of acrid smoke
rolled along the roof and began to choke up the fuselage. Richard, finding to his surprise that he was unhurt,
reached through the smoke and twisted the handle on the escape hatch over his table. The small hatch
immediately vanished into the night, and the screaming slipstream began to suck out the smoke. The aircraft was
diving, but the firing seemed to have stopped. He slammed his dangling intercom plug into the socket at his table,
but his headphones were dead.
Do I bale out or not? he thought. I haven't a clue.
There was an extinguisher in its bracket just near the main fuse panel. Flames were licking hungrily at the
ammunition tanks which fed the rear turret. These lay on both sides of the fuselage above the bomb bay and
flames also danced round the racking where the drift floats and flares were stowed. Richard frantically triggered
the extinguisher and played its jet on the fires nearest the ammunition tanks. He needed both hands to work the
extinguisher and as the aircraft shuddered through the sky he lost his footing on the oil-slippery deck and fell in a
heap over the accumulators.
He rolled almost on top of the flames and squirted the last of the extinguisher's contents onto the metal decking
under the tanks. The fire died down. Depending on the thick flying-jacket to protect him from the heat, he rolled
directly over the smoking oil and put out the last of the creeping flames. This made the smoke worse, so he
yanked the quick release handle over the aft top escape hatch.
The smoke began to thin more appreciably and not knowing whether or not the floor was safe, he made his way
cautiously forwards until he could see into the cockpit. Wensdale and Todd were struggling with the controls. Half
of the instruments seemed shattered. Farleigh was lying on the floor. It was impossible to tell if he was badly hurt
or not.
"Skipper! What do you want me to do?" he yelled as loudly as he could over the roar of the engines.
"Richard! I was afraid you'd had it! Can you see to Stan? He's caught a packet. I don't know how bad he is."
"Can you hold her?"
"Yes, I think so. We've lost the bombs and we're in cloud. I'm heading back east-north-east until I can work out a
proper course."
"How bad's the aircraft?"
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"One engine gone and the rudders are funny, but she's holding height."
Richard ripped out one of the emergency first aid kits from its stowage and knelt on the deck by the navigator. He
was breathing, but there was no sign of a wound. Richard felt carefully all over Farleigh's body but could not find
anything obviously wrong, although when he took his hands away, he had blood showing darkly on his fingers.
Not knowing what to do, he took out one of the morphine syringes and pulling aside Farleigh's flying-jacket, jabbed
the needle in the navigator's shoulder and squeezed the syringe. There was no apparent effect, and Richard tried
again to find the wound, without success.
"Stan's losing some blood - I can't find out where from - but he seems to be out. I've given him morphia."
"Okay. What's happening aft?"
"There was a fire, but I managed to put it out."
"What about Harry and Piff?"
“I'll have a look."
"Take it easy," Wensdale yelled. "She doesn't feel all together back there."
Richard nodded. "What about oxygen? Shall I put a portable set on Stan?"
"No, no need. We're low enough to manage without."
"I'll report back when I've had a look aft."
"Okay. Take a torch with you."
The rushing slipstream had sucked out a lot of the smoke but the floor was running with hydraulic oil and
incredibly slippery. Richard half-walked and half-slithered from handhold to handhold backwards from the cockpit,
past his shattered wireless station, and over the main spar. He could see one of Brett's flying-boots dangling from
the bottom of the mid-upper turret, and on the decking underneath was a dark puddle which might have been
hydraulic fluid, but wasn't.
Brett was lolling quite limply on the clip-on saddle which comprised the mid-upper gunner's seat. There were a
dozen wicked rents in the fuselage side and turret wall where shells and splinters had pierced the metal. Spent
.303 cartridge cases from the turret's ruptured catch bags littered the deck, making Richard's progress even more
unsteady.
"Harry! Harry! Are you ok?"
The well of the turret was level with Richard's chest. He reached out and touched the dangling boot, then recoiled
with horror. The foot was almost completely severed. Brett's tibia and fibula were shattered; but there was almost
no bleeding. Richard was not a fool. He knew that Brett was probably already dead, but he managed to get his
shoulder under the gunner's seat and raise it just enough to release the catch; then supporting the man's weight
carefully, eased him out of the turret and down onto the oil and blood-soaked floor.
Brett's eyes opened. "Richard, mate."
"You just keep still, Harry, whilst I get you fixed up."
"Let me die in peace, Richard, I've had it."
"Does it hurt?"
Brett nodded. "Like hell," he said. "I stopped a couple in the belly, I think. Worse than NAAFI gravy.” He
managed a slow grin.
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"I'll be back as quick as I can," said Richard and came back with another first aid kit. Remembering what very
basic first-aid training the crew had received, he bared Brett’s shoulder and slid in two of the morphine needles.
"Any better?" he asked.
Brett's eyes began to glaze. "Yes," he said, and his eyes focussed on a point in the far distance. “I can hear the
pipes,” he whispered. “It’s the Black Bear. I’m going home.” He smiled, and Richard stayed for the couple of
minutes it took for him to die. When he was sure, he picked up the torch and made his way further aft to the rear
turret, dreading what he would find. But once he had clambered into the tiny space between the tail spar and the
rear turret and hammered on the doors, he was relieved to see that not only did the Jamaican have hydraulic
power to his turret, but he was apparently uninjured.
"Can you stay with it, Piff? We need a pair of eyes at the back here."
"Yes, man, okay! What's going on?"
"We got shot up, but the skipper's got it under control. We've jettisoned and turned back."
"Okay. Is everyone all right?"
Richard shook his head. "Harry's had it, but I think everyone else is okay. Stan's out but I don't think he's too
bad."
"Okay. Just send someone to tell me if you gonna bale out, eh?"
"You bet."
"My emergency light isn't working. Tell the skipper if there's an attack I'll fire my guns and expect him to take
evasive action in the other direction to where I fire. The turret's working okay, tell him."
"Right! Are you hit?"
The Jamaican shook his head. "No, I'm all right.” His wide grin showed all his teeth. "Like I said - the Jerries can't
see me!"
Richard thumped him on the shoulder and the turret doors slid shut. He clambered back over the tail spar and up
over the bomb bay, dragging Brett's body onto the rest bunk. Then he checked that the fires really were out, and
seeing that the wireless set was completely shattered, did not bother to try it. Up in the cockpit, things seemed to
be under control. Farleigh was still lying on the floor, but was breathing regularly and Richard hauled him aft
where there was more room. Having found the hole in his flying-jacket where a splinter had penetrated, he eased
the jacket aside and pushed a field dressing directly over the wound and then zipped the jacket up as tightly as he
could.
Leaving Farleigh in as comfortable a position as possible, Richard returned to the cockpit. He was relieved to see
that Wensdale and Todd were sharing out coffee from a flask and that Andersen's face was peering up from the
bomb-aimer's station.
"How's it look, Richard?" Wensdale yelled.
"Harry's had it, but Piff's all right. He says that the turret's working but his emergency light won't flash. If there's
an attack he says he'll start shooting and can you corkscrew the other way, so he knows which way to fire."
"Well done, Richard. How's Stan?"
"He doesn't seem too bad, the jab seems to have done its stuff. I found the wound and put a dressing on it, inside
his jacket. I think he'll be all right once we get down."
"Can you give me a course? Any chance of a bearing?"
"The set's done for. Can you give me a rough idea of where we are?"
"Over north-east Holland. Course 295, speed 180, altitude seven thousand. I can't get any higher and I don't
want to go lower, I want some space to manoeuvre and in case we have to jump."
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"How's the aircraft?"
"Not too bad. We've lost one engine but the others seem ok. But the rudders are getting worse and we're running
a bit low on petrol. We've had a tank holed I think. Some of the instruments are out, and the hydraulics are
dodgy. I don't know if we can get the flaps and wheels down or not."
"We can blow compressed air into the hydraulic system and get the wheels down," Todd added. "But there may
not be enough pressure left afterwards for the flaps and brakes. We won't know until we've tried it."
"Okay. I'll see if I can work out a course. Stan's maps are still there."
"Good show. We'll keep going on 295 until I hear from you or I get a landmark on something."
"Any coffee spare?"
"Here.” Todd passed over the vacuum flask and Richard could see that a couple of inches remained. "Thanks,"
he said. "I'll come and give you a course as soon as I can."
On the navigator's table, Farleigh's charts, equipment and pencilled notes were intact, held down by elastic straps.
Richard drank the coffee and forced himself to concentrate. He was aware of a dull smarting down his right thigh,
but a trial rub made it worse. He could find no holes in his battle dress, so ignored the sensation.
As the Lancaster bellowed its way over occupied Holland and Wensdale picked his way between the searchlight
beams, Richard gave thanks for the hours he had spent at Farleigh's elbow, learning how to plot a simple course
against known variables such as wind and air speed. Farleigh had maintained his usual meticulous log and by
careful examination of the entries made earlier in the flight, Richard was able to see how the wind had changed
from the meteorological prediction. Fifteen minutes' careful plotting and cross-checking gave him the information
he needed.
As he left his seat and stood up he felt the Lancaster being manoeuvred from side to side. He pulled aside the
blackout curtain between the navigator's desk and the cockpit and passed through. Wensdale was banking the
bomber one way and then the next, trying to slip through an alley left between several sets of searchlights. He
had almost passed by when a roving beam illuminated the starboard wingtip and instantly the beam had them,
dazzling, overpowering. Wensdale threw up his gauntleted hand to peek through his fingers against the glare.
"Full power, engineer!"
Todd slammed the throttles forward and raised the pitch levers. The three Merlins howled in delight and the
aircraft responded sharply, rolling almost vertical as the pilot tipped the wings up and then applied opposite rudder,
allowing the Lancaster to slide almost sideways down the beam. It was a difficult manoeuvre, especially in an
aircraft with poor rudder control, but Wensdale's experience and flying skill told. The searchlight followed the
Lancaster too slowly, and at the same moment came the staccato rattle of Le Boeuf's Brownings. Long lines of
.303 tracer streaked down the beam and it went out.
"Cut power, engineer!"
By reducing the power to minimum, Wensdale strangled the engines' noise. He let the Lancaster wallow sloppily
to two thousand feet and then nodded his head. Todd eased open the throttles and Wensdale re-trimmed. They
were through. Now all that was below was the icy cold of the North Sea.
"Skip," said Richard as soon as Wensdale had sat back in his seat, "steer 287 degrees magnetic. That's a direct
course for home. We pass over the coast at Cromer, we ought to see that all right. If it gets bad we can put down
at Woodbridge. What do you think?"
"Let's go home," shouted Wensdale, and pushing up his flying-helmet, ran his leather clad hand over his forehead.
He left behind a dark streak. "Skipper, let me look at your hand," said Todd urgently.
"I seem to have been hit," Wensdale said. "It hurts like buggery. See what you can do, but don't give me a shot. I
can cope with it.” He held out his arm and the engineer eased away the gauntlet. Under it was a silk glove and
that was bright with blood.
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"Bleeding Jerries," Andersen shouted up from the nose compartment. "Just 'cos we dropped a few mouldy
bombs on 'em, they shoot up the Skipper.” He was obviously severely annoyed.
Richard carefully cut away the silk glove as the engineer supported Wensdale's arm. There was a deep hole the
size of a shilling piece in the fleshy part of Wensdale's hand, near the little finger. There was no corresponding
exit hole, and the flak fragment which had done the damage was evidently still embedded. Blood ran steadily from
the wound.
"I can dress this, Skip, but it'll make it hard to move, and you may not be able to get your glove back on
afterwards."
"I can hardly move it anyway, but I think you'd better put something on it. Toddy can help me with the controls."
A medium field dressing covered the hole and Richard bound it. To his relief, the bleeding stopped, but with the
bulk of the dressing it was impossible to get Wensdale's glove back on. "Don't bother," the pilot said. "I'll keep it
still. I can fly the aircraft with one hand as long as someone can work the rest of the gear. Did we lose all the
load, bomb aimer?"
Andersen nodded. "Yes, I had a look through the window in the nose. We'd be all right for a belly landing."
"What about petrol?"
"I think we'll do, Skip. We can certainly get over the drink, and after that if it looks bad we can lob down
anywhere."
"Okay. Let's press on. Bomb aimer, check for landfall, wireless-operator, tell him when we should be crossing the
coast."
Richard recalculated the position and asked for a small course correction which brought them over the tip of
Norfolk. Wensdale and Todd held a brief conference and they decided not to land at the emergency field at
Woodbridge but to press on for Swaldsholme. Another ten minutes' flying and they were over Lincolnshire; he
prepared red Very cartridges in the flare pistol and returned to the nose.
The night was quite clear, the ground visible; they were now at fifteen hundred feet. Wensdale flew a straight
course for Swaldsholme and approached from the south, aiming for the long runway which ran almost north-south
through the aerodrome.
"Okay, chaps. This is it. If the undercart won't go down, I think we'll turn her out to sea and jump.” He nodded at
Todd, who held up crossed fingers and yanked the handle of the compressed-air bottle. The Zombie's
mainwheels slowly creaked down and two green lights appeared on the instrument panel.
"Thank God for that," said Wensdale.
"What's it to be, skip? Flaps or brakes?"
Wensdale was faced with an evil choice. Without flaps, he had to land at a much higher speed than usual and the
extra strain might break the already wounded Lancaster's back; but he would have some brake pressure with
which to stop the aircraft. On the other hand he could pump the flaps down and hope that he could land early
enough on the runway to be able to stop before he ran out of concrete.
"Give me fifteen degrees of flap, engineer, and let me know if there's any pressure left.” The Lancaster's nose rose
as the flaps went down, and then stopped abruptly.
"Sorry, skip, that's all the pressure there is."
"Richard, get Piff up front. Bomb aimer, go with him. Engineer, I need you here to handle the throttles. I'll rock
the wings when I'm on the funnels; fire the red flare then and get to your crash positions."
"Right you are, Skip. Good luck."
As he returned to the rear turret Richard could feel the bomber descending. He hammered again on the turret
doors and immediately Le Boeuf had them open. "Come on, Piff, get out. We're landing."
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"Bloody good, man. I thought as much. Sure didn't want to jump at this altitude."
They clambered back over the bomb bay and as they reached the main spar they felt the wings rock. Andersen
reached up and triggered the Very pistol. That would make sure that an ambulance was ready for them. Now the
Lancaster's engines were reducing power, the bomber jockeying about as the pilot came dragging in from miles
back in their attempt to touch down as early as possible.
Richard and the two others pressed themselves up against the main spar and they all held on to Farleigh. He
remembered to grip a gauntlet between his teeth to stop him biting his tongue in case of a severe landing and
motioned the others to do the same. The rocking of the wings and occasional bursts of power, lifts and descents,
seemed to go on for ever. Never had Richard felt so helpless, so divorced from what was being done to him, so
unable to influence his fate.
Wensdale's a bloody good pilot, he thought, a bloody good pilot - and remembering Beth's medallion, ripped open
his collar and held the little St Christopher in his clenched fist. The engines ceased their roar and for a couple of
seconds there was the agonising sound of the slipstream shrieking over the open escape hatches and the
Lancaster's perforated skin. Then came a good, solid bump, the familiar sensation of the rippled concrete runway
under the tyres, and the raucous crackle of the exhaust stubs as the power was taken right off.
Wensdale's skill in flying the bomber had not deserted him. Helped enormously by the recently installed Ground
Position Indicator lights on the runway, which showed him red or yellow if too low or high, and green if his angle of
approach was correct, he had held the Lancaster in the tunnel-like effect of the green lights and brought the
aircraft to earth in the first fifty feet of runway, trundling to a stop with a third of the available space left. He turned
the battered Lancaster off at the first available dispersal pan and signalled to the engineer to cut the ignitions.
"Ground flight to ground."
"Bloody good show, skip!"
"Are they all right aft?"
Andersen appeared from around the curtain. "We're fine. Bloody good landing, skipper!"
A brace of ambulances and the fire engine pulled up alongside. The MO and his attendants ran round to the side
hatch and were directed up to the rest bunk. "I'm sorry, but your gunner's had it," said the MO to Richard. "Let's
have a look at the other fellow.” He examined Farleigh quickly and nodded. "Yes, you did the right thing,
Sergeant. Bloody fine job actually, stopped the bleeding a treat. Let's get him out and I can have a proper look."
Wensdale would not let his wound be treated until Farleigh was en route for the sick bay. "I'm all right," he
insisted, cradling his wounded hand. "I tell you, I don't feel a thing. It's sort of gone numb."
"Come on, Sergeant. In the bloody ambulance. I want to give you all the once over."
"I'm all right, really -"
"Get in and don't argue."
Richard shrugged. "Oh, all right, if you insist," he said, feeling that the MO was being over dramatic; but when one
of the attendants cut away the leg of his battledress trousers, the skin underneath was angry red. "All right, is it?"
said the MO. "Sick bay for you, me lad. How did you do this, anyway? It looks like a burn."
"I, er, put out a fire."
"You did, eh? Don't they give you types extinguishers to put fires out with?"
"It ran out. I had to roll on top of the fire."
The MO raised his eyebrows and smiled. "Well next time," he said in a mock serious tone, "find a bloody fire
blanket, will you?"
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-- ** -- ** -"The Squadron Commander will see you now, Sergeant."
Richard knocked, went in, and saluted.
"Brown, is it?” Robertson, the Squadron Commander, a short tough-looking man who looked as if he ate fools for
breakfast, was looking pleased. "Come in, have a seat."
"Thank you, sir."
"That was a bloody good show you put up last night, Brown."
"It was a team effort, but thank you, sir."
"You'll be pleased to hear that the other chaps are all right. Farleigh's been sent to hospital, but he'll be back in a
week or so. Wensdale's doing fine. I'm sorry about your mid-upper."
"Yes, poor old Harry. He and Piff Le Boeuf had shot down a fighter between them, earlier on."
"Yes, Le Boeuf told me. He says to put in the report that Sergeant Brett shot it down on his own. I have said as
much in the letter I sent to his parents."
Richard nodded. "That sounds like Piff. I'll go along with that, sir; good idea."
"The engineering officer says that you put out a fire in the aircraft. How did that happen?"
"We'd been hit amidships, it was another fighter. Hydraulic oil caught fire round the rear turret's ammo tanks and
the flare racking. I took one of the extinguishers and put it out. I had to, to be able to get to the mid-upper. I didn't
know he'd had it."
"The MO says that you rolled on top of the fire when the extinguisher was exhausted."
Richard shrugged. "It was nearly out by then, sir."
Robertson stood up. "So whilst a hydraulic fire was raging around the ammunition tanks and flares, you managed
to put it out and with complete disregard for your own safety, recover the body of the mid-upper gunner - who you
did not know was already dead - and then carry a message to the rear gunner, who was uninjured?"
"I never really thought about it, sir. I had to put the fire out or we might have blown up."
"I've had a look at the damage," Robertson went on. "The fire had burned right through into the belly - did you
know?"
"I couldn't see that well in the darkness, sir. Anyway it seemed like a good idea to put the fire out. The flares were
right by the flames, and the skipper had told me that the aircraft was a bit dodgy aft. I thought that any more
damage to the structure might break her back, so I couldn't let the flares explode."
"A bit dodgy aft?" said Robertson in surprise. "That's an understatement ... and then," he went on, walking in front
of his desk and sitting on the edge to look directly at Richard, "you administered emergency first aid to the
navigator and then calculated the aircraft's position and worked out a course which was not only correct but which
brought you bang over the landfall you'd given?"
"Er, yes, I suppose so. Flying Officer Farleigh had taught me some navigation."
"When was this?"
"Oh, weeks ago, sir. We spent quite a long time on it."
"How much time?"
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"A dozen or so evenings when we weren't flying, sir, and we did practice navigation on a couple of test flights. The
skipper liked everyone to have a go at something else, so I asked if I could see about some simple navigation. It
was just a precaution, sir."
"I'm recommending you for an immediate DFM."
Richard gulped. "No, really, sir, it wasn't -"
Robertson stood up and glowered. "And if you won't accept it, I'm having you posted."
"Well, sir. Thank you. I'm honoured.” Robertson held out his hand and Richard shook it. "I'd like you to think
about a commission," he went on. "You're an educated man, Brown. And I see from your record that you could
have had a commission much earlier on? As a matter of fact, Flight Lieutenant Wensdale has already spoken to
me about it, and recommended you; I'd certainly look favourably on your application."
"I'll think about it, sir. Thank you."
"Look, your crew is going to be out of action for a week at least, probably two. How about seven days' leave?"
Richard shook his head. "I've nowhere to go," he said.
"If you stay here I'll have to put you in as a spare bod with any crew who needs you," Robertson added. "I think
you could do with a rest. See here, Wensdale told me about that WAAF Corporal of yours. Suppose I could fix
seven days' leave for her as well? That change your mind?"
"I - er - well, you see, sir, it's like this. That is, er, things haven't gone that far between us, if you see what I mean,
sir."
Robertson's eyebrows knitted together. "Bloody hell, Sergeant, this is war, man. You can't hang about in times
like these. Go and bloody well ask her, will you?” He lifted his internal phone. "Harrowby? Get me Squadron
Officer Preston on the phone at once.” He lifted his eyes off the receiver and winked broadly at Richard.
"You still here? Go and find that Corporal, that's an order, Sergeant."
Richard grinned. "Yes, sir," he said, saluted, and almost ran out.
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Chapter 11 : Union and Reunion
On the Saturday of the Reunion, Alan and Faye left home mid-morning and arrived in Brigg in time for lunch. The
proprietors of the small but cheerful guest house remembered him; they gave them a bright, sunny room
overlooking the local park. The wooden framed double bed with its old-fashioned and gaily coloured quilt
occupied most of the available space. There was a tiny ensuite with shower, a wardrobe, two chairs, and a
bedside chest of drawers.
Their plan to share the room had not been discussed after the initial decision had been agreed. Faye had twice
said that she was looking forward to the evening; but their physical intimacy had not developed further. Alan,
suddenly and unaccountably embarrassed by the presence of the double bed, made an excuse and disappeared
downstairs whilst she changed out of her riding clothes.
Faye found this vastly amusing. She had no qualms about sleeping with him, but could not resist twisting his tail a
little about it. She understood that his badly concealed uncertainty was nothing to do with himself, but only a
concern for her own welfare. Whilst this served to convince her that she was doing the right thing, her carefully
maintained placid acceptance of the train of events and its final outcome was beginning to show some sign of
strain.
She was at pains to be cheerful throughout the afternoon, as they walked about the town. "What's this do tonight
going to be like?" she asked him, as they sat eating ice cream in the late afternoon sun.
"Well, the first one I went to, I was grilled for an hour and a half," said Alan, grinning at the recollection.
"Grilled? What do you mean?"
"I was introduced to the Committee; there were five of them, all very pleasant, all former Squadron types. They
took me into one of the small rooms in this hotel we're going to tonight, and they - I suppose the only word for it is interrogated me."
"What? Asked you questions, you mean? What about?"
"They were general at first. How did I get involved with Bomber Command, generalities about aircraft and
equipment. After that it got a bit heavier, such as asking me very carefully phrased questions about where so and
so Squadron was based, or who was 696 Squadron Commander was on such and such a raid. Never the same
topic for more than two or three questions in a row, so you couldn't relax. I was damn glad that I'd spent the week
before with my head in the reference books."
"What was the point?"
"Oh, to see if I knew my stuff, to see if I was a dabbler. They don't like dabblers. And," he went on meaningfully,
"they don't like big heads either. It's sometimes very difficult to stay between the two extremes, especially when
you're under that kind of pressure. I held my own for an hour and then it got quite tricky."
"How so?"
"They'd slip in some comment which I knew was wrong. So did I pick them up on it and maybe come over as a
big head, or let it go, and make them think I didn't know the real truth of it?"
"What did you do?"
"I'd been told how to cope with this early on by a fellow who'd been doing it for years before I came on the scene.
He said the best thing to do was to let it go for a minute; but as soon as there's a pause in the conversation, say
something like 'Hey, just a moment, I seem to remember that so and so was on a different squadron at that time:
but maybe I'm mistaken...' and treat it that way. Anyway, this tactic worked fine. They caught me on some things
of course, but on the whole I thought I did quite well."
"What happened in the end?"
"Oh, after an hour and a half there was a definite end to the questions. Actually, questions is putting it too
strongly. It was like a group of hard core enthusiasts having a very deep discussion, except that I was expected to
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do most of the talking. Anyway, this fellow who was the President hadn't been introduced, but on the underside of
the pewter tankard he was drinking from, was the inscription "To Jumbo, Engineer Leader, 106 Squadron, from
the Boys.” It was purely a fluke that I saw it of course, but I said straight to his face, 'Come on then Jumbo, never
mind your time on 696 Squadron, tell me about 106 Squadron at Syerston' and his eyes stuck out like organ
stops. Syerston was a lucky guess, it could have been Metheringham or Sturgate; but I was right. He looked me
straight in the eye and said 'Young man, you know your stuff. I'll buy you a drink.' After that everything was fine."
"You are the most amazing person I ever met in my whole life," replied Faye, looking at Alan's face. "I'm really
looking forward to tonight."

-- ** -- ** -Alan didn't really enjoy Squadron Reunions. On a night when most of the 696 men were intent on renewing old
friendships and letting off some steam, it was not a good time for deep conversation or gentle, tactful probing into
their past. Accepted by now as unofficial Squadron historian, Alan felt an obligation to the men to be present; he
had to be content with meeting some of the men he had corresponded with and collecting more names and
addresses.
The Reunion was the usual popular format. A semi-formal meal or sometimes a buffet; a brief welcoming speech
from the Association President; a guest speaker - on this occasion it was one of Swaldsholme's
Station-Commanders - and after that the bars stayed open until about midnight. On the morning of the following
day, a simple Service at the Squadron Memorial, the two minutes' silence, and the scalp prickling flypast by the
Lancaster from the RAF Battle of Britain Flight.
Alan's photographs of Swaldsholme were in constant demand and he was frequently called into one of the dozens
of groups of men and women and asked to show them the display binder. Most of the former RAF personnel
found them disappointing. Their personal recollections of the site during its heyday were inconsistent with the
photos which showed the aerodrome in its decline. It was his aerial photos which aroused the most interest.
There were twenty or so obliques taken one sharp November morning from an altitude of five hundred feet. The
Cessna's pilot had obligingly flown from Sandtoft - itself a former bomber training station - and circled five
aerodromes, enduring the freezing draught blowing in through the opened cockpit window as Alan had all but
leaned outside in his eagerness to collect the views he wanted. He had the finished prints of Swaldsholme
enlarged to 8" x 6" and the results clearly showed the great concreted triangle of runways nestling in the brown
ploughed fields, the distinctive lighter patches where dispersal pans had been torn up and the gaggle of buildings
clustered behind the Watch Office and J-hangar.
Between sorties into the milling throng of happy reunionists he returned to the table where he and Faye had made
camp. Alan felt very guilty about being away so much. Faye had put on a white dress of such simplicity and style
that her slim figure was accentuated. With her long brown hair tidied carefully, the overall effect was amazing. He
found himself looking at her in a new light, as if the knowledge that he would soon possess this lovely creature
had come as a complete surprise.
"Have you found this Robertson fellow?" she asked him when he was able to get away from the crowds. She
moved her chair nearer, as if to dissuade anyone who might want to draw him away. Alan nodded. "I saw him at
the beginning and asked for a word in private. He's going to come over as soon as he can. God, I'm thirsty. It's
all that talking.” He raised his glass and found that it was almost empty.
"What can I get you?" he asked automatically, feeling inside his jacket pocket for his wallet. Faye, seeing a
heavily-built assertive looking man coming towards them and guessing that this was the former Squadron
Commander, forestalled him. "No, it's my shout," she said, and rising to her feet, inclined her head towards the
approaching figure. "Same again?” Alan nodded, and Faye, with the ghost of a nod towards the visitor, merged
into the crowd milling around the bar.
Robertson sat down heavily and looked flintily at Alan. "That young lady of yours knows when to make herself
scarce and leave a man to talk," he said shortly, but without heat. "Now then, young Alan, what is it you want?"
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"I've come across something interesting from your time as Squadron Commander, sir," Alan opened, observing
aircrew protocol to senior officers. "I happened to meet an Australian gunner who gave me an initial clue and I've
been trying to get to the bottom of it."
Robertson smiled at the ‘sir’. "You've seen my log book and I think I've told you all I remember."
"Not directly about flying," Alan went on. "You recall the Nuremburg raid?"
Robertson's eyes darkened. "Yes, that was a bad one."
"Why do you suppose the losses were so high?"
"It was the route. We all said it was mad to go straight in and out. Cochrane changed it from the original dog-legs
to a dead straight run in. Of course the lack of cloud and bright moon didn't help. They gave us the wrong winds,
too. We never tried it again."
"Usually they'd only put on a few aircraft when something new was being tried out."
"Well this one didn't work, and it was a bloody expensive way to find out."
"You've no reason to believe that the Germans knew about the target and the route?"
"One or two of the boys said that they wouldn't have been surprised to learn that the target had been leaked, but
we never really paid any attention to it at the time. We just got on with the job."
Alan took a deep breath. "I think," he said in a quiet tone, "that the target and route details may have been given
to the enemy by a spy - possibly someone actually on the station.” He paused, and met the other man's look.
"Does the possibility ring a bell with you?"
Robertson moved his chair closer to the table. His head shrank into his shoulders, and his eyebrows bristled.
"You clever young bugger," he said. "How the hell did you find out?"
Alan's heart skipped a beat and then settled down. He took a deep breath, and lowered his voice. "I don't mean
to make a big thing out of this," he said, "I'm not trying to stir things up or make trouble for anyone. It was a long
time ago. I just want to get to the truth of it."
Robertson considered. "This fellow, er, what was his name?" he said, and paused, looking up expectantly.
"Richard Brown," replied Alan, aware that the name was a test.
The older man nodded. "Yes, you have done your homework, haven't you? Understand that ordinarily I wouldn't
tell this to anyone, but I know you, and I know that you're the right type. Well, as I was saying, this fellow Brown.
He was a wireless-operator and he and his crew arrived on the squadron about September '43. We were well
stuck into the Ruhr offensive then, and we were having a thin time of it. The Jerries had got their act together with
the radar controlled night fighters and they were finding the Windowing less of a problem. We'd started dropping
Window with the Hamburg operations back in July, and although the German radar had been completely
flummoxed to begin with, by the end of the summer their technical types had started to get the measure of it.
Anyway the losses had begun to go up again.
"Brown's pilot, I can't remember his name except that he was a Canadian, went missing on his second dickey trip.
In fact it was about that time that we stopped doing second dickey trips because we were losing too many new
pilots. I seem to remember that two or three of his crew were put on as spare bods and in a couple of raids there
was only this Brown bloke and one of the others left.
"Brown then crewed up with a very experienced chap called Jake Wensdale, who was a Flight Lieutenant DFC.
He'd done a tour on Wellingtons, gone for an extended break as an instructor and come back a couple of months
earlier for his second tour; but he'd been shot up one night and lost his regular wireless-operator. Wensdale was
a bloody good pilot, steady, nerves of steel, and the crew was a very happy and dedicated bunch. They nearly
always came back with an aiming point photo and pretty soon they were number one on the squadron bombing
ladder.
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"This would be October or November '43 by now. We were just starting on Berlin, and the weather was really
turning bad. It was damn cold, and if you caught yourself on metal, you'd likely lose a chunk of skin. One of the
other crew's gunners had a heated suit which went u/s and he froze to death after the intercom had been shot out.
"So Brown crewed up with Wensdale and in late '43, by which time the Berlin do's were getting to be twice a week,
they were well and truly clobbered on the way in. I remember this because I was Squadron Commander by then
and I wrote out the citation. They were set on fire, the mid-upper killed, and almost everyone was wounded.
Brown put out a big fire which was raging around the ammo tanks over the bomb bay, you know where I mean?"
Alan had spent a couple of very happy hours inside the famous Lancaster "S-Sugar" R5868 at the Bomber
Command Museum, Hendon, and he had a sharp mental image of the cramped space over the Lancaster's
bomb-bay. Towards the rear of it there were two large ammunition tanks which fed shells to the rear turret. Close
by were the flame floats, assorted pyrotechnics, and hydraulic pipes. It would be a terrible place for a fire.
"He began with the extinguishers, but there was so much hydraulic oil sloshing about that he didn't have much
success, although he did put out the flames around the ammo tanks. In the end he rolled on top of the flames to
douse them. Then he rescued the mid-upper gunner from his turret, but he was already dead. In the meanwhile
up at the front, Wensdale was trying to get the aircraft home, they'd jettisoned the bombs. The intercom was out,
so they had no idea what was going on aft.
"When I looked at the wreckage afterwards and saw how bad the fire was - it had burned through into the bomb
bay and the radar blister under the belly - I immediately recommended him for a DFM. To put that fire out was
impossible, and he did it. That's all I can say really. He then went back to check on the rear-gunner, and found
that he wasn't hurt. After that he went up to the cockpit, dressed the wounded men up there, worked out a course
for home which proved to be bang on, and helped the bomb-aimer with the map reading. Wensdale brought the
kite back and put it down all right, and the crew were soon on the mend.
"I sent Brown on leave and during the time he was away, there was some hoo-hah about the medal not being
approved. They weren't very keen on awarding medals to NCOs in those days, especially to non-pilots. In fact I
rang up the Air Vice Marshal and told him that if the medal didn't go through, I'd fly a Lancaster over Group
Headquarters at Bawtry and drop a cookie through the upstairs windows and onto his desk."
Alan laughed.
"Well, that went down like a lead brick of course, but I was bloody determined that Brown was going to get his
gong. In the end Group agreed, and Wensdale even put Brown up for a commission, although he didn't want it; I
didn't know why at the time. We made him up to Flight Sergeant of course, but he didn't even want promotion to
Warrant Officer. Some of them were like that, you know. A lot of good mates in the Sergeants' Mess and all that
sort of thing. A good many of them were a bit scared of the Officers' Mess, but all the same, they were a grand
bunch of boys."
"Do you remember the search?"
"God, yes. Two security fellows arrived one afternoon a day or so after the Nuremburg raid, when we were still
licking our wounds. Winchester, the Station Commander, he's dead now, called me in and told me about it. I was
bloody angry. I didn't believe a word of it and I wasn't going to have some chairborne type pushing my boys
about. Those intelligence or security fellows were a grim pair, I can tell you. The Groupie was mad too, but we
had to give in. They had support from High Wycombe, and in those days if Harris said jump, all we did was to ask
how high.
"We put out a call for Brown over the tannoy. I wouldn't let them just go and arrest him - very likely there's have
been a riot - after his DFM and the show he put up with the gunner and the fire, he was a popular bloke and well
respected. But he didn't turn up. We searched the whole aerodrome, but we didn't find him. They gave up in the
end although word filtered back that he'd been caught and executed. Jake Wensdale went down on the next trip,
only the bomb-aimer got out."
"Essen," said Alan, remembering the computer data.
"I don't recall, but I'll take your word for it."
"Have you heard any more about this chap afterwards?"
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"Just the odd rumour. We were all warned to keep quiet about it. Officially, as I remember, this Brown bloke is
killed in action with Wensdale. But the real wireless-op was a spare bod."
"Did you know that a local parson was supposed to be involved?"
"Only insofar as the security types said that the other spy was masquerading as the local rector and he'd been
caught and executed. They said he'd given Brown as his accomplice. I assumed from this that they had met from
time to time and the other bloke had received information from him. Somebody told me years afterwards that the
Gestapo had Brown's family, but that seemed daft to me."
"Yes, it does, doesn't it? Was he a foreigner?"
"Lord, no. As British as you or I. He spoke good French, I remember, because he used to translate the wireless
broadcasts from Occupied France. But he wasn't Free French or a Belgian. I mean, he didn't speak with an
accent.” Robertson paused and sank half of his pint. "Have you tried the official records?"
"Yes, and they replied that they could not reveal the information."
Robertson raised his eyebrows. "Well, that's got to be your man then."
"There are some gaps in the story."
Robertson laughed. "I'm bloody certain that you'll find them," he said, rising to his feet and clapping Alan on the
shoulder. "When you do, come and tell me."
"I will," said Alan and as Robertson rose to leave, added as casually as he could, “By the way, what was that story
I heard about a well-armed bloke who jumped out of your aircraft over Berlin one night?”
Robertson stared hard at Alan. “That,” he said meaningfully, “never happened.” He nodded, and with a fierce
glint in his eyes, walked off.
So far so good, Alan thought. But where do I go from here?
He looked round for Faye, and was surprised to see her deep in conversation at the bar with a lady whom he
didn't recognise. Again feeling a bit guilty about abandoning her to find her own amusement, he walked over.
Faye spotted him, and linked her arm through his as he joined her.
"Mrs Preston - may I present Alan Scott? Alan, this lady was a WAAF officer working in the adjutant's office."
Alan shook hands with a slim, blonde lady in her late 70s, whose grip was strong and firm. Her eyes displayed a
mischievous look. "I've heard about you, Alan. You're doing fine work. Keep it up. There aren't many of us left,
you know."
"It seems that Grandad and Mrs Preston knew each other," put in Faye.
Alan was unable to conceal his surprise. "How on earth did you know?" he said.
The lady smiled wryly. "Oh, I'd recognise Ted Gable's face anywhere. Faye looks just like Ted."
Alan and Faye exchanged glances. There was no word or expression passed between them, but they both
understood that the former WAAF had left a lot unsaid. It made Alan want to laugh, and he controlled himself with
difficulty.
"Now then, Alan. What exactly do you want to know?"
"Well, I'd certainly like some information on the administration side of running a squadron," said Alan. "I've very
little idea about that side of things. Most of the people I've met or written to were on aircrew."
"I'm sure that I can help you there. I was a Flight Officer – that would be the equivalent of an RAF FlightLieutenant - in late 1943, and very involved with things in the Station Headquarters."
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"Alan's on the track of something quite interesting," put in Faye. "He's trying to trace a former wireless operator
who disappeared under strange circumstances after the Nuremburg raid."
"I don't know very much about him," added Alan, "except that he spoke fluent French, his original Canadian pilot
went missing on his second dickey trip, and he won the DFM soon after arriving on the squadron."
Lucy Preston went visibly pale. It lasted just long enough for Alan and Faye to notice that something was amiss.
"You know something of this fellow?" asked Alan in surprise.
"I can't talk about it now," she said quickly. "Yes," she went on, scribbling on a card and passing it to Alan. "If it's
true that you're looking into the history of a certain wireless operator and his girlfriend, come and see me at my
hotel tomorrow afternoon at three. I can probably help you.” And before Alan could make any reply at all, she had
gone.
"And his girlfriend?"
"She knows more than she lets on," observed Faye. "Reading between the lines, I gather that she and Grandad
had quite a thing going. It absolutely astounded me when she asked me if I was related to Ted Gable."
"I wonder how she came to know this Brown chap. Maybe she was involved on the clerical side or something?
But a WAAF Officer and a Flight Sergeant? Their paths would hardly cross. It doesn't make sense."
Faye steered him back to their table. He was immediately pounced on by four 696 men who almost dragged him
into the centre of the room along with his photo album. He was only able to give Faye a look of such helplessness
that she immediately burst out laughing.
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Chapter 12 - Capital Offence
A little diplomacy on Beth's part found them a hotel which was not "officers only.” No such official demarcation
existed, but one was observed nevertheless; and the proprietors were prepared to turn a blind eye to the fact that
they were not married. There had been a little uncertainty when they had arrived, but Richard's bright new blueand-white narrow-striped ribbon of the Distinguished Flying Medal had tipped the balance.
It was the war, of course; it seemed to accelerate everyone's lives, and any couple who were able to get away for
a weekend on the quiet were finding it less and less difficult to find accommodation. Nothing had been said about
the difference in their surnames, and the grinning hotel manager showed them to a tired but clean room
overlooking the town centre. It was early December, cold but fine.
They presented their ration cards on arrival and found that the food was unimaginative but wholesome; in fact on a
par with RAF fare. They shared a quiet dinner with a handful of other guests - who seemed to be mainly travelling
salesmen, using the hotel on a regular basis - and retired upstairs to close the blackout shutters and for the first
time, lock the door on the outside world. They undressed in the dark and pulled the blankets over themselves.
Beth was a straightforward Northern country girl. "I don't know about you," she said without fuss, "but I haven't
done this before."
Richard took a deep breath. "I'm glad you told me," he replied softly, "because neither have I."
"Pair of sprogs ... we can work something out, can't we? Do you know what to do?"
"Theoretically, yes. Do you?”
Her uniform had concealed the youthfulness of her breasts, and she was astonished by the pleasure it gave her to
have them in his hands, stroking the smooth skin, sending shock waves through her body as her nipples
contracted and hardened. The sensation seemed to flood her, and then plunge down and collect at her belly,
softening and wetting, with the incredible heat which suddenly enflamed her, so strongly that she was sure he
would feel it.
"Theoretically ... I didn't believe it when my Mum told me that when I really wanted someone, I'd know straight
away. And that until then I was to say ‘no.'“ She snuggled up to him under the sheets, and Richard felt her
shudder. "My God, but she was right. I've never felt like this before. It's wonderful. I feel so warm and wet inside.
Is it supposed to be like this?"
"No good asking me. I don't know, either. But I suppose that it's right if it feels right.” It was the first time he had
known true sexual desire, and the stiffness of his penis was almost an ache. "I certainly feel right."
She made a tentative exploration. "Oh God," she said, "I haven't the least idea what this is going to feel like when
it's inside me, but I'm sure that I'm going to like it." She lifted her body and slid a towel under herself. “They say
I’ll bleed,” she added.
“I don’t want to hurt you – “
“I don’t think we can avoid that. Don’t the chaps talk about this sort of thing around the bar?”
Richard's formal education had left him short in such knowledge; but he had indeed picked up more than a little
information from frankly phrased talk in the Sergeant's Mess. She guided and helped him, and he was very
deliberate and gentle, surprised by how much of her heat and wetness he could feel, and how her body slowly
parted and opened to give him entry. He hesitated when he felt the resistance of her virginity, but she pulled him
against her, closing her eyes against the sudden sharp pain, at first even more astonished, and then rapidly
overpowered at what it felt like to have the full length of him inside.
For the first time, each felt the full closeness of the other. Neither knew how to prolong the sensation; Richard
came quickly, and Beth, feeling the heat of his ejaculation deep inside her, sparked and lit the fire that she later
came to knew as her own climax.
"Did I hurt you?" he said afterwards, holding her close to him, and wondering what to say about the tears he could
feel on her cheeks. "Yes," Beth replied. "But it's just for the first time, isn't it?"
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Richard touched her face. "Why are you crying?" he asked gently.
Beth wiped her eyes. "Because I'm happy," she said.

-- ** -- ** -“Here is the eight o’clock news. Last night a large force of Lancaster and Halifax aircraft attacked Berlin, the fourth
attack this week. In spite of heavy opposition, substantial damage was done to industrial targets and railway
installations. Later reconnaissance showed that two thirds of a major marshalling yard had been destroyed and a
hitherto unknown factory manufacturing tank engines had been severely damaged. Our gunners claim to have
destroyed many searchlights and to have shot down eight German night fighters.
"Twenty-six of our aircraft are missing, but one crew was rescued from the sea early this morning by the Air Sea
Rescue Service."
Richard reached across the bed and turned off the wireless set. Four days of the easy life had made him realise
just how great was the strain of flying operations. Without that hanging over his head, he was sleeping like a log
and waking up completely refreshed in the mornings.
Beth was still asleep. He padded quietly to the bathroom, and deciding that he couldn't be bothered to run the
permitted four inches of water into the bath, filled the wash basin with hot water and working up a lather with the
thin soap, washed himself all over.
"Come on, Beth. It's our last morning. Let's go and get some breakfast.” He nudged the sleeping girl. "Come on,
will you, lazy bones? We ought to put in an appearance, and anyway I'm hungry."
She opened one eye. "Can't a girl get some sleep?"
"No," said Richard with a laugh. "It's fine outside. Let's have a walk round the town."
"Oh, all right, slave driver.” She stretched. "Oh, I'm stiff. Any chance of a bath?"
"No," said Richard again. "But come and stand in the bathroom and I'll wash you, if you like."
Beth slid under the top sheet. "What, and let you do what you like with my pure innocent body? I wasn't born
yesterday, you know.” She surfaced again and grinned. "On the other hand it sounds like an excellent idea. I can
just fall asleep standing up and let you get on with it.” She rolled out of bed and sprinted for the bathroom, showing
Richard a fleeting glimpse of the breasts he loved to hold, the dark-blonde triangle of pubic hair, and the
roundness of her bottom. "Maybe I won't let you after all. I'm hungry as well and it would take too long. I'll be out
in ten minutes," she added over her shoulder, closing the door.
Breakfast at the rather dreary hotel in Scarborough was a simple affair, restricted of necessity by wartime
economy. Richard had chosen Scarborough because it was reasonably close to Swaldsholme; and it was almost
the only place in England that he knew, because he had done his initial training there. Occasionally he had spent
a day in the town whilst stationed at the Yorkshire camp where he had been incarcerated for two years as an RAF
chef.
Now the town was full of White Flash Boys, marching, running, doing PT on the cold beaches and walking out with
the local girls. Richard and Beth went arm-in-arm about the town, watching with amusement. Occasionally they
had to separate to make a salute, but otherwise nobody bothered them. It was the war. There was a lot of it
about.
"It seems like ages ago, another century," remarked Richard as they stopped to listen to a PT instructor bellowing
in rage at a squad of unfortunate airmen who were braving the December coastal wind clad only in shorts and
singlets. "But I'm glad that they were so tough. I understand why they had to be like that."
Beth tugged his arm. "It wasn't so soft in the WAAFs, either, you know! We had our fair share of PT, although it
was summer when I did my stint."
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"Are we going to tell your family about us?"
"It's only my parents, Richard. My brother Gerry's a prisoner, somewhere in Germany. I don't think they hear from
him very often, and anyway I never got on with him that well. He's the studious hard working type. He'll hate it
behind the wire."
"Is he older than you?"
"Oh yes, he's eight years older. He went straight into the Army after Cambridge. I believe that he was on some
sort of short list for a staff job when the Germans caught him."
"Better caught by the squareheads than dead."
"Don't say things like that. It's bad luck. And what did you call them, again?"
"Squareheads."
"Where on earth did you pick up that expression? I've heard the Nazis called some peculiar names, but never
squareheads."
"I can't claim authorship of that expression, I'm afraid. I got it from a sailor I met once."
"Something to do with your escape?"
"Something like that."
"When are going to tell me about it?"
"After the war, Beth. I promised I'd never tell anyone. There are others involved. Careless Talk Costs Lives and
all that."
"Not even me? Beth Andrews, the well known Nazi agent, who entices poor helpless aircrew into bed to wring
their secrets from them?"
Richard laughed. "Not even you. Nobody."
"But the minute we've beaten the squareheads -"
"- I'll tell you about it."
"It's a deal.” She paused. "I admire that, Richard. You're a straight type. My parents will like you, I know. I'll write
and tell them when we get back. Maybe I'll send them a postcard from Scarborough, say what a wonderful time
I'm having, and let them imply what we're up to. Yes, that'd be a laugh."
"Won't they be wild?"
"No. You don't know us Northerners, do you? We call a spade a spade. Anyway, I'm over the age of consent
and I'm helping to fight a war. I'm entitled to a bit of fun."
It was getting colder, but huddled in greatcoats they sat through an open air concert performed by an Army band.
It was very well attended and enthusiastically applauded; and only slightly marred by a quartet of Typhoons which
skipped along the coast at mast-top height before banking in echelon over the town.
"I'll see you back at the hotel," she announced as they were walking back. "I want to buy you a present, and it's
got to be a surprise."
"All right. I'll go and get a cup of tea somewhere."
Richard found a corner cafe and sat down with an uninteresting bun and a pot of tea. The cafe was almost empty.
He was thinking that tomorrow he and Beth had to return to Swaldsholme, and never before had he considered
how he would face the prospect of another flight over Germany. Until he had met Beth, it had been a thought
which he had been successful in pushing to the back of his mind. With no ties and no responsibilities beyond the
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crew, it had not worried him, and there was the thought that if he was to die, it would be with the finest bunch of
fellows he had ever met, and due to no failing on their part.
But now the prospect of flying operations daunted him. It will be all right once I get back on the Squadron, he said
to himself. When I get back in the swing of it again.
A cheerful looking man in a long raincoat and carrying a battered attache case was standing before him. His voice
had a soft Irish accent. "Would it be all right," he said pleasantly, "if I sat with you? Haven't had the chance of a
chat with anyone for I don't know how long.” He did not wait for an answer, but seated himself opposite Richard,
taking off his hat and unbuckling the raincoat to reveal a crumpled suit beneath. "Will you look at that now," he
went on, trying to straighten the jacket which was badly rumpled, "and when I left home it was as good as new."
A homosexual, Richard thought immediately. "No, no, I'm not one of those queer types you read about," went on
the man affably, "who lure away young men to a life of sin."
"What do you want?"
"Can't an honest citizen have a cup of tea with a stranger and share a yarn or two at the same time?"
Richard looked round at the empty cafe.
"I don't think you're an honest citizen," he said with an unusual directness which surprised him. But something
about the man sent alarm bells ringing in his mind. "Now what do you want, before I call the police?"
"Call the po-lis, is it? Now that's a good one, Richard boyo. You are Richard Brown? The very same man who
managed to vanish into thin air from St Helier one late evening some time ago?"
Richard stood up. "I don't think so," said the man, and the snout of a pistol showed from the long sleeve of his
raincoat. "Sit down. And drink your tea. We're just two old friends having a chat.” The pistol retreated back into
his sleeve as Richard complied, and he became affable again.
"Now then, boyo. I've come a long way to see you, and I won't be put off as easily as that. My God, but you're a
powerful hard man to find when you take off into the void with your bit of stuff. Mind you, a regular cracker, I'm
told; clever lad, you are!"
"Just tell me what the hell you want."
"Well now. Some friends of mine were having a quiet chat with some friends of yours just the other day, and they
were given a hint that you might be able to help them a touch with what they were interested in."
"I don't understand."
The man opened his case and took out a grimy envelope which was open. He nodded encouragingly, and
Richard opened it. Inside was a photo of his parents, evidently a recent one, for his father's hair was a lot more
grey than it had been in 1940 when Richard had last seen him.
"What's this? How the hell did you get this? And how did you find me here?"
"Oh, I don't concern meself with the details," the man said offhandedly. "I'm just the messenger boy in these
parts, do you see? But have a look at the other photos for a moment."
Richard did so. There were four. One showed his parents at a table heaped high with food; coffee, cakes, fruit,
things that had been unobtainable in the Channel Islands for many years. Another showed them in the back of a
chauffeur driven limousine; they were staring apprehensively into the camera. The car was a pennanted
Wehrmacht staff car; the background, Jersey harbour.
The third and fourth ones were big glossy prints of the type taken by press photographers. In these two, Richard's
parents were evidently guests of honour at a major function; high ranking German officers and civic functionaries
abounded.
"Do you see how your folks are being looked after?"
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"I think, on all the evidence, that you must be a German agent working in Britain."
"Well, I'd not argue with that, except that I'm betraying no one; I'm an Eire citizen, do you see? Would you care to
talk a little business?"
"Not your sort of business, no I wouldn't."
"That's a shame now. I was hoping for a nice friendly little chat before you give me what I want."
"Just tell me, out of idle curiosity and before I call the police, what is it that you were hoping I'd give you?"
"Oh, a trifling few things. Just a few technical points on those Lancaster bombers that you fly in. You wouldn't
believe the trouble we have just getting things like details of the radar sets.... your boys have the terrible habit of
blowing them up before they bale out, and it doesn't do us any good at all."
"I thought so. So you're a filthy spy are you? You'll be in the glasshouse in half an hour.” He rose to go, tensed
for a struggle, and expecting to have to fight for possession of the pistol. The Irishman made no attempt to stop
him, but as he cleared the table, threw down another photo.
"Just you take a quick look at that before you get all high and mighty," he said. "There's two sides to the coin, do
you see."
Richard's eyes were drawn to the photograph. It was taken by bright flash, inside a dark room. His father was
strapped to a chair, and two muscular men were beating him. The shock of it made his knees weak, and he sat
down, his head swimming.
The Irishman stood up, smiling tolerantly. "I thought you'd see it our way," he said. Then he reached forward
sharply and gripped Richard by the lapels of his greatcoat. His voice hardened. "Just you keep quiet about this.
And remember, when a man comes to you and asks you if you'd care to dance, you'd better have some time to
spare for him. And think of this, too. Whilst you co-operate, your family is well looked after. Otherwise, it'll be
another trip into the dungeon for a certain hotel owner in St Helier."
"Bastard," growled Richard.
"And it was me going to leave a tip, too," replied the Irishman in a resigned tone. "But seeing how you've called
me such a terrible name, I'll let you do it yourself.” He smiled again and went out, nodding his thanks at the
waitress.

-- ** -- ** -Beth returned in high spirits and found Richard slumped in their hotel room's armchair. "Richard, whatever's
wrong?" she said as soon as she saw him. "You look as if you've seen a ghost."
Richard shook his head. "Just about right," he replied moodily. "Mine, probably."
She walked over to him and took his hand. "I told you not to say things like that, it's bad luck. Was it - was it just
that we've got to go back tomorrow? Was that what's on your mind?"
"There'll be a raid. When you get back from leave, there's always a raid; I'll be on the Battle Order."
Beth had never seen him like this. "Look, Richard, don't think about it, don't spoil our last night. See, I've brought
you your present.” She held up a small parcel, and gave it to him. He unwrapped it carefully, and inside a
jeweller's box was a gold signet ring with his initials on it. "I hope it's the right size, I had to guess."
Richard was stunned. "This must have cost you a fortune," he said, holding the ring up between thumb and
forefinger. "Beth, are you sure?"
"Yes, I'm sure. Don't keep me in suspense any more; try it on!"
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It fitted over his right little finger and he tapped it experimentally on the armrest, in the jazzy rhythm she had heard
other wireless-operators tap out, almost unconsciously, with a pencil or a knife handle. Dah-dit-dit-dit, dit, dit-dit-dit
4
dah, dah dit-dit-dit, dit, dah-dit dah, dit-dah-dah-dah, dit, dah-dit-dah, dit .
"That," she said. "I've heard that before."
"Beth, it's grand. Nobody ever bought me anything like this before."
"There's got to be a first time."
"Yes," said Richard, thinking back over the last days. "It's been a week of firsts," he went on.
"Did I ever tell you that I love you, Mr Mystery Jerseyman, Mr Sergeant Wireless Operator? I love you. I love you.
I love you."
"I don't think I've been in love, except the sort of thing you get on someone else when you're a child. But when I'm
with you, I feel sort of, well, complete. I feel sort of responsible, protective, glad that you're there. I wake up and
find you there and I find myself thinking that you're only there because you want to be there. It makes me feel
good.” He paused. "Will that do?"
Beth laughed. "Sounds close enough for me," she said. "Feeling better now?"
"Yes, but Beth, I've got to do something really important when we get back. I may even have to go away, but
believe me, it's really vital, and I'll come back."
"Something to do with what you won't tell me about?"
"Well - sort of. Connected with it. I must go and see someone, or speak to him at least."
Beth smiled. "All right. I won't ask any awkward questions. Just so long as it's not another woman."
"Not a chance," said Richard, and kissed her. He was trying to remember where he'd left the card which had
Major Harper's telephone number on it.

-- ** -- ** -At Swaldsholme that evening there was no flying and the crews were gathered in their respective Mess buildings,
enjoying a drink and some relaxation. In the Officers' Mess, Wensdale and Farleigh were sat at one of the tables
with pints in front of them. A Pilot Officer, newly arrived on the Squadron, approached them and asked if might get
some advice.
"Yes, of course, " replied Wensdale, indicating an empty chair. "What was you wanted to know?"
"Well, sir, I've heard that it can get a bit tricky if the searchlights get you in their grip, and I was wondering what
the best thing to do was in that situation."
"Ah, you mean being coned," said Farleigh, and he exchanged a quick glance with his skipper. Wensdale,
knowing the Australian's sense of humour, kept quiet and let his navigator pick up the conversation thread.
"Yes, coned, I've heard that. How do I get out of it?"
"Oh, dead easy," Farleigh replied. "You put on full left rudder and fly around the searchlight beams in as tight an
anticlockwise left hand circle as you can." He kept a dead straight face, and Wensdale, knowing what was
coming, managed not to smile.
"That's great. But ... how does it get rid of the searchlight beam?"
"Simple, mate. As the beam follows you around and around, the bulb unscrews ... and it goes out."

4

“Best bent wire” – the wireless—operators’ favourite test signal
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There was a moment's pause whilst the new pilot assessed this information. But then Wensdale and Farleigh
burst out laughing.
The new pilot joined in their merriment. "Thanks, chaps ... I'll remember that one."

-- ** -- ** -Richard had been right about returning to the aerodrome to find that there was a raid scheduled. Farleigh was still
in hospital, and two unknown names filled the vacant crew positions. Anyway, there was the long typed list of
crews and aircraft, headed with the words "Battle Order."
A gunner who Richard knew slightly came up and stood by him, peering at the list. "Just back off leave, aren't
you?" he asked. Richard was immediately alert. Could this be the man who would ask him to dance, before he'd
had a chance to contact Harper?
"Yes, that's right, Mickey," he said evenly. "Bloody well on the Battle Order straight away, too."
The man grunted. "Huh," he said. "Always the same, innit.” He walked quickly off again.
"Hey, Richard, man! Good leave?” It was Le Boeuf, approaching from behind and grinning from ear to ear.
"How's that girl of yours?"
Richard lowered one eyelid. "More experienced than she was before," he said slyly, not daring to admit that the
gained experience had been as much his own as Beth's.
Le Boeuf chuckled. "That's it, man. Give her all you've got."
"Has the crew been flying?"
The Jamaican shook his head. "No. They've all been off for a few days except me, and I've nowhere to go, so I
stayed on and did a few trips as a spare bod. Don't worry though," he went on quickly, "I'm not going to finish my
tour early just because of that. I'll stick with you fellows even if it means doing a few extra."
It was exactly what Richard expected of such a loyal, dependable and resourceful comrade. "Good show," he
replied automatically. "How's Stan?"
"He'll be ok. He's mending all right, the MO says. He'll be out by the end of the week. The Skipper's borrowed
the Squadron-Commander's navigator, so we'll be all right there. Have you met the new mid-upper?"
Richard shook his head, and Le Boeuf nodded. "Don't worry, he's all right, too. Done a tour on Wimpies with 419
Squadron; he's a Canadian. Name's Clawse, you know what they call him?
"No idea."
"Santa. Get it? Santa Clawse!"
"Couldn't have come at a better time. Christmas just a few weeks away."
"I see we're on the Battle Order tonight."
"Yeah. I was just saying as much to Mickey Roach. Always the same when you get back off leave."
Le Boeuf raised his eyebrows. "Mickey? From Flight Lieutenant Harrow's crew? L for Love?"
"That's him."
"Are you certain, man?"
"Positive. He didn't have very much to say, in fact he'd gone by the time you appeared."
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The Jamaican took Richard lightly by the arm. "I'm not surprised," he said quietly. "L for Love went down in the
drink three days ago. The Air/Sea rescue boys found two of the crew, but they were frozen to death in the
dinghy."
Richard felt suddenly weak. "But I saw him - I spoke to him!"
Le Boeuf looked hard into his eyes. "This can be a damn queer place," he said, meaningfully.
“Piff, when Harry was at the end – you know, when I’d got him out of the turret and tried to make him comfortable
– he said something strange.”
“What was that?”
“He said that he could hear the pipes.”
Piff nodded, and smiled. “Yes, well he was Scottish, it’s a big thing for them, isn’t it?”
Richard nodded. “But he said they were playing a tune called the Black Bear, and that he was going home.”
The Jamaican’s eyes widened. “Don’t you know that tune?”
Richard shook his head, and Piff added, “The pipers only play it at one particular time.”
“A funeral, I guess.”
Piff whistled a dozen bars of the tune, and Richard listened. “Is that the one?“ he asked.
Le Boeuf nodded. “That’s the one. No, they don’t play the Black Bear at funerals. The pipers only play the Black
Bear when the regiment is returning to barracks, you know, at the end of the day. When they’re going home.” He
smiled broadly. “I’m right glad Harry could hear that.”

-- ** -- ** -It seemed very strange, almost unreal, to be going through the briefing and pre-flight rituals again. When the time
came at last to climb aboard the open ended truck and be driven out to the waiting Lancasters, Richard felt quite
detached from reality. Training and automatic routine took over once he was at his station, but after the week's
leave with Beth he did not feel as if he was really setting out with the intention of dropping bombs on Germany.
From the wireless-operator's window he watched the massive port mainwheel retracting into its nacelle as the
Lancaster became airborne. He followed the blacked out landscape of fields and farms hungrily as it receded into
the night, and wondered if he would ever put his feet on solid earth again. A picture of Beth lying naked in his
arms materialised in his mind, taking on more and more detail, until it became so real he had to squeeze his eyes
shut and shake his head to make it go away; and he deliberately concentrated on his wireless set.
The Zombie was still under repair and Wensdale had borrowed not only the Squadron-Commander's navigator but
his aeroplane as well, a freshly delivered Lancaster fitted with the new Hamilton wide “paddle blade” propellers.
"This aeroplane climbs like a cat going up a tree," observed Wensdale into the intercom. "Those props are wizard.
I won't mind if we don't get the Zombie back, just so long as we get a Lanc like this one."
The German capital was throwing up very heavy, accurate flak. The Wehrmacht gunners had perfected the
barrage technique of firing 88mm shells into a definite box in the sky, without aiming at a particular aircraft. As
soon as the course and height of the bomber stream over Berlin became obvious - and the Germans determined
this particularly quickly - the gunners simply threw a continuous barrage curtain of shells into the same portion of
sky, knowing that the bombers had no choice but to fly straight and level during the run-up to releasing their
bombs.
The experienced crews would therefore push their aircraft as high as they could, partly to try and get above the
worst of the flak, and partly because there was always the danger of being hit by "friendly" bombs. And even a
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tiny 4-lb incendiary stick would wreak havoc if it struck another bomber; a 25-lb incendiary could easily do mortal
damage to an unarmoured Lancaster or Halifax, most of which were carrying 4,000 or 8,000-lb blast bombs, little
more than a steel dustbin filled with explosive and quite innocent of streamlining.
Wensdale had developed the technique of lowering his pilot's seat beneath the cockpit rim on the run-up and
keeping his head buried in the instruments whilst the bomb aimer gave instructions. Richard, perched in the
astrodome and keeping his usual lookout, envied him. The flak was ferocious and the only consolation was that
only the keenest German night-fighter pilots would dare follow the bomber stream into the box barrage, where
they too would be likely to be shot down by their own fire.
Every fifteen or twenty seconds a bomber would blow up or tumble to earth streaming burning petrol or flares.
Richard forced himself to look away, knowing the danger of ruining his night vision by peering at a bright light, and
thinking of the dreadful time that he had sat and waited for their former mid-upper gunner to die.
At last the bombs were gone, the photograph taken, and Wensdale banked the Lancaster away. Fortune stayed
with them, and they landed back at Swaldsholme just after four in the morning, with the new bomber's skin
unperforated. After the tedium of debriefing and the usual tot of rum, Richard went straight to the toilet and was
sick.

-- ** -- ** -Farleigh returned to the crew at the end of the week and they flew twice more to Berlin, unloading blast bombs
and incendiaries. Richard found that the retaliation his stomach gave him after each flight worsened, and he came
to wonder how long he could make himself go on in this way, with the Battle of Berlin at its height.
Then the weather intervened, laying down a thick blanket of snow. Flying was cancelled, but all the station
personnel were called out to sweep the runways clear. This Herculean task took two days, and then it snowed
again. In the end the Group Captain - who had been conspicuously absent from the snow clearing line - called a
halt, and the only part of the runway kept free from snow was a short part of the perimeter track, just long enough
for the twin engined Anson to take off and land with emergency supplies and urgent mail. Apart from this, there
was little activity on either side of the Channel, and with Christmas only a matter of days away, the RAF and
Luftwaffe alike were content to keep to the ground. No Mosquitos, Heinkels, Junkers or Dorniers flew the milk-run
of intruding or nuisance bombing.
Many of the Australians were seeing snow for the first time and a great deal of skylarking went on. In the
comparative quiet of this lull in the war, Beth and Richard discovered quiet nooks and crannies of the aerodrome
where they could be alone for a few precious snatched minutes, a difficult and potentially dangerous occupation.
Whilst liaisons between the sexes were winked at off the camp, it was a serious offence to be caught with a WAAF
in your arms within the confines of the aerodrome, a misdemeanour which would result in an immediate posting
for the girl and a stiff interview with the CO for the man.
Furthermore Beth had been prompted that she was in line for a commission, which would necessitate her being
sent on an officer's training course; it was also likely that she would be posted somewhere different afterwards.
On the same theme, Wing Commander Robertson, the Squadron-Commander, called Richard into his office
during a lull in the continual battle between the RAF and the snow.
"Congratulations on the gong, Brown.
congratulations again."

By the way your promotion to Flight Sergeant arrived this morning;

"Thank you very much, sir."
"How's that WAAF of yours?"
"She's fine, thank you, sir."
The Wing Commander was affable. "Look, Brown, you're just the type we want for a commission. Flight
Lieutenant Wensdale's put you up for it, and I'm more than happy to endorse the application. How do you feel
about it?"
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"What does it entail, sir?"
"You'd have to go before an interview board, but with your record, that'd be almost a formality; I'd be on the panel,
and there'd be a couple of admin types and a brasshat from Group. Given that the interview goes off all right,
which I'm sure it would, we'd send you on an officer's course. After that you'd probably come back here and pick
up where you left off."
"I wouldn't be posted somewhere else?"
"Doubt it. Of course you'd move to the Officers' Mess and all that, but you needn't worry, there are plenty of chaps
who have been commissioned from NCO rank. Look at Flight Lieutenant Green; he's an ex Halton boy, and he's
got the DFM and the DFC, so he's come up through the ranks."
Richard was about to tell him about the Irishman's approach in the cafe in Scarborough, but at the last minute
restrained himself. He'll think I've lost my nerve, he said to himself. And after the last few flights, maybe I have.
"What do you say? Shall I sign this thing and send it up to Group?"
I can't accept a commission with this hanging over my head, thought Richard. I've got to get this sorted out with
Harper first.
"No, thank you sir. I'd rather stay where I am."
Robertson was taken aback. "A commission isn't offered to just anyone, Brown," he said severely. "I really think
you'd better take some time and think about it a bit more."
"I don't want you to think that I'm ungrateful, sir. I appreciate the honour. But I don't want to be an officer."
"What's the matter with you? Don't you want the responsibility, is that it?"
"It's not that, sir. I've got a few personal problems I've got to sort out before I can accept a commission."
Robertson subsided. "She's not pregnant or anything like that?"
"Oh, no, sir. Nothing to do with Beth, I mean, Corporal Andrews."
The heavy eyebrows knitted again. "Look here, Brown. I think you'd do very well as an officer, and I put it to you
that your personal difficulties don't come before fighting the war."
"I don't mean to give the impression that they do, sir. But really I'd just as soon keep things as they are."
Robertson sat back in his chair. "Oh well, you can take a horse to water, and all that. I'm sorry you feel that way,
Brown. I think you'd have done well as an officer. Look, I'm not one to pry into a chap's affairs, but if I can help
you at all - come and see me, will you? It doesn't have to be official."
"That's very kind, sir. I hope that it won't come to that."
"Is it trouble at home?"
Richard shook his head. "No sir, I haven't heard anything like that."
"Very well. Carry on, Flight Sergeant."
Richard saluted, and held the salute for long enough for Robertson to understand that he wasn't declining the
commission voluntarily, and that he felt bad about doing so; then he about faced and opened the door.
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Whilst the weather-enforced rest from flying was welcome at first, it was surprising how quickly everyone became
bored. Football matches, snowball battles on a grand scale, dances, lectures, baling-out drill, dinghy drill.
Wensdale borrowed a truck and took three crews with plenty of old flying-kit to Brigg swimming pool, where he
slipped the manager a pound and they took over the pool for the afternoon, practicing the difficult technique of
getting seven fully kitted men into a circular rubber dinghy which was only just big enough.
They all got horrifically wet of course, but it was good fun, and reckoned to be all in a good cause. Next they
pretended that two men were disabled, and none of the crews managed to get any of the "unconscious" men into
the dinghy without completely upsetting it; the best that could be achieved was to tie the victim alongside by
passing a rope under his armpits. On this more gloomy note they dried off and returned to Swaldsholme.
On the afternoon of Christmas Eve, trucks scoured the countryside and by prior arrangement brought in dozens of
local children, who were given dinner in the Sergeants' Mess. Two Lancasters were thoroughly cleaned and
brought into the J-Hangar and the children allowed to roam inside. Richard had volunteered to be one of the
guides, and for a happy hour watched the children clambering all over the Lancaster, fiddling with the knobs, dials,
levers and switches, and answering many questions.
For that time, the spectre of the Irishman left him and the uncertainty of his stomach was forgotten. But once the
youngsters had done their hip-hip-hoorays and been taken away again, the sensation of facing a high wall
everywhere he looked, returned. He had no address for Harper, and he could not find Morris' card with the vital
telephone number.
With the threat of being approached by the second German agent, Richard found that the enjoyment which he
normally felt at Christmas was entirely absent, although Christmas Eve was a riotous affair in the Sergeants'
Mess. Beth and he were caught up in the enthusiastic festivities, and it was impossible for them to talk alone
unless they wanted their association to be obvious, in which case it was likely that Beth would be posted without
delay. His crew knew; but there was an unspoken arrangement between them, and nothing was said.
Both he and Beth had their own functions to attend on Christmas Day and their paths did not cross except to meet
very briefly to exchange a kiss and their presents; Richard had managed to find her some silk stockings, and she
gave him an electric razor, the first one he had ever seen, and which caused tremendous interest amongst his
fellows.
But for other than this moment, the festive season washed right over him and as far as he could he stayed out of
the way, pretending that he was vaguely ill or hung over. Everyone was too full of Christmas to notice; but whilst
Robertson's blind eye at the pair of WAAF knickers flying from the red warning light post at the top of the J-hangar
was greatly appreciated by the station personnel, the Group Captain quickly had an airman up there to remove
them from sight.

-- ** -- ** -On the following day everything was quiet. Richard lay on his bed, thinking. The pleasure that flying had given
him, and the satisfaction of doing his job well and being part of the team, was absolutely gone. He had no desire
to climb back into the Lancaster and bomb Germany; he did not want to be part of the team, and the skill of
operating his wireless set, so casually locked up in his brain and fingers, did not give him the stab or pleasure it
usually did. Now there was just the dull desire to hit back at the more direct enemy, and on a more personal level,
more face to face, than dropping bombs from twenty thousand feet.
But however he shuffled the facts in his mind, however he considered the situation, he always came back to the
thought of his parents at the mercy of the Gestapo. He knew that he could neither betray his country nor cause
his parents such anguish, and there did not seem to be a third option.
I'll go LMF, he thought suddenly. They'll send me to Sheffield on a discipline course. That'll get me out of the
way.
LMF? Flight Sergeants with the DFM don't go LMF, his brain replied at once.
Well, I'll kill the man who approached me, and then - then - I suppose they'll just send someone else. And they
might not bother, just do away with my mother and father.
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Tell them something, anything! Useless stuff that sounds good! That agent probably won't know anything about
flying, he'll just pass on whatever I tell him. Sure, the squareheads will kick up a fuss in a few days once they
realise what I've done, but by that time, I'll have spoken to Harper, and that'll sort them out quick enough.
And so December 1943 gave way to January 1944.
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Chapter 13 : Close Contact
It was almost nine the following morning before Alan woke, and he lay for a long time looking at the attractive,
kindly-looking face and brown hair of the girl beside him. She had shared herself with him with such
unquestioning completeness, such obvious joy, that even now, with her steady sleeping breath just audible to his
ears, he wondered if the experience of their first love-making had been no more than a teasing dream.
Sunlight was filtering through the room's closed curtains. Alan tried hard to think back. Had she really said just
two words to him - "Love me" - and then helped them both to undress, quietly, without fuss, to the point of folding
their clothes neatly on one of the chairs? The gloom of the darkened room had not completely concealed her, and
he remembered the smoothness of her skin, the encompassing sensation as they had kissed in a full embrace
and their bodies had met in an almost electric connection.
There had then been the total union, the warm, welcoming feeling of being with her, and the explosive realisation
of what they were sharing. “How many of us are there?” she whispered, as he reached fully inside her, their hips
meeting. Alan could only respond with a smile.
“One,” she said, and, lifting her body to meet his rhythm, kissed him at first softly, then with force. Their final
intimacy had left them devoid of words, and they had not spoken but lay in each others' arms until claimed by
sleep.
Now, Alan could think of no way to voice what he wanted to say; he had forgotten the simple joy of waking up next
to a naked girl. Extracting an arm from under the duvet, he traced with one finger traced the outlines of her face,
following the line of her jaw. She murmured, and rolled onto her back, the quilt slipping, exposing her breasts.
"I love you, Faye," he said, almost to himself, and on a sudden impulse to see her in the morning light, drew away
the quilt. He lay looking at her nakedness, finding that every part of her body held some fascinating feature; how
his hand and palm fitted exactly into the shape of her opposite hip, the rise and fall of her chest as she breathed,
the visible movement of her heartbeat. Suddenly he realised that her eyes were open and that she was looking at
him. Quickly he made to pull the cover over her, but she stopped him.
"No - don't do that - look as much as you want to. I've nothing I want to hide from you."
Alan felt a deep rush of fulfilment and contentment. She rested one hand on his shoulder as he ran his hands
over the length of her body, exploring her throat and arms, feeling the strut of her collar bones, the firmness of her
small, almost pert, breasts and the hardening of her nipples. The thick, coarse hair which filled the base of her
stomach seemed so full, so disproportionate to the petiteness of the rest of her that it filled Alan with a curious
excitement, as if that was the symbol of a powerful wantonness. It was so black as to be almost blue, and he
drifted his fingertips through it, just to remind himself that this was all really happening and not some tantalising
dream. He delved into her, stroking and rubbing carefully and she quickly lifted a thigh to help him, softly crying
out at her climax, her hips shaking with the frantic enjoyment of his touch.
Alan waited until her breathing was normal. "You are - " he paused, seeking the exact word he wanted.
"Beautiful," he concluded lamely, at once disappointed with the word, which did not express what he wanted to
say.
"No, not beautiful-"
"Don't argue. You're beautiful, and lovely, and you have a marvellous body.” That made her smile, and she pulled
him closer to kiss him.
"This won't do," he said after an interval. "It's a terrible temptation to stay here all day with you, but we must see
about some breakfast.” Making a sudden decision that if she was sure that the sight of her own body was to be
normal to him, he had no reason to be worried about his own state of undress, he climbed out of bed and, naked,
rummaged in their overnight bags before holding up her dressing gown. "Last one in the bathroom's a sprog," he
said.
Faye wrapped her towelling robe around her, held his for him and then kissed him quickly. "You go first," she said.
"Okay. I'll be quick."
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"Alan?" she said quietly as he was half out of the door.
"Yes?"
"I love you, too.” She paused. "I think it took last night for me to realise it."

-- ** -- ** -The scene at the Swaldsholme memorial on the Sunday morning bore no resemblance to the gay atmosphere
which had predominated at the previous night's gathering. The 696 men were now dressed soberly in suits, many
of them men wearing the 696 tie with its 3 aircraft - Wellington, Halifax and Lancaster. Their ladies were mostly in
dresses and coats. As usual, the occasion was well organised.
A small but tuneful band from the local Air Training Corps played for half an hour until the Association Committee
arrived; and then the former Squadron padre and the village priest conducted a simple but moving service.
Towards the end, Faye gently tugged Alan's sleeve and inclined her head to the south, where the aerodrome site
lay. A dark speck, its shape unmistakable, was just visible in the distance. After the padre and vicar had
concluded the ceremony, there was only a pause of a few seconds before the great black Lancaster thundered
over the roof of the water treatment plant.
The hair at the back of Alan's neck stood on end. It got to him every time. The Lancaster lifted alternate wingtips
to the sky and banked round in a steep S-turn before its nose pointed back to the group of people clustered
around the memorial, and it began to come round again. As the black shape approached, the nose dropped until
the belly of the aircraft was no more than fifty feet off the fields. Then it bore down on them.
He became aware that Faye's hand was holding his own, gripping him with unusual force. The hard, triumphant
beat of the Merlin engines filled the sky and suddenly the whole group was waving, arms, handkerchieves,
anything. The pilot was so low that he had to lift the nose over the water plant's roof, and the sound was abruptly
cut off as the aircraft disappeared from sight.
I just don't know why something as simple as one aeroplane flying past affects me so much, thought Alan,
conscious that his throat was constricted and that he was almost fighting to breathe. Faye's grip relaxed. She
wiped tears from her cheeks with her hand, and afterwards put her arms around his waist, holding him close, as
the black shape in the sky finished its quarter circuit, lowered its undercarriage and bomb doors, and swept
towards them a great deal more slowly.
Many were the cameras pointed skyward; many the men and women who stood straight and proud as the flying
symbol of their past lives thundered overhead; many were the men and women who wept quite unashamedly.
The pilot was obviously putting on a special show for their benefit. He raised the undercarriage and bomb doors,
traversed the length of the main runway at an altitude which could have been measured in multiples of man
height, and coming round again in a wide circle, just about took the roof off the water plant with another low pass.
Then he gained height and flew over with the crew members waving from the cockpit and turrets, waggled his
wings, and disappeared over the lip of the aerodrome.
Faye sighed heavily, the same sound she had made when she had reached the pinnacle of their lovemaking.
"Fabulous," she said eventually.
Alan chuckled. "What - last night or just now?"
She hugged him closer. "Both," she said.
“I love you, lovely.”

-- ** -- ** -"What exactly did you do in the station headquarters?" Alan asked when he and Faye had made their appointment
in a quiet corner of one of the Brigg hotels later that afternoon.
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Lucy Preston still showed more than a trace of the good looks she had held as a WAAF officer over 40 years
before. "I was in charge of the clerks," she replied, "we dealt with all the records, typing, railway warrants, leave
passes, and telegrams. We kept a file with all the next of kin in it, and most weeks we'd have twenty or thirty
casualty telegrams to send. That was an awful job, the sort that you never get used to. I also served on the
Committee of Adjustment, but that wasn't until much later in the war, well after D Day, when the casualties weren't
so bad. I was a Squadron Officer - the WAAF equivalent of Squadron Leader - by then."
"So all the postings, arrivals, departures, Battle Orders and suchlike would have been through your office?"
She nodded. "You've got it."
"What's the Committee of Adjustment?” Faye asked.
"That was a special section of three or four senior officers who would deal with the personal effects of missing
aircrew," replied Alan. "If you went missing, they'd quickly gather your things together from your locker and bunk
and send them to the Central Repository at Colnbrook, near where Heathrow Airport is now. They'd go through
your letters and wallet first, so that anything unsavoury, like a dirty photo, wasn't sent on."
"What happened to the things after that?"
"After six months, if nothing had been heard, you were presumed to have been killed, and your next of kin could
claim them. If you were reported as being a prisoner of war, the Central Repository would hold the stuff for you
unless you wrote to them and authorised their release."
"Sometimes there would be something we couldn't send on," put in Lucy, "like a bicycle, motor cycle, or even a
car. Maybe the person missing had said that if he got shot down, his friend could have one of his things. There
had to be a witness to this, though. Now and then there'd be an auction, and you'd get ridiculous prices paid for
stuff like a gramophone, a wireless-set or an article of clothing; or even something that you could often get from
RAF stores anyway. All the money went to the next of kin, you see, and the boys were conscious of the fact that it
might be their turn next. It was, too, for most of them."
"I see," said Faye thoughtfully. "I must say, I never appreciated what all this was about until I met Alan. I'd heard
Grandad talking about it of course, but when I was a kid, the war seemed like a thousand years ago. I didn't
understand."
"Anyway, Alan," went on Lucy, "you're really interested in this Brown chap, aren't you? What do you know about
him?"
"Not enough," admitted Alan. "He was posted to 696 and arrived at Swaldsholme in August or September '43, I
don't know from which training unit. It was probably 27 OTU at Lichfield - also known as Fradley - because a lot of
Swaldsholme men had come from there. His pilot was a Canadian. This fellow went on a second-dickey trip that's when a new pilot goes along with an experienced crew to see what it's really like," he added, seeing Faye's
puzzled expression. "Anyway, the pilot didn't return from the second-dickey op., and before the rest of the crew
could be sent back to HCU and be given a new pilot, they were all put on as spare bods, flying when a regular
crew member was ill or wounded or on leave. Anyway, in a couple of trips they had all gone, except Brown and
one of the others. It must have been a pretty grim demonstration of the loss rate for them.
"Brown was then teamed up with one of the very experienced types called Wensdale, who was a Flight
Lieutenant, a second tour man who had just lost his own wireless operator. He'd collected a DFC by that time,
and he was by all accounts a good type."
"Yes, he was a fine man," nodded Lucy Preston.
"Brown became his regular wireless operator and after a very shaky do on the way back one night, when he put
out a bad fire, he was given the DFM but he refused a commission. That brings us to the end of the Battle of
Berlin, about February or March '44, and the Nuremburg raid."
Lucy shuddered. "Yes, I shan't forget that. I'll come back to it in a minute, but I remember listening to the wireless
the next day when the BBC announced that 96 aircraft were missing. To the civvies it was just a number, but to
us on the squadrons it was seven blokes in each aeroplane. When we got up the next morning, the base was in
chaos. The sick quarters were full and we had to send some of the bodies into Brigg and Scunthorpe; the MO
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hadn't got space for them in the mortuary. There were bits of Lancaster everywhere. If you rode around the peri
track on a bike you could see holes in all the bombers, it was a terrible time."
"On the day after Nuremburg, or maybe the day after that, I'm not certain," Alan continued, "some intelligence or
security men arrived and there was a big shindig. They accused Brown of treason, and even though they tried to
find him on the camp, he was nowhere to be seen, although his accomplice - who I think was the local priest - was
caught and executed.
"Afterwards, word filtered back that Brown had been caught and also executed, although nobody seems sure
about it. That's all I know, really."
Lucy nodded in approval. "You have done a remarkable job, young man. There are only a few people who know
more than you about all this - those people who guard the official, unobtainable archives in Whitehall - and
myself.” She paused. "But first, tell me why you want to know."
Alan considered. "Because 696 and Swaldsholme are very dear to me," he said after a moment's thought. "If
there has been some unfair mudslinging about this affair, I'd like to put the record straight, maybe clear this
Brown's name if he was innocent. If he really did do it, I'd like to know why did he do it? I don't believe that
someone with the DFM, who obviously had put up a good show to win the medal, suddenly turned traitor. There
must have been a reason."
"Yes," Lucy said, "there was."
"You must have known him," said Faye quickly. "You seem very sure."
"I only actually met him, to speak to, the once but of course I saw him about the sections. He was a thoughtful,
dependable type, reliable, strong willed; the sort who would make a good husband and father. Do you know
where he came from?" she raised an eyebrow at Alan, who shook his head. "No? Well I'll tell you. He came from
the Channel Islands, Jersey to be accurate. Before the war he was a chef. He fled from Jersey when the
Germans invaded and by all accounts he just made it across the Channel in time. To cut a long story short, he
joined the RAF, because he was also a talented amateur wireless operator; of course they put him into aircrew
and he finished up with us on 696."
"That makes sense," said Alan excitedly. "He spoke fluent French."
"You're right about his crew. His pilot was a Canadian called Audritt, a bit of a dark horse. He had no next of kin
in England and we sent his casualty telegram through the Canadian Embassy in the usual way. The rest of his
crew were all British. After Audritt failed to return they were supposed to be going back to HCU to get a new pilot;
but we had a dose of 'flu going the rounds and we needed them as spare bods. They all went with different crews
and in three more ops there was only Brown and the navigator, Pearson, still alive. The others I'm not sure about,
but anyway they'd failed to return. I don't know if any of them survived as PoWs.
"There was a WAAF corporal on my section, a lovely girl who was about twenty-two or -three, although she looked
older. Her name was Beth Andrews, and she came from up north somewhere, Yorkshire or Cumberland, her
parents were in farming. I think her family were quite well-to-do, and Beth was a hard working girl. In fact I was
going to recommend her for a commission, because she was the right sort, you know?"
Alan nodded.
"I don't know how she and Richard met. Beth didn't have much contact with the aircrew unless you count the
clerical work and of course the Sergeants' Mess dances. They used to have those very often. But they were able
to see enough of each other to fall in love. It changed Beth completely. She knew what the losses were like, you
see. She'd been in the Adjutant's for eighteen months and she knew the score all right. It must have been very
difficult for them to have carried on a relationship on the base because gossip was rife, but I never heard that they
were regarded as a twosome so they must have been extremely discreet about it. You must remember, Alan, on
a wartime base, everyone was living at twenty times the normal rate. Anyone seen more than a couple of times
with one partner would stand out like a sprog at a reunion."
Faye laughed. "I guess that's me," she said.
"Where is this girl now?" asked Alan.
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Lucy sighed. "It was very sad," she observed. "I'm sorry to have to tell you, but both of them are dead."
"Both of them? But Brown disappeared. He wasn't killed on ops."
Lucy nodded. "You're right, he wasn't. I'd better tell you what happened, and leave you to make what you like of
it.
"Beth and Richard planned to marry after the war. I'll explain how I know all this at the end, so bear with me for a
little while. I can't shed very much light on the treason business except to say that Beth knew about it. I'm afraid
that he really did do it, but I didn't find out until afterwards and by then it was too late to do anything for him.
"As you discovered, Richard put up a good show one night and they gave him the DFM, the Distinguished Flying
Medal. It was almost unheard of for a Sergeant who wasn't a pilot to be awarded the DFM in those days, and it
made him something of a celebrity. About that time, he met Beth, and it was love at first sight according to Beth.
Pretty soon they were meeting ‘by accident' all over the camp.
"About Christmas '43 they managed to go on leave at the same time and they spent a week at some dreary
wartime hotel, I'm not sure where. It was at this time that Richard was blackmailed."
Alan was astounded. "You mean that someone at the camp threatened to spread the word about him and Beth?
What a dirty trick!"
Lucy shook her head. "No, no. Richard was approached by a German agent."
"Who told him that his family in Jersey were prisoners!" cried Faye. Her remark was loud enough to carry to
nearby tables, and an elderly couple frowned in disapproval.
Alan sat back. "Of course," he said absently. "What a prize clot I am! With his family on the Channel Islands, he
was wide open to blackmail."
"Yes," agreed Lucy. "But he stalled them, gave them useless information. He told Beth about it and said that he
must get out of aircrew so that he could be posted. She was frantic, because of course the only way he could get
off aircrew was by going LMF."
"And wireless-operators with the DFM don't go LMF a few weeks after they've been decorated," added Alan.
"LMF?" asked Faye. "Sorry to butt in, but you've lost me."
"The RAF in those days had a simple system," explained Lucy. "They'd spent thousands of pounds training you,
don't forget, so they couldn't have you suddenly deciding that you'd had enough."
"The aircrew were all volunteers," added Alan. "But you couldn't un-volunteer. In the eyes of the RAF, there were
only two categories of aircrew: those who would fly operations - and cowards. If you said that you couldn't take
any more (for whatever reason) your papers were stamped with LMF which meant ‘Lack of Moral Fibre' and you
were stripped of rank and insignia and sent to dig drains somewhere."
"How awful. Didn't they recognise genuine cases?"
"It was rare for an officer to be stripped of rank the way some of the NCOs were. But there was no recognition of
operational fatigue, no official psychological or medical condition which allowed a member of aircrew to be posted
to a non operational job. For many of them it was better to go on, night after night, rather than let their friends
down."
"But a bomber crew is a team."
"Yes, it is. Who will know how many aircraft were lost because one man had done too much, and let the team
down at a vital moment? A pilot, perhaps, who made an error of judgement. Maybe a gunner who fell asleep or
who was in too bad a state to see a night fighter, or a navigator who sent the aircraft down the English Channel
and out into the Atlantic?
"I only saw a few cases," Lucy went on. "There was a gunner in one crew once who left the aircraft when it was
taxying to take-off. The crew had to abort because we didn't have any spare gunners at the time. There was an
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awful row and an Air Commodore came down from Group Headquarters. The next day there was a squadron
parade and the man was marched out and stripped of his rank. It was awful, especially as his pilot flew into a hill
soon after that.
"Anyway, getting back to Beth and Richard. The Germans kept contacting him on and off and although he thought
at one stage that they had given up, in the end he was approached by a German agent who was living in the area.
But I can't be any more specific than that except to say that he was able to get onto the camp without any
difficulty, because I know that he cornered Richard somewhere on the station. This would be about January '44.
"As I said, at first he gave them nothing but useless information, stuff they already knew, like squadron codes and
aircraft performance details, and he thought that that'd give him a breathing space, time to get off the squadron
and out of their grasp. Of course, they soon cottoned on to what he was doing, and once he'd given them some
information, he was well and truly hooked. They leaned on him via this local agent fellow. In the end, Richard
gave them the one piece of information they really wanted."
Alan and Faye looked at each other, and both of them saw the realisation in the others' eyes.
"Nuremburg," they said, together.
"Yes, Nuremburg. Richard gave them the target and the route. How, I don't know. The camp was sealed. He
gave them the direct route that Cochrane had dictated, and you know the rest."
Alan's mind was unreeling comments from aircrew, snippets of conversations he had had with former Bomber
men:
“... it was like they knew where we were going ..."
"… they were waiting for us. I saw twenty bombers go down, and then the Skipper said not to bother logging them
any more …"
"... my mate Tommy, he knew he wasn't coming back. He left me his gramophone. He had the feeling that
Nuremburg was going to be a bad one ..."
"... they were ready. It was an ambush ..."
"... never seen so many kites go down, it was like a bad dream of Guy Fawkes night. There was some blokes in a
Hallie right over us, and the Junkers got in so close that his gunfire lit up the whole kite ..."
"... they knew … they knew … they KNEW about it!"
Then there had been the elderly Wehrmacht major who had commanded a mobile flak battery. Alan had met him
in Majorca.
"… Ve vere in Ostland at ze end ov March, and suddenly, zere is panic! Efery gun in spezial platz in only vew
hours haf to be. It seems to be just anozer practice, nichtwahr? Ve are ze big guns many times moving. But zat
night viz our batterie ve zwei bomb-bers down shoot. In ze next batterie, vere zey haf more guns and ze radar
controlled searching light, zey zree Lancasters down shoot. But ze next day ve are to ze Dortmund-Ems kanal
back sent."
Alan swallowed. "I see," he said slowly. "Yes. That explains a lot."
"What happened to the two of them?" asked Faye eagerly.
"You know about the time that the aerodrome was searched?"
Alan nodded. "They didn't find him," he said.
"No, they didn't," Lucy went on, "because Beth and Wensdale spirited him away before the balloon went up. How
they found out, I don't know; and how they got him off the camp, I don't know. It can't have been easy.
"Richard reached the local station at Batterby Halt, which was where all the people came and went by rail. The
railway staff were used to seeing RAF uniforms of course. Richard boarded the first train. It was a very crowded
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troop train and it was going to London. Remember that this is just before D-Day. There were an awful lot of troop
movements going on and everyone was being very close mouthed.
"The train was held up many times. Wartime travel was like that, and everyone was used to it. Anyway, on the
outskirts of London they were held up for quite a long time. The buzz-bombs were falling thick and fast, and one
of them fell on the train. There were fifty or sixty men killed, and Richard was found only by his identity tags. He
was severely burned.
"I would guess that Beth had tried to get him to her parents' place up on the moors. From what I've heard, it's a
lonely spot. But he never made it. The Germans got him in the end and I suppose that it was either ironic or a
case of poetic justice, depending on your point of view. We didn't find out until weeks afterwards, and even then it
was just a rumour. To all intents and purposes he had just disappeared."
"What happened to her? You said she was dead?"
Lucy leaned back in her chair and steepled her fingers. "Yes, she is, and that I'm quite sure about. Nobody else
knew about her and Richard; when he disappeared, it was assumed that he'd been posted or gone LMF or been
whisked away to some secret job. One wasn't encouraged to ask questions in those days and as I said we were
living at a fantastic pace. So many faces came and went, you couldn't keep track of them. Wensdale himself
went missing in early April.
"One night a few days later, we were waiting for the aircraft to come back. I was Duty WAAF Officer so I was in
the Watch Office. The phone rang. It was a message from Group; intruders about. This was nothing unusual and
I prompted the WAAF on the radio telephone to warn the returning bombers as soon as they called in to ask for
permission to land. We had a code word to warn them about it.
"Well, this Luftwaffe fellow wasn't going to wait. He shot up the station quite well and dropped a stick of bombs
across the peri track and into the fringe of the bomb dump. There was a big explosion, I think it was mines that
went up, and a huge amount of splinters and debris. One of the chunks of casing went straight across the
aerodrome and through the Station HQ windows. It was a hell of an unlucky thing, because Beth was working late
and she was hit very badly. They took her off to the sick quarters.
"Group were on the ball and when we called to say that this Junkers was giving us some trouble they sent over a
radar-equipped Mosquito night-fighter, and he cracked down the intruder pretty smartly into the Humber River, just
by Reade's Island. After that the boys landed and when they were down I went off duty. It was then that I found
out what had happened to Beth and I went over to the sick quarters straight away.
"Beth was in an awful state and it was obvious that she had had it. They'd tried to patch her up, but she couldn't
be moved and it was just a matter of time. The MO said that he didn't expect her to last the night. They did what
they could, of course, but she died soon after dawn, about seven.
"I stayed with her. She was semi-conscious some of the time, but they'd shot her full of morphine and she wasn't
in any pain. I suspect that they might have given her a lethal dose. She knew that she was dying, and she told
me about herself and about Richard's being blackmailed, and asked me to tell him what had happened as soon as
I heard where he was. She told me where to find her parents' address, and I really was going to do what I could.
But a few days later we heard that Richard had been found in the wreckage of the troop train. There didn't seem
any point in my writing to Beth's parents and enquiring after him. We sent the usual telegram to them about Beth,
of course."
Faye's hand reached for Alan's arm. "Where exactly was she when she was hit?"
"Oh, at her desk in the Station Headquarters. Why?"
Alan saw the shock in Faye's eyes as she spoke. "Would she have been right beside the entrance to that long
corridor which leads to the bunker - the Ops Block - and would she have looked out through the nearest window
over the aerodrome?"
Lucy laughed. "Yes. Why?"
Alan's brain flashed up a picture of he and Faye being flung to the floor of the ruined SHQ; and of Faye's
assurance that someone had hit and pushed her, and not very gently. He swallowed lumpily. This is getting to be
more than I bargained for, he thought.
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Faye shook her head, but her hand remained holding Alan's forearm. There was enough pressure for him to know
that she, too, had remembered.
"There's one thing here that doesn't add up," he said to Lucy. "You were in the Adjutant's section all right. In fact
my computer knows a bit about you, which is unusual because my records of WAAFs are rather sparse. You
must have known a lot about this from what Beth told you and from what gen you've picked up since. But I don't
see how you can have known about this train crash. That information can't have been released officially."
"I was hoping you wouldn't ask that," Lucy sighed. "Yes, they told me that you were a bright lad and that you
knew your stuff."
"What does that mean?"
"After the war, I married. He was a former Army staff officer, oddly enough with the same surname as mine,
although of course not related in any way. He joined the Service. He told me about it only a few years ago, some
time after he had retired."
"Ah," said Alan. "He was one of Paddy's Boys."
"Excuse me, Paddy's Boys?” Faye was puzzled.
"Don't ask leading questions, Faye," said Lucy pleasantly but firmly. "But that's how I came to hear about what
happened to this Brown chap. Now I'd be obliged if you'd forget where you heard it."
"You mean the -" Faye's voice descended to a whisper "- secret service?” She winced slightly as Alan squeezed
her arm. "Yes," he said. "Now just forget about it. But so far as they are concerned," he asked Lucy, "the whole
matter's wrapped up? The other fellow was actually caught?"
"Oh, yes. Caught and dealt with in the - ah - usual way.” Lucy looked at them both. "Now you know as much as I
do," she said. "Where do you go from here?"
Alan's brain ached. "No idea," he admitted.

Lucy smiled. "Well, you can have this - it's a copy.” Reaching into her handbag, she drew out a wartime snapshot.
"This is a photograph of my WAAFs. It was taken in October 1943, outside the Parachute Store.” She passed it to
Alan. "Let me show you Beth Andrews," she added.
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"She's in the front row, first on the left," said Alan immediately.

-- ** -- ** -"All right," said Faye after they had arrived home and were standing together naked under the hot spray in Alan's
shower, enjoying the glowing feeling of holding one another. "I know you're waiting for me to ask. How did you
know who she was?"
Alan ran his hands over her shoulders, enjoying the sensation of her soapy skin. "Have I told you that I love you?”
he asked, kissing her gently on the back of the neck.
"Yes, and don't evade the question. I've got the loofah here and I won't even begin to tell you what I'm prepared to
do with it if you won't talk."
Alan took a deep breath. "Okay," he replied. "I recognised her straight away.” He paused, and felt Faye's
shoulders rise. "She was the girl I met in the Watch Office."
"Yes, I thought so. It had to be her.” She turned to face him, squeezing her upper body deliciously against his
own. "The one who wanted you to help him."
Alan nodded. "That's her all right. No doubt about it."
"Alan, do they really call it the Secret Service?"
"No. Just the Service. Those in the know call themselves Paddy's Boys. I'm quite sure they know all about me
officially. I've often been around active RAF aerodromes and even some Army camps which used to be bomber
stations. All with the proper permission, all with an escort. I expect they've got quite a file on me by this time."
"Then they must know that you're genuine."
"I hope so. Anyway, what Lucy said must be right. They're got no reason to give me duff information, have they?
Both Brown and his girlfriend and this agent fellow are dead. Case closed. And anyway it was fifty years ago and
more. Who cares?"
Faye snuggled closer, and rubbed herself against him. "I do," she said.
"So do I. But I'd be a lot less convinced if I hadn't seen Beth Andrews myself - and seen the look on her face
when I promised that I'd help her boyfriend."
"What? You think he's still alive?"
"Faye, I can't explain why; I've got this feeling.
expression you need to understand."

But I'm absolutely bloody certain of it.

And … there's an

"Which is?"
"Entikay."
"What on Earth does that mean?"
"N.T.K. Need To Know. So don't enquire about Paddy's Boys."
She nodded, slowly. They dried themselves off on warm towels from the heated rail, and went to bed.
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Chapter 14 - Invitation to Dance
For many days the snow fell. Finally in mid January 1944, the skies cleared, the snow vanished, and up went the
Battle Order. The well oiled if slightly rusty mechanism swung back into action, and once more the long bomb
trolleys were seen being dragged from dump to dispersal. Excitement ran high after the ten day interlude. Ops
were on!
Richard's relief at having at last decided on a course of action eased his flying nerves and he was able to join in
the deliberate and apparently carefree banter in the crew bus as they were driven out to the aircraft. It was Berlin
again. The Zombie, fully repaired, was carrying a single twin-can 8,000-lb cookie. When the Lancaster was
airborne and Richard had, as usual, watched from his window and seen the port undercarriage retracting without
feeling ill, he finally felt that he had shaken off the depression which had been dogging him.
Bloody squareheads, he thought. Hope this bomb kills a few of 'em.
The fighters were climbing way above the bomber stream and dropping bright flares on parachutes, which lit up
the airborne armada of Halifaxes and Lancasters and made them easy prey. Over the German border the cloud
saved them, sliding as predicted like a fluffy roof at twenty-one thousand feet and cutting off the light from the
fighter flares. Then it was just the radar guided flak and searchlights; and they too seemed to have benefited from
the rest, because they pursued one bomber after another into its final dive.
The German capital was well alight. From the astrodome Richard could see entire streets aflame, whole blocks
engulfed. The quick, bright stab of exploding blast bombs and the more leisurely effect of a photoflash was clear.
Wensdale dragged the protesting Zombie up to nineteen thousand feet and they released the huge bomb directly
over the city centre.
The Germans didn't like it. Fighters swarmed up from the Luftwaffe's airfields and now they were even attacking
over the target, risking themselves against their own flak. Twice Le Boeuf called for a corkscrew and twice
Wensdale's skill and fluency at the manoeuvre prevented the hungry night fighter from scoring a hit on the
twisting, turning, diving, climbing, skidding, elusive Lancaster.
Over Holland on the way back, they faced the fury of the Kammhuber Line, the Germans' gauntlet of searchlights
and flak. The men on the ground had the knack of selecting individual aircraft and coning the unfortunate bomber
in a series of beams, where it was an easy target for the ground gunners. Clawse, suffering from cramp, asked
Wensdale for a few minutes' relief. Richard was pleased to oblige and changed places with him, enjoying the
excellent viewpoint afforded by the mid upper turret and revelling in the way that it responded obediently to every
movement of the controls. His air gunnery was unimpressive, but he reckoned that he'd surely give any
squarehead a headache if he dared to come close....
"Rear-gunner to pilot. Unidentified twin engined aircraft astern, range two thousand yards."
"Wireless-operator to pilot. Do you want me to change places back again?"
"Pilot to wireless-op. No, Richard. Stay put. Wait and see what happens. Mid-upper to the astrodome please."
"Rear-gunner here. He's closing. I think it's a Jerry."
"Pilot to crew. Stand by for corkscrew."
Richard peered out into the darkness beyond the tail unit. He could actually see the other aircraft scudding along
behind and above, the square-winged outline of a Messerschmitt 110.
"Rear-gunner to Pilot. Me110, range one thousand. Christ, Skipper, he must be a clot. I can see him as clear as
you like."
"What's he doing?"
"Just getting a bit closer, skip."
"Pilot to wireless-operator. That's an old trick, Richard. Have a look around, quick. I'll drop a wing."
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The fuselage tilted quickly and Richard rotated the turret. Under the starboard side there was nothing but void.
Wensdale tipped the other wing. That side was empty, too.
"It's clear, skipper, both sides."
"Pilot to crew. I've got a bad feeling about this. Let's go away.” The Lancaster slid gently to one side, banking
away from the still visible Messerschmitt. Richard craned his neck; and out of the corner of his eye, saw the other
German diving in for the kill.
"Fighter! Corkscrew, corkscrew!" came a yell from Clawse in the astrodome.
The German was good. He had stalked the Zombie on the radioed instructions of his comrade, and had pulled
into the cloud directly above before diving at an incredible speed almost vertically at the Lancaster. Wensdale's
banking turn did not confuse him in the least, and he corrected neatly, arrowing the nose of his aircraft directly at
the bomber. The gun muzzles flared and a rapidly moving chain of tracer shells came streaking at them.
In the desperately short time that the Me110 was diving, Richard twisted the turret, trying to angle his twin
Brownings at the diving German. Then there was the crashing, horrible sound of cannon shells striking the wings
and fuselage. Everything seemed to go into slow motion, just like it had on the deck of Captain Jack's fishing
smack. In the only second that the combat lasted, Richard's brain recorded the following images:
- tracer shells passing straight through the mainplanes of the Lancaster and coming out the other side;
- the violent hammering of his own .303s as he fired back;
- someone shouting incomprehensibly down the intercom;
- the German's propeller arcs reflecting the flaring light from the 110's cannon muzzles;
- bright flashes from within the Lancaster's cockpit canopy as something electrical shorted out;
and finally a terrific, punching, engulfing explosion just aft of the mid-upper turret as a cannon shell detonated
inside the fuselage. Richard was instantly catapulted forwards with great violence, his head struck the gunsight,
and he lost consciousness.

-- ** -- ** -Beth was holding his hand when he woke up, although she was asleep, arms and head resting on the bed. It was
night. Richard's right arm was bandaged from shoulder to elbow, and a dressing had been fixed over his
forehead. He moved each limb with caution, and when he tried to shift his bottom, his stomach muscles protested
violently. Lifting his pyjamas revealed a huge circular bruise directly over his navel.
Hell's bells, he thought. Thank God for the parachute harness lock!
He gently tugged the sleeping girl's arm. "Wakey, wakey," he said. "Home the conquering hero comes, and all
that."
Beth stirred. It reminded Richard of how she had stretched on waking up during their week in Scarborough, and
he felt a flood of affection for her.
"I'm back with the living, Beth."
She let go his hand and rubbed her eyes.
"No, I'm real."
"Oh, Richard. When they told me that the Zombie was shot up, I couldn't do anything. Then they brought you in
and Piff le Boeuf told me that you'd been hit. I was in a panic. They wouldn't let me see you."
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"Is the crew all right?"
"Yes. They got back, but the aircraft's a write off. Flight Lieutenant Wensdale put her down on one wheel and she
went off into the grass, but everyone got out."
"Poor old Zombie."
"Poor old Richard," Beth said. "I was worried sick about you."
"How long have I been here?"
"Almost four hours now. It's nearly dawn. It's the Squadron Commander you've got to thank. He fixed it for me to
stay with you. The MO wasn't too happy about it, but here I am anyway. How do you feel?"
"Banged up. A bit light headed. I've got an incredible bruise on my tummy. I'll have to show it to you."
"Not now, Richard.” She giggled.
"What happened to my arm? I seem to remember that there was this squarehead pilot in an Me110 and he was
shooting at me. I mean, he was shooting at the Zombie, but it looked as if he had it in for me personally. My God,
but it happened so fast. I'd no idea that anything could happen as fast as that. You should have seen the tracer.
He was a damn good shot."
"The MO says you've got some shrapnel cuts along your forearm, but it's not hit anything vital. There's a cut and
bruise on your head where you hit the turret, although your helmet absorbed some of the impact. By the way,
you've got a lovely pair of black eyes.... and some concussion, he says. That's why you're in here and not in your
billet. You were lucky with a big bit of shrapnel which hit your parachute lock. That's how you got the bruise on
your tummy. The MO's kept the harness lock for you if you want it."
"What a souvenir. I might take him up on it."
Beth nodded. "Piff's got the chunk of shrapnel. He says he's looking forward to you coming to get it from him."
Richard laughed, but the stiff stomach muscles under the bruise hurt too much. "Don't make me laugh, please,
Beth," he said.
"A lot of people have been asking about you."
"They have?” Who?"
"Oh, the aircrew. Everyone. You're famous, didn't you know? Flight Sergeant Brown, DFM, terror of the
Luftwaffe, hero of the Sergeant's Mess. I checked. There's only been two other non-pilot DFMs on 696
Squadron, and they were both back in 1941 when they were flying Wimpies."
Richard was embarrassed. "Oh no, I don't want to be a hero."
Beth took his hand again. "You're a hero to me," she said. "I love you."
"You'll have to come closer, I can't move over. That is, if you want me to kiss you."
Soon after that the door opened and in strode the Medical Officer. Richard’s hand whipped out from under Beth’s
skirt. "Ah, good show, good show, Flight Sergeant," he said. "Capital, just the right sort of medicine, eh? How is
he, Corporal?"
Beth could still feel where his hand had been stroking her bottom, and was almost weak with relief that the MO
had not seen what he had been doing. "I think he'll live, sir," she said, her face crimson.
"Jolly good. I rather think that you'd better get back to your section, don't you? I'll take a look at him now that he's
come round."
"Very well, sir. Thank you for letting me stay with him."
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"Carry on, Corporal."
"Yes, sir.” She saluted and turned to go. "Don't worry," the MO said tolerantly, without turning round. "You can
come back in the afternoon.” Beth mouthed "I love you" to Richard, and the door shut behind her.
"How are you feeling, Flight?"
"Just stiff and sore, sir. That buckle saved my bacon."
"Yes, it certainly did. I kept it for you.” He reached onto a shelf and produced the circular lock plate into which the
ends of the parachute harness were inserted. To release them, it was necessary to rotate the plate and then slap
it smartly with fist or palm, and when in place it rested in the midriff. Richard's lock was severely indented, with the
metal harness clips still in place and the untidily cut webbing straps dangling.
"As you see; quite a bit of luck. We had to cut the straps to get it off you.” The lock was quite immovable. The
shrapnel had struck dead square to it and bent the lock so badly that it could not be released.
"What about my arm, and head?"
"I've put a couple of stitches in a slight cut to your head. It's not serious, and I don't think it'll leave a scar once it's
healed. You collected some shrapnel in your arm, and I've taken the bits out. You had concussion and that's why
I want you to rest. Apart from that, there's just the bruise on your abdomen."
"How long will I have to stay in here?"
The MO grimaced. "I don't understand you fellows," he said. "Always so keen to get back on the job. I would
have thought that a nice rest would be just what you wanted. “ He went on, "You had a nasty bump on the head,
I'm going to keep you here for a couple of days. I want you to sleep as much as you can. After that, I'm going to
suggest that you be put on light - that is, non flying - duties for another couple of days, maybe a week."
"Are the rest of the chaps all right? Was anyone else hit?"
The MO shook his head. "No," he said. "The rest of them are ok. Your skipper made a bit of a prang when he
landed, but the technical types tell me that he did well to get down at all. The aeroplane was in quite a bad way."
"Can I see the skipper?"
"Not for the moment. I want you to sleep again, and I'm going to give you a shot."
"All right.” He lay back as the MO gave him the injection.
"By the way," he said as he squeezed the syringe, "you'd be surprised at the number of people who've been
asking about you."
"Beth - Corporal Andrews - told me."
The MO nodded. "Yes. On a medical note, do you know what they call that piece of skin above the top of a
woman’s stockings?”
Richard groaned inwardly. “No, sir.”
The MO smiled. “The chuckle. Because if you can reach that, you’re laughing.”
Richard grinned back, and the MO went on, “You're quite a celebrity. Even the padre was particularly keen to
have you to himself for a while."
Richard's brain started to slowly digest this piece of information, but the drug was already doing its work, and the
thought never materialised.
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He slept for the best part of the morning and the MO discharged him later the next day, telling him to come back if
he were to feel at all dizzy. The crisp winter air made him feel good and he walked back to his billet, trying to ease
away the stiffness around his midriff.
"Look out, boys, he's back."
Richard smiled. "Hello, you fellows. What's happening?"
"Richard, man. They kicked you out of Sick Quarters, hey? How are you?"
"A bit chipped round the edges, Piff, but I'm all right really."
"We were just about to come and see you. The skipper's on the way down now, with Stan."
"Never mind," said Andersen. "We can go and celebrate instead. Nobody's flying tonight."
"Is the Zombie really a write off?" Richard asked.
"Not if you've got your magic wand handy. You know, the one that turns a pumpkin into a carriage. Actually,"
went on Clawse dryly, "I should say a squashed pumpkin."
"That bad?"
"That bad. She's had it. The undercart collapsed just after we touched down, and away we went across the
grass."

"What a shame," said Richard, and meant it.
"Never mind, man," put in Le Boeuf. "The Skipper's got the DSO, you've got the DFM, and we've been given a
brand new aeroplane to fly in."
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Richard was delighted. "The Skipper? They've given him the DSO?"
Le Boeuf nodded. "The Wingco put him up for it and Group approved straight away."
"Oh, bloody good," said Richard with satisfaction.
"Hey up, chaps," called Andersen. "Here comes the Skipper and Stan now."
He opened the Nissen hut door, allowing in Wensdale, Farleigh and a blast of cold air. "Oh, they've let you go?"
said Wensdale. "Good show. It means we can get through this here.” ‘This' was a bottle of brandy. "How are
you, Richard?"
"All right, Skipper. Just a bit tired, that's all. Congratulations on the gong. I think you really deserve it."
Farleigh made a careful inspection of Richard's eyes. "Stone the crows," he observed. "Hell of a punch those
gunsights have got. Next time you want to rearrange the interior of the turret, use a crowbar will you, instead of
your head?"
Richard laughed, and then grimaced. "Don't make me laugh, it hurts."
"Hey, that reminds me.” Le Boeuf reached over to Richard with a misshapen chunk of dark grey metal. "Here you
go. Compliments of Adolf Hitler."
It was a chunk of cannon shell, the size of a crown piece, flattened by the impact with Richard's parachute lock.
He drew the lock from his greatcoat pocket, and offered up the two pieces. They fitted perfectly.
"Well that's one life lost for sure," he said, shaking his head.
"Let's see the bruise," someone said. Richard obliged. "Jeez, another six inches lower down," said Todd, "and
your WAAF would have been awful disappointed on your next leave.” Everyone laughed.
Wensdale coughed. "Gentlemen," he said, "I am pleased to officially announce that Sergeant Richard Brown is
now Flight Sergeant Richard Brown, Distinguished Flying Medal. I have a copy of the citation here, which I'd read,
but it's certain to make Richard big headed, so I won't."
He stood up. "I'd just like to say that if it hadn't been for Richard's determination to put out that fire, do what he
could for poor old Harry, check on Piff and then fix up Stan here and give me a wizard course, we wouldn't have
got back. I don't give a toss what the citation says anyway. As far as I am concerned this man saved our lives
and I'm sorry that the promotion, the gong, and this -" he held out his hand - "is all that I can give him."
His grip was strong enough to turn the knuckles white. Wensdale looked deep into Richard's eyes, and both knew
that an unbreakable bond, one beyond words, existed.
"Crew. Hip, hip, HOORAY. Hip hip, HOORAY. Hip hip, HOORAY!"
"It's my turn now," Richard announced, and stood up. "I did nothing more than any of the crew would have done,
and I was one of the lucky ones. I don't care about the gong, but I'm proud all the same, proud because I'm in this
crew. I've never met such a fine set of blokes, and being part of this crew makes be absolutely bloody certain that
we're sure to beat the squareheads."
"Hear hear," came a voice.
"Anyway, what I want to say is, if it hadn't been for the Skipper here, if wouldn't have mattered what I'd done or not
done. Anyone could have put the fire out, but only the Skipper could have flown the aeroplane, especially when it
was all shot up, and especially when it came to doing the landing. So I'd like to say that I'm damned glad that he's
got the DSO. I can't think of anyone better deserving of it."
"Crew. Hip, hip, HOORAY. Hip hip, HOORAY. Hip hip, HOORAY!"
Wensdale was equally embarrassed. "Let's have something to drink," he said, uncorking the brandy.
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-- ** -- ** -That afternoon about tea-time, Group Captain Winchester launched one of his occasional snap inspections. The
Adjutant and his administrative staff had a procedure for warning everyone about this and whilst Winchester was
being engaged in some clerical detail and being carefully kept away from a window, they sent up a set of red,
white and blue flares. This signal soon had everyone scurrying about ensuring that their work affairs were in order
and as the Group Captain and his WAAF driver progressed from section to section, he found little to attract his
attention.
Once the last of the various aerodrome buildings had been inspected, their car was proceeding in darkness along
the perimeter track in the direction of the Station Headquarters and in looking out of the car windows Winchester
dimly saw the zebra-striped Control Caravan parked at the end of the active runway. Ordering his driver to alter
course towards it, as the car drew up alongside he climbed out and walked briskly up the short wooden steps and
threw open the caravan door.
Spreadeagled across the small desk in the paraffin-stove heated and rather confined space was a young blonde
WAAF, skirts lifted above her waist and Air Force issue bloomers dangling about one ankle. Fully inserted into her
was a well built young aircraftman, trousers and underpants off and clearly straining towards the culmination of his
exercise.
The WAAF's eyes widened in horror as she saw the Group Captain.
Winchester didn't hesitate.
"UNTIDY FELLOW!" he boomed at the aircraftman, whose bomb load evidently released at that exact moment.
Slamming shut the wooden door, he climbed into his car and instructed the driver to continue their journey back to
the Station Headquarters. As the car moved off he saw two extremely worried faces peeking out of the caravan
window.
"I just don't understand it," his puzzled driver said to her WAAF friends later that evening, "he's never done that
before. I mean, for no reason at all, he laughed like a maniac all the way back, gave me half a crown and told me
to have a drink on him when I went off duty."

-- ** -- ** -Non flying duties, Richard found, were a mixture of good and bad. Nobody seemed to know what to do with him,
and in the end the Signals Leader asked him if he'd coach some of the WAAF signallers who were studying for
their Morse, radio telephone, and signals examination. This meant fitting in spells of duty around the watch
keepers as and when they were free, and he discovered that the behind-the-scenes activity in the Watch Office
and signals section was a great deal more intense than he had realised.
Until then the Watch Office had been just a WAAF's voice on the radio telephone from out of the darkness, giving
instructions to take off, circle, descend, or land, or even to warn of some hazard. Now the familiar voices became
faces and identities, and took on personalities. They worked hard and took as much pleasure from their spare
time as they could.
There were four aircraftswomen who were under training for the coveted fist-and-sparks badge which the aircrew
wireless operators wore, and they were all in deadly earnest about gaining the qualification. They had to study
many aspects of the job and were tremendously grateful for his help. Over the week he was not flying he sat with
them on and off for many hours, patiently listening to the chattering Morse keys, correcting their errors, and
showing them how to keep a steady rhythm and to concentrate on the signal. They worked hard at it and at the
end of the week there had been a significant improvement in their sending and receiving speeds.
The Squadron flew twice to Germany. On the first operation all the aircraft returned safely; on the second, one
failed to return and one made an emergency landing at Manston with the hydraulics out of action. Another
Lancaster was sent to fetch the crew members, who had escaped serious injury.
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The advantage to being grounded was that he saw a great deal more of Beth. They were getting adept at meeting
by accident at various points over the aerodrome and on two occasions were able to get off the camp together for
a couple of precious hours. Both times they cycled down to the old mill and found that the raw January cold did
not seem so bad when the company was right.
That morning Richard had turned his kit upside down to find Lieutenant Morris' card with the vital phone number
on it, without success. The dread of being approached again was now a dark foreboding, and the worry of his
parents' welfare was beginning to give him more bad nerves about going back on ops.
"Beth," he said as they cycled back form the mill, "just pull over and stop, will you?"
Beth dismounted. "It's about time you told me what's on your mind," she said. "It can't be the flying, because I
can see that you've got over that. What's the matter? Don't you trust me?"
"Yes. I trust you. Look, I've got to come off ops and go away, or at least, I've got to get posted somewhere else.
Even if it means leaving you."
"Is it that serious?"
"Yes," replied Richard.
"You'd go LMF? Or ask for a posting? They'd never believe it, with your record."
"That's something else that worries me. I can't do it, Beth, I can't go LMF. So I've got to ask for a posting."
She laid her hand on his. "We're together, aren't we? Can't you tell me what this is all about? It's got to be
something to do with your escape, I know it. I think it's about time you told me."
"All right. It's a long story, so I'll be quick.” He described how he had been taken aboard Captain Jack's boat and
his subsequent interrogation and final arrival on the Squadron. "I was happy until then," he said, "especially when
I met you. That week in Scarborough was wonderful, Beth. I've never been so happy as I was with you. I love
you so much, sometimes it hurts."
"Yes, I know."
"I'm being blackmailed, Beth."
"How on earth? Who?"
"Do you remember that time in Scarborough when you went off to get my ring?” She nodded. "I went into a cafe
for a cup of tea. I'd not been there very long when in came a man, a traveller. He was a German agent. He
showed me pictures of my parents in the hands of the Gestapo, in St Helier. He said I'd better give them
information, secret gen, or it would be my parents who would suffer."
"So that was why you were upset when I came back."
"Yes. It put the wind up me, I can tell you. Anyway, he gave me a code phrase, and said that I'd know the man I
was contact when he used that particular phrase too."
"You mean someone would approach you here? In the village?"
"Maybe even on the aerodrome. I've no idea at all who it will be."
"A spy? It's incredible."
"But true. Anyway, I've got something worked out, Beth. When I get the code phrase, I'll know whom I'm dealing
with. I'll have no choice but to meet him, and I'm going to stall him with a lot of duff gen, simple easy stuff that's
either out of date or valueless. I've been trying to find where I've put a card with a telephone number on it. You
see, when I was discharged from interrogation, they asked me if I'd drop into France as an agent. I suppose it
was because I speak French, could work a wireless-set and they seemed to think that I'd done well under
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interrogation. I didn't want to be an agent, so I refused; but they gave a card with their telephone number on it and
said that if I changed my mind, I was to give them a call."
"And now you can't find it?"
Richard shook his head. "I've hunted high and low."
"What were their names?"
"Lieutenant Morris and Major Harper; Army intelligence."
"Can't you tell the CO? Robertson's all right. He'd look after you. He won't stand for anyone interfering with his
men."
"They've got my parents, Beth. I can't take a chance on the wrong people handling this, and I trust Harper. He
was tough, but straight."
"At least tell Flight Lieutenant Wensdale."
"He'd have no choice but to report it."
"There must be a way that you can contact these Army types."
"I thought of going absent without leave and travelling back to the interrogation centre. They'll have my records;
they ought to be able to put me in touch with Harper."
"Can't you phone them?"
"I can't talk about this on an open line, Beth."
"But what are you - we - going to do?"
"I'll have more of an idea when I know who this second fellow is."
"Richard, you can count on me to do whatever I can."
He nodded. "I know."

-- ** -- ** -Richard rejoined the crew at the end of January and by the end of February they flew three times to Berlin and six
times to other cities without mishap. This brought his operational total to twenty, well past the half way mark of
thirty trips. By this time the crew was a tight, well drilled unit, settling into a rock-solid rhythm from briefing to
landing. The pace was hotting up; rumours abounded of an invasion, and on practice flights in daylight, long
military convoys and fields full of tents and equipment could be seen. American servicemen were everywhere.
Excitement mounted in between the raids to the U-boat pens and German cities. Losses stabilised as the RAF's
technique improved and the bombing of oil refineries, aircraft and engine factories, and communications began to
tell on the German war effort. Crews came and went, some even finished a tour; and Wensdale, piloting a new
Zombie, brought the bomber back after each trip.
In the first week of March another dance was held in the Sergeants' Mess. It was the first since Christmas and
unusually well attended, so it was a question of braving the crush of the dance floor and moving as best you could
with the music. At least there was plenty to drink and even the thin wartime beer could get overmuch if you drank
enough of it. Quite a few people managed to do just that and as the night wore on the crowd thinned a bit. One or
two officers in Sergeant's uniform were to be seen, but that wasn't unusual.
Beth and Richard, with most of his crew, had taken over a table in the quietest corner they could find, and steadily
buying rounds of drinks. When it was Richard's round again, he picked up their tray and empties and weaved his
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way to the bar. To his surprise the local rector was there. He remembered that the regular RAF padre had been
taken ill and the station commander had accepted the offer of the local vicar to ministrate to the religious needs of
the personnel. Richard had seen him about the station.
"Ah, the celebrity," the padre said pleasantly. "We're very proud of you, my boy."
Richard felt like asking him how he managed to feel proud of someone who killed other people for a living; but he
just mumbled his thanks and returned to his table with the tray of pint pots, before taking the opportunity of being
on his feet to make his way to the toilet. Whilst he stood at the urinal, the padre came in.
"No need to rush off, my boy; I wanted to have a few words with you."
"I'm not the religious type, padre," said Richard, buttoning his fly.
"No? Well, I'm not a one to force religion down a man's throat, especially in wartime. You feel unhappy about the
killing?"
Richard shook his head. "No, we've got to beat the squareheads; let's just hope that it's over as quickly as
possible so that we can go back to normal, I suppose."
The padre nodded slowly. "Is it you with Flight Lieutenant Wensdale? And that pretty WAAF corporal? A girl like
that, you're lucky."
"Thank you."
"You plan to get married after the war?"
"After the war; well, padre, I'm not thinking about after the war, not just at the moment."
He nodded again, more slowly. "Yes," he replied sagely, "I'm not surprised to hear you say that, not surprised at
all.” He looked about; there was no-one else in the small room. "I was just wondering," he went on, raising his
eyebrows, "if you'd care to dance?"
For a moment Richard just looked at him. Then he took two steps back and bunched his fists.
"You're a dead man, padre."
The man smiled. "I don't think so. I've just got to shout, and you're on a serious charge. Striking a man of the
cloth? They might even shoot you."
"At least then you wouldn't get any information from me."
"Make it easy on yourself, Richard. And especially easy on your family. Your father's not at all well, did you
know? He could use some easy living. Just tell us few things. We'll find out anyway sooner or later; we always
do; you won't be helping us very much. But you'll be helping your mother and father. He'd tell you to help us -"
"He'd tell you," Richard said through clenched teeth, "to go to Hell."
"You just make a point of dropping into the Church from time to time and passing me something useful.
Performance details, wireless and radar frequencies, who's arrived, who's posted, pretty mundane stuff, you see?
Nothing important."
"Nothing doing."
"Ah, what a shame. You really want the Gestapo to get to grips with your parents, don't you? Dear me, they have
this terrible place on Prinz Albrectstrasse, in Berlin. I know, I've seen it. Yes, terrible place, especially the cellars.
You know, they've got a very unfriendly bunch of people that work there, I'm sorry to say that on the whole they're
a most unsympathetic bunch of chaps. They just won't take no for an answer."
"Maybe - just maybe - one night, I'll drop a cookie on their heads and kill the bastards."
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"Tut, tut! That's no attitude.” His voice hardened. "You will come to the Church on Sunday afternoon. I know
there'll be no flying, the Group Captain just told me. And I'll compose a nice long message to Berlin, full of all the
things you're going to tell me."
"No chance."
"Ah, but I think you will help us. Remember, the Gestapo don't play games. We've got your family, and their
welfare depends entirely on how you co-operate. Help us, and I'll pass the word back. Persist in this attitude, and
I'll still pass the word back, but the results - for your family - won't be, ah, helpful to them, shall we say. Now, I
must go. Sunday, three in the afternoon, at the Church."

-- ** -- ** -Pleading an assignation with Beth, Richard got Wensdale to approve a pass for him and left after lunch, walking
carefully in borrowed gumshoes the mile and a half to Swaldsholme village. The church nestled under the lip of
the aerodrome, looking like something out of a Swiss ski-ing holiday poster. The snow lay thick around the
ancient walls, but the path was clear. Tired and mossy headstones stuck up at random angles through the snow,
looking as if they had been pushed up absently from beneath the ground.
Inside, it was cold. Pale afternoon light struggled through the leaded windows which were half-clogged with snow,
and the overall effect was anything but religiously comforting. The clergyman was industriously sweeping the aisle
as Richard shut the heavy oak door behind him.
"Ah, there you are. On the dot. Come in, come in. Let's go into the vestry."
Keep calm, Richard told himself. Don't let him think that what you're giving him is anything but vital information.
"Sit down, my boy. See, I'll shut the door, so we won't be disturbed.” He could have been comforting a bereaved
parishioner who had arrived to talk over his sorrows; but Richard was not deceived.
"Are you an Englishman?"
"Certainly not! I'm actually South African, but my father was German and my mother, English; so I'm a Boer. I
went to school at Oxford and university in Dusseldorf. My father knows Hitler well," he went on, quite
conversationally.
"Doesn't it make you feel bad, doing this spying?"
"Spying? Who's spying? You come to me; I don't go round peering into Lancasters."
"I don't think a court of law would agree."
The man shrugged. "Just remember what happens to me, happens to you; and what happens to you is important
to what happens to your family."
"After the war I'm going to kill you, do you know that?"
The clergyman gave a chilling smile. "After we've won the war," he said quickly, "you won't have the opportunity.
Now before we get any deeper into this conversation, let's just remember why you're here. I want information and
you're going to give it to me. Let's not forget that."
Yes, that's it! thought Richard. Make it look good, though. Be a bit of a tough nut, and then appear to have given
in. Can't make him think he's crushed me straight away.... now, enough of the big boy talk. I've made my point, or
I've let him think that I've made it. Now for the hard part.
"I'm doing this under duress," he said out loud. "I want to make it quite clear that's the only reason. I'm not a
traitor."
"Oh, I'm sure that you're acting under the highest possible motives."
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"If it wasn't for my mother and father -"
"- you wouldn't even be here, would you? Tell you what, I'll give you a signed chit to show, shall I, saying that
you're giving away secret information only because some nasty man is persuading you? Now do let's get on. I've
got other things to do."
For half an hour he gave useless, false, and out-of-date information; a careful blend of both facts which could have
been collected by a schoolboy with an interest in aircraft and a sharp eye, and meaningless technical information
which was not regarded as secret. The bogus clergyman took copious notes.
"Yes, that's excellent," he said at the end, evidently well pleased at his success. "I'll send this to Berlin tonight.
Well done, my boy. I'll make sure that the powers that be know where it came from, don't you worry."
And get a feather in your cap at the same time, Richard said silently to himself. My friend, you're going to be in
hot water when the squareheads go through what you've sent them. And by the time you're able to do anything
about it, you're going to have half of British Intelligence breathing down your neck.
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Chapter 15 : Train of Events
The next day Alan wrote again to the Ministry of Defence in Gloucester, giving as much information as he could
about Beth Andrews and adding that he had reason to believe that she had died on Active Service in 1944 and
asking if there was any record of a next of kin. He posted the letter, mentally crossing his fingers in the hope that
there was no interconnection between the Service and the dusty records of RAF history.
Some weeks went by before he received a response; the personnel at Gloucester of course knew him by name
and if there was an exchange of information between the various departments of Her Majesty's Government, it
had not extended to prevent Alan from being told that Corporal Elizabeth Kathryn Andrews' next of kin was
recorded.
The letter went on to add that they could not divulge this information; but would forward a stamped letter if Mr
Scott cared to send one. Alan and Faye put their heads together and composed their letter;
"Dear Sir or Madam,
Over the last few years I have been researching the history of 696 Squadron, RAF between the years
1942 and 1945.
I understand from both official records and personnel based there at the time that Corporal Elizabeth
(Beth) Andrews was serving at the bomber station known as RAF Swaldsholme, Lincolnshire,
during the period that 696 Squadron was based there, and that she was, unfortunately, killed as a
result of enemy action in late spring 1944.
I have no wish to reopen old and perhaps sad memories of that era but would be grateful for any
information you are able to give me about Miss Andrews' career in the WAAF, especially during
her time at RAF Swaldsholme.
Yours sincerely"
"Isn't it rather a long shot?" asked Faye.
"I suppose that it is," Alan replied. "The next of kin was probably her father or mother - who have almost certainly
died by now. Don't forget that she was in her early twenties in 1943, which is when Richard met her. She would
be in her late sixties now so it's unlikely that the next of kin are still around."
"What will happen to your letter?"
"They'll forward it to the last known address of the next of kin, whoever that is."
"But Lucy Preston told us that she came from some farm or other in the middle of nowhere, up north? Look, don't
farmers tend to stay in the same area for generations? Maybe there's a relative in the district."
"You," said Alan affectionately, ruffling her hair, "are an incurable optimist."

-- ** -- ** -"Disappointing, isn't it," observed Alan, standing on the high brick wall of the shooting butts and looking out over
the expanse of the aerodrome. Far away, on the south side, the mechanical diggers and concrete crushing
equipment made a gentle roaring which carried faintly over the scarred farmland which once had been Royal Air
Force Broughton Lodge.
Faye sat on the battered brickwork and held her hand up to the sun as Alan photographed what little there was to
be seen. Even from this low vantage point, the dark furrows of where the runways had once lain were just visible.
The ghostly shadows of frying-pan dispersals long since gone for motorway and building rubble, now grassed
over, could just be made out.
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Alan pointed over the site. "You see? This aerodrome was a training base, what used to be called a Heavy
Conversion Unit, which was where pilots and crew were taught to fly heavy bombers, the four engined type. It
was almost the end of their training. They'd have an instructor with them and do all sorts of practice flights like
three engined landings, various emergency drills, and cross-country flights or even team up with a local fighter or
two and practice air-to-air firing and evasive action."
"What? They'd shoot at a Spitfire or something?"
Alan laughed. "No, no, it would usually be a Martinet or a Hurricane, and the gunners had a special cine-camera
which was exactly the same shape as a machine gun and which they could fix in one of the mountings inside the
bomber's turret. Whenever the gunner pulled his triggers, the cine camera would film what was in the gun sights.
They'd rendezvous with the fighter at a pre-arranged place and time and practice corkscrewing - taking evasive
action - whilst the fighter pretended to attack."
"Who usually won?"
"It was generally a toss-up. The fighters would claim to have peppered the bomber, and the air-gunners would
say that they had shot the fighters full of holes before they'd got in range. But don't forget that most bomber
operations took place at night. The gunners weren't supposed to shoot at an enemy aircraft which hadn't seen
them, it would have given their position away. And," he went on, "the British machine-guns were pretty ineffective
beyond about 400 yards anyway, which was about as far as the gunners could see at night. But the real value of
the exercise was in practicing the evasive action and the gunners calling out to the pilot which way to go to foil the
fighter attacks."
"So the Germans would attack from outside the machine-guns' range?"
"Yes, they'd hold off to about 700 yards and let go with their cannon, which had a longer range than that. On the
other hand, once the bomber pilot knew that he was being shot at, he'd do a corkscrew, which was a very violent
manoeuvre. What do you suppose is the most skilled motorcycling manoeuvre in the book?"
Faye's brow knotted. "An emergency stop from high speed, in the rain," she replied after a moment's thought.
Alan nodded. "A corkscrew's just as difficult a thing to do, and just as fatal if you get it wrong. Not many fighter
pilots could stay with and shoot down a bomber which was being corkscrewed, especially at night. So instead of a
stern attack they'd try to slink up underneath, and hit the bomber with upward-firing guns. That's how your
grandad got shot down."
"I remember."
They rode the perimeter track but found little evidence of 1656 Heavy Conversion Unit. The mighty runways had
all but been torn up, and there was little trace of the aerodrome; no buildings of any sort, except the scarred
shooting butts. Once back at the main entrance, Alan went in search of the man in charge of the site to thank him
for allowing them to view the site. He found him in a Portakabin near the big concrete crusher and since the
kettle had just boiled, the man asked them in.
"How long have you been working here?” Faye asked.
The foreman, an overalled man in his late 50's, considered. "Near on ten year, me and the lads," he said. There
was a team of half a dozen men seeing to the bulldozing, crushing and grading. "We've got a couple of years'
work yet, I reckon. Got the perimeter track and some dispersals to rip up yet, and then that'll be it."
Alan’s brow knotted as he worked out the mental arithmetic. "Let's see," he said, frowning, "there were three
runways, h'mm, let's say each of 1,000 yards, 3 feet deep and 50 yards wide. That's - um - 150,000 cubic yards of
concrete. Plus of course the perimeter track - let's say another 2,000 yards by eighteen inches by 50 feet, that's
another 150,000 cubic yards, plus of course the hardstandings; another 50,000 cubic yards at a guess, that's
enough for 26 aircraft. That comes to - let's see - about 450,000 cubic yards of high-grade Air Ministry concrete."
"All gone to build motorways," said the foreman, sipping his tea. "Did you know that the fellow who bought this
aerodrome after the war mortgaged himself up to the eyeballs to buy it and then spent hundreds of thousands of
pounds on equipment - plus our wages - to dig up the concrete, crush it, and then sell it off?"
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"I'd never really thought about it," admitted Alan.
"He's a millionaire now. All his debts paid, and retired."
"And," observed Faye thoughtfully, "he's still got the land."

-- ** -- ** -They were used to riding together. Their machines were absolutely different; Alan's V-twin Honda was at home on
a long cross-country cruise, and lacked the more rapid acceleration of Faye's Kawasaki. But he would chuckle
when after a long ride, Faye was making plaintive I-need-petrol signs and his own tank was but two thirds empty.
They combed the pages of the motorcycle magazines, dipped into paycheques, and bought a set of bike-to-bike
radios.
This transformed their riding together. Now they could communicate helmet to helmet up to a couple of miles
distant, and the radios proved invaluable during such manoeuvres as overtaking and coping with heavy traffic,
where they could not pass dumb show signals to each other. As the weeks of the summer passed, they rode
almost every weekend.
Alan soon began to think that there had never been a day when he had not heard her warning in his earphone if
they were out riding and a motorist was getting too close; he enjoyed the carefree banter on the open road when
they were tucked closer and closer until mirrors were inside handlebars, and grew accustomed to the single word
which would separate them at the approach to a hazard and then the quick confirmation which would unite them
again afterwards. On the occasions that he rode alone, he felt as did the fighter pilot who had ventured into hostile
sky without a comrade covering his tail. It was safer - and a whole lot more fun besides - riding in pairs.
Often she would simply not go back to her flat but stay with him, enveloping him, giving herself completely,
becoming part of him, learning his likes and dislikes, showing him her own preferences. Alan found that she could
share all of herself in such a naturally uninhibited way that this encouraged him to quickly cast aside his own
reservations. She loved to tease him, dressing late at night in underwear and a sleeveless T-shirt, which gave him
little flashes of her upper body beneath, which she would not let him touch until he was almost unbearable in his
frustration. Only then would she let him undress her, knowing that he would make her wait, taking a long time to
admire her body, caressing her with hands and mouth, waiting for her to almost beg for nakedness, and then yet
again reversing the roles, pleasing him as he had done to her, until neither of them could wait any longer.
“How many of us are there?” she would smile and ask, as their bodies fully merged. “One,” he would respond;
they’d both smile and laugh, and prove to themselves again that everything they were doing was a shared joy.
On the nights that they spent together he found a great happiness in waking up and finding her with him.
One Saturday morning when rain was pouring down from a black summer sky and Faye's Kawasaki had stayed in
the garage under Alan's front room since the Friday teatime, the postman arrived with a letter. It was Faye's turn
to make breakfast and she brought the envelope up on the tray.
"Where's Sedbergh?"
"Cumbria, up the M6 on the way to Carlisle. Why?"
"There's a letter for you."
Alan tore it open.
"Dear Mr Scott,
I was most surprised to receive your letter forwarded to me by the Ministry of Defence in Gloucester. You
will appreciate that the next of kin whose address is held by the authorities were in fact Beth's parents,
who passed away some years ago. I am her brother, who inherited the farm previously owned by our
parents, Mr & Mrs J R Andrews.
I was what you would call a career soldier and during the War I was serving in the Army and was captured
in North Africa at Christmas, 1942, and subsequently became a prisoner of war, ending up at a camp at
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Moosberg, close to Munich, and being released by the Allies in February 1945, when I was flown back to
England. I stayed on in the Army after the war and retired twenty years ago to take over the farm here in
Sedbergh.
My parents were quite devastated when they learned that Beth had been killed and they never spoke to
me about it. In fact I am not even sure that they were informed exactly how my sister came to be killed as
on the odd occasion when I tried to talk about it with them, they made it clear that it was still a closed
subject. Even in the last few years that my father was alive I could not discuss Beth with him, and since
he died I have not had any further cause to wonder about it.
My sister and I were not very close as I joined the Army straight from University in 1935 and was soon
posted overseas. I can tell you that Beth was not the academic type and as she did not care much for the
country life she was glad of the chance to join up, and did so at the age of 18 in 1941. After that I think
that I only saw her the once when our leaves happened to coincide. This would have been about the time
that she was posted to Bomber Command.
I have never been able to determine the circumstances surrounding her death and if you are able to give
me any facts I would be most grateful. I have a couple of photographs of her in an album and I am sure
that there is a collection of letters or documents up in the attic. I will try to sort them out for you in the next
few weeks.
How exactly did you learn about my sister? I would be very interested to know.
Yours sincerely,
Gerry Andrews,
Lieutenant-Colonel (Ret'd.)"
Alan's cheeks were flushed when he'd finished reading. "This is it," he said.
"This is what?"
"I don't know. But this is it, whatever it is."
He did not say that he felt the same sense of being drawn into a vortex, just as he had when he had stayed the
night at Swaldsholme. It was, he thought, like standing at the brink of a cliff, and being irreversibly pushed to the
edge.

-- ** -- ** -Alan wrote back. After several letters had gone to and fro, Gerry Andrews evidently became convinced that Alan
was genuine, and telephoned. He spoke at some length, and concluded with an invitation for Alan and Faye to
visit the next weekend.
"I've plenty of room," he said cheerfully, "a lady to do for me, and I'd be glad of a bit of company. Can you stand a
basinful of country living?"
"I think that we could grin and bear it," replied Alan with his tongue in his cheek. "All right," he went on. "We're not
doing anything. We'll come up on the Saturday."
"No, no. Come on the Friday, I'll have everything ready for you."
"All right," said Alan again, feeling that squeeze under the ribs. "I'll bring the Swaldsholme photos, too."
"Right you are. See you about what time?"
"Oh, er, nine or nine thirty," Alan replied, calculating quickly.
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“May I speak with your lady friend for a moment, please?”
“Faye? Sure,” replied Alan, puzzled, and handed over the handset. After a glance at him, she moved out of
earshot, spoke a few words, and then hung up. Laughing softly, she said, “He wanted to know if we required
separate rooms.”
“What did you say?”
“I said, not bloody likely.”
Alan laughed. "The plot," he said darkly, "thickens."
"What do you mean?"
"So, we're going up to see him. I've got that feeling again, Faye."
"So have I. You think that she might be alive?"
"No. I don't believe that the RAF would make an error like that, but there may be a clue on Richard. Maybe she
kept a letter from him, and it had his Jersey address, something that we could trace. I suppose he may have
returned there at some time or other, once the war was over."
"But surely he'd be recognised? Wouldn't that give him away? Look, we don't even know for sure that he
survived the war, and even if he did, he may have died in the years afterwards."
"It's all very unsatisfactory," mused Alan. "Let's wait and see what her brother has got for us."

-- ** -- ** -Faye, knowing that Gerry Andrews had been a long serving Army officer, was expecting a rather bluff military type.
But Beth's brother, apart from a quick intellect and a way of carrying himself, showed none of the archetypal
features which she had expected. He welcomed his two visitors - for once both on Alan's bike - with genuine
hospitality, and showed them to one of the spare rooms.
The farmhouse was a grey stone built property with recently installed double glazing. All the internal fittings were
modern; yet the original identity of the building had been carefully preserved. Alan and Faye freshened up and
then returned downstairs to find a generous supply of sandwiches, prepared by Andrews' resident housekeeper.
With a glass of brandy in his hand and a log fire burning by his feet, Alan felt that he had been there for years.
"This is Beth," said Andrews, producing an elderly photo binder. He turned the first few
pages and stopped at a colour studio portrait. Alan's stomach flipped. Here was the
face of the girl who had so desperately asked him for help in the early hours of that cold
morning in the Watch Office at Swaldsholme. She was instantly recognisable, and he
felt a shiver of something – a mixture of excitement, apprehension, and fear – run
through him. Faye took his hand, and the strength of her squeeze showed how much
she, too, was affected by the photo.
Andrew had also noticed Alan’s response. “Here, you can have this studio photo – I had
a copy made. It was taken when she received her Corporal’s stripes.” Alan, unable to
immediately answer, slowly nodded.
Opening the document case he had brought with him, Alan drew out the group photo of
the WAAF airwomen, taken in mid 1943 outside the Parachute Room. "I've never seen
this one," said Andrews. "Yes, that's Beth all right.”
"What did the authorities say when your parents were informed of her death? Officially, I mean."
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Andrews sat back in his chair. "First of all, Alan, do you mind if I ask you why you're so interested?" He paused,
and continued, “I can see how much that studio portrait affected you – both of you.” He looked at them both, and
warmed by Faye’s smile, relaxed.
Alan swallowed lumpily, and found his voice. "No, I don't mind. My real interest is in the old aerodromes, you see.
I do correspond with a fair number of aircrew, but that's a secondary interest really, although I specialise in 696
Squadron - Beth's."
"Alan's been to most of the old Bomber stations," put in Faye. "He's got thousands of photos of them."
"Yes, I've brought the Swaldsholme ones. Now, Colonel Andrews -"
"Gerry."
"Thanks - Gerry - I know this sounds as if I'm a crackpot, but I want to assure you that this story is absolutely true,
and that it may upset you, because it involves your late sister."
"Have you found out how she died?"
"Yes, as a product of my investigation, I did."
Gerry took the photo binder and opened it at the back, where an envelope lay. "I found these up in the attic a
week or so ago," he said.
"REGRET

TO INFORM YOU THAT YOUR DAUGHTER CORPORAL ELIZABETH KATHRYN
ANDREWS KILLED AS A RESULT OF ENEMY ACTION LAST NIGHT STOP LETTER
FOLLOWS STOP OC 696 SQDN AERONAUTICS SWALDSHOLME”
It was the usual impersonal and uncompromising telegram and Alan had seen many of them; each the curt verbal
death of a human being.
"If there was a letter," said Gerry, "I can't find it."
"You haven't missed anything. They tend to be something like 'Dear Blank, I am very sorry to report that your
blank was killed as a result of blank on the blank of blank, nineteen forty-blank' and so on. What you'd now
produce on a word processor, filling in the blanks as required."
"I know the form," replied Gerry drily.
"Yes," said Alan after a moment's reflection. "Of course you would."
"How did you get to hear about Beth?"
"We ran into a lady at the 696 Reunion who had been Beth's superior officer, and she told us about her and how
she came to be killed. I take it that you don't know how it happened?"
Gerry shook his head. "No," he said. "If my parents ever knew, they never told me. They never mentioned it at
all."
"That was nothing unusual. I have spoken to some relatives, even next of kin, who were never even told how a
man came to be killed, even when it wasn't on operations. Some of them made enquiries after the war and found
that records were not available or had been destroyed.” He sipped his brandy. "Beth's death was an accident
really, a freak, although it was as a result of enemy action. One night a German night-fighter, what they used to
call an intruder, attacked Swaldsholme aerodrome whilst the Lancasters were trying to land. Remember that the
crews would be at their most vulnerable; tired, relaxed, ready to get to bed. Anyway, the German dropped a stick
of small bombs and one of them landed in the bomb dump, blowing up a batch of mines. A chunk of casing was
blown a quarter of a mile across the aerodrome and through a window in the Station Headquarters, where Beth
was working late. She was fatally wounded and died in the early hours of the next day."
Faye put in, "She was hit in the chest, just below her ribs -"
"How did you know that?"
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She looked at Alan. "Yes," he said in reply to her unasked question, "let's tell him."
"Tell me what?"
Alan hesitated. "This is quite true," he declared. "I said earlier on that it might upset you, and in the face of it, the
story's a bit far fetched."
"You tell me and I'll decide."
"All right. Some months ago I was photographing the aerodrome; I had a breakdown - a puncture - and decided to
stay the night. It was a spur-of-the-moment decision, I'd never thought of it before. To cut a long story short, it
was one hell of an experience. I walked all over the old buildings in the pitch blackness, and at one stage heard
voices singing, an accordion playing, and it was incredibly unnerving. Just before dawn I was in the Watch
Office.” Faye opened Alan's photo album and showed the prints. "I heard an agitated conversation between a
senior RAF officer and an Australian pilot."
Gerry frowned. "You HEARD all this?"
Alan nodded. "Yes. I think that it was some sort of time warp, some fold in the fabric of time, I can't explain it.
Anyway, there was a row, a question of a traitor on the squadron, someone who had betrayed secrets to the
Germans and caused some severe losses on a raid to Nuremburg. I was petrified, I didn't dare move. I was in
one of the downstairs rooms, and heard the voices on the stairway above; the Australian almost ran downstairs - I
didn't actually see him, but I heard him say that he was going to fix the traitor. When I had built up enough
courage to leave, I turned to the doorway – and saw your sister standing there.”
"You - SAW - Beth?"
"I know it sounds as if I'm a crackpot. But, I saw her. She was in uniform, and very upset, in fact, she was in
tears. She asked me to help her boyfriend."
"Who was that?"
"We think it was a wireless-operator called Richard Brown. You see, it was Richard who had betrayed secrets to
the Germans. In particular, it was he who had told them the route that the bombers would be flying to Nuremburg;
the flak and fighters were ready, and Bomber Command lost almost a hundred aircraft."
"Do you know what happened to him?"
"According to what I've been able to turn up, he was killed in a flying-bomb attack. That's the official story
anyway."
"You don't think he was killed at all?"
"No, I've a hunch that he was spirited away somehow. I'm trying to find him."
"I see. Did I tell you that Beth's buried locally? In the village churchyard, actually. My parents had her brought
back afterwards. There's a small family plot."
"I'd like to see," said Faye quietly, and Alan nodded. "Well, it's easy to find," added Gerry. "The far end of the
ground as you go in through the gate. Beth has a Commonwealth War Graves Commission RAF stone, I expect
you'll recognise that. Anyway, we can do that tomorrow. Good night, the pair of you. Breakfast at oh eight
hundred."

-- ** -- ** -The following morning Gerry gave them further directions and they walked down to the village. The churchyard
was neat and tidy and they soon found the headstone. It was in a row of half a dozen family graves, including
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those of her parents, but Beth's was the familiar white Commonwealth War Graves RAF style stone of which, on
his aerodrome travels, he had seen a depressing number.
"Here she is."
The plot was well cared for. The inscription on the stone told them nothing they did not already know, and they
stood and looked at it for a while.
Faye hesitated for a moment and then reaching out, touched the top of the headstone with her fingertips. "It
seems quite odd. I feel as if I know her, and that's impossible."
Alan’s throat was constricted; it was several moments before he could respond. "I saw her," he eventually
managed to whisper.
"Yes; yes of course you did, Alan, I'd forgotten for the moment."
"I said I'd help her. But I don't know where to go from here. I can't think of what to do next, I feel as if I have only
solved half the mystery, and it's getting to me."
Faye put her arm around his waist, hugged him and shook her head as they stood at the graveside. "You've done
a lot for her, Alan. You found out who she was, and what difficulty she was in; you even found out her boyfriend's
name, and why he was in trouble."
"I know," admitted Alan, "but I feel that it's not enough."
"What a lovely touch," said Faye, peering the foot of the headstone. There was a short wooden stick topped with
a tiny posy of flowers surrounding the words 'I Love You.' "He hasn't forgotten his sister," she went on.
"That's what's upsetting me. I feel as if I've let her down. I want to set her at rest. If she's waiting in the Watch
Office, waiting for Richard to go back, then if I can't DO something about that, she'll never rest, will she? I can't
explain this, Faye. But unless I can finish this puzzle, get to the bottom of it, I'm going to wonder about it for the
rest of my life. I promised her."
He stood up and looked about. "The answer has got to be Richard," he said. "We must find him. I feel sure that
he's alive."
"Well, it's no good staying in this cheerless place. Take me for a walk. The fresh country air will do you good, and
I'll let you drag me into the pub later on."
"Okay.” He took her hand, and retracing their steps towards the gate, followed the road out of the village until they
came to a public footpath, turning along it. A couple of hours' walk later they reached the top of a nearly tall hill,
and paused there long enough to admire the view and decide that one day they wanted to live in a place like this.
The village pub was filling up by the time they had descended and they just managed to find a table. Alan
disappeared in the direction of the bar and returned after ten minutes with a pint and a half. "Sorry to have been
so long," he said. "It's a trifle crowded."
"Never mind," said Faye. "I like it. Let's retire here and be a pair of country gentlefolk."
"Wonderful."
"Alan, there's got to be a way of finding this fellow."
He sighed. "All I can suggest is visiting Jersey. It's possible that he may have relations still there, or we may be
able to turn up some other information."
"Shall we do that, soon?"
"Yes, all right. We'll take a holiday."
"I love you, Alan."
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"Well, hooray for that. I love you too, lovely."
"That damn flasher unit on my bike, if it hadn't been put in upside down, I'd never have met you."
"If I hadn't been fed up with Amanda."
"If it hadn't been raining."
"If I had missed you in that layby."
"If- if- if Richard had gone to his commanding officer and told him! Is there no chance of pursuing him through Air
Force channels?"
Alan shook his head. "Not a hope."
"What about the Squadron Association?"
"I don't want to make the enquiry public. Going through the Squadron Association and its newsletter would be like
putting it out on the six o'clock news. If this fellow is around, I don't want to push him further underground."
"Yes, I can see the logic in that."
"Come on, let's get back to the house. We mustn't keep Gerry waiting for lunch."

-- ** -- ** -"Did you find it?"
"Oh yes, no trouble," replied Faye. "We were impressed. It's all very well cared for. What a lovely church. We
had a good walk afterwards and then I couldn't get Alan away from the pub."
Gerry chuckled. "Not a bad place at all."
"I'm sorry but we're no nearer the answer to the riddle," said Alan. "I just don't know what to do next, I can't think
of the next step."
"What do you want to do this afternoon? Care to see round the estate?"
"Sure," said Alan.
Gerry took them on a conducted tour, on foot, which lasted an hour. At the end of it they were glad to put their feet
up and enjoy tea and cake on the rear patio, watching the sun meander towards the horizon. Gerry could see that
Alan was brooding.
"All this getting to you, old chap?”
"Yes, it is rather."
"Don't feel bothered if you can't get to the bottom of it. You've done a marvellous job so far. I believe you about
seeing Beth. I used to think that sometimes she was here - just a feeling, you know, nothing you can fix your mind
on."
"Like when you feel that someone's watching you, so you turn round to have a look."
Gerry nodded. "And, of course, when you do turn round, there's nobody there."
"That was a wonderful touch in the churchyard."
"I see to it that everything is looked after. We weren't very close, you know. We hardly saw one another."
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"But the flowers, still fresh," added Faye. "You must miss her even after all this time."
"I haven't put flowers there since the anniversary of the day she was killed. I do that every year, of course."
"There was a tiny bouquet there, right at the bottom of the headstone."
"Not mine. Must be someone else's."
"Who would do that? Another relative, perhaps."
"No, there aren't any."
"Do you visit the churchyard very often?"
"Er, well, no, not exactly. Certainly once, maybe twice a year. This bouquet - was there no card with it?"
"Nothing. Just 'I Love You.'"
Alan's teacup shattered in his hand.
"Oh my God," said Faye.
Alan jumped to his feet. "Of course, of course!" he almost shouted. "What a clot, what an idiot!” He clenched his
fists and waved them in the air.
Gerry was perturbed. "What on earth are you talking about? Flowers? A rather personal inscription? And who's
the idiot?"
"I am," replied Alan, his head spinning with exhilaration. "There's only one person who would put fresh flowers on
Beth's grave, one person who would say 'I Love You' to her after fifty-five years. Don't you see?"
"No, frankly I don't," Gerry said, puzzled.
Faye reached out and touched him on the arm. "It's Richard. He's alive, and he's here."
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Chapter 16 : A Friend In Need
The Germans were quick off the mark. Even as the Zombie flew over Hanover in mid March, the bogus rector
was listening to and subsequently decoding what amounted to a major reprimand, and when his secret wireless
equipment and code books were hidden away again, started to make plans for a return visit to Swaldsholme.
He managed to be around during the preparations for a raid; without discovering where the bombers were going,
of course, because the briefing was barred from him and the post briefing bustle was too busy a time to find
Richard, who having seen him, managed to remain in the background.
It couldn't last, and it didn't. After lunch one day at the end of March, Richard found himself cornered on the long
walk between the Signals hut and the billets, and the padre fell into step with him.
"You think you're a clever young man, don't you?"
"I don't get you."
The bogus cleric maintained a smile for the benefit of passers-by, but kept his voice low enough for only Richard
to hear.
"Pass me a load of twaddle, would you? I suppose you think that we'd give up, or that you could avoid us for
ever? Think again."
"I gave you what you wanted. That's all you're getting."
The man shook his head sadly. "It didn't go down too well in Berlin. It didn't go down too well in Prinz
Albrechstrasse. It didn't go down at all with me. And it certainly didn't go down too well in the Channel Islands. I
believe that they're making a real case study of your parents. Tut, tut! A shame. Why don't you co-operate?"
"Bastard," growled Richard.
"Such severe words to a man of the cloth..... now look here. I'm not going to beat about the bush. I happen to
know that you're flying tonight. I'll be up here later on, just after you've had your meal. You're going to tell me
where you're going and the route. There'll be no difficulty. Plenty of men come up to me for a quiet word before
the trip, just to settle their minds. Nobody will know about you."
"And if I do what you say? What about my parents?"
"If you co-operate, they'll be looked after. But this is the last chance for you. If I don't get some real, useful stuff,
it's curtains. Just think about it.” They had come to the end of the road and before them was the large field on
which the RAF had built the aircrew billets, row after row of Nissen huts. "Peace be with you, my son.” He nodded
benevolently to some passing aircrew and walked off, leaving Richard feeling sick with disgust.
He lay on his bunk, thinking whilst writing up his flying log book; then flipped back the pages, scanning the list of
operations with Wensdale and trying to decide whether or not it would be right to mark his medal in the log.
Conscious of the irony, he scrawled "Shot up by night fighter on outward flight. Mid upper killed. Jettisoned.
Helped pilot with course and landed safely. Awarded D.F.M.” These were the only comments that he felt able to
make, and he shut the book abruptly. As the leaves slammed, a small card shot out of the back. It was the card
that Morris had given him, with his and Harper's telephone number on it.
Richard pounced on it, knees weak, heart pounding. "Got the bastard!" he shouted triumphantly.
"What's that?" said Andersen curiously, coming in through the Nissen hut door. "Caught a rat?"
"My friend," Richard replied with satisfaction, "you don't know how right you are."
"Are you in some kind of trouble?"
"Sort of. Or rather I was in some sort of trouble. But I've just found the way out."
"Count on us if you want anything. We're right with you, whatever it is."
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"I know. Thanks, Tony. It'll all be over in a few hours, I hope. But I might have to lay low."
"Okay. I'll cover for you and fend of any awkward questions."
"Thanks.” He stuffed the card in his pocket and tried not to run back up the hill towards the aerodrome. At the
main gate, the Tannoy boomed.
"Attention, attention. All aircrew will report for briefing at sixteen hundred hours. I repeat. All aircrew to the
Briefing Room at sixteen hundred hours. That is all."
And around the call box was the heavy chain and padlock, cutting off the aerodrome from the outside world. The
chain was still swinging as Richard walked up to it; he had missed making his call by less than a minute. Now
there was no way off the aerodrome until the raid was complete.

-- ** -- ** -"Beth!"
He tapped gently on the window again.
"Beth!"
At the third try she saw him, frowned, and opened the window. "You mustn't come here like this, you'll get me into
dreadful trouble."
"I've found Harper's telephone number - but the phone box is locked. Haven't you got an outside line anywhere?"
"Richard, no! We've only got RAF lines here. The external circuits go through the teleprinter room in the Ops
Block. You'll have to go through the switchboard, and if the phone box is locked, they won't allow any outside
calls."
"Christ! That's no good. They'd never let me use one, and anyway they'd hear."
"Just a moment. The Groupie has got an outside line in his office. I think it's a direct line for emergencies or
something; it's not used normally, it's locked in a little cupboard. The fire service or something like that, I think."
"Can you get to it?"
Beth paled. "It's mean me getting into his office for long enough, without being disturbed. I'd have to break the
lock."
"Can you do it?"
"Is it that important?"
Richard nodded. "It's that important. We're on ops tonight. If I don't give the target and route, my parents have
had it."
"The agent's got to you again?"
"Yes, about an hour ago. Beth, can you call Harper and tell him what's going on? It's vital. Maybe they can catch
this bloke before he passes on the information."
"Who on earth could it be on a place like this?"
"It's the local padre. Not our own bloke, the one in the village. He's the spy. He's up here all the time whilst our
own chap's still sick. I'd seen him about before but never paid any attention to him."
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"I'll do it."
He looked into her eyes, and briefly held her hand. "You must talk to Harper. Please be careful."
She nodded and then something caught her eye. "Look out. The boss. I love you.” The she was making a
pretence of jiggling the window catch and polishing the glass, and Richard dropped out of sight.

-- ** -- ** -"It's daft," observed Wensdale. "Straight in and out? What crackpot thought of that one?"
"Maybe they've not told us everything, skip. They wouldn't send us on a direct route unless there was some good
reason. I expect they've set up diversions, intruders, that sort of thing."
"I don't like it," Wensdale grumbled. "Fly dead straight to Nuremburg and back again? The Jerries'll have a field
day."
"Don't forget the cloud cover, skip. Thick cloud most of the way there and a good wind; we'll be all right."
"Oh well, I suppose that someone at High Wycombe has planned this all out. I just don't like it, that's all."

-- ** -- ** -"Nuremburg. Yes, it had to be a long trip. They've filled the tanks full. And the route? Where are the turning
point markers being dropped?"
"Nowhere."
The padre laughed softly. "Don't give me that. I know that there are turning point markers dropped so that you
can get course checks as you go along."
"Well, there aren't any this time."
"I think I'll have to have a quiet word with my friends in Berlin." He brought his face close to Richard. “We know all
about that WAAF girl of yours, me lad – so any trouble for you is nothing to what we can do to her.”
Richard’s hand went to the butt of the .38 Smith & Wesson revolver that many aircrew routinely carried on
operations, tucked into an awkward canvas holster at his belt. Seeing this, the padre simply smiled. Aware that
using the weapon would create more problems than cure them, and desperate to keep Beth put of the picture,
Richard just snarled back, "Fat lot of good that will do you. The route is direct. There are no dog legs."
"If you think I'm going to believe that, you must take me for an idiot. A straight route to Nuremburg, on a full moon
night? Twaddle. And take your hand off that pistol.”
"There's heavy cloud all the way, and a helpful wind. Do you think I'm kidding you? It's my parents, remember? I
told you. The route is direct. We're going straight there, and straight back."
The padre looked thoughtful. "All right," he said. "But if you're giving me the wrong stuff, my son, I'm going to pull
the plug on you for sure."

-- ** -- ** -"Richard, thank God I've found you. I spoke to Harper. I had to work hard to convince him, but I did in the end.
He's on his way up here now."
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"Beth, you're wonderful. How did you do it?"
"I had to break the lock on the cabinet where the phone is. I don't know how long it'll stay undetected. I'm afraid
that I had to splinter the woodwork, and it's rather obvious."
"I don't know what I'd do without you. Thank God this thing is nearly over. Tomorrow it's going to be done with."
"I didn't tell him about you."
Richard gasped. "How did you manage that?"
"I made an anonymous call. I don't want them taking you away! I just said to him that there was a German spy
working as a local vicar near the RAF base at Swaldsholme, and that he'd obtained secret information which he
was transmitting to the enemy."
"Did he believe you?"
"Yes, I think he did."
"What did he say when you told him? Didn't he want to know who you were?"
"I don't know. I hung up."
The press of milling aircrew made it difficult to talk. Both of them were bursting with words which could not be
said; but they both understood.
"I'll wait for you."
"I'll come back," he said.
The hours of waiting dragged forever, but eventually they were roaring down the runway and circling, climbing;
finally they set course on the navigator's time check. Reade's Island and the Humber Estuary disappeared
behind.
It was soon obvious that the planning was wrong. "I don't get this," remarked Farleigh in a puzzled tone, "the
winds are nothing like the forecast at all. Just give me a few minutes and I'll give you a course correction."
Wensdale and Todd were looking up anxiously through the Lancaster's cockpit canopy. The huge full moon lit up
the entire night sky, bathing the bomber fleet in light. They could see dozens of Lancasters and Halifaxes around
and above.
"Bugger the course," said Todd. "Where the hell's the cloud?"
"If I can see them," put in Clawse from the mid-upper turret, "they can bloody well see me."
"Let's press on anyway. Maybe the cloud's over Holland."

-- ** -- ** -"Rear-gunner to pilot. Lancaster going down on the port side, astern."
"All right, Piff."
"Mid-upper to pilot. Halifax on fire to starboard. They're baling out."
"All right, Santa."
"Bomb-aimer here. Heavy flak ahead, skip."
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"Jesus," said Wensdale, the sweat running off his face as he tried to haul the heavily laden Lancaster around what
seemed to be the worst of the flak. "I've never seen the Jerries so upset. Hasn't the Wehrmacht got any guns
anywhere else?"
"Mid-upper to pilot. Another Lancaster going down on the port side."
"Bomb-aimer to navigator. How many's that, Stan?"
"Navigator here. I've logged eighteen."
"Pilot to navigator. Ok, Stan. Don't bother any more logging them. There's no sign of that bloody cloud, chaps.
Keep your eyes open. There's going to be a lot of fighters about."
"Navigator to pilot. Can I put forward an idea, skip?"
"Go on, Stan."
"Let's go off the course. Even better, let's go down on the deck. I think the Jerries have tumbled us. If they have,
I'd feel a lot happier out of the stream."
"And climb up to bombing height just before the target?"
"Yes."
"Pilot to crew. What do you say, chaps?"
"Rear-gunner. Bloody good idea, skip."
"Mid-upper here. Yes. I'd feel better about being out of the way."
"Richard?"
"Wireless-op here. Anything to get us out of the way."
"Bomb aimer. Let's do it."
"Pilot to crew. All right. Not a word about it when we get back. I'm going down."
The Lancaster's nose dropped quickly and Richard heard the engine note lessen as Wensdale took the power off.
His ears popped repeatedly with the steepness of the descent, and when he next peeked out of his window, it was
countryside flashing past and not other bombers.
"Bomb-aimer to pilot. That's wizard, skip. I can see everything."
"Keep your eyes peeled for pylons."
"What about telephone wires?"
"Balls to telephone wires. Just tell me if there are any pylons. Navigator, I want enough warning before the target
to get up to minimum height for the cookie."
"Okay, skip. I'll tell you when."
The aircraft was flying so low that after one look outside, Richard dared not look again. Wensdale was skimming
the treetops at less than a hundred feet and the speed was electrifying. Instead of the comparatively steady flight
at altitude, the necessity to avoid hazards made the big bomber constantly slip one way or the other. Richard
concentrated on his equipment and tried not to think about the bogus clergyman. His thoughts took him to Beth
and the risks she had taken to use the Station Commander's telephone.
I'm going to ask her to marry me when we get back, he determined.
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-- ** -- ** -The false vicar, armed with the pass signed by the Group Captain, had no difficulty in leaving the aerodrome and
returned to the rectory. He parked his ancient car outside and entered the small house; then almost running
upstairs in anxious excitement to the room where his transmitter was concealed, threw open the door. His
equipment lay in disarray all over the floor, code books open, morse key and headset trailing wires over the
linoleum.
A revolver muzzle pressed into his neck. "Give me an excuse to pull the trigger, padre. I'm longing for just one
little reason to scatter your brains over the room. But on the other hand, why bother? You're going to the gallows
anyway. My name's Harper, Army Intelligence. I want a few words with you."

-- ** -- ** -From the worm's eye view of their position, Wensdale and Todd watched the fury of the flak and fighters tear
bomber after bomber from the stream high above them. Only the occasional squirt of shells came at the Zombie;
the ground gunners, concentrating on the main force, could not swing their heavy guns in time to take pot shots at
a lone Lancaster. The light flak too was past before they could draw a bead on them, and they thundered on at
little more than rooftop height before rapidly climbing to 4,000 feet, releasing the cookie and incendiaries, and
turning well away to the north for the journey back.
The main force of bombers, bathed in pale moonlight, seemed to be well off to one side. Wensdale queried this,
but Farleigh assured him that the Zombie was right and the rest were wrong. Wensdale said no more on the
subject; he trusted the Australian navigator. Far over to port there was streak after streak as an aircraft plunged,
afire, to earth. They watched in horror as every few minutes there was another, then another, then another. It
was evident that things had gone seriously wrong, for there was no sign of the promised cloud, the moon
illuminated anything and everything, and those navigators still using the predicted wind were running all over the
sky, where searchlights, night fighters and the hungry flak picked them off with ease.
At last the gauntlet was run and the Zombie's snout pointed back over the North Sea. Wensdale stayed low over
the waves and only climbed when the Lincolnshire coast loomed. Another half hour and he was calling
Swaldsholme on the radio telephone.
"Hello Cheapjack, Foxglove Z for Zebra calling, do you receive me, over."
A clear, crisp WAAF's voice came immediately back. "Hello Foxglove Z for Zebra. Cheapjack answering, strength
niner, over."
5

"Z for Zebra, request pancake , over."
"Hello Z for Zebra. Cheapjack Control answering. Permission refused. One damaged aircraft in the circuit,
6
please orbit at two thousand, over."
"Zebra. Orbiting at two thousand and listening out.”
7

"Hello Foxglove T for Tommy. Cheapjack control calling. Pancake, pancake. QFE one zero zero five, surface
wind two seven zero degrees at fifteen knots. Ambulances standing by."
The other voice sounded strained. "Hello, Cheapjack. T for Tommy answering. Pancaking. Thank you."

5

Pancake – code for permission to land
Orbit - fly round in a circle
7
QFE - barometric pressure over the base, so the pilot could set his altimeter to the same setting and get an
accurate height measurement
6
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The Zombie's port wingtip lowered as Wensdale started circling. Richard pulled back his curtain and looked
carefully out of the window alongside his seat. After some deliberation he could see the other aircraft as it
approached. It seemed to be crabbing awkwardly, and particularly low.
"Hello, Foxglove T for Tommy. Cheapjack calling. Overshoot, overshoot!
wireless making emergency landing in front of you, over."

One aircraft on fire and without

"I don't think I can, Control," came the strained voice. "I don't think we've got any elevators ... Christ, something
just broke off at the back.” There was a hysterical laugh over the radio, and Richard quite clearly saw the
Lancaster go into a tired dive.
"Carry on, chaps," came the strained voice, this time filled with resignation and despair. "I've had it."
There was a long rush of flame and debris as the stricken bomber hit the trees on the rising ground only a hundred
yards or so short of the runway; smoke and dust rose, and then mercifully Wensdale had banked the other way
and the sight was obscured by the wing.
The WAAF's voice came anxiously over the airwaves. "Hello Foxglove T for Tommy, can you hear me?"
There was a long pause, and then Wensdale replied. "Hello, Cheapjack control. Z for Zebra calling. I'm afraid
they've gone in. About three hundred yards short of the runway, I think."
"Oh God," came the unexpected reply, and then, not without a quaver in the voice, "Hello, Foxglove Z for Zebra.
Cheapjack calling. Pancake now please. Over."
Richard found Beth waiting for him outside the Ops Block. Abandoning discipline, she hugged him. "I thought it
was you when I saw the crash," she said, her eyes bright with tears. "I heard you on the R/T just before."
Richard was bone tired after hours in the air. He felt grimy, unshaven, and unsuited for anything except a long
sleep. The debriefing had been especially tedious, with Farleigh vociferously denouncing the meteorological
experts and the rest of the crew loud in condemnation of the planning.
"It's been a bad night," he said tiredly. "A lot of aircraft have bought it. We've seen no end go down. We went
most of the way down on the deck, Beth. There were so many fighters, so much flak on main force. We were
lucky."
"I've heard nothing from the village - about you know what."
He nodded, exhausted. "Good. Look, Beth, I want to get my head down now. But tomorrow I want to see you,
understand? It's important."
"I'll wait."
"I'll come back."
"I love you."
"I love you, too."
Another Lancaster roared overhead, only three of the four engines turning. Great holes in the tail unit showed up
as it sank to earth and disappeared from sight into the slight dip of the aerodrome's centre. A short while later it
appeared waddling round the perimeter track, pursued by an ambulance. More engines cackled across the
aerodrome as a Lancaster landed. It seemed intact, but as it touched down on the long runway, the undercarriage
collapsed and it scraped down the tarmac to a halt. More landing and navigation lights could be seen circling as
the rest of the Squadron returned.
At dawn the carnage became clear. Out of twenty-three aircraft despatched, six - including Squadron Leader
Gordon, the B Flight commander - had failed to return. One Lancaster had crashed short with all seven men
dead; two more aircraft were scattered in pieces on the grass between the runways, and a further half dozen
others were so badly holed that they were unserviceable. Only Wensdale's Zombie and Flying Officer Johnson's
H for Harry were undamaged.
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The BBC news, listened to later that morning with horror by the population, families of aircrew and Service
personnel throughout the country, announced that from over eight hundred and fifty Halifaxes and Lancasters
despatched by Bomber Command, ninety-six had failed to return.

-- ** -- ** -The dreadful news stunned everyone. Aircrew went round the station with long faces, saying as little as possible;
they all had friends in the missing bombers on either their own squadron or another. The switchboard was
receiving regular calls from other aerodromes, asking if Sergeant or Pilot Officer so-and-so was available. Very
often the answer from the appropriate Mess was, "No, I'm sorry, he's missing from last night."
Beth was inundated with work as there were nearly fifty casualty telegrams to be dealt with. All personnel away
on leave were recalled, and anyone due for leave was curtly informed that it was cancelled. The ground crews
worked non stop all day and succeeded in making twelve Lancasters serviceable; but Bomber Command was still
licking its wounds and there was no Battle Order posted. A mantle of gloom descended over Swaldsholme. At
every dispersal there were fitters, riggers and mechanics working flat out on the battered Lancasters. But on the
technical site behind the J-hangar, few people were about.
One Canadian pilot from New Brunswick, whose aircraft was notoriously adept at having one engine disabled by
flak and whose three engined landings were regarded as a normality by the crew, returned and landed safely with
two engines on fire and the two remaining engines delivering just sufficient power to keep the Lancaster in the air.
It was this aircraft which had pre-empted T for Tommy’s approach and landing. The Canadian’s Lancaster had
been so badly damaged that it was immediately scrapped.
Questioned at length by his fellows on the extraordinary feat of bringing back such a critically damaged aircraft, he
coolly maintained that he had “Come back in the usual way - two of ‘em turnin’ and two of ‘em burnin’.” Wing
Commander Robertson put this man forward for an immediate DFC.
It wasn't until after dark that innocuous vans drove in through the main gate and took away the nineteen bodies
which the MO had ready. The Sick Quarters was so full that he had been compelled to send some of the
wounded to Grimsby for treatment.
Beth finally finished at nine thirty, and unable to find Richard or any of his crew around the sections, went to bed.
The next day things looked a little brighter. The sun shone; occasionally an odd Lancaster took off on an air test
and the aerodrome started to emerge from the hangover of Nuremburg. Richard's crew flight tested the Zombie
and were expecting a Battle Order, but by mid afternoon there had been neither an announcement to that effect
nor any news or rumour from the village. At three thirty, Clawse answered the phone in the Sergeants’ Mess, and
fifty faces were on him as he spoke into the receiver.
“I see, sir; night flying is cancelled. Yes, I’ll pass the word. Thank you very much, sir.”
Clawse put down the phone, breathed several large sighs of relief and turned back to face the room. To his
complete lack of surprise, it was empty. He followed the example and retired to his billet, each man coping with
the disaster as best he could.
Feeling ran high against the planners who had dictated the straight in, straight out route, and the meteorologists
who had predicted the cloud cover which had never appeared, and the so incorrect winds. But no announcement
was forthcoming over the tannoy, and by teatime everyone knew that there would be no operational flying,
although exhausted ground crews were still working in closed, floodlit, cold and draughty hangars, fitting new
engines, flaps, bomb doors, turrets, or just washing out the blood and spraying disinfectant.
After the evening meal the station became very quiet. Richard hunted high and low for Beth without result and
eventually retired to an armchair in the Sergeants' Mess with the other four NCO crew members, bought a round
of drinks, and talked of anything except flying over Germany.
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"Excuse me, sir," a young aircraftman said to Robertson as night closed in over the aerodrome, "Group Captain
Winchester's compliments, and would you please come to his office right away, sir."
"Oh, right. Thank you. Carry on."
Robertson, thinking that Group was leaving it altogether too late for a sudden raid, walked the hundred yards
along the blacked out perimeter track, turned between the parachute room and the main stores and knocked on
the Station Commander's door.
"That you, Barry? Come in."
Robertson shut the door behind him and this being the first time they had met today, saluted. The Group Captain,
who wore the pilot's brevet from the Royal Flying Corps and campaign ribbons from the First World War, was
evidently in a bad mood. He indicated two civilians in the room, who were sitting in chairs opposite his desk.
Neither of the men turned round. One had a leather briefcase on his lap, and Robertson noticed the steel chain
between its handle and the man's wrist.
"Sit down, Barry. This is a serious business, I'm afraid. These two - er - gentlemen here are from London. They
tell me they have reason to believe that one of the men on this station has been passing secrets to the enemy."
Robertson gaped.
"Yes, that's exactly what I thought. But as they assure me they have proof, and as they have been vouched for by
Bomber Command at High Wycombe, I've decided to call you in. You see, they maintain that the man in question
is one of the aircrew."
Robertson's jaw set. "Bollocks."
Winchester nodded. "I thought you'd say that."
One of the men turned and looked directly into Robertson's eyes and spoke quietly but with complete self
assurance. "Wing Commander Robertson? I represent His Majesty's Government in a, well, let's say, security
capacity. I'm afraid that I can't be more specific.” His companion appeared to be taking no interest, and sat with
his hands resting on the leather briefcase. "I have irrefutable proof that a member of your unit has on several
occasions passed secret information to a German agent who was, until last night, living and working in the local
village."
Robertson's eyebrows bristled, but the man was unperturbed. "This man, who is under your command, has been
identified by the security service. I require you to hand him over to me at once."
Winchester watched with interest as the veins in Robertson's neck swelled. The heavily built Squadron
Commander stood up, a powerful, angry man. Winchester knew from experience that he deeply resented any
outside interference with his men, with whom he maintained an almost religiously sacrosanct relationship. I'd be
buggered if I'd tangle with him up a dark alley, he thought. I don't fancy matey here's chances.
"If you think," said Robertson heavily, restraining his anger with remarkable self control, "that I'm going to hand
over one of my aircrew to you or anyone else, you can go and get stuffed."
The security man raised his eyebrows. "If you decline to comply with my instructions, I will have no choice but to
bring in my own men to find and arrest him. And," he went on placidly, seeing how angry Robertson was, "I
assure you that I most certainly do have the authority."
Winchester held up a hand. "Sit down a moment, Barry. Let's talk this thing through for a moment."
Robertson gave the security man a fierce stare which would have melted anyone with a lesser composure, and
sat down again.
"First of all, I think you might tell us who this man is."
"Of course. The agent's name-"
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Robertson pounced. "The alleged agent's name," he growled.
"Very well. The alleged agent's name is Richard Arthur Brown, Flight Sergeant, wireless operator. I understand
from my own sources that he flies with your Flight Lieutenant Wensdale."
"Well, that's a bloody laugh and no mistake," Robertson cut in. "I know this man and you couldn't find a better
type anywhere. As a matter of fact I have successfully put him up for a DFM after he just about saved his crew
single handed on an operation a few months ago. And, I might add, I've been trying to get him to accept a
commission."
"Indeed? This is of no interest to me."
Robertson didn't bother to keep his voice down. "Well it's of bloody interest to me! What gives you the idea that
you can just walk in here and make off with one of my men, especially someone of his calibre? We've got boys on
this Squadron who are just a few months out of school. They look up to Brown as an example of how to do the
job. Bloody hell, I look up to him as an example of how to do the job. I tell you straight, I've only got to shout
loudly enough and there'll be two hundred aircrew in here tearing you into little pieces and spreading you out over
the aerodrome, you and your tame sidekick both."
The man was unprovoked by this attack. He turned calmly to Winchester. "Group Captain. I assume that you are
more able to deal with this in a professional manner? I have a great deal of work to do on this affair. I would be
obliged if you will have this man arrested at once."
Robertson was furious. "You little chairborne shit! How dare you! Remember that whilst you've been sat on your
thin official arse eating the fat of the land, my boys - including Brown, Wensdale and hundreds like them - have
been bombing the hell out of Hitler. Are you expecting me to believe that one of my boys would give away secret
information, which would probably make the losses worse than they already are?” He lowered his voice and spoke
with great deliberation. "Did you know that we sent fifty casualty telegrams yesterday? Fifty! And you think that
you can turn up here out of the blue with your bits of paper and take away one of my best NCOs just like that?
Bollocks! My men don't sit at office desks all day polishing the seats of their trousers. They risk their necks every
time they go on ops.” He stood up and pushed his face right into the security man's. "How many times have you
flown over Germany?"
Winchester was beginning to feel equally infuriated. I do not like this fellow, he said to himself, eyeing the security
man, but I admire his self control. The barb about flying over Germany had gone deep.
He coughed deliberately, and Robertson subsided a little.
"I'm inclined to agree. You are on Air Force property and subject to Air Force regulations. Like it or not, I am in
command here; and like it or not, Wing Commander Robertson is in command of the aircrew. Until you can satisfy
us that what you say is true, I have no intention of taking any further action."
"We each serve our country in our own way and to the best of our capabilities. The authority from your
Headquarters is insufficient? Very well. I see that I will have to explain certain matters to you. A few days ago at
the end of March, my department received an anonymous telephone call from an unidentified woman. She spoke
to one of my officers, Major Harper. She said that there was a German agent in Swaldsholme village."
"We know the locals well," Winchester said. "We have a very good relationship with them. I'm chairman of the
liaison committee, and I know a lot of the people round here. Who is it, this agent?"
"The agent is a South African of mixed German blood. He was, until two days ago, masquerading as the local
rector."
Winchester went pale. "You can prove this?"
"Certainly. If you care to come with me, and if I had the time, I'd take you to his house. The transmitter, receiver,
aerial equipment and code books are still there, under guard."
"Do you know who made the anonymous call?"
"No, except that it was a woman, and the call came from this station."
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"Someone from here - presumably a WAAF - called you with this information?"
"Yes."
"When, exactly?"
"Five thirty pm on March 30th."
Robertson laughed. "Well that's bloody impossible," he said. "We were preparing for a raid. All the phone lines,
except the official RAF ones, would have been closed."
"Nevertheless, the call originated here; we traced it. Major Harper at once flew up here and found the enemy
agent's equipment, as I described to you."
"There's only one other line then, sir; yours. The emergency phone."
Winchester looked stunned. He stood quickly and opened the small wooden cabinet on the wall beside his coat
rack. As he inserted the key, the door swung open and tiny chips of wood fell out.
"Well I'll be damned. Maybe you're right about that call."
"Someone - as you say, probably a WAAF - forced the door and called my office. Who would have had such an
opportunity?"
Winchester sat down again and considered. "At least a dozen or so," he said. "From the cleaner to the Squadron
Officer. I don't lock my office except at night, and there's always plenty of people about. Secret stuff in the safe of
course," he went on hurriedly. "All right. You seem to be making sense. Good Lord, I arranged for the rector to
come and go more or less as he wished. Our own padre's sick, you see. I knew this fellow from being on the
liaison committee, and I thought it would be a good idea to have him up here. Quite a few of the bods like to see a
religious type from time to time."
"This is all very well," Robertson put in, "but how does Brown figure in it?"
"Brown was the agent's contact."
"Can you prove this as well?"
The security man nodded. "We've - er - dealt with this agent in the - ah - usual way. Dawn this morning, in fact.
Naturally we questioned him first to gain what information we could, and we let him think that by helping us, he
was avoiding the gallows. He was quite co-operative and gave us a great deal of useful information before we
hanged him. A full list of his contacts was particularly interesting; it's going to keep my staff pretty busy for quite a
long time. When I found out about this man Brown, I took over that part of the investigation myself.” He paused,
aware that he was making headway, and then addressed Robertson. "You said the other night that you were
preparing for a raid. Where did you go?"
"Nuremburg," replied Robertson at once, his face darkening at the memory.
"And you said that you had, what was it, fifty casualties? Fifty men killed?"
"We lost six aircraft out of twenty-three, and most of the rest were shot up."
"Your man Brown gave the agent not only the target but also the route. And just to add to this, to show you that I
don't make these things up, I know that you flew straight there and straight back, without dog legs or course
deviations. That was an unusual if not unique tactic, is that right?"
Robertson nodded heavily.
"Tell me. Was the opposition a great deal more severe than usual?"
Robertson nodded again.
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"And did many of your friends get shot down?"
Robertson looked thunderous.
"Well, I won't pursue that point. I see that I have convinced you."
The squadron commander was still determined. "But if you think that I'm going to have him arrested in public," he
almost growled, "you're absolutely mistaken."
"What do you propose?"
"I agree that he should be questioned. There must be some mistake, something wrong. I believe you about the
rector; but I don't believe that Brown would do a thing like that."
Winchester looked thoughtful. "Well, let's put out a Tannoy message for him to report to the SquadronCommander. That's not unusual, it happens all the time. Barry?"
Robertson nodded. "All right. I'll go back to my office and have him called over the Tannoy. Then I'll talk to him.
And then I'll bring him here."
"I insist that I have first access to him," said the security man crisply.
Robertson gave him a withering look. "Don't push your luck, chum. If I passed the word, there are some blokes
on this Squadron who would string you up first and ask questions later.” The door slammed behind him.

-- ** -- ** -When she came off duty in the early evening, Beth's search for Richard took her firstly to the Watch Office and
then along the perimeter track to the flight huts. This naturally led her towards the Sergeant's Mess near the main
gate, and as she passed by the administration block, she went in. The sound of angry voices from behind the
Group Captain's door made her pause as she passed down the corridor, and she recognised Robertson's voice.
"..... just a few months out of school. They look up to Brown as an example of how to do the job. Bloody hell, I
look up to him as an example of how to do the job. I tell you straight, I've only got to raise my voice and there'll be
two hundred aircrew in here tearing you into little pieces and spreading you out over the aerodrome, you and your
tame sidekick both."
Hearing Richard's name seemed to strike a blow directly into her stomach. Quickly checking that there was
nobody else in the corridor, she slipped into the adjoining room, closed the door, pressed her ear against the wall,
and after a little experimentation discovered that she could hear some of what was going on.
"... fat of the land, my boys - including Brown, Wensdale and hundreds like them - have been bombing the hell out
of Hitler. Are you expecting me to believe that one of my boys would give away secret information, which would
probably make the losses worse than they already are?"
Beth felt rising panic. What shall I do? she thought, and concentrated on picking up what she could of what was
being said. She could not hear the normal tone of the conversation.
"... bloody impossible. We were preparing for a raid. All the phone lines, except the official RAF ones, would have
been closed."
My God, she thought. They traced the call, they're onto him!
"... going to have him arrested ..."
I might only have minutes, she thought. Find him. I've got to find him. Taking great care not to make any noise
on the lino floor, and closing the office door behind her, she left the building as quickly as she could and ran down
the path towards the Sergeants' Mess.
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By this time it was fully dark, the blackout complete. Cloud obscured the moon, and it was with difficulty that Beth
managed to stay on the concreted path, hurrying as much as she could. Rounding the main stores, she collided
heavily with a figure coming the other way, and they both went down in a heap.
"I say, watch where you're going, will you? I mean, dash it all, it's dangerous enough on ops without running into
people on the ground."
She could see the officer's cap knocked askew on the man's head.
"Sorry, sir, I was in a hurry....."
"Well, no harm done. I say, aren't you my wireless-operator's girl?"
"Is that Flying Officer Farleigh? Richard's navigator?"
"Yes, I think so, but you've shaken up my brain a bit."
"Do you know where Richard is, sir? I need to speak to him. It's very urgent."
"He's in the Sergeants' Mess, with some of the crew."
"Could you get him for me?"
"Aw, dunno about that. They don't like us going in there, officers, you know."
"It's very important, sir. It's vital that I speak to him."
"Trouble, is it?"
Beth nodded.
Farleigh hadn't forgotten how Richard had dressed his wound and looked after him after they had been shot up.
"I'll get him for you," he said, discarding his bantering style. "See, you wait here in the shadow. I'll get him out
here even if they have to cashier me.” He vanished into the blackout and Beth leaned thankfully against the lip of
the Main Store's loading ramp. An aircraft lumbered overhead, making heavy going, and in a gap between the
clouds she saw a set of navigation lights. Halifax, she thought automatically.
It was impossible to peek through the heavy blackout shutters which curtained off the windows of the Sergeants'
Mess, and Farleigh had to poke his head round the door. Some members of a visiting squadron were chanting
their own particular song. He caught the eye of one of the NCO's.
"See if Flight Sergeant Brown's about, would you, old boy? I think he's having a beer or two with some of my
crew."
"Okay, sir. Hold on."
The other squadron's chanting had stopped. In the crowded main part of the Sergeant’s Mess, an accordionist
started playing, somewhat unskilfully. The moment he launched into “Bless ‘Em All”, the singing began:"They say there's a Lancaster leaving Berlin,"
"Bound for old Blighty's shore,"
Farleigh smiled, and out of the corner of his eye saw a shadowy figure step through what he had believed to be
closed doors, and take a pace into the room. Uncertain of the man’s identity, he gestured vaguely at the singers,
laughed loudly and joined in:"Heavily laden with terrified men,
bound for the land they adore,"
But in that instant, the figure disappeared. Farleigh abruptly stopped singing but before he could rub his eyes,
Richard appeared. "Don't want to panic you," the Australian navigator told him softly, "but your WAAF is in a bit of
a state. I literally bumped into her just now. She says it's urgent. She's waiting by the stores."
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"Okay. Thanks, Stan. I'll come straight away."
As Richard left, Farleigh looked again at the closed doors. There was nothing there.
Richard found Beth in the deep shadows, and Farleigh retreated to a discreet distance. "What's wrong, Beth? I've
been looking for you, but it's hard not to be conspicuous about it. I haven't had a chance to ask you -"
"Richard, never mind all that. I've just been listening at the Group Captain's door. Never mind how," she went on,
stopping him from cutting in. "I think the balloon's gone up on you and that priest agent. I heard Winchester and
Wing Commander Robertson arguing with someone else, I don't know who it was. They know about you,
Richard! They know that you gave some information to that agent. Robertson is going to put out a call on the
Tannoy for you to come to his office. I heard him say something about arresting you. It'll be any minute now.
We've got to get you away."
He shook his head. "I've nowhere to go, Beth. I'd be better off facing up to it."
She shook her head violently. "No, no! They shoot spies in wartime, Richard. I know that you're not a spy - you
couldn't be - but they won't care. I love you! I'll get word to my parents. They run a farm in the middle of
nowhere; they'll hide you for as long as it takes for this to be sorted out. It may only be a short while, and maybe
they'll forget it or somehow I can make them see the truth."
"But I can't get out. I haven't a pass. I won't be able to get past the main gate."
"ATTENTION! Attention! Flight Sergeant Brown, Z for Zebra, report to the Squadron Commander. That is all."
Wensdale's figure came out of the darkness. Behind him, Beth could see more men. Her heart skipped a beat,
but then she realised that it was the rest of the crew.
"I don't know what the hell's going on," Wensdale said, "but I think that one of you two had better explain what's
wrong."
"I've got to get off the aerodrome, skip."
Wensdale frowned. "If you want me to help you, you've got to tell me why. I know that you're not flak-happy, so
there's got to be a more important reason."
"Richard comes form Jersey as you know," Beth said quickly. "His parents are being held by the Gestapo, and
he's being blackmailed into giving away secret information. There's a local German agent in the village."
"Why does the Wingco want to see him?"
"They're going to arrest him, and you know what that means."
Wensdale nodded. "Suppose we can get you away, where will you go?"
"To Beth's parents. She says that they can look after me."
His loyalty to the man who had twice saved his crew and aircraft was unswerving. "I'll have a word with the boys,"
he said, and retreated to speak briefly with the crew. After a minute he came back. "We don't care what they've
accused you of. We know you wouldn't have helped the Jerries. Tell us what you want us to do. I'll see the
Groupie when the dust has settled, and try to get this thing straightened out."
Todd's face came forward. "There's a hole in the perimeter wire, up by the cannon butts," he suggested, "which
the ground crews use to slip off to the village pub. We ought to be able to get him out through that all right."
"What about sentries?"
"Sentry? Oh, him. He'll be asleep somewhere. There's a crashed Lanc or two about. I expect he'll be on the rest
bunk of one of them."
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"All right. Piff, you go first, there's less chance of anyone spotting you.” The Jamaican's face split into a smile.
"Toddy, follow on just behind. If there's anyone about, try and distract them, and we'll make a detour. Santa, you
and Stan bring up the rear. If you see anyone pretend that you're drunk or something. Tony, you and Beth come
with us. We haven't much time. Try and keep it quiet. We'll go out separately as far as the first dispersal pan,
then cut across the perimeter track."
As they skirted the Watch Office and passed behind the J hangar and parachute store, the Tannoy repeated the
call for Richard to report to the Squadron-Commander's office. Fortunately there was only the odd person about
on the technical site; the blackout and cloud were kind, and in ten minutes Todd was enlarging the rabbit-hole in
the perimeter fence. It was well concealed behind a tree stump, and beyond it lay the descent to Swaldsholme
village and the local road.
"There you go. Slip out through that and we'll fix the wire up again after you've gone."
"Look here, Richard," Wensdale said quietly. "We don't care what they're saying about you. We're all on your
side. I'll get word to you as soon as I can, so just lie low. Maybe we can get hold of this German agent and make
him talk. But until then keep your head down. How much cash have you got?"
Richard felt in his pockets. "A couple of quid and some odds and ends."
Wensdale brought out his wallet. "Here, take this," he said, and Richard saw the white gleam of a five pound note.
"Any of you boys got a quid or two to spare?"
In thirty seconds Richard had a handful of notes. He felt powerful emotion welling up inside him for his crew, men
who never once doubted that he was innocent, who had never even asked him if the accusations made against
him were true or not. He had never felt such a bond in his life, and to take himself away from such unswerving
comradeship at its peak, was a dreadful action.
"Good luck."
"Yes, keep your head down."
"We'll sort this out for you, don't worry."
"You'll be back before you know it."
Each in turn shook his hand. "And don't forget, you chaps," Farleigh reminded, "not a word. We've never seen
him, okay?"
"Seen who?"
"That's right."
"Okay. Let's go."
Beth scribbled quickly and thrust the scrap of paper into Richard's hand. "Here's the address. Get there as
quickly as you can. I'll write to my parents tomorrow morning.” Suddenly she was crying. Richard took her in his
arms. "Don't you worry," he said into her ear. "I'll be all right. I'll get up there. We'll see this thing through."
"And if your skipper can't do anything, I'll find Harper. And if he can't do anything, I'll find someone to help you,
Richard. I promise.” She sniffed. "Now get off, before the balloon goes up. They might search the aerodrome."
He kissed her. "I love you."
"I love you."
There was enough clearance for him to duck on all fours and pass through the hole in the wire, and he looked at
her for a moment through the fence.
"I'll come back," he said.
"I'll wait," she told him.
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Then he was gone into the blackness beyond the aerodrome.
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Chapter 17 : Word of Mouth
"He's still alive? And living here, in this village?" asked Gerry in disbelief.
Alan nodded. "It has to be him. Can you think of anyone else who would have left something like that at your
sister's grave?"
"No," said Gerry, after a moment's thought. "I'm sure I'd know if there was another relative. As you say, someone
might just have left a wreath or something. But not one which said 'I Love You.'"
"Exactly," Faye added. "It's got to be Richard. We've long had a hunch that he wasn't killed on that troop train.
Maybe he switched identities with a dead body, a soldier who was unidentifiable? Is that possible?"
"Yes, it is," Alan declared. "As long as the soldier or body or whatever was unrecognisable - burned or blown up Richard could have exchanged identity discs with it and then taken that man's name and identity."
"That's all very well in theory," put in Gerry, "but he'd have to have somewhere to go, wouldn't he? Or else he'd
have to report to that soldier's unit, and as soon as some of his supposed mates met him, the game'd be up."
"Yes," mused Alan. "I hadn't thought of that. He'd need somewhere to go."
Faye jumped up. "HERE!" she yelled excitedly. "He came HERE! Don't you see, don't you remember what Lucy
Preston told us at the Swaldsholme reunion? That Beth had contacted her parents and asked them to look after
Richard? When Beth did that, she didn't know that the train Richard was on would be hit by a flying bomb. She
expected him to arrive here after a few days, and by the time the story came out, by the time it was thought
officially that Richard was dead, she'd been killed by that intruder. She had every reason to believe that he was
going to turn up here and that the next time she was on leave, they'd be together."
"Which explains," added Alan in a steady tone, "why she's still seen about the Watch Office at Swaldsholme.
Gerry, you said before that you occasionally felt her presence here? Well, of course you did. She thought she'd
find him here, and when she didn't, she went back to the one place they both knew intimately - Swaldsholme
aerodrome, and she waited - is waiting - for him up there."
"My God, you could be right," Gerry agreed. "And since he's alive and kicking, she's never found him."
"But we've got to."
Gerry nodded. "Someone must have turned up here, let's see, when, Alan?"
"Early April 1944," replied Alan at once.
"Damn, that's bloody ages ago. I was behind the wire and chomping at the bit by then, but there must be
someone in the village who remembers that far back. It's not a very big place."
"Post Office," said Alan. "Always a good place to start; then the Parish Records."
"Right. I'll take the Post Office, I know the bloke that runs it. You two take the Rectory. I'm sure you can think up
some suitable cover story, we don't want the balloon to go up just yet, do we?"

-- ** -- ** -"In connection with what?" asked the Rector with interest.
"Oh, it's a bit of a long shot really, but we think that a distant relative was invalided out of the Forces about then
and may well have settled here."
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"Ah, I see. Tracing your family tree, is it? Fascinating. Well now, h'mm, would there have been a marriage in the
parish? Do you know if this chap was married here?"
Faye smiled brilliantly. "That's one of the few things we're quite sure of," she said firmly. "He wouldn't have got
married."
The Rector shook his head. "And you say that he's still alive?"
"Oh yes, we're sure that he's still alive."
"I see. Dear me, I don't know what to suggest. Can you give a description? If he's one of my parishioners, I will
certainly know him myself."
"No, sorry, we can't."
"Any distinguishing features? An old wound, a limp, something like that?"
"Again, we don't know."
"It's really very difficult then, young man. I'm not sure what to suggest. Have you asked anyone in the village?"
"No, we came to you first. But is there anyone you know who was around in 1944? Maybe they can remember."
The Rector smiled. "Well, I arrived here in 1959. Let's see, who would be the oldest inhabitant? Er, there's Mrs
Johnson, no, no, perhaps on second thoughts, she'd be unlikely to remember, she's not at all well these days."
Alan and Faye waited expectantly.
"But there's old Arthur the gamekeeper. He's about retirement age, and he knows everyone. Go and ask him,
yes, he's the right chap to help. Mind you," he went on, frowning, "one has to catch him in the right sort of mood.
He's a funny sort of chap, is Old Arthur. Keeps himself to himself, if you know what I mean."
"Where do we find him?"
The Rector chuckled and consulted his wristwatch. "H'mm, half past twelve. The public bar, I should think!"

-- ** -- ** -"Arthur the gamekeeper? Old Arthur? He's a rum one, and no mistake."
Faye laughed. "In what way, a rum one?"
The publican considered. "Well, he lives on his own down by the river, he's his Lordship's gamekeeper, y'see, and
he's out and about in all weathers, and there's nowt goes on what he don't get to hear about. But he don't talk
much, that one! Always on his own, a bit suspicious, nature of the job, I s'pose."
"But he comes in here?" Alan asked. The publican nodded.
"Oh ar, reg'lar, is Old Arthur. Another ten minutes, he'll be in."
"Was he in the War?" asked Faye.
"Oh ar, I s'pose so, the Army I shouldn't wonder. They mostly went in the Army from here. There was a local
battalion, y'see."
"What does he drink?"
"Nothing but best bitter."
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Alan put a banknote on the counter top. "Then a pint for me, a half for Faye, one for yourself, and one for Arthur.
I'd like to have a word with him."
"I'll tell him," said the publican, served the drinks, and retreated into the background. Alan and Faye sat down at a
small scarred wooden table in the public bar and waited.
"I'm going to explode soon," announced Faye after ten minutes' silence. "I wonder if this gamekeeper chap knows
as many people as the Rector says he does."
"Bloody hope so," replied Alan. "I feel as if we're on the edge of something big. You know what it's like when you
dream that you've got to telephone 999 and you keep making dialling errors until you get completely frustrated, no
matter how carefully you do it? I feel like that about finding Richard."
"What do we do if this gamekeeper can't help us?"
"Dunno. Put an advert in the paper?"
Alan grinned. "Not exactly what we had in mind, was it? Look out, this must be him now. Don't stare, Faye."
A medium-sized but strongly built man had come in, wearing a tattered cap and waxed cotton jacket and trousers.
He was carrying a shotgun, which he handed over the counter and the publican put away before drawing a pint of
beer. The man made to get coins from his pocket, but the publican shook his head and indicated Alan and Faye.
There was a brief exchange of words in a low voice between them, and the man came over. He had a thin,
weatherbeaten, and rather sad face.
"Is it you two I've got to thank for this pint?"
"Yes, it is; won't you join us? The Rector told us where to find you."
The man looked suspicious. "Find me? What for? You the Police?"
"No, of course not," said Faye, standing up and putting on her most dazzling smile. "We're hoping that you can
help us with a bit of family research, and we hear that you know everyone for miles. It seems that you're the man
to see about local history."
His outlook lost its suspicion, and he sat down. "Don't mean to be rude," he offered, "but you get all sorts of
cranks hereabouts. Up to no good, most of them. A load of silly questions, when all they want is to see how easy
the poaching is."
"I understand," replied Alan. "How long have you been gamekeeper?"
"Forty-five years, near on. Retiring next year."
"Were you born here? Lived here all you life?"
The man shook his head. "No, I came here out of the Army, got the job as his Lordship's gamekeeper. Wanted it
quiet. Had enough excitement.”
"Did many men come back here out of the Army?"
"Reckon they did; those that did come back."
"Did you join up with the local battalion?"
"Yes."
"Travel about much? Overseas?"
"Fighting the Japs. Burma."
"Do you remember anything unusual about any of the men who came back?"
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The weathered face looked suspicious again. "What do you mean - unusual?"
"We've reason to believe that a - relative - of ours came here in 1944. Quite suddenly. We were hoping that you
might be able to give us a line on him."
"Before my time," he said shortly. "I came from out of the Army after the war. I'd been in Burma.” His eyes ranged
over Alan's riding jacket. "What's special about this relative of yours?"
"If I tell you, will you keep it to yourself?"
The gamekeeper nodded. "I keep my own affairs," he said solidly.
Alan believed him. "Our relative left the Air Force in 1944. He was in the Air Force, a wireless-operator. He won
the Distinguished Flying Medal in late 1943 and disappeared in early April 1944."
The man nodded, expressionless. "Does that ring a bell?" Faye asked. "We've got some particularly urgent
business with him."
The best part of the pint of beer vanished down the gamekeeper's throat before he answered. "No," he said, his
eyes looking again at Alan's riding jacket.
Faye was disappointed. "Look, it's important that we find him."
"Motor cyclists, eh?"
Faye nodded, a defeated expression on her face.
"Never liked the damn things. Riding down the forest paths and making a noise and disturbing the birds. Often as
not they prang and damage the fences."
"We're not that sort of rider," said Alan, offended.
"No? Well, I'll be the judge of that.” He drained his pint. "Just keep your bikes off his Lordship's land."
"We had no intention of trespassing, I can assure you!"
"Oh? Right then. Thanks for the drink.” He rose suddenly and reaching over the counter for his shotgun, left, in
such a way that he had neither run out nor dawdled. Alan, offended by the insinuation that all motor cyclists were
tearaways, was about to follow him, but thought better of it.
"What a rum cove," he said, sitting down again and shaking his head.
"He didn't like us."
"No he didn't really, did he?"
"Real oddball, that Arthur," put in the publican, leaning through the serving hatch. "Keeps hisself to hisself. Don't
like questions."

-- ** -- ** -"No luck at the Post Office, I'm afraid," reported Gerry. "How did you get on?"
Alan laughed ruefully. "The Rector couldn't help us, but he put us on to a real character. You probably know him the gamekeeper."
Gerry chuckled. "What, old Arthur? He's a character all right. He either loves you or he hates you."
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"He hated us," said Faye, "although I don't really know why. Something about us being on motor cycles. He
seems to have a thing about them."
"Didn't he give you any information?"
"Not a bit, except that he'd been in the Army fighting the Japs when Richard was supposed to have arrived."
"Did he say what mob be had been with?"
Faye nodded. "The local battalion."
"He must be odder than you think," snorted Gerry. "We were in North Africa most of the time; none of our chaps
were involved in the Japanese campaign."
"I don't know what to do now. We may have to resort to Faye's suggestion."
"What's that?"
"A newspaper advert," laughed Alan.
Faye grinned. "'Would anyone knowing the present whereabouts of Richard Arthur Brown, formerly of 696
Squadron, Royal Air Force, please communicate at once with Mr Alan Scott and Miss Faye Gable, when they will
learn something to their advantage.'"
"And that," said Gerry gravely, "would be that."
The ground abruptly tilted under Alan's feet. His brain seemed to go into overtime, and a rapid string of thoughts
and ideas accelerated through his thinking processes. "Faye, do you remember that night I rescued you in the
rainstorm?” She nodded. "I fixed that fault on your bike. The flasher unit? The reason for the electrical problem
came at me out of the blue."
"Yes, I remember. Luckiest breakdown that ever happened to me."
Alan's brain was still processing at accelerated speed. "Do you recall what you said to me when I suddenly saw
what the problem was?"
"Something about Sherlock Holmes, wasn't it?"
"Yes. Let's do that trick one more time.... pick up my jacket, will you? No, just look at the badges on the front.
What are they?"
There were a quartet of small enamel badges pinned through the tough leather. Faye peered at them. "A Honda
Owners' Club one, another to do with computers that I don't recognise, a Bomber Command one and a 696
Squadron Crest."
"Yes. It's the last two I want you to think about. Now then, this gamekeeper, he seems to have his facts mixed up
about the local Battalion, doesn't he? He was doing an Errol Flynn and fighting the Japs single handed whilst the
other men - including Gerry here - were taking a pasting from Rommel's Afrika Korps. I know that memory get
confused with age, but he seemed to be fully in command of his senses."
"Except when he picked on us as motor cyclists."
"Yes, strange that, eh? All of a sudden he spots my jacket and next thing you know we're both persona non grata.
Maybe he really doesn't like motor cyclists. More probably, he didn't like those last two badges."
Gerry frowned. "Bomber Command and a crest for Beth's Squadron?"
"Faye, sit down and repeat the wording of that advert you were joking about."
"Oh, er, let's see, something along the lines of, 'Would anyone knowing anything about Richard Brown please
contact - '"
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Alan waved his hands in agitation. "No, no, more detail than that."
Faye looked puzzled. 'Would anyone having any information concerning the present whereabouts of Richard
Arthur Brown please contact Mr Alan Scott or Miss Faye Gable.'
Alan leaned back in satisfaction. "Richard Arthur Brown," he said in a quiet but firm voice.
"Christ," said Gerry after a long pause. "Good God Almighty! No, no, it can't be him -"
Alan was ticking points off on his fingers. "One. He's absolutely wrong about where he's supposed to have
served in the Army. Two. He's known as a loner and someone who avoids questions. Three. He was friendly
enough until he saw the badges on my jacket and recognised the 696 one. Then he makes up a lame excuse and
scuttles off. Four. Four ..."
Faye's knowledge of RAF lore had improved a great deal since the investigation had begun. "He used RAF
slang," she cried excitedly. "Alan, he said, ‘the motorcyclists prang as often as not.' That's RAF slang."
"Five. He never asked the name of our supposed relative."
"Of course he didn't," went on Faye. "He didn't need to. He knew who we were talking about."
"You could be right," breathed Gerry. "Richard here, all this time, my God, and I never knew. Why didn't he come
to me? I'd have helped him."
"He didn't have to; by the time you were back in England, he was all settled and fixed up. I expect that we'd find
out, if we could, that your parents got him that job. Manpower must have been scarce. I should think that if he
had a reference from your late parents, who of course would have known his secret and of his love for Beth, he'd
have been given any suitable job."
"Suitable all right. Living on his own, a gamekeeper? Nobody would worry about that sort of a bloke being a lone
wolf."
A blast of inspiration surged in Faye's brain. "Can I use you phone for a local call?” Gerry nodded, and she almost
rushed out. They could hear the phone directory pages turning hurriedly and then the sound of dialling. Alan and
Gerry exchanged wordless expressions and in three minutes Faye was back.
"I spoke to the Rector," she announced. "Guess who mows the churchyard grass?"
"Old Arthur the gamekeeper," Alan said at once. "Yes, it's got to be him."
"Ten out of ten."
"So he has all the time he needs to look after the grave - and put his little bouquet on it whenever he wants to."
"And take it away again when he thinks that I'm likely to pay the grave a visit, on her birthday or the anniversary of
her death. By picking his time, nobody sees him do it - and if anyone happens to notice the tribute, they think that
I've done it myself."
"He's a clever chap, our Jerseyman."
"But what are we going to do with him now we've found him?" queried Faye. "I agree, it's got to be him. But we
can't rush in and confront him with it. He might just vanish again; in a job like that, he's probably had forty years of
practice at disappearing into the undergrowth. Also, of course, he'd know the lie of the land inside out. Where
does he live? Down by the river, didn't that fellow in the pub say?"
"I know the spot," nodded Gerry. "Down a track about a mile out of the village. He's got a Land Rover that goes
with the job."
"I've got to talk with him," Alan sighed. "If I don't I'll never sleep easy again. Faye and I have come so far for this, I
don't just mean physical miles, I mean the time we've put into it. I know that we only found out about it by
accident, but I've got to know what happened to him, I've just got to get the truth of it. Why did he really betray the
Nuremburg raid route, the way the bombers were going to fly to the target?"
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"Is that what he did?"
"Yes. He was from Jersey, you see, and we guessed that the Gestapo had his family; if that is in fact true, then he
didn't have much choice. He was blackmailed by an agent into revealing classified information - but the agent was
caught by the Intelligence people, and so they got onto Richard. We're pretty sure that Beth and his pilot spirited
him away in time, and in the process of getting himself away, the train he was on was involved in a flying-bomb
accident. That gave him his new identity, and lo and behold, he turns up here - and here he stays; the only tie he
has with the British mainland. Then his girl gets killed in that strafing attack - and he's nowhere else to go."
"It makes sense," agreed Gerry. "That explains why my parents would never talk about it. They knew who he
was."
"They may not have known about the blackmail bit; we'll never find out whether they did or not. Probably not. But
they would have known about him and Beth, because she told them about him, asked them to hide him. We got
this from Beth's superior officer, who was with her when she died. Beth told her everything, you see, at the end.
The man this lady married became high up in the Intelligence Service after the war and years later he told her that
as far as His - or later, Her - Majesty's Government was concerned, Richard had died in that train explosion. Case
closed for them."
"But not for us," continued Faye.
"You have done a remarkable job," said Gerry. "A brilliant piece of detective work. But as you say, what now?"

-- ** -- ** -Early the next morning, even as the dawn mists were being diluted by the rising sun, Alan's V-twin Honda
sounded its beat down the village main street. Alone, he followed the road past the derestriction signs and soon
came to a rutted, tree lined path leading off in a vaguely downhill direction. He switched off the engine and
allowing gravity to move him along, coasted silently down the track.
After almost a quarter of a mile he broke out into the open. Directly in front of him was a small, tidy cottage, light
smoke curling from its kitchen end. Outside stood a battered Land Rover. Alan stopped and dismounted, then
carrying his helmet walked up to the door, feeling the same heavy pounding in his rib cage as he had when he
had walked those last few steps to the ravaged Sergeants' Mess at Swaldsholme. His mouth was dry, his steps
heavy and he had to concentrate his mind on the door handle in order to make himself carry on. Eventually he
found the door within range and gritting his teeth, knocked.
There was no response; he knocked again, then taking his courage by the horns, turned the handle. The door
opened easily. He entered. There was a slight movement behind him and he felt the muzzles of the shotgun cold
where they pressed into his left ear.
"Close the door," said the voice. "Don't turn round, and don't shout."
Alan managed to swing the door shut with the sole of his motorcycle boot, and heard the latch engage. The
muzzles gave him a gentle push. "Go over to the table and sit down," said the voice again.
It was all of five paces to the kitchen table and to Alan it seemed like a hundred miles. He had known fear in the
past; that night at Swaldsholme, in the fog; and odd occasions whilst riding: but it was nothing, nothing, he
conceded, to the feeling that at any time you could be blown to shreds.
He reached the table and making so sudden movements, put his helmet down on it, pulled out a chair, turned and
sat.
The gamekeeper stood evenly balanced on both feet and handled the shotgun as it was second nature to him to
have such a weapon in his hands. "I didn't believe them," he said, almost to himself. "They said that they'd find
me in the end. I knew that they might, you know! But I don't care any more."
"You're Richard Brown, from Jersey, aren't you?"
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The gamekeeper nodded. "Which are you? The Odessa, some Nazi fanatic?"
"I don't quite understand -"
"Maybe you're from the British Intelligence, eh? No stone unturned, isn't that it?"
Alan swallowed and shook his head. "No, I'm not from the Germans - or the British. I'm just Joe Citizen, I do
some Bomber Command research."
"How did you know where to find me?"
"We didn't. Look, can I show you something, something in my wallet?"
Richard's eyes narrowed.
"I haven't a gun or anything like that."
"All right. As they say on the movies, slow and careful."
Taking extreme caution and acutely conscious of the shotgun muzzles pointing at him, Alan unzipped his riding
jacket. "You saw the Bomber Command and the Squadron Crest badges, didn't you?" he said. "I didn't realise
until afterwards. Then you made up that story about the motor cyclists riding in the forest."
"It was you mentioning the RAF and wireless-operators that gave it all away. I didn't see the badges until that
same moment, and then I had to get rid of you somehow."
Alan withdrew his wallet and opened it. "But you know damn all about
where the local Battalion was during the war," he remarked, without heat.
"Here, look at this.” He took out the studio photo of Beth that her brother had
given him, and slid it across the table.
Richard eyed the photo quizzically, then eagerly reached forward and picked
it up. He looked at it hungrily, his eyes clouding with tears, and the muzzles
of the shotgun wavered until the weapon was pointing down at the floor. His
thumb took the pressure off the hammers, and he leaned the shotgun
against the table.
Alan sat watching Richard as he stood for a full minute looking at the
photograph of the girl he had loved, whilst the outside countenance of the
lonely, retiring gamekeeper crumbled away and slowly gave way to his
emotions. His eyes closed, and bright tears flowed round the closed lids; his
head dropped, and slowly he was crying, shoulders heaving, until he could
no longer control himself, and he almost collapsed heavily at the table,
dropped the photo on the table top, and sat with his head in his hands,
weeping, great racking sobs which Alan thought would tear him apart.
Alan quietly stood up and disarmed the shotgun, placing the cartridges on
the table by the photo and leaving the weapon on the nearby sofa. He felt as if he had dropped a ton of despair
onto the gamekeeper's head, and wished that he'd never found the man in the first place.
"I shouldn't have come," he said softly. "I realise that now. Someone - a gunner on your Squadron - once told me
'Never Go Back.' Now I understand what he meant.” He picked up his helmet, but leaving the photo on the table,
turned to leave. "I'm sorry that I did this to you. As far as I'm concerned, I never found you. I'll destroy all my
records of you, I promise."
There was only the man's sobbing. Alan opened the door, feeling in his pocket for his ignition keys.
"I - never had - a photo of her."
Alan turned slowly and looked at him. Richard was holding the photo, brushing his thumb over the likeness of the
pretty WAAF Corporal.
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"Forgotten - almost - how lovely she was."
"You loved her, didn't you? Loved her very much?"
Richard nodded. "Never before, or since, like I did Beth. Not in all these years. I never loved anyone like that.
Do you understand? She was the one sane thing in my life. She made me want to come back. She said I would
always come back from ops. I always did, too, but she - she didn't - that bloody fighter -"
"She was killed just after you left the aerodrome. How did you get away, anyway? I don't know about that part of
it."
"My pilot helped me. And Beth, of course. She had overheard that I was being hunted by the Intelligence people.
She found Wensdale - my pilot - and they got me out through a hole in the wire."
"And Beth told you to come here?"
"Yes, bless her soul, she did. Neither of them believed what they had heard. Wensdale and the rest of the crew
gave me all the money they had, and Beth wrote down her parents' address and said that if I could reach them
without being caught, she'd see to it that they looked after me."
"And then you got on that troop train."
Richard straightened up in his chair. "My God, you seem to know everything about it. Yes, I did. I hadn't a clue
where it was going, though. It was a troop train bound for London and full of sleeping Tommies, so I just mucked
in. We were standing at a stop signal when there was a terrific explosion."
"It was a V1 bomb that hit the train."
"Near enough. Actually it was a jettisoned bomb load from one of our own bombers. Can you imagine that! But it
was providential at the time."
"You swapped identities with one of the soldiers."
"Poor bloke. He'd been killed by blast. It was only half light and I couldn't see his face, thank God. But he was
dead enough. I managed to drag him out onto the railway embankment and then into a ditch. It was bloody hard
to get his uniform off, and harder to get mine on him. It wasn't even a very good fit. I took his identity disc and put
mine on him and then I dragged him back under the wreckage. It was on fire by then."
"That idea worked. They found the body, so they marked you down as having had it. Poetic justice, they said."
Richard nodded. "I thought that I was home and dry, you see, after that. I hitch-hiked up here without any
problems and Beth's father answered the door. They'd heard on the previous day about her having been killed.
They hid me after - after -"
Alan sat down. "After the Gestapo blackmailed you," he said gently.
Richard looked up and wiped his eyes on a handkerchief. "In God's name - how do you know? Nobody else
knew."
"Later. I'll explain later. Listen, Richard, I'm not here to judge you. It's all gone and past history. You remember
Binyon's Requiem for the Fallen? That line - 'Nor The Years Condemn' - that's me, that's you, that's what it's all
about, don't you see? The years don't condemn the men who bombed the cities. The years don't condemn those
people, the politicians, the strategists and planners, who had to make impossible choices between equally horrible
alternatives. The years don't condemn me because I wasn't flying bombers and you boys were! The years don't
condemn that Luftwaffe pilot who shot up Swaldsholme and killed Beth. The years don't condemn all the pilots
and bomb aimers who unloaded over Berlin, nor the gunners who shot down enemy aircraft. You can't apportion
collective blame, not after all this time. That spy, the one who blackmailed you, he's long since executed, and
good riddance. I know that you got the DFM. People who get the DFM don't betray their country under normal
circumstances."
"I told them about the route and we lost a hundred bombers."
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Alan nodded. "But you can't be sure that's why so many Lancasters and Halifaxes failed to return. There have
been several books about the Nuremburg raid. None of them find any reason to suspect that the Germans knew
the route. Look, it was an experiment anyway; Cochrane planned it like that. I've spoken to men who were there,
men who helped with the planning. They all say that it was just bad luck, a combination of weather, winds and
plain bloody bad luck."
Richard blew his nose. "I can cope with that," he said. "And you seem to know a lot about it - but what do you
want with me, for God's sake, after all this time? Are you going to turn me in? I've little enough left, and God
knows that I've paid the price for what I did. I've had forty or more years of Beth's grave to remind me."
"It was you who put the flowers on it, wasn't it?"
"Yes. You're smart. You picked that up quickly. But what do you want with me? Why have you been to so much
trouble?"
Alan took a deep breath.
"I promised Beth I'd help you."
"Beth's dead. I know that. What do you mean, you promised her? Is this some sick joke?"
"No, it's not a joke. I don't know how to explain it; I can't give you a logical or rational explanation. I do a lot of
research into Bomber Command and I've been to nearly all the old bomber aerodromes; Elsham Wolds, East
Moor, East Kirkby, Bottesford, Holme On Spalding Moor, dozens of them. One day I had a puncture at
Swaldsholme and decided to stop the night. I was in the Watch Office in the early hours. I heard an Australian I've forgotten his name - being told about you and this agent. Next thing I know is, I turned round, and Beth was
there."
Richard started. "Beth, there? A - ghost?"
"For want of a better word. I prefer to think of it as a ripple in time rather than anything else. You get waves on
water, don't you? Why not a wave in time? She was real to me, she pleaded, she was distraught. She asked me
to help you, and I promised that I would. It was a chain of coincidences which brought me here. Beth didn't tell
me anything about you. I heard about you by accident, really. I had the Devil's own work to track you down."
"Beth asked you to help me?"
Alan nodded. "That's incredible, almost unbelievable," Richard went on.
"But otherwise, what am I doing here?” Alan paused, looking into Richard's astounded face. "She was very
pretty," he added, meaning every word. Richard picked up the photo and looked at it again. "Yes," he said. "I'd
forgotten..... may I keep this?"
"Of course."
"Thank you. I'm sorry about the shotgun business. I thought that you were from the Intelligence or the Germans
or something, come to reckon up with me. You scared me to death in the pub. Who are you, anyway?"
"Alan Scott; Faye's my girlfriend."
"Is it really true that they don't think the Nuremburg raid was a disaster because of what I did?"
"Yes, it's true. Haven't you read any of the books? Martin Middlebrook's account, for example?"
"No, I never dared get it from the library, I might have given the game away. Anyway, I'd set up an entirely
different life here. Lonely old gamekeepers don't get books on the RAF from the library."
"No, I suppose they don't."
"Do you know what happened to Jake Wensdale, my skipper?"
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"Yes, I'm sorry, but he failed to return on the next Essen raid, in early April."
"I never dared ask about that, either. He was a damn good skipper, a bloody good crew. I'm sorry they got the
chop. Poor old sods."
Alan looked at his watch. "Well, I'm going to leave you in peace. Have that photo with my best wishes. If you
want any more help, Faye and I are staying with Beth's brother. You can reach us there - until mid afternoon,
anyway, then we're going home. I shan't bother you again."
"Thank you. Can you tell me - anything - about how Beth died?"
"You know that it was a Luftwaffe intruder. He put some cannon shells into the bomb dump and hit a batch of
mines. Beth was working late in the Station Headquarters and a chunk of casing blew right over the aerodrome
and through her window. She was very badly wounded, but was not in any pain. They had her well drugged up - I
have the story from an eyewitness, who said that she died in the early hours. She went off very easily. I can't tell
you how sorry I am."
Richard bowed his head. "Thank you, Alan. You did what Beth asked you to do, and it can't have been easy.
How did you find me here?"
"Beth confided in her superior officer just before she died, and I heard a lot of it from her."
"You won't tell anyone about me?"
"I'll have to tell Gerry Andrews, and Faye. I can't not tell them. But nobody else will know, I give you my word.” He
held out his hand, and Richard shook it. "Bye," he said. "Enjoy your retirement. Why don't you go up and have a
look at Swaldsholme? There's a lot of it left."
"Maybe."
"Bye."
"Good luck."
Alan pulled on his helmet and rode slowly back up the long track. The bells were ringing Bristol Surprise Major as
he passed the church, and on impulse he stopped, parked the Honda, and walked back up to Beth's grave. The
tiny bouquet was still there. The 5-6-7-8 roll-ups of the bells sounded in the still air.
"I feel a bit selfconscious talking to you here," he said very quietly, "but I've done what I promised to do. Richard's
here, you must know that. Can't you stay away from the aerodrome? It doesn't do the place any good, and it's
done for, anyway. The bulldozers will go in sooner or later and turn it into another industrial estate. They'll knock
down or blow up your aerodrome and then you'll have nowhere to go at all, you can't keep visiting a factory or a
warehouse, can you? That big loss on Nuremburg wasn't Richard's doing. It was just a bit of bad luck. Nobody's
judging him, least of all, me. I suppose the Boys might have something to say; you'd know about that I suppose.
Anyway, I've just come to say goodbye. Let go the aerodrome."

-- ** -- ** -"Thank you," said Gerry, shaking Alan's hand. "I'm glad that you got to the bottom of it. We were beginning to
wonder if you would ever do it."
"Who's we?" asked Faye, in the process of putting on her helmet. Alan's Honda stood ready for departure, their
single bag strapped in place on the top box.
Gerry grinned. "After the war I stayed on in the Army, as you know. I was in - ah - various security departments
over the years. I found Richard's file once, just as you did, by accident. I was looking for something else, and I
didn't even know about Beth's involvement until I heard from my contacts that you were investigating Richard.
You see, until the pair of you came on the scene and started poking your sticks down the archival holes, we really
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did think that Richard was dead. We had no reason to suppose otherwise, and really it was not such a terribly
important affair once he and the German agent were dealt with."
Alan looked very hard at him. "You're one of Paddy's Boys?"
"I was, once. These days it's just the old boy network - know what I mean? As I said, officially Beth was never
involved. One of the fellows on the old boy network is Lucy Preston's husband, and it wasn't until we were talking
over the old days a month or so ago that the story came out. We kept it between the three of us, and we sent
Lucy to the reunion with instructions to ‘accidentally' meet up with you and give you most of the story because we
thought that when you knew Richard was dead, you'd drop it. Of course you didn't, and I wasn't too surprised
when your letter landed on my mat. But we had no reason to suspect that Richard was alive, and if it hadn't been
for you and your intuition, combined with your Sherlock abilities, then we'd still have him buried in an obscure
Army grave somewhere."
"You don't propose to something about it, after all this time?" he said with a hard edge to his voice. "I'd bloody well
come back and sort you out if you did. You gave me your word that it was only the three of us that would know
about it, Richard being alive I mean."
"Don't worry, Alan. I'm a man of my word. They only told me about it because they knew about your letter to the
Air Force archives at Gloucester, and they knew that you'd turn up here sooner or later. I'll tell them that you
failed. Like you, I'm not inclined to blame him. I've read the books on Nuremburg, too. It wasn't Richard's doing."
"All right."
"What will happen to him now?" asked Faye.
"Nothing. He retires in six months. I know that he'll be well looked after. I'll see that he's not interfered with, and
he can go on looking after Beth. He's probably got more right to do that than I have; after all, they were in love. I
hardly knew her."
"If anything happens to him - let me know, will you?" said Alan, fitting his key in the ignition.
"Yes, I will. Goodbye, you two. Good hunting on the next mission."
"What makes you think there'll be a next one?" Faye said.
Gerry shook his head ruefully. "Take my word for it," he remarked decisively, "there'll be another one. You both
enjoyed it really, didn't you, eh?” He turned round and walking back into the house, closed the door behind him.
"Damn, he's absolutely right," said Alan, and pulling out the choke knob, pressed the starter button. There was
the usual wickety-wickety-wickety noise and then engine fired, settling into its lumpy tickover. Faye swung her
booted leg over the pillion and wriggled up close to him. "But I did enjoy it, after a fashion.” He engaged gear and
pulled away.
"So did I," called Faye into the slipstream. "I'm sorry it's over. Let's do another one right away."
Alan pulled up at the kerb and flipped up his visor. "Faye," he said after a short pause, "what are you doing for the
rest of your life?"
"Oh sir, is that a proposal?"
"Yes," replied Alan, twisting round to look at her mock-surprised face.
"Well, there's this fella, see, and I kinda think the world of him...."
"Oh you do, do you? I'll have to sort him out."
"Don't bother," Faye giggled. "I think I'm going to get married to him."
"I love you, lovely," Alan said, leaning his helmet close to hers, and thinking of Richard's tiny bouquet on Beth's
grave. If I can love Faye half as much as that, he thought, I won't go far wrong.....
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"I love you back again."
"Hooray, we're engaged!"
"We're engaged," said Faye to a passer-by.
"Congratulations," said the man, in such a tone of voice that he evidently thought all motor cyclists were crackpots.
Alan and Faye burst out laughing.
"Get me home, Alan, and let's go to bed."
"Say no more," Alan agreed, and checked behind before letting in the clutch.
In the instant that he moved off, a battered Land Rover shot out of a side road ahead and to the right and careered
across his path. Had he been lesser trained or self disciplined, a collision would have been unavoidable; but the
depth of his rider training saved him. He always moved off with his right foot covering the rear brake pedal; his
right hand was busy with the throttle and unable to use the front brake, so it was the rear brake that saved them.
Faye cannoned into his back as the bike stopped inches from the Land Rover's side.
"What the bloody hell!?"
The driver's door flew open and Richard ran round the side of the vehicle. Alan had no space to manoeuvre his
heavy machine and had no time to paddle it back; if Richard had had his shotgun and homicidal intentions about
using it, Alan realised immediately that both he and Faye would have been dead.
But the ex wireless operator was unarmed. "Alan," he gasped, "I've just caught you in time. I've been thinking
about this a lot. You suggested that I go back to Swaldsholme - that there was a lot of it left - and I've decided to
do that. I want to go back. But I don't want to go alone, I can't go on my own, I can't face it. I'll go if you'll go with
me. Please? Just this one last thing. I have to go back there once more, but I'm afraid. Please say you'll come
with me."
Alan turned his head to Faye and raised his eyebrows. Her eyes were on Richard, and for a moment she did not
make any movement. Then there was an almost imperceptible nod of her head.
"Follow me," he said. "We'll go now."
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Chapter 18 : Failed To Return
Richard stumbled downhill for what seemed like miles before he came to the thick hedge which bordered the local
road, and then had to continue along it for a quite a distance before there was a gate. Thereafter he followed the
road into the village and soon found the railway station. It seemed at first to be deserted, but a knock on the ticket
office door brought the stationmaster.
"When's the next train?"
"Depends where you want to go, don't it, lad."
"North."
"Let's see. Nowt until tomorrow morning. Hey, aren't you one of them flying chaps from the camp?"
"Yes.” Richard thought quickly. "My parents are bad, you see. The Germans ..." he left the sentence trailing and
allowed the stationmaster infer whatever he liked from it.
"Ah, emergency, is it?"
"That's right, I wouldn't be here at this hour otherwise, would I?"
"S'pose not. Well in that case, there's a troop train due through in twenty minutes or so, but it's south, to Lincoln
and then London, I shouldn't wonder."
"Can you stop it?"
"Well, not ordinarily, y'know, but if this is urgent - and you being a military man - I s'pose it will be all right. Leave it
to me. Will you come in and have a cup of tea whilst you wait?"

-- ** -- ** -Twenty minutes after the second call for Richard had produced no result, pandemonium broke out on the
aerodrome. A Tannoy call for all officers to report to the briefing room brought about a great state of excitement,
and after half an hour there were more than a hundred men present.
"I'm sorry to drag you chaps away from whatever you were doing," Winchester announced, "but there's an urgent
matter to be dealt with. One of our aircrew has disappeared, and it's particularly important that we find him."
This unprecedented statement caused great excitement. "Just hush up a moment and listen, will you? The man
is Flight Sergeant Brown, from Flight Lieutenant Wensdale's crew. Jake says that he hasn't seen Brown today,
and he hasn't answered a call over the Tannoy. As I said, it's vital that we find him quickly, so I've taken the step
of bringing you all here. I want you to search the aerodrome."
There was another buzz of excitement. "Just to save time, would all the people who know him by sight move to
the left of the room, and anyone who doesn't know him move right? Thank you."
The men milled about and separated neatly into the flying and non-flying personnel. "That's fine. I want anyone
who doesn't know him to team up with a man who does know him. Get organised into pairs, and I'll give you each
a part to search from this plan here.” He unrolled the master aerodrome plan on which all the buildings and
installations were marked.
"What if we find him, sir?" a voice said.
"Hang onto him and bring him to my office. If we find him we'll put it out over the Tannoy and send up a red flare
so you'll all know. All right, let's get cracking. Who's first?"
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A tough-looking Australian Flying Officer remained once the other men had gone. "Did you want to speak to me,
McCrae?" Winchester asked, seeing that the man had been deliberately hanging back.
"Yes, sir. It's just to say that back home I was in the police force, sir. I thought that maybe if you've got a problem
with this man I can help you more than the ordinary blokes."
Winchester raised his eyebrows. The prospect of keeping control of the situation by using facilities available within
his own personnel was appealing, and he liked the possibility of getting the upper hand of the security man.
"Police, eh?"
"Yes, sir. Detective, in the Fremantle police force. It's in my records if you want to check it."
"No, I'll take your word for it. Come on up to the Watch Office, we can see everything from there, and I'll explain
what's going on."

-- ** -- ** -The train driver proved amicable. "Emergency, family trouble eh? Right ho. Put him in where you like and I'll get
off again."
The stationmaster pulled open a third class carriage door and Richard climbed in. The compartment was almost
full of soldiers, of whom only one was awake, the others sprawled at all angles, kitbags and rifles in the luggage
racks.
"Make way, lads. This bloke's got family trouble. Got to get him in with you."
The only man who was awake obligingly shifted up. "Here you are, mate. Sit yourself down with us. RAF, eh?"
Richard shut the door. "Thanks for your help," he called to the retreating stationmaster as the train chuffed away.
He sat down in the vacated seat. "Thanks," he said. "Yes, wireless-operator."
"What do you fly in?"
"Lancasters."
"What's it like?"
Searching for the right words, Richard paused. "Most of the time it's pretty exciting. But over enemy territory it's
not much fun."
"You get shot at?"
"Not half."
"Sod that," said the soldier. "I'll keep me feet on the ground."
"Where are you going?"
"Some place on the south coast, I think. Dunno exactly, the bleeding officers don't tell us much. But we've been
all over the place."
"They don't tell us much either," Richard said.
The man laughed. "All the same, this game, innit?” He peered at Richard's uniform. "Hey up, I didn't see yer was
a Sergeant. What's that crown? Is that summat different?"
"Flight Sergeant. Like your Sergeant-Major."
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The soldier's face fell. "Oh, sorry, Sarn't. No offence meant."
"None taken. All aircrew are NCOs. It doesn't mean a lot in the Air Force."
The man was astounded. "Yer mean all them blokes what flies is Sergeants?"
"Yes, or higher. Some even get made up to officers, if you do your stuff well and keep your nose clean."
"Well, that’s a surprise, and no error.” He peered again at the insignia. "What's the ribbon?"
"DFM. Distinguished Flying Medal," he added, seeing the man's puzzled frown.
"How didjer get that? If you don't mind me asking, that is."
"I put out a fire in the aircraft and did a bit of first aid on a couple of the crew."
The man nodded, impressed. "Did yer crash?"
"No, the skipper got us back. They gave him the DSO later on, he deserved it much more than I did."
"Cor luv a duck. Hey up, Jimmy!” He kicked the boots of the man on the seat opposite. "Wake up, willyer? Take
a gander at this bloke 'ere. Got hisself Sarn't and a medal. Good, innit?” He beamed, delighted to be in such
exalted company.
Jimmy's reaction when Richard had explained again about the medal ribbon was to dig in his kitbag and produce a
bottle of whisky. "Me old lady give me this," he said confidentially, taking care not to wake up anyone else, "to
have a tot of something special, like.” He winked. "Will yer 'ave one with me and me mate?"
Richard was touched by the men's easy camaraderie. "I don't mind if I do," he replied, imitating Colonel Chinstrap
of ITMA fame.

-- ** -- ** -A bomber aerodrome is a very large place and it wasn't until two in the morning that Winchester reluctantly
terminated the search. The security man was as calm as ever, and asked for a private call to London. Two hours
later a Dakota landed and disgorged a squad of tough looking Commandos, to whom Winchester, under direct
orders from Bomber Command headquarters, reluctantly assigned his most senior officers.
The Commandos may have been tough but it was pitch black, none of them know their way round a bomber
aerodrome, and although they searched every nook and cranny, including the attics, found nothing, and flew away
again. The unperturbed security man, showing no disquiet or irritation at having failed to find his man, found
Winchester in his office and shut the door.
"What record exists of tonight's activities, Group Captain?"
"Let's see. Your arrival is of course in the Guardroom log. Then there's that Dakota landing and taking off; there'll
be an entry in both the flying control log and the wireless watch keeper's log. Our switchboard will have a record
of your call to London, and there's over a hundred of my men who were involved with the search, of course."
"I see. None of this happened."
Winchester laughed. "Don't be an ass. In a couple of days this will be all over Bomber Command. You haven't a
hope of keeping it quiet."
"You will erase the log entries - all the log entries - which you described to me. You will also personally caution
each officer involved and instruct him to forget what happened. Tomorrow you will make entries in your
administrative records to the effect that this man Brown was killed in action - with the next crew who fails to return.
I'll leave this to you. As for the rest of the affair, that's my concern."
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"I'm not going to falsify RAF records for you, damn it. I don't even really know who you are."
The security man opened his coat and drew out an identification card. "Would you please read the small print on
that, Group Captain? If the signature seems to be insufficient, you are of course entirely at liberty to take it up
personally with the person who signed it."
The card stated simply “This officer is acting on my direct orders on a matter of maximum importance to the
country. All personnel, civil or military, regardless of rank, are to assist him in any way he sees fit.” It was signed
‘Winston S Churchill’.
Winchester's face went red. "So, you're one of Paddy's Boys, are you? Why the hell didn't you show me this to
begin with?"
"I see no point in revealing my identity unnecessarily. But it is of vital importance that tonight's - ah - incident - is
forgotten quickly."
"All right."
"Thank you."
"If shits like that are going to hold the reins afterwards," said Winchester to Robertson as they shared a glass after
the security men had driven off, "I'm not altogether sure that I want us to win the war at all."

-- ** -- ** -With a couple of generous drinks inside him, Richard soon nodded off and the troop train steamed south, passing
through Lincoln and heading towards London at a steady if unspectacular rate. An hour before dawn they halted
for what seemed an interminable wait. The soldiers didn't seem to find this unusual, but for Richard the inactivity
was incredibly frustrating. They'll speak to the stationmaster, then they'll phone the signalman, and he'll stop the
train, and then they'll come and get me.....
The friendly soldier could see his expression. "Don't get yerself worked up," he advised. "We'll get there in the
end."
"You get this sort of thing often?"
"Yeah. Often," the man said, and closed his eyes. "Yer get sort of used to it. Hurry up and wait, we calls it.”
"I'll take a look outside. See what's going on.” He slid down the window and peered out into the lightening
countryside. The train was standing on a dual track, and by hanging out as far as he could, Richard could see the
red signal up ahead.
I think I'll leave, he thought. If they're onto which train I've caught, and they're searching it, they'll get me for sure.
He quietly opened the carriage door and was in the process of climbing down to the trackside when overhead
there was the sound of a heavy bomber. The note of the engines was unsteady, the stuttering motors clearly
audible. Richard could tell at once that the aircraft was in serious trouble, and as he craned his neck upwards, the
square outline of a Halifax bomber came into sight at no more than fifteen hundred feet. One of its engines was
streaming flame, and its course progressively erratic. Even as he watched, two parachutes blossomed beneath.
Richard watched them drift away and then turned his attention to the Halifax. It was dropping a wing, crabbing,
turning; and he quite clearly saw the great 4,000 lb cookie drop away.
It accelerated, arcing towards him, falling at fantastic speed as the Halifax spiralled down above it. Richard,
experienced in the properties of high explosive, dived into the ditch alongside the track and pressed his hands
over his ears. The giant bomb took only seconds to drop; it landed almost exactly behind the locomotive and
detonated. There was a tremendous deep throaty bang and a fierce typhoon of hot air. It blew both halves of the
rolling stock aside, tossing the carriages up and across the track like a child's clockwork train.
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The main force of the blast scoured the ground over his head, lashing the bushes with shrapnel and flying glass.
A huge pall of smoke and dust enveloped the track and for many seconds afterwards there was the sound of
falling debris twanging off the wreckage, and the cries of injured men. Seconds later came a more distant dull
crump as the stricken Halifax hit the ground.
Richard poked his head cautiously over the lip of the ditch. Several outbreaks of fire had started in parts of the
wreckage. He tied his handkerchief over his mouth and fighting down his fear of the flames, climbed carefully into
the carriage nearest to him, which was lying on its side with all the windows blown out and the compartment doors
missing. It was obvious that the occupants were past aid; few were bleeding, but the blast effect had killed them
all.
What a rotten way to go, he thought bitterly. Killed by one of our own bombs. He looked at the mess of bodies,
debris and equipment littering the shattered compartment, and a sudden, inspired thought flashed into his brain;
swap identities with one of them!
Why not? The bloke's dead. He isn't going to complain. And if they find a body with my identity discs, in my
clothes, on the train they expect me to be on, that'll be the end of it - I'll be free! Then all I've got to do is get up to
Beth's parents' house and everything will be all right. We'll be together in no time at all, and once this is forgotten,
it'll be all right.....
It was difficult to move one of the dead men through a doorway and out onto the trackside. By that time there
were odd people starting to climb in and out of the wrecked carriages, and Richard's action looked no different to
that of someone intent on rescue rather than subterfuge. He dragged the body well into the bushes at the side of
the line, gritted his teeth and trying not to look at the man's face, finally succeeded in exchanging uniforms. It was
no easy task manipulating the limp body but after a quarter of an hour of struggling, he had succeeded in
exchanging both uniform and identity discs with the unfortunate soldier.
Thinking then that it would be better to put the body back nearer the train, he dragged it back alongside the track
near to where a pile of wooden debris was blazing. Then, looking guiltily about, he rolled the body partly onto the
fire. "I'm sorry," he said aloud, shouldered the dead man's kitbag and retraced his path through the bushes. On
the horizon he could see rooftops and a church spire, and started in that direction. An hour's brisk walk, keeping
the sun to his left, brought him into countryside, and taking the opportunity of a chattering stream, washed and
tidied the stolen uniform as best he could.
A passing lorry picked him up soon after that and in the comfort of the driver's cab, he fell asleep.

-- ** -- ** -Beth made an excuse to get off the aerodrome early the next morning and using the village telephone kiosk, called
her parents. It was not a happy call. She told them as little as possible, preferring them to imply from what she
did say that the man coming to the farm was a personal friend in need of urgent help and accommodation and that
she couldn't explain over the telephone, and that she'd write as soon as she could.
By mid morning it was clear that Bomber Command was flexing its bruised muscles after the Nuremburg raid, and
it came as no surprise when the Battle Order went up and the crews were briefed for Essen. Wensdale's crew
were given a new wireless-operator and the Lancasters took off just after nine at night.
Having been off duty in the morning, Beth was working in the Station Headquarters all afternoon and evening, with
only a short break for supper. She found it impossible to relax and immersed herself in her paperwork, listening to
the roar as each Lancaster took off until all the bombers had gone. The ground crews had seventeen aircraft
serviceable; three new bombers had been flown in that afternoon and the Squadron was operating at about two
thirds strength.
She expected a summons to the Group Captain's office at any moment, and now that the aerodrome was silent,
all the ground crews taking a well earned rest, Swaldsholme seemed to go into a doze; but there was no Tannoy
call, no enquiring questions from anyone, and no action whatsoever taken. By the time that twenty-four hours had
elapsed since Richard's escape, she had started to relax and to believe that somehow they had got away with it.
She then sat down in her office with a large enamel mug of tea and started to write to her parents, telling them the
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exact truth, holding nothing back, and ending it by saying that she really loved him; once the matter was sorted
out, they intended to get married.
Finally the letter was done, and she sealed it and put it in her blouse pocket. Well, that's it, there's nothing else I
can do, she thought. I'd better get this in the post. She tidied up her desk and as she clicked out the lamp, the
sound of high revving engines came overhead.
That's not one of our chaps, she thought. That's not a Lancaster; maybe a Mosquito, looking for somewhere to
land? She flicked off her desk lamp, pulled aside the blackout curtain and peering out over the aerodrome, saw
no landing or navigation lights in the sky. Then there was the screech of the attack alarm, the rattle of cannon and
machine guns, and tracer chains blazed across the sky.
"Damn the squareheads! Can't they find a better way to fight?"
A single huge explosion on the far side of the aerodrome lit up the entire station. From the direction of the blast, it
seemed that the German pilot had scored a lucky hit on the bomb dump, and for a whole second it was as light as
day. Beth dropped the blackout curtain to shield her eyes from the sharp glare, and an instant later a chunk of
parachute mine casing the size of a saucer smashed through the closed window and struck her just below the left
breast, knocking her across the desktop and against the partition wall with bright arterial blood flooding out over
her blouse and uniform jacket.

-- ** -- ** -Most of the crews, still feeling the aftermath of the disastrous Nuremburg operation, had been apprehensive about
the night's trip, but once the debriefing was in progress it became apparent that the Essen raid had been a
success. Only one dispersal pan stood empty the next morning, and the Zombie's ground crew went gloomily
about their business. Bomber Command was as efficient as always and the same afternoon a new Lancaster
arrived. The ground crew painted on the identification letters QZ Z and started to get to know the Sergeant pilot
and his crew who were to fly it.
The new pilot had none of his predecessor's concern for ground crew and the loss of Wensdale was lamented for
some considerable time.

-- ** -- ** -Mid April in the north country wasn't too bad, Richard decided. He was bone tired after a half day's walk, and was
resting on a mossy bank at the roadside, looking out over a deep valley. The war seemed to have bypassed this
part of the world, and it was only the missing direction signs and the white bands painted around the roadside
trees which served as an occasional reminder. Plus of course the odd aeroplane flying overhead.
I like it up here. It's going to be grand. And after the war, we're going to stay up here for ever and have a family.
And in the meanwhile, maybe I can get this business sorted out and get my hands round that squarehead vicar's
neck.....
He reached the village where Beth's parents lived after three days of hitch hiking. Unable to use public transport
because he feared detection by the military police, he had been able to keep himself looking fairly respectable, as
much as the somewhat ill fitting uniform allowed. He had managed to buy shaving and washing tackle, and kept
as clean as he could, but he felt very alone and it was with a huge sense of relief that he finally found the address
which Beth had written down for him. The farmhouse was very quiet, the windows and doors shut. Richard
knocked on the door, and when there was no reply, knocked again.
After a few minutes a middle-aged man answered. He had a distinct resemblance to his daughter, but looked as if
he was much older than Richard knew him to be.
"Mr Andrews?"
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The man nodded slowly.
"I know this sounds strange, but did your daughter Beth tell you about me? I'm Richard - Richard Brown. I'm - I
was, rather - on Beth's Squadron. Does that make sense to you?"
"Yes. You'll be the young man she telephoned about a few days ago."
"Thank heavens she told you about me. I don't know what I'd have done if she'd not spoken to you. I've nowhere
else to go."
He nodded again. "You'd better come in.” He led the way inside and motioned Richard to sit in one of the easy
chairs in the living room. "Here, I think you'd better sit down and let me make you a cup of tea. After that I think
we'd better have a talk."
"Yes, you're right. I ought to explain just what's going on."
Andrews returned a short while later with a laden tea tray, and silently served them both. He looked as if a great
weight was on him, and Richard began to feel misgivings about being there.
"Now then, young fellow. What's all this about?"
Richard talked for an hour and related how he had been taken off Jersey and subsequently in Bomber Command,
and went on to describe being approached in Scarborough and the subsequent train of events. He spoke quite
openly, wishing to make it clear that he was being absolutely honest, even to his relationship with Beth.
"You and Beth stayed together at this hotel?"
"Yes. It wasn't something dirty, Mr Andrews. We really do love each other. I was about to ask her to marry me.
This was on the day that the balloon went up, and I never got the chance. I'm going to ask her just as soon as I
see her next, that is, as soon as she can get some leave."
"All right. I believe you, and what's done's done. She told me that she loved you when she spoke to me on the
telephone. Then we had a letter from her about you. It was sent on by the RAF."
Richard's stomach churned. "Sent on?"
Andrews got to his feet like a tired septuagenarian. "I can see that you don't know what's been going on at that
aerodrome of yours.”
Richard listened with horror as Andrews spoke, and his world fell in ruins about him.

-- ** -- ** -This young chap knows more than he lets on, thought Richard as he listened, looking at the attractive dark-haired
girl sitting next to him at the pub table. Forty-five years of cautious dealings with strangers had given him a sharp
insight into other people's behaviour and he was immediately alert when the two motor cyclists had begun talking
to him.
"You the Police?"
"No, of course not," said the girl. "We're hoping that you can help us with a bit of family research, and we hear
that you know everyone for miles. It seems that you're the man to see about local history."
Richard lost some of his suspicion. "Don't mean to be rude," he offered, "but you get all sorts of cranks
hereabouts. Up to no good, most of them. A load of silly questions, when all they want is to see how easy the
poaching is."
"I understand," said the young man. "How long have you been gamekeeper?"
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"Forty-five years, near on. Retiring next year."
"Were you born here? Lived here all you life?"
"No, I came here out of the Army, got the job as his Lordship's gamekeeper. Wanted it quiet. Had enough
excitement.” This was Richard's standard story, and he had lived with it for so long that it had acquired
permanence in his memory, as if was the truth.
"Did many men come back here out of the Army?"
"Reckon they did; those that did come back."
"Did you join up with the local battalion?"
"Yes."
"Travel about much? Overseas?"
"Fighting the Japs. Burma."
"Do you remember anything unusual about any of the men who came back?"
Richard's suspicion rose again. "What do you mean - unusual?"
"We've reason to believe that a - relative - of ours came here in 1944. Quite suddenly. We were hoping that you
might be able to give us a line on him."
"Before my time, I came from out of the Army after the war. I'd been in Burma.” Searching for some sort of clue,
his eyes ranged over the young man's riding jacket. "What's special about this relative of yours?"
"If I tell you, will you keep it to yourself?"
Richard nodded. "I keep my own affairs," he said solidly.
"Our relative left the Air Force in 1944. He was in the Air Force, a wireless-operator. He won the Distinguished
Flying Medal in late 1943 and disappeared in early April 1944."
So this is it, Richard thought. After all this time, they've found me, or they're onto me. But I don't think this clever
young chap realises who I am. If he did, he wouldn't have been so open with his question..... unless he's more
clever than I think he is..... stalling for time, he just nodded, expressionless.
"Does that ring a bell?" the girl asked. She was very attractive, Richard thought. Not dissimilar to Beth. "We've
got some particularly urgent business with him."
Still stalling for time to think, Richard drank the best part of the pint of beer they had bought him. "No," he said, his
eyes looking again at Alan's riding jacket.
The girl was disappointed. "Look, it's important that we find him -"
Jesus! That's a 696 Squadron badge. Find some excuse, any excuse!
"Motor cyclists, eh?"
She nodded, a defeated expression on her face.
Richard put on a sour face and voice. "Never liked the damn things. Riding down the forest paths and making a
noise and disturbing the birds. Often as not they prang and damage the fences."
"We're not that sort of rider," said the young man, offended.
Richard realised now that they had no idea who he really was, and seized on the young man's sensitive attitude.
"No? Well, I'll be the judge of that.” He drained his pint. "Just keep your bikes off his Lordship's land."
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"We had no intention of trespassing, I can assure you!"
"Oh? Right then. Thanks for the drink.” He rose suddenly and reaching over the counter for his shotgun, left, in
such a way that he had neither run out nor dawdled. The young man seemed about to follow him, but then he
apparently thought better of it.
I've had a good run, he said to himself as he drove the battered Land Rover back to his secluded cottage. More
than forty years, all that time without the girl that I love. But what now? I suppose that they'll find me. He didn't
look stupid, that young chap, and that girl of his, there's more to her than meets the eye.
Yes, he decided. They'll come. Maybe it's only right. I told the squareheads about Nuremburg, anyway, didn't I?
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Chapter 19 : As We That Are Left
Faye watched Richard carefully as they parked by the main gate and set off on foot. His eyes darted hungrily
about, piercing the undergrowth, latching onto one or other of the buildings and then casting about for a second
point of reference. He seemed unsure of himself.
"It's changed," he said eventually. "Unless my memory is at fault."
"Well, it's a long time ago," Alan commented. "It's odd how your mind can play you tricks. Of course there's been
a lot of things growing up round the place. There are some solid walls in the Ops Block with tree branches going
right through them."
"That one over there - that's the Mess."
"That's right. I found the graffiti there. Come on, I'll show you."
He led the way down the
concreted path and they climbed
in through one of the frameless
windows.
Richard looked about, shaking his
head. "My God," he said. "I never
thought I'd be standing here again.
We used to spend a lot of time in
here.
There was a subtle
hierarchy of tables up at the bar
end. As one crew or another got
the chop, we'd move nearer and
nearer the bar. It was one of those
rules you never spoke about, but
everyone thought that it was the
sign of disaster if someone sat at
the wrong table. Surprising how
often that came true, too.
"That over there was the bar end. Our crew - Toddy, the engineer, Tony Andersen the bomb aimer, Santa and
Piff the gunners - we'd sit in that corner. The skipper and the navigator were officers, you see."
"Here's the graffiti."
Richard read it carefully, poring over every brick. "Priceless. Fancy it surviving all that time. Any chance of the
wall being recovered? Put in a museum?"
"Doubt it. The brickwork and plaster's too dodgy."
The Ops Block retained the same vaguely sinister atmosphere. "We didn't come in here except for briefing and
interrogation," Richard said, sniffing the mouldy air by the serving hatch. "I didn't like it much. I stayed away as
much as I could, between ops that is."
"I heard all sorts of odd voices in this place," Faye told him. "This aerodrome has a peculiar way of getting its time
periods mixed up. Sometimes it thinks it's 1944 again, and it seems to carry you with it."
"Too right," said Alan fervently, and they walked back the long corridor which led to the Station Headquarters.
"Yes. Beth worked in here. But it wasn't like this. It was divided up into lots of small offices, not one big open
building. Especially not a cowshed."
"I was standing here," Faye related in a matter of fact tone and leading them to a window which overlooked the
aerodrome, "when all of a sudden, I was knocked to the ground by something which hit me in the chest."
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Richard stood still and looked at her. In his mind's eye was the pretty WAAF Corporal that he had loved so much.
For a few seconds, the image held for him, and then it slowly dissolved. She's like Beth, he thought. I hope she
loves Alan as much as Beth and I loved each other.
There was nothing now, no ripple in the timescale. It was just a derelict Maycrete hut, windowless, end wall gone,
floor ankle deep in straw.
"The hangar's round here," Alan directed.
"Yes. I remember now. With the parachute room just behind, and the stores off to the left."
"That's it. Come on."
A trio of bulldozers were parked, deserted, by the Watch Office. "I know what that means," Alan said. "I've seen it
before. In six weeks' time this place will cease to exist. I suppose that they'll leave the hangar, because it's in too
good condition to knock down, and they're useful. But the rest, well I'm afraid it looks like the end. They'll turn it
into an industrial estate, and you'll need an aircraft to see the site."
The Watch Office was just as Alan had last seen it. "Show me where you saw Beth," Richard asked. "Yes, I'd like
to see that too," Faye added. Alan showed them the small room just by the front door and described again how
he had heard the voices upstairs.
"I think it was the Station Commander, Group Captain Winchester," he decided. "As for the other fellow, beyond
the fact that he was an Australian, I don't have a clue about him. But he sounded tough, a heavy type. I wonder
why Winchester told him about you. He must have had a good reason. I thought when I heard him that he was
after me. I just hid in this room here, and it was then that I saw Beth."
"What happened to Winchester and Robertson?
"Winchester died in 1965. Barry Robertson's about, although he's retired. He stayed on in the Air Force after the
war but later he left and went into personnel. I see him at the reunions."
"What, there's a 696 reunion?"
"More than that, there's a very active
Swaldsholme Association. You see that new
building at the end of the main runway? That's
the water treatment plant. There's a very nice
memorial garden built into the grounds. I'll
show you later."
"What's that huge aerial, the mast thing at the
end of the other runway?"
"I think it's a Post Office repeater or something
like that. It's certainly a good landmark. The
first time I came here I just looked out for that
and found the place straight away."
"Where did you get through the wire?" Faye
asked.
"Come up onto the roof and I'll show you. You'll see better from there."
They climbed the interior staircase and then made their way out onto the roof. Richard peered about for a while
before he was able to pick out the spot. "Over there, by the shooting butts. I can't remember who it was who said
that it was a hole that the ground crews used to use to get to the pub. The security wasn't all that good, although
the main gate had a log of who went in and out that way. That was why I had to go through the wire. They'd
already put my name out over the Tannoy by that time, and things were getting a bit hot."
"And you just walked down to the village, to the station?"
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"Yes. I remember that it was pitch black, with a lot of cloud."
"Where were you billeted?"
"Down the road about a mile towards the village, in a field full of Nissen huts."
"Yes," Alan nodded, "I've seen it. Just the
concrete bases left now and there's one or two
end walls still standing."
Richard turned from horizon to horizon. "We
weren't allowed up here. It was just the flying
control bods and the met types.
I often
wondered what the view was like."
"Tell me about Wensdale," Faye asked.
"He was a bloody good pilot, a fine officer, a
gentleman. I thought the world of him, and so
did the rest of the crew.” He paused, and then
continued with a catch in his throat, "We'd have
flown through the Gates of Hell with him."
"How did you meet Beth?"
"It was a Sergeants' Mess dance. I was pretty good at dancing in those days and I used to go to nearly all of
them. I just went up to her and asked her; we clicked at once. Here.” He opened his jacket and shirt. "She gave
me this."
"It did the trick for you all right," observed Alan. The St Christopher was worn almost featureless.
"Did you know that the night she gave it to me, a bullet just missed me? It was an intruder. Bloody squareheads.
They didn't have to kill her. She wasn't doing them any harm. I mean, we, the aircrew, were fair game, I accept
that. We were bombing them, they were shooting us down. It was war. But Beth was so gentle, so kind."
"She loved you a lot. If she came back here afterwards."
"And found you instead."
"She was very upset. Determined to do what she could for you. It never occurred to me that it would come to
this."
The late afternoon sun was drawing the shadows longer. "We'd fly almost every day, you know," Richard mused.
"An air test, a raid, sometimes for no reason at all other than the fact that we loved flying. Did you know I've never
flown since? The Zombie was the last aircraft I set foot in."
"Is that what you called it? Z for Zombie?"
Richard smiled. "It was the rear gunner, Piff Le Boeuf. Folks said that he had magic powers, and he had a sort of
a song that we used to sing about Zombies somewhere or other, I forget. The name seemed to stick."
Faye's train of thought was in gear, too. "Wasn't your first pilot a Canadian?"
He nodded. "Yes, a strange chap. Bit aloof, we never really knew him. He went missing on his second dickey
trip, and the rest of us were left hanging about. In the end we went with various crews as spare bods. It was a
bad time, and we'd only been there a week or so when it was just me left. That was when I was put in Jake
Wensdale's crew."
"And the medal?"
"Oh, the medal. I hate that thing now. You can have it if you want it. I don't feel entitled to it after the Nuremburg
raid."
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"But I told you that you can't blame yourself."
"Alan, I told that blasted priest - may he rot in hell - the route and the target. Next day there were 97 bombers
missing. I can't just forget that, Alan, no matter how convincingly you quote official records to me. And then I've
got Beth to remember. Maybe that's my punishment, losing Beth."
"We saw the bouquet on the grave. It was a lovely thing to do," said Faye softly. "Her brother didn't mind. He
said that he was glad that you were looking after her."
"I saw him round the village all the time. He really didn't know?"
"No."
"Did his parents fix you up with the gamekeeper's job?"
"Yes, they put in the word for me. The old boy even got me fixed up with Army discharge papers; forged of
course, I don't know how he did it. Black Market I suppose, you could buy anything on the Black Market. There
must have been a healthy demand for forged papers like that. Nobody ever checked up, as far as I know. The
soldier chap whose clothes I pinched must have been just listed as lost in the explosion."
"So they knew about your relationship with Beth."
Richard nodded. "Yes, I told them. They knew everything, why I was there, that holiday with Beth. They were so
kind to me. I wanted to do more for them when they were old, but they wouldn't let me. Even when Mrs Andrews
died, he told me to keep away. He wouldn't take the risk of an association being known, beyond the fact that he'd
put me up for the gamekeeper's job. I don't know how he did that."
"Did you ever find out if what the agent told you about your family was true?"
He didn't answer for a moment. "That was the only thing I did enquire about. I went to Jersey in the early 1960s,
just as it was starting to become popular for holidays.” He paused. "The hotel was still there, but it was being
demolished. I made some discreet enquiries, but nobody had heard of my parents since the middle of the war.
From that it appears they were deported, I presume to a concentration camp. My old girlfriend was married, with
three children. I saw her quite by chance with her husband and family in a park in St Helier … but … I didn’t
speak to her … they all looked so happy.” His voice trailed off.
"I am very sorry to hear that."
"Yes, bloody squareheads. Still, we beat 'em, didn't we? That's only three people gone, against the six hundred
odd who were killed on Nuremburg."
"What do you remember most about the aerodrome?"
"How much of a grim place it was except when we landed after a raid. Then it was the most wonderful place on
earth."
The parachute store had suffered further from the weather, but the circle of bricks which Alan had used as a
makeshift camp fire was still standing. "I slept in here," he said. "It wasn't until the early hours that I heard the
voices singing, and saw Beth in the Watch Office."
"What made you decide to stay the night? Sounds like a scary thing to do."
Alan shrugged. "It wasn't a deliberate plan. It just happened. I had a puncture and heard about the stories of the
place being haunted. I don't know how well the story is known, but the bloke who runs the local filling station told
me that he'd heard Lancaster engines occasionally. And something about a WAAF haunting the Watch Office."
"That would be Beth, I suppose. She always told me that she'd wait for me. Yes, wait … she's still waiting, isn't
she? It's not fair. She ought to rest."
"I wonder what will happen after the place is bulldozed," Faye put in. "What will happen to her then?"
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"Not right that she should be just left, if she's still waiting. Still waiting for me."
"Don't get upset."
Richard's eyes were gleaming. "She always said that she'd wait. And I always said that I'd come back. Well, now
I've come back, haven't I? And now maybe she won't have to wait any longer. I'm going to stay here the night."
Faye and Alan exchanged apprehensive looks. "I'm not sure if that's a good idea," Alan said slowly. "As Faye
said, this place has some very unusual properties. It seems to get itself in a bit of a tangle sometimes where time
is concerned. You see, I think that there's a lot of atmosphere here, a lot of emotion locked up in it. Not many
people have come here since the war, and so the atmosphere hasn't really discharged itself properly. If you of all
people stay here, I don't know what might happen. You might be a catalyst of sorts."
"Yes, but wouldn't that be a good thing? Discharge the atmosphere? Maybe then the crews will get some rest.
Maybe then Beth will have some rest. Maybe then I'll have some rest. Yes, I'm going to stay. I've got blankets in
the Land Rover, and I'll go home tomorrow morning. You two don't have to stay, Alan. You've done your bit,
you've done what she asked you to do, helped me, and brought me back. I'm still not sure about the reason for
the Nuremburg disaster, maybe you're right, I don't know. But the fact remains that I did give that agent the
information, and ninety-odd aircraft were shot down. We'll never know if the two facts are related. It seems like
too much of a coincidence to me. So now I've got this last chance to face up to it, don't you see?"
His eagerness was infectious. "We'll stay," Faye announced.

-- ** -- ** -"Is it always as creepy as this?" Faye asked softly, gripping Alan's arm with unusual firmness as hand torches
probed over the Ops Block.
"No," said Alan. "Last time it was worse."
The Briefing and Interrogation rooms in the Ops Block were gleefully unloading some of the tension and fear
which was soaked into their brickwork. Richard stayed for a long time in each room, silent, lost in his thoughts.
Faye hated it, but said nothing more, hoping that Alan would sense her distress and leave the progressively
heavier atmosphere. But Alan, whilst realising that she was more than edgy about the building, didn't want to
leave Richard to face the atmosphere alone.
There was nothing to see but the rusted radiators and pipes, the dangling conduits, and the weary ventilation
trunking hanging from its broken mountings. Yet the roof and walls themselves seemed to be pressing down,
squashing, squeezing them; only Richard appeared not to notice.
Faye's hair was standing on end. This was worse than when she'd heard the gunner's voice on her last visit; then
the voice had been bitter but not oppressive. Now the air was charged with malevolence.
"Alan, love. Please take me out."
"I can't just leave him -"
"FIGHTERS, BLOODY FIGHTERS!" said a loud voice in Alan's ear, and there was a mad laugh.
“STICK TO NAVIGATION!” came another voice from nowhere.
Now he could hear a hum of conversation from within the long oblong briefing room. It was like straining to listen
to a tape recording which was being distorted, played at varying speeds; fast, normal, slow; blurred, clear,
inaudible, then gone altogether, to come back at once.
"Richard. Look, let's go. This could be more than we bargained for."
The wireless-operator shook his head. He looked suddenly old. "These are the boys," he whispered. "in the
briefing room. Can't you hear? Don't you want to see them? Don't you want to know what they're like?"
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"No."
"I have to go in and face them. I don't care what they do; maybe I can explain to them why it was the way it was.
Then if they want to deal with me - whatever that may mean - at least it'll be my own people, my own types, flying
men. Do you remember the Poem for the Fallen?"
Alan nodded.
"‘They shall grow not old - as we that are left grow old.' That's me, Alan. ‘We that are left.' That's been my cross
for all these years. You go out if you want to, but just leave me here with them."
By the light of his hand torch Alan could see Faye crying soundlessly. "All right," he said. "Afterwards. Well, I'll
see you afterwards.” He took Faye by the shoulders and almost frog marched her up the long corridor to the
Station Headquarters, out into the night and sat her on a wall in a patch of moonlight. "Stay here," he
commanded, "and don't move."
She was aghast. "You're not leaving me here? You can't be going back in there."
"I've got to see this. I may never get another chance.” And he was gone, leaving her the hand torch and lighting
the way with his tiny pen cell light.
It was the floor; it was covered in thick glue. The roof and walls were like inflated balloons, billowing, rolling,
fighting to stop him going down the corridor; pale, furious faces stared at him from every nook and cranny, and
horrible threats and curses came into his mind. At the end of the corridor was the tiny kitchen and serving hatch
which opened out into the briefing room. Alan went in.
The room was filled with a fuzzy, slightly incandescent fog, waving in uncertainty, milling about, gathering,
separating, forming, unforming. There was no sign of Richard. Fraction by fraction the hubbub of voices became
audible, the same indistinct muttering that Alan had heard before. A scratch on the lino behind him made him
whirl about, pen cell raised, fists ready.
"I had to see it too," Faye said.
Alan's thudding heartbeat subsided a little. "Quiet," he replied, and pulling her in front of him, hugged her close so
that they were both looking through the serving hatch, torches extinguished.
Now the vague fog was less vague. Shapes of it blew in from the open door which led out to the aerodrome and
began to collect around the walls. The background of conversation grew, became less indistinct. Now it was
voices, dozens of voices chattering, although it was impossible to pick out any one and follow it. More shapes
blew in, this time in a much less vague form, and began to collect in groups. As the blurred shapelessness of
each one lessened, Alan could count them into groups of seven.
Alan's heart pounded. "Seven... seven men to a crew," he half whispered, half croaked, and felt Faye's own
tension; she had realised too, and her hands were tight on his.
The nearest shapes began to take form, as does a picture which is at first covered in steam and which then
appears more and more sharply. Heads, shoulders, arms. Battledress jacket and trousers. Bench seats; flying
boots beneath. The conversation just as unclear, but louder. Suddenly the figures stood up and Alan strained to
hear what was going on; he could make out a single voice, but no detail. The figures - there were 150 or so of
them in crews - sat down, and at the very front of the room, between two of the clarifying figures, was Richard.
"..... assembled and returned, to face the men he served with. His comrades, those he betrayed. We his former
comrades who have no earthly place of rest, no home other than this, must judge him."
The man's voice was just as if it was on an old 78 record which was being deliberately held back and then allowed
to run at normal speed. The pitch of his voice would drop and the syllables become blurred, and then go artificially
high before returning to normal. Alan had to concentrate to be able to understand what was being spoken.
There was an excited murmur from the men.
"Why did he do it?"
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"Yes, tell us why."
"What reason for this betrayal?"
The figure at the front held up a hand. "Who amongst you will speak for him?"
Silence descended amongst the figures.
"Is there none who will speak for him?"
One figure rose from those seated near the front. "I will," it said.
Richard started at the voice. His head jerked up and he peered anxiously at the half-visible form.
"Skipper?"
"He has no blame," the figure announced clearly. "It is true that he gave away the target and the course. This
cannot be denied. But the man to whom he passed the information was taken prisoner before he was able to give
this secret to the enemy.” There was another excited buzz.
Richard was anxiously leaning forward, trying to make out the figure's features. Alan and Faye could see nothing
but his back.
"Skipper? Jake? Is that you?"
"This is so," another figure stood up. "I have heard it. We have no argument with this man. Let us return to our
own existence here, such as it is, and release him, let him go. He has lost as much as any man here. The girl is
known to us. She cannot be false, no-one of our existence can be false. The enemy had taken his family. He
was blackmailed, gave the information completely against his will. But his action did not have any result on us
here, and we of no known grave who are called here as judges have nothing to settle with him."
"What say you?" demanded the voice from the end of the room. "Is he to go free?"
"Aye," came many dozens of voices in a thick sludge of syllables.
"We are unchanged. We are no different than what we were, and this is the only home we know. Let us return to
it."
At once the seated figures were distorting, blurring, standing, breaking up into streaks of vague mist and blowing
out through the open doorway, back across the aerodrome. When they had gone, silence reigned.
"Richard? Are you all right?” Alan switched on his hand torch.
Tears were rolling down the man's face. "They forgave me," he whispered.
"I saw it, I heard it."
Richard wiped his eyes, blew his nose. "It was Jake Wensdale, I'm sure it was Jake. He spoke for me. The other
one - Stan, Piff - I don't know -"
"They said that the agent - the rector - didn't pass on the information. That means that you've nothing to hold
yourself guilty about! The Nuremburg losses weren't anything to do with you, don't you understand? Can't you
see?"
He nodded. "How, I don't know. Beth - dear Beth, I loved her so much - phoned the security people. I suppose
that they got to him first. If I'd not come back here, I'd never have known."
"I can't take it any more in here," Faye said with great determination. "If you two chaps want to stay, that's fine,
fine. Me, I'm getting out. I've had enough. Never again. Never."
"All right."
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Alan watched Faye leave and turned to face the empty room. Driven by a force he did not understand, he
whispered, softly but distinctly:“Uhambe Kahle. Stay in peace.”
A soft breath brushed by his ear, and a very, very dark voice said:“Hamba Kahle. Go in peace.”
Richard had a flask of coffee in the Land Rover. It was too sweet for Alan and Faye, but they didn't care, and
drank it between the three of them. "I suppose that's it," Alan said. "The end of the trail. God, but it's gone
midnight and we've a two and a half hour ride back.” He looked at Richard in the pale moonlight. "What about
you?"
"I'm going home, too. I've done what I came here to do, I suppose. I've seen the Boys, found the truth, bared my
soul. I feel so relieved. In the morning I'm never going to believe all this happened."
"Nor will I," Faye added fervently.
Richard turned to look over the aerodrome where the Watch Office was just visible. "It's just Beth," he said softly.
"It's as if she's here with me, but at peace. Can you understand that?"
"Yes," Alan replied.
"I'm glad. I can't repay you for what you've done."
"No need."
"You did what you promised to do."
"Well, a man's gotta do and all that, you know.” Alan smiled.
There was an answering gleam of teeth. "I'll be going," he said. "Happy landings the pair of you."
Alan shook the offered hand. "Hell of a time and place to say goodbye to someone," he observed.
Richard nodded his head. "Most of the time the blokes here never got to say goodbye at all. In the morning there
were just empty places at breakfast."
"But not because of you," Faye said.
"No. Not because of me."
"Good luck."
"Thanks. Same to you. Drop in if you're up my way."
"All right."
Richard reached forward to take Faye's hand, and taking her by surprise, brought her close to him, and
momentarily held her in a hug before climbing into the Land Rover, starting the engine, and switching on the
headlights. Unable to turn round on the narrow part of the concrete road, he drove slowly up towards the J hangar
and then making a three point turn, started back towards where Alan and Faye stood, twin headlight beams raking
the concrete road.
As the headlight beams swung towards them, there were suddenly seven figures silhouetted figures between
them and the Land Rover. Gravel crunched heavily as it stopped, engine idling. Alan could see seven absolutely
distinct figures, six wearing heavy flying kit and carrying the aircrew parachute pack, one with another bag as well.
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The seventh figure was in a greatcoat, but the skirt was unmistakable. She lifted a hand towards them and feeling
the gentlest of touches against his cheek, Alan automatically took a step forward. Faye's arm flew against his
chest. "No," she said.
"It's Beth, isn't it?"
Faye nodded, eyes bright with tears. "She waited."
Alan nodded. "He came back.”
The seven silhouettes were all with their backs to him, but in the bright light of the Land Rover's headlights, the
distinctive shapes of six heads clad in the leather flying-helmet and bulbous earphones, and the two gunners in
bulky heated suits were very clear. They made no move, and the driver's door opened.
Richard got out of the Land Rover.
"Don't worry ... it's all right," he called to Alan and Faye. "She waited! It's going to be all right!"
Alan could find no words. He lifted a hand, and Richard waved back, a gleeful, schoolboy wave.
"Ops tonight! We're flying! I'm going with them!"
Alan found his voice. "With them? You can't go with them."
Richard waved again. "I can bloody well try," he called. The shape of the girl stepped towards him. She pulled off
the uniform hat and her hair tumbled loose. "Yes, yes," Richard said eagerly, just loud enough. "I love you, too.”
Then he reached into the Land Rover and flipped off the lights.
A few seconds later Alan cautiously pressed the switch of his hand torch. The road was empty except for the
Land Rover. He walked over quickly and switched off the ignition.
"Let's go. It's over."
"Is it? Where has he gone?"
"Oh, I dunno. Wherever you like. Up there, down here, who knows. I don't.” Alan rubbed his eyes. "She really
did wait for him, didn't she?"
"Yes. Now that's what I call true love."
"I think maybe it's going out of fashion, Faye."
"No chance.” She kissed him. "You're right. Let's go home."
At the brink of the aerodrome Alan paused and switched off the Honda's engine. A gentle breeze blew in from the
Humber estuary, but the night was clear.
What a place, he thought. All for one little piece of aluminium scrap, sticking through one little piece of rubber.
And now it comes to this.
"Alan?"
"Yes?"
"I love you.”
"I love you, too, lovely."
She snuggled against him. "Start starboard inner," she said.

8

On the Lancaster, it was usual to start this engine first, as it powered the internal batteries and gyros, after
which the external battery trolley could be disconnected. On modern aircraft this is referred to as No.3 engine.
8
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A rough snort sounded on the air. Alan's right thumb hesitated on the starter button. Another snort, then a
rasping roar. A ripple of bangs, a whine, a hesitation; then another snort and rasp, the two noises falling into
synchronisation.
"Oh my God."
"What's that noise?"
Alan twisted round. "Engines," he told her. "That's Merlin engines starting up. Quick. Get off. I want to listen."
He ripped off his helmet and stood, ears cocked. Another whine, then a third roar joined the other two. The fourth
engine completed the quartet, and bursts of throttle brought the thunder closer.
"Taxi-ing," Alan breathed. "From dispersal to the end of the runway. Can you hear that? The sudden whoomphs
as he revs up the outer engines, to steer along the perimeter track?"
"It's not there," Faye objected.
"It's there for him."
The sound was fading slowly and after a minute it stopped. "He's gone," Faye declared.
"No. He's just waiting for a moment … making a crew check … flashing his letter to control … any second now,
and you'll hear him."
Exactly on cue came the mighty roar of the four Merlins, a deep, resonant, powerful sound, which grew,
accelerated, thundered towards them, faster and faster, braying in gleeful ferocity; then the heavy reverberating
roar shattered the sky directly overhead. There was the momentary glimpse of the shape of a Lancaster bomber,
and then nothing but the vroob, vrooob, vroooob of the motors.
Faye smiled. "I saw the codes."
"Codes?"
"On its side. No prizes for guessing which codes."
"QZ for 696 Squadron; Z for Zebra. No, Z for Zombie."
"Ten out of ten.” She hesitated for a moment;
"'Let them in, Peter, they are very tired;
give them the couches where the angels sleep.
Let them wake whole again to a new dawn fired
with sun not war. And may their peace be deep.
Remember where their broken bodies lie And give them things they like.'"
Faye paused in her quotation, and Alan continued:
"'Tell them how they are missed. Say not to fear;
It's going to be all right with us down here.'"
She took his hands and they listened for a moment, but there was just the gentle wind across the cracked
concrete.
"This is a rum place," Alan commented. "When I first came here I felt drawn in, sucked into its history. All through
this affair I felt directed by something unseen, guided, steered. It's never happened to me before."
"And us?"
"Yes, even that. Strange, isn't it?"
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"No. The score's even. Beth got Richard. I got you. That's a fair deal."
"I wonder what she'll do now?"
"Maybe she's gone with them."
"I hope so. They deserve to be together. To love someone as much as that, something as powerful as they had
for each other. It passed right through all accepted barriers of time and space, didn't it?"
Faye smiled. "Amor Vicit Omnia," she said, putting her hands in her jacket pockets and standing with an ear
cocked to the wind. Not a sound disturbed the silence, and the wind came clean and free across the last ground
touched by 696's aircraft wheels.
"Yes. It certainly did in this case, anyway."
Faye gasped, and lifted her hand out of her pocket, holding a
slim box. Inside was the narrow blue-and-white striped ribbon
and dulled gleam of Richard's Distinguished Flying Medal, and a
photo of Richard in full flying gear.
"I think he wanted us to keep it," she said, showing it to Alan.
"Pride of place on the mantelpiece."
They pulled on helmets. Alan started the engine, and the metal
heartbeat sounded their departure.
There was no-one there to hear them; but then, it was just an
old aerodrome.
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Chapter 20 : Epilogue
Alan and Faye married three months later, sold his old Victorian house and Faye's flat, then buying a modern
property in the country. Eighteen months after that Alan resigned from his job and went freelance. His first clients
were his former and Faye’s current employers; this led to more work and he built up a successful IT consultancy.
For their honeymoon they went to an old smuggler's inn near Cromer and now they go there on or about every
wedding anniversary weekend. On the third and fifth such visits, Faye became pregnant. I mentioned this
coincidence somewhat tongue-in-cheek and Alan laughed. "It's the sea air that does it," he said. Their first child
was a boy whom they named Richard, and next came twin girls, Elizabeth and Kathryn. "One day we'll tell them
who they're named after," said Faye.
"I don't do much on the aerodromes now," Alan told me. "There's precious little left, and I'd rather remember them
as they were.” Faye showed me the dozen thick photo binders that he has in his study, amongst the
paraphernalia of computers, printers and routers. He still has more than 3,500 photographs of the old aerodromes
and corresponds with a dwindling number of former aircrew. Now and then they visit a site and are occasionally
contacted by a newspaper or magazine asking for background information or photographs. He has assisted with
several television documentaries and one producer used Faye's narration as a voiceover on a programme about
haunted aerodromes.
Alan nowadays receives many requests for research help via the Internet and makes a point of trying to put
researchers on the right track. There hasn't been another overnight aerodrome trip for them. "The last one was
enough," Faye told me. "I don't want to do it again."
They share a 650cc Honda motor cycle between them although they each have their own cars. Faye runs the
local playgroup and recently masterminded a massive fund raising operation which gave the group their own
premises in the fast growing village. Only a few months ago she declined an offer to run for the local Council.
"The family comes first," she said.

Swaldsholme aerodrome succumbed to the bulldozers shortly before Alan and Faye were married, and the
developers completely eradicated the site except for the J hangar. A main trunk road was cut almost directly
along the main runway, destroying it. The Watch Office resisted two attempts to knock it down with first bulldozers
and then king dozers and finally fell to the local Territorial Army, who blew up both it and the Operations Block as
an explosives training exercise. This appeared in the national press and drew angry outbursts from military
historians.
The pig farmer who for many years used the Swaldsholme buildings for his animals told me the story of an out-ofwork man who not long after the war, came to the aerodrome asking about a job. He was scruffy, but polite and
well spoken and he knew about pigs so the farmer took him on and he made a home for himself in one of the old
Maycrete huts, where they rigged up power and accommodation needs.
He spent two years working on
the farm and kept himself to
himself; but he was always
poking about in the old
buildings and making small
holes in the bricks and
concrete, as if he was looking
for something.
The pig farmer never found out
for what he chap was
apparently searching, because
one day they found that the
man had gone as suddenly as
he had arrived.
The aerodrome dispersals and
runways have mostly been
broken up and much of the
resulting hard core was used in
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building the new trunk road. But if you explore on foot you can find several hundred yards of original Air Ministry
concrete where fragments of the runways remain. The site was assigned the name "Swaldsholme Industrial
Estate" and warehouses astoundingly similar to the old T2 type wartime hangars are now built there. New access
roads with names such as "Lancaster Road" "Flare Path Approach" and "Pegasus Way" allow cars, vans, and
heavy goods vehicles to come and go.
The water treatment plant retains its memorial garden to the thousand or so men who did not return, and the
Swaldsholme Association holds an annual service and reunion, attended by a gradually decreasing number of
members. Today you can only see Swaldsholme Aerodrome properly from the cockpit of a light aircraft at about
500 feet or on Google Earth, and you have to look hard to pick out the sad remains of the once bustling bomber
station.
Nothing more was ever heard or seen of Beth and Richard, and although some people write to the local press
about aircraft engines in the area around the remains of the aerodrome, nobody has reported seeing any more
apparitions.
Now and then a former member of 696 Squadron stops off on the way to somewhere else and takes a look
around. Usually this is when they are driving along the Humber Bridge approach road and suddenly see the Jhangar and realise where they are.
It is easy to distinguish them from the delivery drivers and company representatives who visit the businesses
which have moved into Swaldsholme Industrial Estate. They park on the layby next to the hangar, get out of their
cars and look around, turning from horizon to horizon, trying desperately to reconstruct what they remember of the
aerodrome from what they can see; some of them drive round the back of the hangar to where the Technical Site
was and stand near the site of the Ops Block, shaking their heads in amazement and disappointment. Many of
them walk over to the new grass which is growing over the small depression where the Watch Office used to be;
appropriately enough, this sole patch of grass is aflame with natural poppies. Then they get back in their cars and
drive away. Virtually none of them visit again, although now and again someone leaves a wreath.
Two hotels in Scunthorpe were extensively used by the Swaldsholme personnel.
demolished in the early 1980s, but the Crosby (below, Google Earth Street View) ...

and
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The Oswald Hotel was

... survived until 2013, when it was knocked down (above photo) and replaced with a medical centre.

Members of 696 Squadron
(All Royal Air Force except where indicated. RCAF = Royal Canadian Air Force; RAAF = Royal Australian Air
Force)
Richard's Original Crew:
J/44026 Pilot Officer Gilbert Christopher Audritt RCAF, (Pilot) killed in action, August 1943
1024565 Sergeant Cyril Edward Reeve, (Flight Engineer) killed in action, September 1943
1154875 Sergeant Arthur John Pearson, (Bomb Aimer) killed in action, September 1943
1256998 Sergeant Steven Ryley Hart, (Navigator) killed in action, September 1943
1315489 Sergeant Kevin Thomas Lang, (Mid Upper Gunner) killed in action, October 1943
1315998 Sergeant William Gordon Whitfield, (Rear Gunner) killed in action, August 1943
Richard's Main Crew:
40715 Flight Lieutenant John "Jake" Herbert Wensdale DSO DFC, (Pilot) missing, presumed killed in action,
April 1944
Aus/423655 Flying Officer Stanley Alan Farleigh DFC RAAF, (Navigator) missing, presumed killed in action,
April 1944
1454554 Flight Sergeant John Lewis "Toddy" Todd, (Flight Engineer) missing, presumed killed in action, April
1944
1499801 Flight Sergeant (later, Pilot Officer) Anthony Paul Andersen, (Bomb Aimer) baled out and taken
prisoner of war, April 1944
1548780 Flight Sergeant Harold John Brett, (Mid Upper Gunner) killed in action, December 1943
R/99069 Flight Sergeant Reginald Mackinnon "Santa" Clawse RCAF, (Mid Upper Gunner), missing, presumed
killed in action, April 1944
1258402 Sergeant Winston Lamont "Piff" Le Boeuf, (Jamaica) (Rear Gunner) missing, presumed killed in
action, April 1944
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It is interesting to note that in the 696 Squadron Operations Record Book, held at the Public Records Office, Kew,
under the reference AIR27/815, there is an entry for Wensdale's crew on the night they were shot down. After
giving details of the target, route and bomb-load for each aircraft, the summary says "The attack was considered
successful, although there was heavy searchlight and anti-aircraft activity over the target, with several night-fighter
attacks seen. 'Z' failed to return from this operation, nothing having been heard after take-off.'"
F/Sgt R A Brown is regularly listed as Wensdale's wireless-operator on many operations up to and including
March 30th/31st, 1944. The entry for the crew's wireless-operator for the fatal Essen raid, however, has been
heavily blacked out and rendered completely illegible. If you are not satisfied with the microfilm of the Operations
Record Book, you are permitted under certain circumstances to see the actual book itself, by special request.
This won’t help you much; the entire page for Jake Wensdale’s crew that night, is missing. You might try the
Station Record Book for RAF Swaldsholme; this is AIR28/255, but all you’ll find there is that whilst the rest of
Wensdale's crew are posted as non-effective missing, there is no mention of F/Sgt R A Brown having left the
Squadron.
If you press the matter with the officialdom, they will go quiet for a while and then steer you towards the loss of an
18 OTU Wellington lost in June 1942. You can tactfully point out to them that this aircraft was lost almost two
years before Wensdale’s Lancaster was shot down, but then be prepared to be told that Richard perished in a
Halifax of No 78 Sqdn. Some investigation will reveal that this loss occurred in September 1942 and that this man
evaded capture, being returned to the UK after help from the famous Comete Line. There may be some delay
before officialdom responds to your next letter, but then they will tell you that Richard died in a 460 Sqdn
Lancaster on a Dusseldorf operation, in January 1943. Again you may tirelessly point out that this man was an
Australian Sergeant, and his death was a year before Richard disappeared; then they will suggest that a 207
Squadron Lancaster which fell on 2/3 March 1943 was the one in which Sgt R Brown lost his life. By way of
response you can point out that this was again over a year before Wensdale’s Lancaster failed to return, and also
that this Sgt Brown was buried at Biarritz. Tireless officialdom will then suggest that you turn your attentions to
another 207 Sqdn Lancaster which was shot down by fighters on March 9/10th 1943; some investigation will show
that this man evaded capture and returned to the UK.
Brett is buried in the corner of Swaldsholme village churchyard where there are twenty-nine other RAF
headstones, three of which date back to the First World War. Wensdale and the rest of the crew - except
Andersen, who baled out when they were shot down - have no known grave, and their names are on the
Runnymede Memorial.
In 1992 a workman using a large mechanical digger on a new building site near Groningen in Holland discovered
fragments of a crashed aeroplane; work on the site stopped at once and the Royal Dutch Air Force Recovery
Team soon identified the aircraft as a Lancaster. Excavation and investigation turned up several identity tags and
enough serial number plates to establish that the aircraft was Wensdale's Lancaster III, shot down by a night
fighter on the outward trip to Essen.
A single coffin was all that was needed to hold what human remains were found, and this was buried with full
military honours. One of the Zombie's propellers was recovered and mounted on a plinth in the nearest village
and this is the centrepiece of the village's annual Service of Remembrance. The 696 Squadron Association paid
for a plaque showing the crew and aircraft details. This does have Richard's name on it.
As a result of this discovery, the night-fighter crew was also found by searching German records. The aircraft had
been a Ju88 of II/NJG2 piloted by Oberleutnant Josef Manhard. A week later he and his crew were shot down
and killed over their home aerodrome, by a Mosquito intruder. The pilot and navigator of this aircraft had
previously completed a tour of operations on Halifaxes, and both of them survived the war.
Tony Andersen just had time to don his parachute when the Ju88 attacked before being blown through the
Perspex bowl of the bomb-aimer's panel by exploding cannon shells. He was only slightly wounded, but severely
shocked, and after landing by parachute was quickly taken prisoner. After interrogation he ended up in the NCO
compound at Stalag Luft III, Sagan. After a short while in captivity Andersen received word of his commission,
which had been promulgated just before being shot down, accordingly he was transferred to the Sagan Officers’
Compound. The camp adjutant, Hauptmann (Captain) Pieber, personally gave Andersen the news of his
promotion, and shook his hand. Having been a draughtsman before the war, Andersen took a very active part in
producing forged documents for escape attempts.
His family line having originated in Denmark, he spoke fluent German and Danish and also spent many long hours
coaching would-be escapers in those languages, thus being offered a high place on the escaping list. However a
day or so before what came to be known as the Great Escape he voluntarily surrendered his ‘escape number’ to a
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fellow officer, friend and room-mate who was married and who a few months before had become a father. This
saved Andersen’s life because in the furore of the Great Escape, 50 of the 76 officers who made it out the long
tunnel were murdered by the Gestapo, including the man to whom he had surrendered his place. Having
swapped for a much lower ‘escape number’, Andersen did not make it through the ‘Harry’ tunnel before the
escape was discovered, and the result of his kind and selfless act in giving a comrade a better chance of making it
home haunted him for the rest of his life.
After a long forced march, hundreds of PoWs were finally liberated by the Allies in summer 1945. Andersen
returned to the UK and was demobbed almost immediately. He never married, but continued his interrupted
career as a draughtsman and lived near Coventry, where he shared a house with one of his two sisters. Troubled
for the rest of his life by the death of his friend, he consistently refused to have any contact with ex-696 members
or any other wartime association.
He died in 1978 (before the remains of his aircraft were discovered) and his sister, familiar with her brother’s story,
destroyed all his papers, photographs, Flying Log Book and other memorabilia of his time in the Air Force and at
Sagan. She remembered seeing a photo of the crew together under the nose of the Zombie, but had kept
nothing. "He had no time for it, neither have I," she told me. However his niece picked up the threads of her
uncle’s story and has spent many years researching the Great Escape and trying to establish who it was with
whom Andersen exchanged places. Although circumstantial evidence to suggest this brother officer’s identity has
come to light, so far she has not been positively able to discover which one of the 50 victims he was.

Gerry Andrews, Beth's brother, continued running the family farm until he was killed in a freak farm machinery
accident and the farm passed to a distant relative who sold it immediately and retired on the proceeds. Mr Gable
senior, Faye's grandfather, died quite suddenly shortly after his first great-grandchild was born. Alan and Faye
made attempts to obtain permission to bury him with his crew, but this was never granted and he was cremated,
with his ashes scattered by air over Swaldsholme aerodrome.
Garvey, the sergeant who Richard rescued at the induction camp, made a full recovery and then transferred to the
Army, where he won the rare decoration of the Conspicuous Gallantry Medal during the Normandy Invasion. After
the war he built up a highly successful car sales franchise and retired very recently, leaving his two sons running
the business. He made several attempts after the war to try and trace Richard but was informed that he had been
killed in action with Wensdale's crew.
Amanda Gore-Williams, Alan's upper class girlfriend, married an Italian count who was killed in a motor racing
crash. After that she went into modelling. Alan showed me a picture of her as a topless Page Three girl and
remarked that he was heartily glad that he had met and married Faye instead. Later, Amanda was involved in a
scandal concerning a Cabinet Minister and having sold her story to a Sunday newspaper, retired to the
Seychelles, where she is now a successful actress in films of the type found underneath the counters of doubtful
video shops.
Ginger Harrold, the mid-upper gunner on 696 who started Alan and Faye off on the hunt for Richard, returned to
Australia and died two years later. Flying Officer Harrowby - the admin type who on Group Captain
Winchester's orders, arrested the reluctant rear-gunner - was Court Martialled and cashiered from the RAF in
1947 after a Mess Fund fraud, and nothing more was heard of him.
Swaldsholme's Station Commander, Group Captain Winchester, retired as an Air Chief Marshal fifteen years
after the war ended and died in 1965, having served in the Royal Flying Corps and Royal Air Force since the age
of 16. Curiously, he never received any decorations other than the usual Campaign and Defence awards.
The reluctant gunner who had deserted his aircraft just escaped a Court Martial as he had already completed
one tour. He was, however, reduced to the ranks and sent on a series of discipline courses. A year later he
volunteered for bomb disposal duties and was killed in June 1945 whilst attempting to disarm a jettisoned 4,000-lb
RAF cookie blast bomb which had landed in the back yard of a row of terraced houses in Sandringham Road,
Lowestoft, about a third of a mile from the railway station. His previous record precluded a medal, and instead he
was posthumously Mentioned In Dispatches. Three civilians - one a teenage girl whose brother was serving as a
gunner on 696 - also died in the explosion. The wrecked properties were cleared and the site now has new
houses and a tennis club built there.
The Army private who had made room for Richard in the troop train survived the explosions and afterwards
distinguished himself during the D-Day landings, being promoted to Corporal, then Sergeant. He never forgot
Richard's comment that promotion was possible if you did your work well and kept out of trouble; as the war drew
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to a close he applied himself to academic studies under the Army's education scheme. Overcoming a certain
amount of prejudice against his very working-class background, he was granted a commission in 1948 and fought
in several overseas campaigns. Later he became an instructor at Sandhurst (the Army's University) where he
played a vital role in the military education of officer cadets.

Captain Jack and Daft Mike fled to the Caribbean after being badly shot up in late 1940 by a German U-boat
which in heavy rain mistook them for a British anti submarine trawler. Both were wounded, but recovered, and
during the war they managed a conservative existence by undertaking odd jobs here and there, and they survived.
After the war they were extremely successful in smuggling illegal immigrants into the United States and retired as
millionaires.
They continued to journey far and wide after "retiring" and were able to pass, undetected, much valuable
information to American and British Intelligence, especially concerning vessel movements relating to the Soviet
build up of missiles in Cuba. As a result of this both the British and American intelligence authorities turned a blind
eye to their occasional transgressions, and had them left alone.
Neither of them married and they shared a large house in Tobago, close to the harbour, where they maintained a
succession of boats. Captain Jack died in 1974 and was buried at sea. It took Daft Mike a long time to get over
his friend's death, but he stayed on and eventually married a local girl. He has long since merged in with the local
community, living an easy life and making frequent use of his comprehensively equipped cruiser.
Frank Jenkins retired when his ancient filling station in Swaldsholme village was bought by a multi-national petrol
company which rebuilt it into a large mini market and motorists' shop. Now it makes an excellent turnover from
drivers using the new trunk road and Frank said that he wished he'd never sold it! After retiring he became
interested in aerial archaeology and helped form a local group which over the years recovered many wrecked
aircraft.
In late summer 1991 they found the remains of the Lancaster ‘T for Tommy' which after the Nuremburg Raid,
crashed on landing just short of the runway. It was recovered in a 2 week exercise using JCBs and a lot of
manual labour. Two of the crew were still aboard and it caused quite a stir in the village when the story broke;
sadly the two crew members were unidentifiable but they were laid to rest with full military honours in the village
churchyard. In line with the Commonwealth War Graves Commission policy, the inscriptions simply read “An
Airman of the 1939-45 War” and the date of their deaths.
Frank and his colleagues recovered many aircraft fragments including a complete Rolls-Royce Merlin aero engine
cylinder head from which he removed one of the huge exhaust valves which was bent like a banana from the force
of the crash. He had this bead blasted and chromium plated and if you sit and chat with him, he will often toy with
it.
Alan went with him to the Runnymede memorial, where are inscribed the names of those 20,312 aircrew who
have no known grave. Frank walked the entire set of panels, reading every name, which took him three and a half
hours. By the time he had reached mid-1944 the tears were streaming down his cheeks, and he was unable to
write his name in the visitor's book, so great was his emotional state. Afterwards he stood for a very long time in
the upstairs observation room overlooking the river. There were five other ex aircrew also visiting and although
they all stood there for almost an hour, nobody spoke a word.
Major Harper was instrumental in breaking up a German spy ring operating out of the Irish Republic in 1944, a
task on which he had been working for over a year. After D-Day he was seconded to Allied Intelligence in Europe,
where he did highly dangerous undercover work tracking down Nazi war criminals, often well in advance of the
front line. Working in an undercover capacity in close co-operation with Wing Commander Bowes of the RAF
Special Investigations Branch, his dedication to the task eventually helped bring to justice five of the men
responsible for murdering some of the 50 Allied officers after the Great Escape.
Harper, wounded near Graz in Austria in a desperate pistol battle with one of the perpetrators of this dreadful
crime, received a well deserved knighthood in 1952.
Following this he steadily built up a reputation as an incorruptible and thorough, painstaking intelligence chief until
he retired in the late 1960s. He had many discreet offers, some from overseas publishers, to write his memoirs,
being assured that such would make him a wealthy man; but he declined every one and lives comfortably on his
annuities, acting occasionally as a both a consultant and a memory bank. He married after the war and had three
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grandchildren, of which the youngest, Colin, became a high ranking detective in the CID, specialising in difficult
murder cases.
Lieutenant Morris continued in Army Intelligence and eventually became Brigadier Morris, head of the section
responsible for the organisation of bodyguards and security for VIPs such as ambassadors and visiting heads of
state. Now also retired, he and Harper often play chess together and talk over the old days.
Harper's commanding officer, the security man who visited Swaldsholme, disappeared without trace in 1948.
Harper told me that it was popularly believed amongst Paddy's Boys that this man went on to be one of the top
British agents working in the Soviet Union; but his body came to light in 1986 when construction workers extended
an interchange junction on the A1 and found him entombed in a bridge support. He was bound and gagged and
had five 9mm bullets in him. Nobody ever found out who did it.
The Irishman who contacted Richard in the Scarborough tea room returned to the Irish Republic shortly
afterwards, was betrayed to the authorities and had to flee to neutral Portugal. Here he lived in the German
enclave at Cascais, adjacent to Estoril near Lisbon and operated successfully for a long time as a German agent
before being assassinated by an unknown killer immediately after the war ended. Charlie Johnson, Ginger
Harrold's pilot, retired from the BMA and having inherited a house in the south of France, went to live there where
he was slowly working on his memoirs as a bomber pilot until his death.
Lucy Preston achieved fame as a World Class bridge player, partnering Omar Sharif and several other
celebrated masters of the game.

Barry Robertson finished a third tour with 696 Squadron in early May 1944, with a total of 89 operations in his log
book. Expecting promotion to Group Captain and a station commander's posting, he was to his great disgust sent
to the United States to help train bomber pilots; the divorce from operational flying and aircrew affected him very
deeply. By persistently pulling strings he was able to return to Britain a year later and flew on the last raid of the
war, to Berchtesgaden. He was hoping to carry on with Tiger Force against the Japanese, but the atom bombs
put paid to that. When hostilities finally ceased he was a double DSO and DFC both.
He flew the Lancaster and then the Avro Lincoln, the Lancaster's immediate descendant, for some years, but he
didn't like it much in the peacetime Air Force. "Despite the Cold War,” he told me, “the purpose had gone.”
He was detailed as the second pilot for the
public display flight of the prototype Avro
Vulcan VX770 (left) at RAF Syerston on 20th
September 1958, but a severe cold grounded
him.
This was just as well because during the
display the great Vulcan flown by Keith Sturt
broke up in the air (below) and crashed, killing
the entire four-man flight crew and three more
RAF personnel who were manning a control caravan on the ground.
"I'd had some dicey moments on ops," Robertson told me,
"but frankly that shook me more than being shot at by the
Jerries. I reckoned by that time, I’d used up all my flying
luck.”
As the Lincoln was replaced by the Vulcan and the jet Vbomber age was born, he left the RAF and accepted an
offer of employment from a service friend and became a
successful personnel manager and head hunter with a
large corporation, and he retired in 1980.
A couple of years later he was voted President of the
Swaldsholme Association, a very popular move by the
men and women who had served under him and who had
not forgotten his fanatical concern for their welfare.
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He has lost none of his incisiveness and was the driving force behind raising almost five thousand pounds for a
permanent memorial stone. This was dedicated at a special service at the end of which the Battle of Britain
Flight's Lancaster bomber did a flypast.
The memorial was erected on the aerodrome, where it can be seen to this day. If you visit this, or any
other old Bomber Aerodrome, be careful. I ended up writing a book about it.
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About the Author
Rob Davis became interested in wartime aviation when as a boy he was given copies of
"Reach For The Sky" and "the Dam Busters" both written by Paul Brickhill. For many
years he read fighter pilots' stories but in the early 1980s became more interested in
Bomber Command and read avidly on the subject.
Determined to see for himself what remained of Bomber Command, he journeyed, mainly
by motorcycle, all over Lincolnshire, Yorkshire and Cambridgeshire, making scores of
visits to the old Bomber Aerodromes. He took many thousands of photos of the various
locations and conversed with scores of ex air- and ground crew. On over a dozen
occasions he has spent the night at an old aerodrome, and declares that this is an
unequalled way to really feel the atmosphere. He dares anyone to wander about alone
inside a derelict Ops Block at two in the morning.
At the suggestion of his friend Mike Garbett (co author of the "Lancaster at War" series and other books about this
most famous aeroplane) he wrote a short account of his experiences at some of the aerodromes, including a
description of the very dramatic overnight trip to Elsham Wolds, in thick fog9. After this had been written, Mike
went on to suggest that the resulting account would stand elongation. This made Rob think about writing a book,
incorporating many of his own ‘research' experiences as well as those ‘real' experiences of former aircrew. He
grins if asked about which parts of "Nor The Years Condemn" are true and states simply that it was very carefully
researched.
Rob was born in 1954, has a Master of Science Degree in Information Technology and is now retired from working
as an IT Manager; he lives in Telford, Shropshire. He enjoys riding his Honda 650 Deauville and a more modern
BMW F800GT, making an European touring holiday every year. He plays the piano-accordion and rings church
bells as well as compiling a gigantic computer database on Bomber Command matters. His deep admiration for
the men and women of Bomber Command is obvious from the way he writes and he welcomes email
correspondence.
Email rob.davis@blueyonder.co.uk

Internet www.robdavis.webhop.org

All Rob's writings are available as free downloads from the web site
http://www.robdavis.webhop.org/writings
You may care to find a small group of four people to read and perhaps act through the One-Act Play 'The
Watchers Watched' as this takes place in a wartime Watch Office.

9

This article, and many of Rob's aerodrome photos, were used by Mike Garbett and Brian Goulding in their
book "Lancaster At War 5 : 50 Years On" (Ian Allan, 1995)
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Glossary
A Lancaster crew consists of seven men, i.e. pilot, flight engineer, bomb aimer, navigator, wireless operator, mid
upper air gunner and rear air gunner. There was no front gunner but on the rare instances when the front
guns were used, the bomb aimer fired them. All crew members were expected to learn the rudiments of
another job in case of emergency.
Adjutant = in charge of a Squadron's clerical administration. Always saluted and called “Sir” whilst in his office or
on Parade, regardless of his rank, as he represents the Commanding Officer.
Aldis = electric signalling lamp.
Astrodome = high Perspex dome formed as part of the cockpit canopy, to afford all-round visibility and used by
the navigator for taking star sights.
Bash = a riotously good time.
Bomb Dump = the remote part of an aerodrome where the bombs are stored, usually with raised earth or
concrete walls to protect the explosives from blast and sometimes with concrete blockhouses and steel
overhead lifting rails and pulleys.
Bofors = Swedish designed anti-aircraft and general purpose 40mm cannon, built in Britain under licence.
Bombing Ladder = the "league table" of accurate bombing. Each aircraft took a picture as its bombs hit the
ground and the results were plotted. A good crew who bombed with consistent accuracy would be at the
top of the Squadron Ladder, and a good Squadron would be at the top of the Group Ladder.
Boost = the amount of throttle being given to an aircraft engine.
Briefing Room = where the aircrew assembled to be given instructions for the night's bombing raid, and
interrogated on return.
Browning = the main make of machine gun used by the RAF.
Cannon = a self-loading gun, fed by belt or magazine, firing a shell which exploded on impact, giving a great deal
of hitting power. Whilst firing at about half the rate of a machine gun, the range was 1,000 yards and the
shell could be high explosive, incendiary or armour piercing or even a mixture of all three.
Caterpillar Club = anyone who has baled out and descended to safety by using the Irvin parachute carried by
aircrew. A small unofficial badge was sewn into the inside of the uniform lapel where it was out of sight
but could still be shown by the wearer.
CGM = Conspicuous Gallantry Medal (for NCOs, the next highest to a Victoria Cross).
Chinese PT = sleep.
CO = Commanding Officer.
Cookie = 4,000lb blast bomb.
Corkscrew = violent evasive action.
Database = a computer based information storage and retrieval system.
Deflection = the gunner's art in aiming his weapon(s) so that he hits the target. In aerial combat this is a highly
skilled business as there are many factors to be taken into account, such as the airspeed of his own and
the target aircraft, converging angles, type of weapon being fired; usually the combat lasts only a few
seconds so the gunner has extraordinarily little time to get it right.
DFC = Distinguished Flying Cross decoration (Officers).
DFM = Distinguished Flying Medal decoration (NCOs).
Dispersal = a concrete or tarmac hardstanding on which an aircraft is parked whilst not in use. Dispersals are
either "frying-pan" or "spectacle" shaped and are scattered around the aerodrome to reduce the damage
in case of enemy attack, crash, or accidental explosion.
Ditch = land on the sea through some mishap, usually as a result of engine failure, damage to aircraft, or running
out of fuel.
Drink / oggin = the sea, the ocean.
DSO = Distinguished Service Order decoration (Officers).
Dummy Run = an abortive bombing run over the target. Sometimes the bombs would "hang up" or fail to release,
or the bomb aimer would make a mistake and not position the aircraft correctly and thus ask the pilot to go
around again. It was not a popular request.
Evading = staying at large in enemy or occupied territory after baling-out (either alone or with the help of others)
and trying to make your way back to England.
Exhaust shroud = a metal cowl which fits over the exhaust pipes of an aircraft engine. The exhaust pipes are
very short, so the exhaust flame is free to shoot out whilst the engine is running. These flames would
betray the aircraft to an enemy night-fighter and it was necessary to mask them as much as possible.
Fix = obtaining an accurate position, by looking at the ground or other means such as wireless bearing.
Flak = anti-aircraft fire.
Flak-happy / the twitch = nervous complaint caused by the stress of flying operations. Operational fatigue was
not officially recognised as an illness.
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Flight = a Bomber Squadron is for administrative purposes divided into two or more Flights, ('A' Flight, 'B' Flight
etc) with a Flight Commander for each one and a Squadron Commander in overall charge.
Flight = verbal shorthand for Flight Sergeant. A Flight Sergeant who was not aircrew was an important man in
the ranks, an airman of great competence and very senior status; but as all aircrew were at least Sergeant
except during the very early days of the war, it was not a particularly high rank amongst those men flying.
Flight Commander = the officer, in Bomber Command a Squadron Leader, who is in command of a Bomber
Flight of about 12 aircraft.
Flight Engineer = the pilot's assistant, responsible for the manipulation and running of engines, fuel and oil
systems, hydraulics etc. Usually informally trained to fly the aircraft straight and level. There was no 2nd
pilot on a Lancaster, but see the entry for "Second Dickey".
Focke-Wulf (Fw 190) = a very fine German single-seat single-engined fighter which was much better than the
Messerschmitt 109 and certainly an excellent match for the Spitfire.
Funnels = the final stage of landing, where the aircraft is flying down a narrowing set of runway approach lights.
From the cockpit, the lights looked like a funnel - hence the expression .
Gee = an early electronic navigation aid carried by bombers and which the Germans were able to jam over their
own territory. Nowadays GPS satellites work on the same principle as Gee.
Gen = information, knowledge.
Glycol = the coolant used in liquid cooled aero engines.
Goldfish Club = anyone who has ditched and taken to the emergency dinghy. A tiny unofficial badge was sewn
in the same manner as the Caterpillar Club.
Gremlins = the mythical band of mischievous pixies blamed for all malfunctions.
Ground / Flight to Ground = order given by the pilot to the flight engineer which instructs him to switch from the
internal (aircraft) batteries to the external (ground trolley) battery. It was usual to use the external
batteries to start the engines.
Groupie = Group Captain.
Guardhouse / Guardroom = the aerodrome's security HQ, usually placed by the Main Gate and with provision for
detaining people under military arrest.
Hallie = Handley Page Halifax heavy bomber.
Heavy Conversion Unit (HCU) = where the crew were posted after OTU. Here they would be taught to fly a
four-engined aircraft.
H2S = the downward pointing radar used by Bomber Command as a navigational aid. Often used by enemy
night-fighters to home in on an aircraft using it.
Intruder = aircraft detailed to infiltrate low into enemy territory and attack targets of opportunity such as landing
aeroplanes.
J hangar = the large prewar type hangar with a curved steel roof and offices / workshops along each side.
Junkers (Ju 88) = a very versatile German three- or four-seat twin-engined aircraft, used extensively and
successfully by the Luftwaffe in many different roles.
Kammhuber Line = a twenty-mile deep belt of flak and searchlights extending from Belgium to the Baltic, over
which the RAF had to fly on the way to and from Germany.
Kite = aircraft (slang).
LMF = Lack of Moral Fibre, the catch-all term to describe anyone who asked to be taken off operations.
Lancaster Finishing School (LFS) = the final stage prior to posting to a Lancaster equipped Squadron. Here the
crew would complete a set of day & night flying exercises in the Lancaster bomber and their results would
be graded. A poor grade would send them back to HCU.
Log Book = the record book kept by all aircrew containing details of all flying and training done.
Machine gun = a quick firing gun, usually belt fed and which fires a solid bullet. The usual RAF type was the
Browning .303 inch calibre and it fired 12 bullets per second with an effective range of only 400 yds; the
Germans used a slightly heavier calibre 7.95mm and the Americans the far superior .5 inch.
Mae West = aircrew life jacket, so named because whilst wearing one, aircrew resembled the famous American
lady actress, whose bosom size was legendary.
Main Force = the 'stream' of bombers making their way to the target, trying to swamp the defences by staying on
a predetermined route and height.
Maycrete hut = a brick built and concrete-skinned hut with a wooden roof, used as a general purpose building.
Mayday = S.O.S..
Merlin = the Rolls-Royce "Merlin" engine, a very fine and reliable aero engine used extensively by the RAF.
Mess = where the personnel ate. Officers, Sergeants, Airmen and WAAFs had their own messes and it was
strictly forbidden to use the wrong one.
Messerschmitt (Me 109) = a single-seat single-engined German fighter aircraft used extensively during the war.
Whilst superior to the RAF's Hurricane fighter, it was outclassed by the Spitfire.
Messerschmitt (Me 110) = a twin-seat twin-engined German aircraft used as a fighter, escort, light bomber and
night fighter. Far inferior to the Hurricane and Spitfire, it performed well as a night fighter when fitted with
airborne radar and long range fuel tanks.
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MO = Medical Officer.
Nissen / Romney hut = a semicircular hut made with a concrete base and iron hoops forming the frame; the
skinning is corrugated iron. They usually have brick end walls. The small ones are Nissens and the large
ones Romneys. Noted for their poor insulation and dampness.
Operational Training Unit (OTU) = where a bomber crew was formed; a flying training unit which did from time to
time carry out simple raids like dropping leaflets or mines, so that a crew could gain experience on a 'safe'
operation.
Operations (Ops) Block = the command bunker where the bombing raids were planned; the central point of
command with the main teleprinter / phone lines, meteorological charts, intelligence rooms, etc. Very
solidly built and usually half-underground with blast walls all round it; with its own air purification and
generator equipment and gas proof doors. Few outside windows.
Orbit = fly round in a circle.
Pancake = land.
Parachute room = the very distinctively shaped building on an aerodrome where all the parachutes are stored,
checked, dried and repacked.
PFF (Path Finder Force) = the group of Bomber and Light Bomber squadrons consisting of expert crews whose
job it was to identify, illuminate and mark targets so that Main Force could bomb with higher accuracy than
they otherwise could.
Perimeter track / Peri Track = the narrow (50 foot wide) concrete track which encircles an aerodrome and from
which all the runways and dispersals are accessed.
Port = left hand side.
POW = Prisoner of War.
Prang = crash, accident.
Radial engine = air cooled engine such as the Bristol Pegasus.
Redcap = military policeman.
Rookie = beginner, greenhorn, inexperienced person.
R/T = Radio Telephone (voice transmission).
Schmeisser = a German light sub-machine gun, very fast firing and reliable.
Second dickey = inexperienced pilot going along with an experienced crew, technically acting as 2nd pilot but
really going as an observer, to get the feel of what a bombing operation was like.
Schrage Musik = German upward firing cannon fitted to night fighter so that the enemy could slink under a
bomber and attack from its blind spot.
Sprog = inexperienced newcomer.
Starboard = right hand side.
Station Commander = the senior officer, in Bomber Command a Group Captain, who is in overall command of
the aerodrome and its personnel.
Station Headquarters (SHQ) = the clerical administration building.
Squadron Commander = the senior officer, in Bomber Command a Wing Commander, who is in charge of all his
Squadron's personnel.
T2 hangar = wartime sheet steel "economy" hangar.
Tour = 30 raids.
Tracer = about one bullet in ten showed up as a coloured streak so that the gunner could see where his bullets
were going.
Turret = a Perspex-covered "dustbin", free to rotate and usually powered by electricity or hydraulics, where the
aircraft's defensive guns are mounted. The gunner sits inside, controlling the turret with a set of hand
grips or foot pedals. There is usually a safety bar or electric cut-out to stop the gunner shooting holes in
his own aircraft.
u/s = Unserviceable, broken, out of order.
WAAF = female RAF (Womens' Auxiliary Air Force).
Walrus = elderly biplane capable of landing on either the sea or land; used for air/sea rescue.
Watch Office / Control Tower / Watch Tower = the building from which all the flying was controlled.
White Flash Boy = an airman who had volunteered for flying duties and who was awaiting or undergoing basic
assessment/training wore no special badge but was entitled to put a small piece of white linen in the front
fold of his service cap.
Wimpey = Vickers Wellington medium bomber.
Window = strips of aluminium foil dropped by aircraft to distort enemy radar.
Wingco = Wing Commander.
Winged Bullet = the badge of the air gunner.
Wizard = terrific, wonderful.
W/T = Wireless Telegraphy (Morse Code transmission).
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